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Abstract 
In the Second Century B.c.E. the Jews rebelled against their Seleucid overlords 
achieving, for a while at least, some sort of limited independence. The events that 
occurred are, in the main, recorded by two works: First and Second Maccabees. The latter 
of these is a much neglected text. It is maligned as tragic or pathetic history and generally 
only used by scholars on an ad hoc basis to support particular arguments. Second 
Maccabees is, however, still a product of a particular time and place, and therefore can 
give insights into the society from which it evolved. 
This thesis makes use of this premise to analyse Second Maccabees. Our intention 
is to uncover some of the author's perceptions and beliefs in order to explain aspects of 
Jewishness and Jewish society. To do this we approach the text in a fresh way, paying 
close attention to repeated uses of particular words and any patterns in context that can be 
associated with these words - this includes associations that are made to particular events 
or groups. Repeated patterns, it is suggested, provide both an insight into aspects of the 
author's society and a context within which to interpret the text. 
As part of this process we also discuss: First, the concept of identity - Jew, 
Judaean and the role of the 'other'. Second, the place of the Hellene and Hellenic culture 
in Jewish society (Jewishness), with particular attention given to the age old dichotomy 
of Jew versus Greek, Hellenism versus Judaism. The result suggests that the increasing 
tendency to minimise any Jewish-Hellenic conflict should be reassessed. This does not 
mean that Jews did not adopt aspects of Hellenic culture, but rather that the reality is far 
more complex. Societies operate and evolve on many, often (seemingly) contradictory 
levels, the self adoption of foreign (Hellenic) ideas does not mean that Hellenism cannot 
symbolise a threat. 
Introduction 
The Jewish texts First and Second Maccabees describe a nationalistic movement. l 
First Maccabees outlines how the Jewish people, led initially by Judas Maccabaeus, 
rebelled against the Seleucids establishing (eventually) the Hasmonaean dynasty; while 
Second Maccabees discusses the first fifteen years of the rebellion ending just before the 
death of Judas. In these books we have, therefore, important and rare historical accounts 
of events occurring in Second Century Judaea, and for that matter the wider Seleucid 
Empire. Yet only recently have the important historical insights - and from our 
perspective, 'social insights' provided by these texts begun to be recognised.2 The 
Maccabaean Books have not so much been ignored as that analysis has been limited to 
discussions on the canonical status (or otherwise) of the so-called Apocryphal Books, or 
that the texts have been selectively used in general studies of Jewish History.3 Moreover, 
1 All dates are B .C.E. unless otherwise stated. All translations are my own, although I have used 
appropriate Loeb and Penguin volumes for Greek and Latin texts. For Biblical texts I have used The 
Revised English Bible (Oxford and Cambridge, 1989) and numerous Commentaries (see Bibliography, in 
particular note that for First and Second Maccabees Goldstein's Commentaries and Abel's Commentary 
were both used extensively). Therefore, what I have set often reflects agreement with these translations. 
Since the text of Second Maccabees is central to our discussion, references to the author of this work often 
are made by some term/phrase such as 'our author'. 
2 This probably results from the discoveries at Qumran [see Vermes G. The Complete Dead Sea Scrolls In 
English (Penguin Books: London, New York, Auckland; 1998)]. While there were no fragments from 
either First or Second Maccabees, the interest and pUblicity the finds generated increased the recognition of 
the role the 'Apocryphal' Books can play in determining the history of Judaism (Jewish society) and Jewish 
thought in the period prior to the advent of Christianity [see Goldstein J. II Maccabees: A New Translation 
with Introduction and Commentmy The Anchor Bible Series Vo!. 41A (Doubleday: New York, 1983) ix]. 
There are some excellent early investigations and discussions on both First and Second Maccabees. We 
emphasise the rapid growth of research in more recent times, especially within the broader subject area of 
"Jews in the Hellenistic World" where studies recognise the value of these texts. 
3 The Apocrypha [from Apocryphon: literally 'hidden writings'] also referred to as 'Deuterocanonical 
Books' - are understood as a collection of Jewish writings composed between about 250 B.C.E. and 100 
C.E. that the Catholics (and, with qualifications, Orthodox and Eastern Christians) accept as canonical but 
Protestants (with qualifications) and Jews now do not. They were preserved in the major Greek translations 
of the Hebrew Bible (but excluded from the rabbinical canon), and by Jerome who, with exceptions, 
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the lack of focussed analysis has resulted in a piecemeal approach to the texts; the clear 
preference for First Maccabees over Second Maccabees; and a reliance on the objective 
while neglecting the subjective when identifying facts and interpreting both books. 
Exactly what some of these comments mean will emerge shortly. Suffice it to recognise 
now that all relate in some way to methodology by which I mean how and why a text is 
investigated, as well as the parameters historians establish when undertaking any 
research. 
In addition two further issues are central to discussions concerning First and 
Second Maccabees. First, both these texts are regarded as an (if not 'the') important 
representation of an alleged conflict between Judaism and Hellenism I Greek and Jew.4 
During the Nineteenth Century C.E. interpretations of this conflict tended to explain it in 
terms of a deliberate Hellenising policy of Antiochus IV's.5 By the Twentieth Century 
gathered them together at the end of his Latin translation (the Vulgate). Related are the Pseudepigraphical 
writings, a term often used to refer to (generally) non-canonical works ascribed to prophetic or patriarchal 
figures from Jewish (Biblical) history. See Schtirer E. The History of the Jewish People in the Age of Jesus 
Christ Rev. Ed. by G. Vermes, F. Millar and M. Goodman. In Three Volumes (T. & T. Clark: Edinburgh, 
1973-1987) 111.177-180; Charles worth J.H. [Ed.] The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha (DoubleDay: Garden 
City, New York; 1985); Neusner J. and Green W.S. [Eds.] Dictionary of Judaism in The Biblical Period: 
450 B.C.E. to 600 C.E. In Two Volumes (MacMillian Library Reference USA: New York, 1996) 1.48, 
11.507. 
4 Consider Erich Gruen's opening sentence in his recent book Heritage and Hellenism: 'The revolt of Judas 
Maccabaeus represents for most researchers the pivotal point in the confrontation of Judaism and 
Hellenism' [Gruen E. Heritage and Hellenism: The Reinventiofl of Jewish Tradition (Berkeley, Los 
Angeles, London; 1998) 1]; or Jonathan Goldstein's more general comment in his opening statements to an 
article on Jews and Hellenism, an article in which Judas Maccabaeus' rebellion is central: ' "The Greek 
confronted the Hebrew. Judaism confronted Hellenism." Thus runs the conventional wisdom of our time' 
[Goldstein J. 'Jewish Acceptance and Rejection of Hellenism'. In E.P. Sanders, A.I. Baumgarten and A. 
Mendelson [eds.] Jewish and Christian Self Definition Vol. Two: Aspects of Judaism in the Graeco-Roman 
World (London, 1981) 64-87, 318-326]. 
5 See, for example, SchUrer (1973-1987) I.147-8. Schiirer, of course, wrote his account towards the end of 
the nineteenth century. While a deliberate policy of Hellenisation is doubtful, Schtirer is supported by 
Tacitus [Tac. Hist. V.8]. 
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C.E. scholars had begun to recognise that Judaism and the Jews were not closed to 
everything Hellenic and that a sort of 'Hellenistic Judaism' developed. This 
notwithstanding, some elements of Jewish society still clearly stood apart from 
Hellenism's influence and as a result an underlying conflict remained. 
Two influential theories outline variations of this basic argument: that of Elias 
Bickerman6 (which Martin Hengel followed and subsequently developed furthee); and 
6 Bickerman spelt his name in three different ways (Bickerman, Bickermann, and Bikerman), but we will 
use one (Bickerman) throughout. Bickerman's Bibliography is extensive, but of particular importance are: 
Bickerman E. Der Gott der Makkabiier (Berlin, 1937), translated into English by H.R. Moehring as The 
God of the Maccabees: Studies on the Meaning and Origin of the Maccabaean Revolt (Leiden, 1979); 
Institutions des Seleucides (Paris, 1938); The lews in the Greek Age (Cambridge, 1988). 
Bickerman's thesis is that 'extreme Hellenists' existed in Jewish society (Menelaus and the 
Tobiads) and that they tried to reform Judaism. The idea was to remove the barriers, such as food taboos, 
purity regulations, circumcision, etc., that tended to isolate Jews from the surrounding world. The reformers 
(Hellenisers) believed that they were developing an enlightened Judaism. Bickerman, therefore, argues that 
Menelaus (not Antiochus) was an ideologue who was responsible for prompting the king into action, 
perhaps even promoting the religious suppression [Based on II Macc. XIII. 3ff. , but see also Josephus 
Antiquities XII.385]. As we might expect, the reformers' plans met resistance from more traditional 
elements within Jewish society. The result was the Maccabaean rebellion. For more, including comments 
and assessments by other scholars see, in particular: Grabbe L.L. ludaism From Cyrus to Hadrian In Two 
Vols. (Minneapolis, 1992) 1.148-153, 250ff provides a good summary of the arguments made by 
Bickerman and Hengel. Grabbe also provides references to criticisms of their respective studies, the most 
important of which include: Bringmann K. Hellenistische Reform und Religionsverfolgung in ludiia 
(Gottingen, 1983); Feldman L.H. 'Hengel's ludaism and Hellenism in Retrospect'. In IBL 96 (1977) 371-
82; Millar F. 'The Background to the Maccabean Revolution: Reflections on Martin Hengel's ludaism and 
Hellenism'. In lIS 29 (1978) 1-21; Momigliano A. Review of ludentum und Hellenismus, by M. Hengel'. 
In ITS 21 (1970) 149-53; Tcherikover V.A. Hellenistic Civilisation and the lews (Philadelphia, 1959) 
183ff. 
7 See Hengel M. ludaism and Hellenism: Studies in Their Encounter in Palestine During the Early 
Hellenistic Period (Fortress Press: Philadelphia; 1974), lews, Greeks and Barbarians: Aspects of the 
Hellenization of ludaism in the Pre-Christian Period (SCM Press: London; 1980). 
Hengel demonstrates through an exhaustive examination of a wide variety of evidence that 
Palestinean Judaism is not a separate entity from Hellenistic Judaism [Cf. Hengel (1974) 1.103-6]. The 
Jews of the second century did not hold themselves aloof from the world they lived in, rather they were as 
much a part of it as the other peoples of the Near East. In this way Hengel does question the idea that 
Judaism and Hellenism were incompatible concepts, or at least binary opposites. Yet Hengel accepts 
Bickerman's thesis as to the cause of the rebellion. Therefore, there is the inference of a cultural conflict, at 
least to some extent. See Goldstein [(1981) 65] who also seems to reach this conclusion. Note also the 
comments by Grabbe (1992) 1.148-53 and the other references cited in n. 6 above. 
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that of Victor Tcherikover8• Most other modern theories simply derive from these 
scholars' works. Moreover, while these scholars' may disagree on particulars, there 
remains for us the fundamental recognition that 'Palestine an , Iudaism was not immune 
from the world at large (i.e. Hellenism). All the same, on some level or in some sector of 
Iewish society a rejection of Greek influence remained. In this way the confrontation 
model or, as Tessa Rajak defines it, a 'polarity' between Iudaism and Hellenism stands 
intact. 9 
8 Tcherikover's theory is presented in his Book Hellenistic Civilisation and the Jews (Philadelphia, 1959). 
In short, Tcherikover views the Jewish nationalistic movement (i.e. the rise of the Hasmonaean State) as a 
class struggle between the masses and the aristocracy (including the priests). The conflict is, therefore, 
viewed as political, with Hellenism and Judaism positioned as opposing forces. However, the desire to 
build a Hellenistic state on a Jewish national foundation proved to be impossible: 'Judaism and Hellenism 
were, as forces, each too peculiar to itself to be able to compromise within one country. A Hellenistic state 
could not be founded upon the Jerusalem theocracy' [(1959) 264-265]. 
Tcherikover does accept that over time Hellenism had a cultural impact on Jews, albeit as 
individuals. That is, Hellenism ceased to be a political tool through which it was possible for a Jewish 
faction to seek change; rather, it (Hellenism) only operated or was influential in the cultural sphere. This is 
how we can account for the considerable Greek traces that are present in Jewish literature, language, and 
law: 'Generations of proximity to the Greeks had not passed over the Jews of Palestine without leaving 
considerable traces in their literature, language, law and all other aspects of their civilisation' [(1959) 265]. 
In regard to the Maccabaean revolt itself, Tcherikover suggests that the Upper Class Hellenistic movement 
in Jerusalem met resistance from the Hasidim. Antiochus IV reacted by sacking the city and by sending 
Apollonius to install a military colony. The subsequent handing out of land confiscated from city residents 
to the military colonists renewed tensions [Based on Daniel XI.39 and the Philosopher Porphyry's 
explanation of this passage in the Third Century C.E. See Bar-Kochva B. Judas Maccabaeus: The Jewish 
Struggle Against the Seleucids (Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 1989) 438ft, esp. n. 8; Bickerman 
(1937) 85-6; Hengel (1974) 512-15; Montgomery lM. The Book of Daniel (Edinburgh, 1927) 463 - non 
vidi; Tcherikover (1959) 189-90]. Furthermore, Tcherikover suggests that these soldiers were Syrian and 
that as citizens of Jerusalem they began to worship their gods in the Temple [Contra: see Bar-Kochva 
(1989) 92-105, and esp. 438-44; Grabbe (1992) 1. 251-2]. This desecration resulted in further Jewish outcry 
and unrest. Antiochus, realising that religion was the basis for Jewish resistance, imposed his persecutions. 
In other words, Tcherikover views Antiochus' attack on Jewish religion as a response to the revolt, not the 
cause of the revolt. Regardless, the Jewish-Greek dichotomy is present. 
9 Rajak T. 'The Hasmoneans and the Uses of Hellenism'. In P.R. Davies and R.T. White [Eds.] A Tribute to 
Geza Vermes (England, 1990) 261-80; for the above comment see Pp. 261. 
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Such assertions have not convinced all scholars. In recent times some have 
suggested that the Judaism-Hellenism distinction has received overemphasise. To some 
extent we saw the start of this possibility in Hengel's work, although Erich Gruen most 
recently and far more directly has argued this point. Gruen suggests that First and Second 
Maccabees contain little to support the idea that Judas Maccabaeus rebelled against 
'Hellenisers' or 'Hellenism'. In short, Gruen surmises that Judaism and Hellenism were 
not incompatible concepts. lO While there may be some truth in Gruen's latter observation 
the 'cultural conflict' dimension of the texts has yet to be adequately explained. To that 
end, regardless of whether one accepts or rejects the possibility of a Hellenic-Jewish 
conflict, the dichotomy itself remains central to any analysis of First and/or Second 
Maccabees. ll 
The second issue that we must introduce is that of identity. It is only recently that 
understanding Jewish identity (in the Hellenistic period) has begun to receive extensive 
attention, albeit primarily through a debate centered on defining the term '101)00'.'101. 
Perhaps the most notable or, at least, extensive recent work in this area is Shaye Cohen's 
10 Gruen E. (1998) passim esp. 1-40. Gruen is not alone in this interpretation of First and Second 
Maccabees, see also Goldstein (1981) 64-87, 318-326. Note also Hengel (1974) 'From about the middle of 
the third century B.C. all Judaism must really be designated "Hellenistic Judaism" in the strict sense' 
[104]; although as we have discussed, Hengel also recognises that the process of Hellenisation was not 
uniform in its 'acceptance by' and 'effect on' the Jewish population. In other words, 'Palestinean' Judaism 
was a part of the wider Hellenistic world and not immune from the influences of that world, yet this did not 
prevent important sectors of society from interpreting Hellenism as detrimental to Judaism. There is some 
maintenance of a belief in cultural confrontation. 
11 In no way should these statements be taken as an arbitrary dismissal of Gruen' s thesis: it is detailed and 
has gained much support [See, e.g, the comments in the following reviews: H.W. Attridge JR Vol. 80 No 1 
(2000) 163-4; P.W. van der Horst JBL Vol. 118 No 4 (1999) 129-31; J.E. Seaver Journal of 
Interdisciplinary History Vol. 30 No. 3 (1999) 493-4; also the recent book by Johnson S.R. Historical 
Fictions and Hellenistic Jewish Identity (University of California: Berkeley, Los Angeles; 2004)]. Our 
study may differ in interpretation in some areas, but the primary points that we will be trying to 
demonstrate have more to do with: (1) how we reach our results, i.e. methodology; and (2) how the 
adoption of Hellenic practices does not mean that 'Hellenism' can't still be perceived as a threat. 
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book The Beginning of Jewishness, in which he argues that the definition of Jewishness 
evolved from an ethnic to a religious basis. 12 
"The development of Ioudaios from Judaean to Jew testifies to a momentous 
development in the history of Judaism, the growth of the non ethnic conception of 
Jewishness. Such a conception is not securely attested until the Second Century 
B.C.E., when the Hasmonaeans, under the influence of Greek political ideas, 
extended citizenship in the Judaean state to the Idumaeans and Ituraeans".13 
Furthermore, Cohen also suggests that the evolution in meaning of 'Iou8atot is 
first attested in Second Maccabees and that Jewishness in itself presumes a contrast 
between 'us and them' (Jew and Gentile). 14 These are ideas that are central to our study. 
Initially, in Chapter One, we investigate the concept of the other in ancient texts by 
looking at some of the work that has been done in relation to Herodotus' Histories. This 
discussion will present a better understanding of how the term Hellene was evolving. In 
Chapter Two we explore the complex and diverse meanings of the term 'Iou8atot, and in 
doing so we will refine some of the issues addressed by Cohen. Later Chapters also 
explore and discuss issues that are associated with identity, albeit in relation to how the 
'Iou8atot (Chapter Three), the "E/,..I\:rWEt; (Chapter Four), and/or 'the other' (Chapters 
Three to Eight), are represented in Second Maccabees - the text upon which we will 
focus our analysis. 
12 Cohen SJ.D. The Beginnings of lewishness: Boundaries, Varieties, Uncertainties Hellenistic Culture and 
Society 31 (University of California: Berkeley, Los Angeles, London; 1999). This book has received 
positive reviews. See, e.g. Sivan H. 'What Has Jerusalem To Do With Rome (Or Athens, For That 
Matter?), Judaism, Classics, and Ancient History. Bryn Mawr Classical Review (1999.07.21). 
13 Cohen (1999) 342. 
14 Cohen (1999) passim; but for some specific examples see Pp. 92-93 for the first usage of 'Iou8atot in the 
sense of 'Jews' [IT Macc. VI.6 and IX.7]. For a summary of Jews defined by an 'other' and the concept of a 
boundary between Jew and Gentile see Cohen (1999) 341ff. 
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We have now introduced the Hellenes twice: once in terms of conflict (or 
otherwise) with the Jews, and again in relation to Jewish identity. The multiple number of 
roles for anyone term or concept within a study demonstrates that events and subjects in 
our past (or just societies) are complex. Rigid compartmentalisation in any analysis is 
artificial. Events do not stop and end at arbitrary boundaries be they chronological, 
ideological or subject related. Certainly limitations are needed for clarity, but we must 
recognise that the drive for simplicity can distort reality.I5 The role(s) of the Hellenes in 
relation to the Jews (or at least a faction of Jewish society) demonstrates this fact. We 
should not try to distort the interrelated and contradictory events that are the reality for 
the actors at the centre of our study, but rather account for such complexities by stressing 
context and by trying to incorporate a more holistic approach when interpreting the 
evidence. This will result in speculative judgements. However, we also gain a far richer 
understanding of issues our author was either trying to impart or were integral to his 
society (at least as they were perceived by him). 
In order to do this we will discuss terms and concepts within the context of a text 
- Second Maccabees - and some predetermined definitions. Three terms in particular 
need mentioning: Hellenism, Judaism and ethnicity. The former two are central to this 
thesis and are largely defined in the first two Chapters. I6 Be that as it may, it is perhaps 
necessary to add a few parameters to the term 'Hellenism,17, in that we will understand it 
15 Consider how Tcherikover attempts to categorise Hellenism as only influential in the cultural sphere and 
not the political [(1959) 264-5; see also n. 8 above and Grabbe (1992) I.l54]. Surely political factors are 
both a part and a product of the culture and society in which they are formed? 
16 Furthermore, Chapters Three and Four analyse the use of these terms in Second Maccabees. 
17 The available literature on 'Hellenism' is vast and this is not the place for an extensive Bibliography. 
Some principle works which can be used as a starting point include: Droysen J.G. Geschichte der 
Diadochen (Gotha, 1836) and Geschichte des Hellenismus (Gotha, 1877). On Droysen and Hellenism see 
Bravo B. Philologie, histoire, philosophie, de l'histoire: Etude sur I.G. Droysen, historien de l'antiquite 
(Wroclaw, Warsaw, and Krakow; 1968) esp. 338-349. See also Green P. Alexander to Actium: The 
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to mean: 'the diffusion of Greek culture amongst the variety of peoples of the 
Mediterranean'. We will impose a geographic limitation of the Near East and 
chronological boundaries of Alexander's conquests to the consolidation of the 'Roman 
Empire' under Augustus. Our focus is the spread of Hellenic ideas and their adoption by 
various peoples, although it must be stressed that we are in no way trying to imply any 
policy of deliberate integration. Rather, the spread of Hellenic culture should be 
understood as something which proceeded ad hoc, and be associated with the 
administrative requirements and power wielded by the ruling Greek classes. This 
notwithstanding, we should also recognise that local peoples were able to absorb Greek 
culture without losing local traditions18, and that cultural influence was not all one way.19 
This suggests that no 'pure strain' of Greek culture, whatever that might mean in 
principle, existed in the Near East. 'Hellenism', therefore, is best understood as an 
umbrella term under which the Greek component varied amongst the different peoples of 
the Mediterranean. 2o There is however a constant: the Seleucid regime. This dynasty, 
Hellenistic Age (London, 1990) 312ff; Momigliano A. 'Hellenism'. In EJ VIII (1972) col. 291 and in 
Essays in Ancient and Modern Historiography (Middletown, 1977) 307-312; Goldstein (1981) 64; Rajak 
(1990) 262ff. Iudaism is, of course, just as complex a topic as Hellenism. We have not included any 
introductory parameters for Iudaism at this point, however, as defining 'Iou3atot is a central part of our 
later discussions. 
18 Millar F. The Problems of Hellenistic Syria'. In A. Kuhrt and S. Sherwin-White [eds.] Hellenism in the 
East: The Interaction of Greek and Non-Greek Civilisations From Syria to Central Asia After Alexander 
(University of California: Berkeley, Los Angeles; 1987) 110-133, esp. 132: 'Yet as regards towns, or urban 
centres, there is enough evidence to suggest that it was possible to absorb Greek culture without losing 
local identity; and that Hierapolitans, Phoenicians and Samaritans when abroad positively emphasised their 
non-Greek identity' . 
19 Consider, for example, the archaeological evidence from Ai Khanum. This was a Greek 1tOAV; in the Far 
East, yet its buildings clearly suggest a 'mixed' - Greek and Achmaemenid architectural style. See 
Colledge M. 'Greek and Non-Greek Interaction in the Art and Architecture of the Hellenistic East'. In A. 
Kuhrt et al. (1987) 134-162, see esp. 142. Note also Green (1990) 332. 
20 Gruen's Greek 'ingredients' or 'conspicuous presence rather than a monopoly' [(1998) xiv]. See also 
Millar (1987) 132; Rajak (1990) 264-5. 
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while containing eastern elements, is defined as Hellenic: It has a clear Hellenic heritage, 
Hellenic components (,ingredients'), and is perceived by those in the East as Hellenic?l 
The second term that requires some comment at this point is 'ethnicity'. In the 
past ethnicity has been understood as a concept almost interchangeable with race, with 
perhaps a cultural element providing some form of distinction.22 More recent studies, 
however, have tended to introduce more complex ideologies that have influenced how we 
21 To reinforce this point consider also the introductory comments by the author of First Maccabees where 
he makes it perfectly clear that the Seleucid dynasty is Greek: Alexander is described as the King of Greece 
[I Mace. I.1], he marched out from Kittim [Greece] and defeated Darius (see Goldstein J.A. I Maccabees: A 
New Translation with Introduction and Commentary The Anchor Bible Series Vol. 41 (New York, 1976) 
191-2, and comments below). Furthermore, Alexander's successors ruled his provinces: 'And descended 
from them was that impious man Antiochus Epiphanes, son of King Antiochus' Kat £~f\AeEv £/; a-lJ'toov 
pl~a a!lap'tffiAO'; 'Av'ttoxo.; 'E1tHpav~.;, '\lio.; 'Av'tioxou 'tou ~a<HA£ffi'; [I Mace. 1.10]. References to 
Alexander as a Macedonian we should also interpret to mean as a Greek from the perception of an 
outsider (i.e. Jew) in the Second Century B.C.E. 
We should also note that Yawan, the usual Hebrew word for Greece, had come to refer to the 
Seleucid Empire by this time, cf. Daniel VIII.21, X.20; Goldstein (1976) 191-192; Torrey C.C. 'Yawan and 
Hellas as Designations of the Seleucid Empire'. In JADS 25 (1904) 302-11. Kittim had been a word 
generally associated with the distant west, cf. Jeremiah 11. 10, but owing (in part) to the designation of 
Yawan for the Seleucid Empire Kittim came to be used by the author of First Maccabees as a term for the 
'Greeks'. This not withstanding some ambiguity remained (and hence our 'Greek ingredients' phrase), and 
the author of First Maccabees does on occasion distinguish between the Seleucid Empire - as 'Asia', 
Hellenic Greece - as Yawan, and Macedonia as Kittim; cf. Goldstein (1976) 192. Later, Kittim could also 
refer to Rome: see (e.g.) Josephus Antiquities 1.6.1 (128). 
22 Consider, e.g. Gilbert: 'Some older theorists [For example, Rex J. Race and Ethnicity (Milton Keynes, 
Open UP, 1986) Chapter Two] distinguish ethnicity from race simply on the grounds that ethnicity involves 
cultural rather than physical differentiation' [Gilbert P. Peoples. Cultures and Nations In Political 
Philosophy (Washington, 2000).]. Jones asserts that in the 'nineteenth- and earlier twentieth century 
conceptions of ethnicity ... [were] ... not far removed from the concept of race [Jones S. 'Identities In 
Practice: Towards An Archaeological Perspective On Jewish Identity In Antiquity' In Jones S. and Pearce 
S. [Eds.] Jewish Local Patriotism and Self Identification in the Graeco-Roman Period Journal for the Study 
of the Psuedepigrapha Supplement Series VoL 31 (Sheffield Academic Press: Sheffield, 1998) 29-49 esp. 
32 n. 8 (for quote)]. Other terms for 'ethnicity' have included: 'nationality', 'nationalism' and 'minority'. 
See Ronen D. 'Ethnicity, Politics, and Development: An Introduction'. In D.L. Thompson and D. Ronen 
[Eds.]. Ethnicity, Politics. and Development (Lynne Rienner: Boulder, 1986) 1-10; esp. 1, 3ff - note that 
Ronen also goes on to discuss the distinctions between nationalism and ethnicity. See also comments by 
Enloe C.H. Ethnic Conflict and Political DeVelopment (Boston, 1973) 3. 
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will be using the tenn. 23 Let us be a little more specific. Ethnicity incorporates the idea of 
group membership, which is based on criteria recognisable both by those in the group and 
by those who are outside it. It is important to appreciate that one of these factors does not 
have to be common, biological descent. There just has to be a belie/in shared ancestry.24 
This idea manifests itself in our extant sources through the manipulation of kinship: a 
shared ancestry is developed when it is needed or in order to help 'define' a people.25 
Other factors that ethnicity may incorporate are a shared culture (in tenns of e.g. 
religion, customs, and language); shared historical memories (be they real or imagined); 
and a link with a geographic area (homeland), which does not have to be physical and 
could conceivably even be no more than a shared imagined memory?6 This latter point 
must be stressed, since our discussion of identity issues in Chapters One and Two 
(especially) emphasises a lessened role for geography and a focus on cultural 
matters/customs by both the Jews and the Greeks in the identification criteria that each 
23 Some reading to introduce modern discussions on Ethnicity include: Banks M. Ethnicity: 
Anthropological Constructions (Routledge: London and New York; 1996); Barth F. Ethnic Groups and 
Boundaries (Boston, 1969); Bentley G.C. 'Ethnicity and Practice' In Comparative Studies in Society and 
History Vol. 29 (1987) 24-55 (with extensive bibliography and summary of how discussion on ethnicity 
has evolved from the 1950's); Hutchinson J. and Smith M. [Eds.] Ethnicity (Oxford, 1996); Ronen D. 
(1986) 1-10. See studies mentioned in n. 27 (above) as well. In relation to the ancient Greek world see Hall 
J.M. Ethnic Identity in Greek Antiquity (Cambridge, 1997); Hall J.M. Hellenicity: Between Ethnicity and 
Culture (Chicago and London; 2002). 
24 See Weber M. 'The Origin of Ethnic Groups'. In J. Hutchinson et at. (1996) 35-40, note also some 
comments in the 'Introduction' to Hutchinson et al. Pp. 3-14 esp. 4-7; Cohen R. 'Ethnicity: Problem and 
Focus In Anthropology' In Annual Review of Anthropology Vol. 7 (1978) 379-403, esp. 385 where Cohen 
suggests that 'Max Weber defined it a sense of common descent going beyond kinship, political solidarity 
vis-a.-vis other groups ... ' (emphasis added). Contra, see some points raised by Gilbert (2000) 21. On racial 
categorisation by those outside the group itself see e.g. Gilbert (2000) 9-21. 
25 Consider Herodotus' manipulation of the Medes, ancestry [Hdt. VII.62]. Also consider, the alleged 
kinship between the Jews and the Spartans [I Mace. XII.I-23], although in Chapter Five we present an 
alternative interpretation of this relationship based on its representation in Second Maccabees. 
26 Some of these same points are also made by Hutchinson et al. (1996) 6ff. 
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group employs.27 At any rate, at this stage we should simply recognise that these different 
factors indicate a form of group solidarity. Moreover, they demonstrate that an ethnic 
group is identifiable on a subjective level: The imagined can be the reality. In order to 
clarify this concept we again use the 'other' and define identity in relation to the Greeks 
(versus Barbarians) and Jews (versus Gentiles) respectively. For now, perhaps all we 
have to observe is that the whole ideology behind an 'us' versus 'them' (i.e. 'other') 
understanding of peoples (identity) helps emphasise that ethnicity, and indeed identity 
itself, is to some extent a social construction. 
In out lining these parameters we are not trying to present the final definition as to 
what ethnicity is or is not. Rather, the comments we have made are there to present an 
indication of issues and concepts that have and are being developed in the social sciences. 
This, in turn, provides a form of foundation to the ideas that we will raise and discuss in 
relation to our area of interest. To that end, we have not defined the term 'ethnicity', 
instead we presented a concept with broad parameters or boundaries. This should enable 
an understanding of both what is intended when we discuss 'identity criteria', and an 
indication of the ideology behind our methods. 
Second Maccabees 
Our study will thus analyse, discuss and define the Jews, Hellenes, the Gentiles, 
their respective relationships and Jewish society (Jewishness) as the text of Second 
Maccabees represents them. We need, therefore, to make some preliminary comments 
about the book. In the format in which it has been transmitted to us there are two prefixed 
27 Although it has not been made clear in our discussions to date there is also a political element that is 
associated with culture and customs. This comes out, in part, in our identity discussions in (especially) 
Chapters One, Two, and Eight of this thesis. We should also stress that the idea of shared imagined 
history/memories is clearly central to the formation of a Jewish group. We recognise this through our 
emphasis on traditions (law) and religion. 
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letters [II Mace. I.1-lOa; I.10b-II.18], with the text proper beginning in the middle of 
Chapter Two. At this point is a 'Preface' [II Mace. I1.19-32] where our author outlines 
how he intends to provide an accessible summary of Jason of Cyrene's complex and 
detailed five-book history of Judas Maccabaeus' activities and the purification of the 
Temple. While some have dismissed Jason as an authorial invention to give the alleged 
epitome credibility we need not, I think, be so scepticaL After all, we would expect our 
author to use an authoritative (Le. Biblical) name for this purpose: Jason is otherwise 
unknown.28 Moreover, our study will demonstrate that any invented author would have 
been most unlikely to have a Greek name. We should accept therefore that Second 
Maccabees is what it purports to be, a summary. This does not mean that our author was 
just a copyist: there is little doubt that he was in control of his materiaL29 
Be that as it may and despite our author's noble intentions his efforts are often 
derided. The dramatic narrative has led to the book being classified as 'tragic or pathetic 
history' - a label used by historians since Polybius who want to question a work's 
28 On the dismisal of Jason as a fiction see Kamphausen A. 'Das zweite Mattabaerbuch'. In E. Kautzsch 
von [ed.] Die Apokryphen und Pseudepigraphen des Alten Testaments (Georg Olms Verlag, 1992) 81ff. 
The most prominent example of an author roughly contemporary to ours using a Biblical name for 
cedibility would be the Book of Daniel; Daniel is mentioned along with Noah and Job in Ezekiel14.14, 20; 
and described as very wise Ezekia128.3 [see LaCocque A. Daniel in His Time (South Carolina, 1988) esp. 
3-8; Eissfeldt O. The Old Testament: An Introduction Including the Apocrypha and Psuedepigrapha, and 
also the works of similar type from Qumran. The History of the Formation of the Old Testament. Translated 
by P. R. Ackroyd (Oxford, 1966) 512-29, 767-69; Schurer (1986) III 245-50]. For more on this discussion 
and some arguments for and against the existence of Jason (with references) see Doran R. Temple 
Propaganda: The Purpose And Character of Second Maccabees. The Catholic Biblical Quarterly: 
Monograph Series Vol. 12 (Washington, 1981) 81-84. Doran agrees with our assessment that there is no 
reason not to accept the existence of a larger work by Jason. For more on Jason more generally see, 
especially, Schtirer (1973) I.l9-20 and references cited therein. 
29 We should also note here that the debate over whether or not this is a complete summary of Jason's work 
(Le. whether or not our author ended his narrative before Jason) will not affect our discussion. For 
completeness, however, our author does indicate that it is a full summary [H Mace. 11.23] and I see no 
reason to doubt him here. Consider also Momigliano' s comments [(1975a) 82]. 
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historical accuracy or worth. 30 Certainly there is some support for such scepticism since 
the narrative does open with the first attested miracle of the Second Temple [U Mace. 
m.24ft]. Still the inclusion of stories and dramatic descriptions is a recognisable part of 
both Greek historiography and Jewish (Biblical) tradition.31 Furthermore, we must not 
dismiss supernatural intervention as a Jewish phenomenon. Greek historical writings also 
contain 'miraculous' descriptions: Herodotus, for example, describes how, at the battle of 
Salamis the Greeks might have been unsuccessful had it not been for the 'intervention' of 
a phantom figure. 32 The simple truth is that the 'stories' can help us understand the 
society which either creates or transmits them. They are in a sense windows into a 
people's beliefs and ideas, which when analysed in their correct context will provide 
valuable insights.33 Therefore, in itself a 'dramatic' narrative should not degrade the value 
of an historical text for it can still demonstrate (at the very least) an author's outlook. 
30 Polybius II.56.8-14 where the work of Phylarchus is attacked. However, note that Polybius himself uses 
emotion and tragedy; cf. XV.24-33; XVl.30-34; XXIII.IO-I1. The modern description of Second 
Maccabees in these terms really began with Niese, who ironically was trying to show that it was 
trustworthy [Niese B. 'Kritik der beiden Makkabiierbiicher nebst Beitragen zur Geschichte der 
makkabaischen Erhebung'. In Hermes 35 (1900) 268-307, 453-527 (=Kritik der beiden Makkabaerbiicher. 
Berlin: Weidman, 1900)]. Since then Bickerman [(1937) 147]; Abel [F.M. Abel Les Livres des Maccabees. 
Etudes Bibliques (Paris: Gabalda 1949)]; and Habicht [Habicht 2.Makkabiierbuch Itidische Schriften aus 
hellenistisch-romischer Zeit, Band 1, Lfg. 3; (GUtersloh: G Mohn 1976) 189] have all maintained the 
categorisation of Second Maccabees as "tragic", to the detriment of its acceptance as a "proper" historical 
work [Contra, note Doran (1981) 77-81]. For more discussion on tragic history see Doran R. '2 Maccabees 
and Tragic History'. In Hebrew Union College Annual Vol. 50 (1979) 107-14; Doran R. (1981) 84-97; 
Goldstein (1983) 20ff; Momigliano A. 'Greek Historiography'. In History and Theory 17 (1978) 1-28, esp. 
8; Walbank F.W. 'History and Tragedy'. In Historia 9 (1960) 216-234: where Walbank states he would 
like to discard the term as a figment and a distortion (233-234); Walbank F.W. Polybius (University of 
California: Berkeley; 1972a) 38. Note also SchUrer (1986) Ill. 533. 
31 Consider the stories in Herodotus, such as the account of Gyges' usurpation of Candaules' throne [Hdt. 
1.8-12], or those in the Pentateuch, such as Moses being hidden amongst the reeds in the Nile and saved by 
the Pharaoh's daughter [Exodus RIff]. 
32 Hdt. VllI.84; also VIIL94 when divine intervention brought the fleeing Corinthians back to the battle. 
33 Note Doran (1979) 110: 'One must attempt to assess the work of 2 Maccabees in itself, and attempt to 
grasp how the author is proceeding'; and later: 'one should attempt (a) to isolate structures in the work 
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It is also curious that while scholars are quick to use the abridger's stated desire 
'to provide entertainment' [11 Macc. 11.25] in order to undermine Second Maccabees, 
they remain silent on his stronger assertions that he will focus on 'the main points' [11 
Macc. 11.28]; aim at 'conciseness of expression' [11 Macc. 11.31]; and how the summary 
will be 'an aid for students who must commit the facts to memory' [11 Macc. 1I.24V4 The 
reality is that in the Preface our author does not imply that the work is inferior, only more 
accessible - not a bad 'fault' for an historical work to possess! 
Allegations of inferiority also imply a comparison and there can be no doubt that 
Second Maccabees has suffered due to a preference for First Maccabees. To some extent 
the reasoning is rational and obvious: First Maccabees does present as a more matter of 
fact historical narrative. Yet this is an interpretation based largely on presentation, which 
1 think may have provided a false sense of authority. First Maccabees does have its 
problems. The author was very much biased towards the Hasmonaean dynasts, to such an 
extent that it is generally accepted as the Hasmonaean (Maccabaean) or 'official' version 
of events.35 Furthermore, the author also develops characters, such as Mattathias, as 
biblical heroes - their actions are compared to epic struggles or representations in the 
which connect it with contemporaneous works, and (b) to determine features of propaganda or apologetic 
which have led the author to organise his material around certain emphases' [114]. 
34 See Momigliano (1975a) 81-88 who implies that the abridger's work is a lesser piece of scholarship than 
Jason's: 'He [the abridger] explains with care the difference between an epitome and a real historical book 
as the difference between a work of entertainment and edification and a work of research and erudition' 
[Pp. 81, emphasis added]. Schiirer suggests that in places the abridger's compression was incompetent 
[(1986) Ill. 533]. In a recent survey of Jewish historical works Second Maccabees is confined to a footnote: 
Sterling G.B. Historiography and Self Definition (Brill: Leiden, New York; 1992) 141 esp. n. 19. 
35 Consider Schiirer: 'as early as 1857 A. Greiger noted: "The author of the First Book of the Maccabees is 
the state historian of the Maccabaean dynasty." (Urschrift und Obersetzungen der Bibel, p. 206)' [(1973) 
111.1180 n. 1]. See also Goldstein (1976) 4-26, 72-78; (1981) 81; (1983) 4; Grabbe (1992) 1.223. 
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Bible.36 Finally, events may not always be presented in succession, rather at times there 
could be a thematic approach: Chapter Five has been considered a compilation of 
campaigns that took place over several years, yet the framing events (the Purification of 
the Temple [I Macc. IV.36ff] and Antiochus IV's death [I Macc. Vl,1-17]) both date to 
December 164 B.C.E.37 This means that First Maccabees is part of a particular literary 
genre that has its own rules and expectations: historical accuracy may not be as important 
as the author's agenda. Aligned to this observation is the simple fact that Second 
Maccabees is also far more detailed concerning events in the first Fifteen years of the 
rebellion and can be demonstrably more reliable than First Maccabees. As demonstrative, 
consider how First Maccabees only records one invasion of Egypt by Antiochus. Second 
Maccabees correctly has him invading twice and is more detailed concerning events in 
Judaea at this time (which are the events that led to the persecution and rebellion itself).38 
One factor that is often used to promote First Maccabees is its (relative) date of 
composition, it is usually considered the earlier of the Maccabaean texts. Recently an 
elaborate theory has even been constructed advocating that Second Maccabees was 
written in response to First Maccabees. While the comparative dates of these texts will 
not affect our discussions, we should perhaps note that all opinions and theories are 
modem reconstruction's, nothing in our earliest references provide us with a relative 
36 See comments and references in Goldstein (1976) 6-8, 21ff; (1983) 31ff. Note Goldstein also discusses 
the differences between Biblical Histories and First Maccabees (1976) 12ft. Some specialised studies 
demonstrating that First Maccabees includes literarily reconstructed Chapters include: Williams D.S. 
'Narrative Art in First Maccabees' Vetus Testamentum 49 (1999); Molleken W. 'Geschichtsklitterung irn I. 
Makkabaerbuch (Wan wurds Alkimus Hoherpriester?),. In ZA W 65 (1953) 205-28. 
37 See (e.g.) Niese (1900) 471; Abel F.M. 'Topographie des campagnes machabeennes'. In Revue Biblique 
32 (1923) 495-521 esp. 512. 
38 Compare IT Macc. V-VII with I Macc.16-63. See Grabbe (1992) 282-3; Bickerman (1979) 10,45-6. 
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chronology.39 This not withstanding, if 1 may venture an unsubstantiated opinion, the way 
that First Maccabees seems to develop topics raised by Second Maccabees - in particular 
the alleged Jewish-Spartan kinship and the discussion on nudity (and circumcision) in the 
gymnasium may suggest that the traditional ordering needs to be reconsidered.40 
As for absolute dates there are a variety of opinions expressed, none of which are 
definitive. All we can really determine is that both texts must have been written before 
Pompey captured Jerusalem in 63 B.C.E: the Romans are not presented as enemies and 
our author understands that Jerusalem had been in possession of the Hebrews since 
Nicanor's defeat [II Macc. XV.37], Popular consensus seems to date First Maccabees to 
after the reign of John Hyrcanus [134-104 B.C.E.], as the author refers to the chronicles 
of his reign [I Macc. XV.23-24]. Second Maccabees is more difficult. The date of the 
first letter [II Macc. 1.1-9] is 124 B.C.E, if we accept that the text proper was attached to 
this letter when it was written then we have the terminus ante quem for the book (which 
could provide some further support for our suggested relative chronology). Unfortunately 
we can not certain that our assumption is correct, the text could have been attached to the 
letter at any time. Nevertheless, 1 suspect Second Maccabees was composed before 124 
B.C.E. summarising a work that was written shortly after the rebellion itself.41 
39 The first reference to the 'Maccabaean Histories' is made by Clement of Alexandria Stromateis 1.21.123; 
V.14.97: See Abel (1949) viii-x; Goldstein (1976) 3-4; Schtirer (1986) Ill. 534-35. Eusebius Praeparatio 
Evangelica VIIL9.38 and Jerome Prologus Galeatus to the Books of Samuel contain the earliest 
designation to 'The Second Book of the Maccabees'. 
40 These points are discussed in more detail in this thesis (see especially Chapter Eight), but only as a 
secondary issue as the relative order is not our primary concern and in reality probably remains impossible 
to reconstruct. 
41 On possible dates of the books see Goldstein who suggests that First Maccabees was written by 90 
B.C.E.; Jason of Cyrene wrote his work by 86 B.C.E.; and our author wrote his abridgement between 78-63 
B.C.E [(1976) 72-89; (1983) 71-83]; Momigliano (1975) 103-105 who dates First (and Second) Maccabees 
to during the reign of John Hyrcanus (Le. before 104). Bar-Kochva (1989) 162-64 also dates the book to the 
reign of John Hyrcanus, most likely to before 125 and suggests that the author was an eye-witness to 
several of the battles he describes. Grabbe (1992) 1,223, follows Bar-Kochva. Finally see discussions by 
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Despite our advocacy of Second Maccabees we would be amiss in not recognising 
that it too has its problems and biases. Consider, for example, its strong theological 
purpose. The Lord, the laws and the Temple are consistently emphasised throughout -
from the mighty apparition that prevented Heliodorus from plundering the Temple's 
treasury through to God's epiphanic help in the last battle of the narrative.42 This 
recognition raises two issues: First, it suggests that religion will be an important factor in 
our discussions of identity, a point that we will frequently address. Second, such a strong 
theological focus provides another contrast with First Maccabees where the narrative is 
far less overtly theologicaL43 There are also factual errors or (perhaps more precisely) 
factual manipulations in Second Maccabees - such as the chronological issues relating to 
Lysias' campaigns and the problems in dating and ordering the letters in Chapter Eleven. 
Second Maccabees is not without its problems, and it must be read with care taking 
particular note of context. 
Schiirer (1973) 19-20 (on Jason), (1986) Ill. 181,531-2; note in particular comments by Abel (1949) xlii-
xliii; Eissfeldt (1966) 579-581; Hengel (1974) I.96ff; Rajak (1990) who suggests Second Maccabees is a 
summary 'composed before 124 B.C.E. of a history written close in time to the Maccabaean crisis itself' 
[262]; and Collins J.J. Between Athens and Jerusalem: Jewish Identity in the Hellenistic Diaspora (New 
York, 1982) 76ff. 
42 II Mace. Ill. 8ff and XV.27 respectively. See Goldstein (1983) 21ff, with a list of references to the 
religious doctrines and scriptural allusions in the book at n. 60; note also Schtirer (1986) IIL533. Principal 
themes in the book include: God's relationship to the Jews, the Holiness of the Temple at Jerusalem, the 
value of martyrdom, the doctrine of resurrection, and the position of the Hasmonaean family, see Goldstein 
(1983) 12. Momigliano adds mixed attitudes to foreigners and Tribal versus warrior spirit [(1975a) 85]. In 
addition, the importance of following all aspects of the law and defending Judaism are points discussed at 
various places in this thesis. 
43 This is not meant to suggest that there is no religious component or element in First Maccabees, rather 
that the emphasis is different - consider the respective attitudes towards observing the Sabbath: compare I 
Mace. 11.29-41 with II Mace. VIIl.26, XII.38, XV.1ff (note that one of Antiochus IV's perseeutions was to 
forbid Jews to keep the Sabbath [VI.6]). We discuss the Sabbath again in Chapter Eight, this thesis. For 
further discussion on the relationship between First and Second Maccabees see Goldstein (1976) 3-36; 
(1983) 3ff; Grabbe (1992) 222-225; Schtirer (1973) I.17-18. 
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These later points also raise some important issues on the composition and 
transmission of the text that require some comment. To that end, let us begin with the 
language in which our text was written - as Jerome noted long ago the literary style 
strongly suggests that our author wrote in Greek.44 By way of confirmation, there can be 
no doubt that our author was aware of some of the subtleties of the Greek language. He 
was, for example, able to manipulate concepts (Le. 'Hellenism', 'Judaism') and use irony 
extensively: our author was demonstrably in control of both his material and the Greek 
language.45 There is nothing complex or controversial about this observation. 
Our second point, however, is more problematic. As we have indicated there are 
two letters prefixed to the start of the book proper. Neither were written by our author 
(they are not integrated into the main text and contain some discrepancies with it), so why 
and when they were attached is the subject of much debate.46 The first letter is dated 124 
B.C.E., it is from the Jews in Jerusalem encouraging the Jews in Egypt to celebrate the 
rededication of the Temple. There seems no reason to doubt its authenticity and there is 
44 Jerome Prologus Galeatus VoL XXVIII cols. 593-604: 'Machabaeorum primum librum Hebraicum 
reperi; secundus Graecus est, quod ex ipsa quoque <ppaO"El probari potest: the First Book of Maccabees is 
found in Hebrew, the Second is a Greek [Book] which can be shown from the style [phrases] alone'; see 
Goldstein (1976) 16 and n. 24. Schtirer attributes the rhetorical Greek style to the abridger [(1986) III 
45 If it needs to be stated this does not mean that our author was Greek, the subject matter and biases 
(perceptions) inherent in the text strongly indicate that he was Jewish. Composition in Greek also provides 
for another comparison with First Maccabees, which was written in Hebrew; see Eusebius Historia 
Ecclesiastica IV. 25.1-2; Jerome Prologus Galeatus VoL XXVIII cols. 593-604 (see n. 44 above); 
Goldstein (1976) 14-16; Grimm C.L.W. Zweites Buch der Maccabiier. Kurzgefasstes exegetisches 
Handbuch zu den Apokryphen des Alten Testamentes (Leipzig, 1857) 6-7; Richnow W. Untersuchungen zu 
Sprache und Stil des zweiten Makkabaerbuches (Diss. Georg-August-Universitat zu GOttingen: 
unpublished; 1966). 
46 See Schtirer who notes the above points and summarises the opinions of Bickerman, Eissfeldt, and 
Momigliano [(1986) Ill. 533]; also Goldstein (1983) 6, 25-27. 
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little to indicate much in the way of further editing.47 The second letter is more dubious. 
While it also encourages the Jews in Egypt to celebrate the rededication of the Temple, it 
is in authentic (allegedly coming from Judas Maccabaeus himself, yet probably is a First 
Century B.C.E. forgery), contains a probable interpolation [IT Macc. L18b-IL1S], and has 
a very different account of Antiochus IV's death [II Macc. 1.13-16] from that of 
the main text itself [II Macc. IX.4-29].48 
These problems have, not surprisingly, caused extensive debate, most of which 
remains superficial to our discussion. Our focus is the main text of Second Maccabees, 
which can be considered a separate document and studied independently of the prefixed 
letters. After all, it (the text) and the attached letters were written by different authors so 
variations in patterning (understand 'beliefs') are not only understandable, but to some 
extent they are expected. Be that as it may, as near contemporary (and combined) 
documents the letters can be (and often are) included in our analysis if only to provide a 
wider social perspective or for interest. Furthermore, the process of adding these letters to 
the text and the possible existence of interpolations (in at least the second letter) raises 
the prospect of a third hand editing aspects of the main text itself. Different explanations 
have been advanced, most notably that they were combined either in the First Century 
B.c.E. as a Festival work or in 124 B.C.E. to encourage Alexandrian Jews to remain 
within the fold of the Jerusalem Temple. Yet, as the editors to SchUrer's work observe, 
'neither hypothesis is entirely satisfactory' .49 The simple reality is that we do not know 
47 Doran (1981) 3-5; Schiirer (1986) III.533; Bickerman E.J. 'Ein jiidischer Festbrief vom Iahre 124 v. 
Chr.' In Studies in Jewish and Christian HistOlY II (Leiden, 1980) 136-58. 
48 By way of introduction to several of the issues raised (and for further references) see Bickerman (1980) 
136-7; Doran (1981) 6-12; Goldstein (1983) 164-66, 540-545; Gruen E. 'The Origins and Objectives of 
Onias' Temple'. In Scripta Classica Israelica 16 (1997) 47-70; Schiirer (1986) m.533-4. 
49 Schiirer (1986) 111.534. 
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when or why the letters and text were combined, nor the extent of any subsequent 
modifications. Therefore, it is better, on this occasion at least, to work with what we do 
know and can assess instead of developing theories that will inevitable raise further 
questions and problems. 
To that end, let us establish some guidelines for our analysis. Certainly we can 
acknowledge that Second Maccabees was edited to some extent, however we can also 
reasonably assume that this editing did not result in any significant amendments to the 
main text itself. This means that the main text as we have it is primarily the product of the 
summariser of lason's work (identified as 'our author'). The complexity of the text as a 
whole and the subtle concepts used by our author throughout in themselves go some way 
to demonstrating this viewpoint. Furthermore, even though the exact date of Second 
Maccabees eludes us we can accept that it provides a good indication of social conditions 
in the mid to late Second Century. In addition, while each letter (and the main text) are 
independent documents they are at least closely contemporary, thereby suggesting that 
each is a construct of similar social conditions. This (and the fact that they were all 
combined at some stage) also means that there are some common links between all these 
documents. Although this is not of primary interest to us, a common underlying theme 
that we do make comment on is the concern expressed as to how ludaism can best 
survive in the expanding Diaspora. 
Finally, we must mention the various extant manuscripts of Second Maccabees, 
all of which are extensively discussed and summarised by Goldstein in Chapter Seven of 
his Commentary on Second Maccabees.50 The edition of the Septuagint that we have 
50 Goldstein (1983) 124-128. There are extensive references in Goldstein's short Chapter, but note in 
addition those cited by Schtlrer (1986) Ill. 535; and on the Septuaginta more broadly Jellicoe S. The 
Septuagint and Modem Study (Clarendon Press: Oxford, 1968). See also some earlier comments by 
Goldstein in his Commentary on First Maccabees [(1976) 175ff]. 
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used is that compiled by Rahlfs, which is based primarily on Codex Vaticanus. For the 
text of First and Second Maccabees, which is not in Codex Vaticanus, Rahlfs has used 
Codex Sinaiticus and Codex Alexandrinus. 51 When we have had to depart from Rahlfs' 
edition of the text or when there are significant alternative readings between manuscripts 
we have commented in the notes. For all word searches (see Chapters Three, Four, Six, 
Seven and appropriate Appendices) we have used the University of California's CD 
Rom: Thesaurus Linguae Graecae.52 
* * * 
We have spent considerable time introducing Second Maccabees and the various 
concepts that we will be discussing. It is also our intention to demonstrate another way of 
analysing the text. To that end, even at the risk of repeating some points, let us be more 
specific. The idea of limiting any analysis of a particular text because it does not fit 
modem concepts of what history is, and/or selectively reading a text to support particular 
opinions is not the best use of our corpus of extant evidence. The simple reality is that 
every text is the product of a time and place and can give insights into the society in 
which it arose. In practice this means that we will play close attention to repeated uses of 
51 The various extant versions of the Septuagint and explanations of the each Codex are introduced briefly 
by Goldstein (1983) 124-6, they are also explained in the Introductory comments to Rahlfs' edition on the 
Septuagint [Septuaginta Ed. by A. Rahlfs (Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft: Stuttgart; 1979)]; or, for more detail, 
see (as a starting point) Jellicoe (1968) 176-266. Rahlfs' work, with regard the text of First and Second 
Maccabees, was completed by Werner Kappler [Maccabaeorum liber I, Septuaginta: Vetus Testamentum 
Graecum Auctoritate Societatis Litterarum Gottingensis, V 01. IX, fasc. I (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & 
Rucprecht, 1936)] and Robert Hanhart [Maccabaeorum liber Il, Septuaginta: Vetus Testamentum Graecum 
Auctoritate Societatis Litterarum Gottingensis, Vo1. IX, fasc. 11 (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Rucprecht, 
1959] respectively; see Jellicoe (1968) 18ff. 
52 We should also recognise the existence of two other texts that bear the Maccabaean name: Third and 
Fourth Maccabees. Neither of these texts is particularly relevant to our study. Third Maccabees is set in the 
reign of Ptolemy IV (221-204 B.C.E. and was (probably) written in Augustan times [See Grabbe (1992 
I.177 for a brief summary and references; Johnson (2004) for a recent study]. Fourth Maccabees is 
probably a First Century C.E. creation and is a philosophical discussion of the stories of the martyrs that we 
find in Second Maccabees [11 Macc. VI-VII] see Neusner et. al. (1996) 11.398-9; Schiirer (1986) III.588-93. 
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particular words, any patterns that may be identifiable each time the same word is used 
(in terms of context not phrases), and whether there are particular associations (to events 
or groups) that our author makes when using certain words. Repeated patterns, it is 
assumed, will suggest biases and underlying beliefs. Silences and/or assumptions made, 
by our author, on factors that our audience should know are equally important and 
operate in the same sort of way. In short, they all provide windows into another level of 
society, and interpretation of all such elements relies heavily on context. 
As perceptions and beliefs are generally not directly expressed by an author, this 
entire process requires us to undertake varying degrees of speculation. We are, after all, 
dealing with elements of the subconscious which, although they are certainly present in 
the text, are notoriously difficult to identify. This is not intended to suggest that we will 
introduce extravagant assumptions, based on little if any evidence; but we will 
extrapolate from what is presented (or omitted) to suggest possible interpretations. In 
much the same way, this methodology will also mean that we are going to be faced with 
contradictions. On occasion there will be differences between what is expressed directly 
in the text and underlying elements. So in Chapter Eight we will address how 'Hellenism' 
can be condemned while Judaism is clearly evolving and becoming 'Hellenised'. 
While we recognise that our results cannot, reasonably, be put forward as 
representative of all Jewish society, we can and do suggest that they provide an indication 
as to the beliefs of a significant faction of that society.53 This is done on the basis that the 
text was circulated - shown in part by the fact that it is extant - which in itself indicates 
an affinity with its contents, ideologies and arguments by many of those who chose to 
keep it. We also cannot ignore the simple fact that Second Maccabees is but one of 
several texts that takes up the defence of Judaism during the Second Century (most 
53 The size of the Jewish faction that our author could be representing is explored in Chapter Eight. 
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clearly demonstrated by First Maccabees), thereby indicating a wider readership for the 
sorts of concepts advocated by our author.54 
These difficulties should not prevent us from developing a methodology that takes 
better account of our author's subjectivity. The simple reality is that societies are 
complex entities and to impose neat categories upon them is artificial. In order to advance 
our understanding of how people lived and interacted in the ancient world, we must 
embrace the abstract and accept that contradictions are a reality of daily life.55 Of course I 
am not suggesting that we do not apply any boundaries or parameters to our study some 
structure is needed so that we can make our discussions coherent and meaningful. Rather, 
what we do need to realise is that the parameters we do impose are our constructs, and 
therefore they must restrict to some extent our understanding of ancient societies. The 
point is that by recognising these premises we can broaden our approach and be more 
accepting of contradictory information, which ultimately adds to our knowledge. In some 
ways these interpretations are more real, talting us beyond the artificial 'either - or' and 
recognising more fully the multidimensional, complex realities of everyday life. 
Finally, the issues that we introduce and the interpretations that we make are in no 
way intended to be the definitive answer as to the relations between the Greeks and the 
Jews in the Second Century B.C.E.; the complete definition of 'IOUOcftOl and "EAATlVe<;; 
and/or the final interpretation of Second Maccabees. Certain1y, we will present opinions 
on all these points, but what is more important is the way that we address these issues. 
S4 Other examples include the Book of Daniel (especially 7-12); The writings of Ben Sira; The Book of 
Jubilees; etc. See by way of introduction Grabbe (1992) I.175ff, 225ff, 234ff; but note that none of these 
texts have undergone an analysis similar to that which we will undertake on Second Maccabees. 
ss Analysis of the 'subjective' in addition to the 'objective' is stressed by Tessa Rajak as a way forward in 
analysing the relationship between Greeks and Jews: see Rajak T. The Jewish Dialogue with Greece and 
Rome: Studies in Cultural and Social Interaction (Brill: Leiden, Boston, Koln; 2001) 6. 
Part One 
Setting the Scene - From the 'Other' in Herodotus' Histories 
to the Introduction of the '10'\)6o.tot 
* * * 
Chapter One 
Some Issues Relating To Identity 
'The centrality of the idea of the land of Israel for many Jews today and throughout 
history is unquestionable ... ' 1 
Jewish identity and the land of Israel - or Judaea - are doubtlessly interrelated. 
Consider, for example, the divine promises in the Pentateuch, the homesickness of the 
exiled Psalmist by the waters of Babylon [Psalm 137], and the existence at various times 
of a Jewish state in the region (albeit with varying degrees of autonomy)2. While the 
modern political situation in the Middle East can explain the significance of this 
relationship, at least in part, we should not unduly minimise our understanding of the 
land-people relationship: The Jews and Judaea have an undeniable connection. Be that as 
it may, there is more to being a 'people' than a geographic location. The question, 
therefore, should be the degree of association or the extent to which a land defines one's 
identity. 
To that end it is interesting to observe that the geographic significance of Judaea 
to Jewish identity is strongly linked and almost always discussed as a religious concept? 
1 Pearce S. and Jones S. 'Introduction: Jewish Local Identities and Patriotism in the Graeco-Roman Period'. 
In S. Jones and S. Pearce [Eds.] Jewish Local Patriotism and Self-Identification in the Graeco-Roman 
Period (Sheffield, 1998) 13-28 (13). 
2 The current nation of Israel is the most recent manifestation; in the period that we will be the 
Hasmonaeans establish some degree of autonomy. 
3 See Pearce and Jones (1998) 14. 
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Only relatively recently has extensive research been carried out into the role of territory 
(Judaea) and its relationship in antiquity with Jewish society, politics, culture, as well as 
religion.4 Purthermore, scholars have no doubt tended to discuss and analyse 'Jewishness' 
in a religious context. To a large extent this can be attributed to the nature of our 
evidence. So much so that even in our later analysis of 'Iou8atOl and Second Maccabees 
religion will be a very important component, it will not however be Jewishness. Concepts 
such as ethnicity and culture will also enter the debate.5 
Recent research has also resulted in an evolution in the understanding of Judaism, 
Jewish daily life, and Jewish identity in the Graeco-Roman period.6 Old normative, 
4 Examples of Studies on the territorial dimension in Judaism include: Davies W.D. The Territorial 
Dimension of Judaism (Berkeley, 1982); Hoffman L. [Ed.] 111e Land of Israel: Jewish Perspectives (Notre 
Dame, 1986). Some studies have focussed specifically on Jerusalem, see: Poorthuis M. and Safrai C. [Eds.] 
111e Centrality of Jerusalem: Historical Perspectives (Kampen, 1996). Some of the essays in Poorthuis et 
al. also explore the social, political and/or cultural concepts and their relationship to territory for Jewish 
communities. See also: Mendals D. The Land of Israel as a Political Concept in Hasmonean Literature: 
recourse to History in Second Century B.C. Claims to the Holy Land (Ttibingen, 1987); Gafni 1. Land, 
Centre and Diaspora: Jewish Perceptions of National Dispersion and Land Centrality in Late Antiquity 
(Sheffield, 1997). Further references are also in Pearce and Jones (1998) 14-15, esp. n. 6 and n. 7. 
5 Kraabel, for example, observes that the discussion on Jewish identity is traditionally based on or in 
religious terms: See Kraabel A.T. 'The Roman Diaspora: Six Questionable Assumptions' In JJS 33.1-2 
(1982) 445-64 (454-5). For some (Jewish) religion and 'Jewishness' seem almost to be synonymous. See 
for example Jones on how it is only recently that scholarship has begun to question 'whether Jewish 
identity at this time was primarily of a religious or ethnic character' [(1998) 31). Kraabel also questions the 
traditional religion-based analysis of Jewish identity [(1982) 445-64]. To a large extent the direct 
association between religion and Jew is due to the modern English definition of Jew. Consider Cohen's 
summary: ' ... in contemporary speech the English word Jew has a range of meanings different from that of 
its ancient forerunners. English Jew is primarily a "religious" term: a Jew is someone who believes in (or is 
supposed to believe in) and practices (or is supposed to practice) Judaism, as opposed to a Catholic, 
Lutheran, Episcopalian, Hindu, Muslim, and so forth' [(1999) 69]. 
6 See, for example, Barclay J. Jews in the Mediterranean Diaspora: From Alexander to Trajan (323 BCE-
117 CE) (University of California Press: Berkeley, Los Angeles, London; 1996) 4-9; Jones S. 'Identities In 
Practice: Towards An Archaeological Perspective On Jewish Identity In Antiquity' In Jones S. and Pearce 
S. [Eds.] Jewish Local Patriotism and Self Identification in the Graeco-Roman Period Journal For the 
Study of the Psuedepigrapha Supplement Series Vol. 31 (Sheffield Academic Press: Sheffield, 1998) 29-49 
(29); Kraabel (1982) 445-64; Overman J. 'The Diaspora in the Modern Study of Ancient Judaism'. In 
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homogenous models of Jewish life and Judaism in Judaea and in the Diaspora are giving 
way to a recognition that Jewish communities and Judaism itself were multifaceted, 
interrelated and complex subjects.? We now recognise that different forms of 'Judaism' 
existed in different places in the Diaspora and even among different groups of Jews in 
Palestine.8 All embracing terms therefore such as Jews, Judaism (and Hellenism) in 
reality only refer to segments of the societies they purport to represent or their respective 
'defining criteria' can differ depending on various external factors (such as chronology, 
local community influence, geographic location, ctc.). Without doubt the crucial issue in 
defining and discussing such concepts is context, a term which incorporates the principles 
of understanding our evidence and identifying our author's perceptions and the part of 
society that he represents. 
If nothing else this discussion demonstrates that the analysis of any group's 
identity is a difficult prospect. Some clarification is available from the fields of 
Overman 1. and Maclennan R. [Eds.] Diaspora Jews and Judaism: Essays ill HOllor of, and in Dialogue 
with, A. Thomas Kraabel (Atlanta, 1992) 63-78. 
7 The literature on this subject is growing rapidly. See as a starting point: Smith M. 'Palestinian Judaism In 
The First Century'. In Davies M. [Ed.] Israel: Its Role In Civilisation (New York, 1956) 67-81; Barclay 
(1996) passim; Collins J. Between Athens And Jerusalem: Jewish Identity In The Hellenistic Diaspora 
(New York, 1986); Overman (1992) 63-78; Tcherikover V. 'Prolegomena'. In Tcherikover V. and Fuks A. 
[Eds.] Corpus Papyrorum Judaicarum (Jerusalem, Cambridge (MA); 1957) I 1-112. Pearce and Jones 
discuss this topic with further references (1998) 14 ff esp. 15 n. 9. 
8 A danger has been that the study of Judaism or the Jews is segregated into those in the Diaspora and those 
in Judaea; see, for example, Goodman M. 'Jews and Judaism in the Mediterranean Diaspora in the Late 
Roman Period: The Limitations of Evidence'. In Journal of Mediterranean Studies VoL IV No. 2 (1994) 
208-224. This is little more than a simplistic construct, Jews and Judaism should be examined in whatever 
context they arise. Certainly artificial categorisation is necessary at times to provide limits and therefore 
comprehension, but we must recognise that this can prevent a true representation from being uncovered. 
The lifestyle and culture of the Jews differed everywhere, dependent on their circumstances and the nature 
(daily realities) of the local communities within which they resided. See Seager A.R. and Kraabel AT. 
'The Impact of the Discovery of the Sardis Synagogue' In Hanfmann G. [Ed.] Sardis From Prehistoric to 
Roman Times: Results from the Archaeological Exploration of Sardis 1958-1975 (Cambridge MA, 
Harvard; 1983) 168-190 (178); Overman (1992) 63; Jones (1998) 38 and references cited therein. 
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anthropology and sociology, where scholars have recognised that identity is best 
understood in terms of geography, common descent and ethnicity (which is viewed as a 
culturally based identity). It follows, therefore, that a group is identified by concepts such 
as language, history, social practices, geography, blood lines, culture, politics and 
religion; as well as how each (concept) relates, changes, is ignored, andlor adapted by 
that group.9 This later point is important: none of the criteria are fixed. Therefore, the 
significance of Judaea to the Jews could be redefined by circumstances and even 
bloodlines can be (and were) manipulated: Genealogies still play a role in identity but 
were adapted as circumstances required. 10 
Analysis of these concepts (and a group's identity) is best done through a 
discussion of the boundaries between groups. These boundaries are normally constructed 
both from within the group and from without through the segregation of the world's 
peoples into two distinct groupings: 'us' and 'them,.l1 This sort of classification is not 
9 The association between ethnicity and common descent was particularly strong in the nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries where 'ethnicity' and 'race' were virtually interchangeable terms. Modern 
anthropological and sociological literature define ethnicity more in terms of culture. See. E.g. Jones (1998) 
32 esp. n. 8. The semantics of a precise definition of ethnicity (or even identity itself) need not concern us, 
rather we need only to recognise that all these concepts played a part and that each was fluid (adaptable). 
10 The Greeks did this regularly. Herodotus, for example, invents a common ancestor for the Medes 
Medea [Hdt. VII.62]; or Perses as ancestor to the Persians [Hdt. VII.61]. See also comments in How and 
Wells which indicate that this etymological association is both far older than Herodotus and can still be 
found in later works [(1928) 152]. Another example is a Decree of Xanthos (206/5 B.C.E.), which was 
made in response to an embassy from Cytenion. It appears that the people of Cytenion had sought financial 
help from the Xanthians and in order to support their application provided elaborate details of a fictitious 
kinship: see SEG XXXVIII (1988) 1476. 
Jl See Cohen (1999) 5ff, 341; Duszak A. [Ed.] Us and Others: Social Identities Across Languages, 
Discourses and Cultures (John Benjamins: Amsterdam, Philadelphia; 2002) where the title of her 
collection of papers says volumes "Us And Others"; Friese H. [Ed.] Identities: Time, Difference And 
Boundaries (Berghahn Books: New York, Oxford; 2002) esp. Introduction, but the individual papers are 
also informative; Jones (1998) 37ff. Finally consider the collection of papers in Silberstein L.J. and Cohn 
R.L. [Eds.] The Other in Jewish Thought and History: Constructions of Jewish Culture and Identity (New 
York University Press: New York, London; 1994) which also demonstrates how elements of the other can 
exist within a society (e.g. women can be constructed as the other by a patriarchal society). 
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unusual. Clear proponents include the ancient Greeks who labelled all non-Hellenes as 
'Barbarians'.12 The initial distinction seems to have emerged on the basis of language, 
simple onomatopoeia: barbaros was a description of the incomprehensible sounds of a 
non-Greek's speech.13 Over time the concept of the 'Barbarian' developed primarily in 
relation to the Greeks' conflict with the Persians - so that by the Fifth Century B.C.E. a 
barbarian had become everything a Greek was not, the 'other' of Hellenic (especially 
Athenian) culture. I4 
This ideology was not unique to the Greeks. The ancient Chinese, for example, 
described 'non-Chinese' in terms that denoted a foreigner's 'simpleness' or 'naturalness' 
(chih) in opposition to the Chinese culture. IS The ancient Egyptians categorised all 
12 The bibliography on the Hellene-Barbarian antithesis is very extensive with relevant 'modern' 
scholarship beginning in the eighteenth and nineteenth century; i.e. Steinhofer I.U. Dissertatio critica de 
voce barbaros (Tlibingen, 1732) [non vidi]; or Roth F. Bemerkungen aber den Sinn und Gebrauch des 
Wortes Barbar (diss. Nuremberg, 1814) [non vidi]. A good list of major references on this topic (including 
the above authors) is provided by Long T. Barbarians in Greek Comedy (Southern Illinois University 
Press, 1986) 188 n. 1. See also Cartledge P. The Greeks: A Portrait of Self and Others (Oxford, 1993). Hall 
E. Inventing the Barbarian: Greek Self Definition through Tragedy (Oxford, 1989) passim; Hall (2002) esp. 
172-228; Harrison T. [Ed.] Greeks And Barbarians (Edinburgh, 2002). Lloyd G.E.R. Polarity and 
Analogy: Two Types of Argumentation in Early Greek Thought (Cambridge, 1966). 
13 Thucydides [I.6.1-6] implies that initially there was no difference between the customs of the early 
Greeks and foreigners a comment supported by Plato [Republic V.452c-d] and Aristotle [Politics 
2.5.II.1268b 38-40]. Such comparisons in themselves indicate how advanced and 'civilised' the Greeks had 
become in relation to foreigners. At any rate, that a distinction did develop between Greek and non-Greek 
based on speech (initially at least) is beyond doubt. The earliest use of 'barbaros' is in Homer, see Il. 
11.867, note Kirk G.S. The Iliad: A Commentary Volume I: Books 1-4 (Cambridge, 1985) 260. Strabo 
[XIV.2.28 (662)] also discusses this reference making the connection between 'barbaros' and 
incomprehensible sounds. See also Crawford M. and Whitehead D. [Eds.] Archaic And Classical Greece: A 
Selection Of Ancient Sources In Translation (Cambridge, 1983) 30 (1); Hall (1989) 4; Long (1986) 130. 
14 See Hall E. (1989) 60ff; Hall I. (2002) 172-228. 
J5 See Hall (1989) 4, 60ff and references cited therein. The period of interest in Chinese history is after the 
overthrow of the Chou dynasty, the advent of the northern threat and the establishment of a centralised 
network controlling the previously independent, warring Chinese states (i.e. from 221 B.C.E.). This led to a 
clear distinction being made between the Chinese and those outside the confederacy (a geographic area 
marked by the great wall). Subsequent dynasties implicitly recognised the distinction between themselves 
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foreign lands (regardless of the ethnicity of the inhabitants) as 'hsj' or, if we are to 
believe Herodotus, all foreigners as 'barbarians' .16 The Jews, for their part, tended to call 
foreigners 'goyyim' (conventionally translated as 'gentiles'). Therefore, our definitions 
and descriptions of 'lewishness' or 'Greelcness' presumes a contrast between 'us' and 
'them'. 
This division of the known world is reasonably self explanatory and relatively 
easy to comprehend. What is more complex is the process by which groups make these 
categorisations. Modern commentators have come to realise that identity is a subjective 
concept, a product of the imagination.17 This does not mean that the boundaries are not 
real: that both groups accept the existence of the boundary and the criteria for its 
identification demonstrates the reality. However, as a product of the mind boundaries are 
not always distinct: they can be blurred or changed as circumstances require. As a result 
contradictions can and do exist. Philo, Josephus and the Rabbis acknowledge, for 
example, that group boundaries can be based on culture and/or shared descent. The fact 
(Chinese) and the others (non-Chinese) in the administrative systems they set up [again, see Hall (1989) 60-
61]. In addition also consider a very recent study by Minglang Zhou who demonstrates that the Chinese use 
of the verbs lai (come) and qu (go) in modem society may help define social spaces and in themselves draw 
'Us and Them' distinctions. See Zhou M. 'Between Us and Them in Chinese: Use of Lai (Come) and Qu 
(Go) in the Construction of Social Identities'. In Duszak A. [Ed.] Us and Others: Social Identities Across 
Languages, Discourses and Cultures (John Benjamins: Amsterdam, Philadelphia; 2002) 51 - 67. These 
points notwithstanding, also note Lattimore O. 'Nowhere, not even in the most ancient of references, is 
there any indication that the Chinese had a generic term for non-Chinese equivalent to the Greek barbaroi' 
[Inner Asian Frontiers a/China Second Edition (New York, 1951) 455]. 
16 On the Egyptian classification of all foreign lands as 'hsj' see Hall (1989) 4 (esp. n. 4),60. The passage 
from Herodotus is at n.158. While it is true that Herodotus' labelling is probably a Hellenised variation of 
what he experienced or heard, this in no way detracts from the accuracy of the underlying tradition: i.e. that 
Egyptians categorised other lands (if not peoples) as different, 'other'. 
17 See Cohen who cites sociologist B. Anderson in defining a nation as 'an imagined political community' 
[(1999) 5]; Jones (1998) passim, but esp. 42ff; Rajak observes: 'Ethnic boundaries [are] attitudinal .. .' 
[(2001) 5]. 
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that these concepts could be irreconcilable does not seem to concern them.ls Furthermore, 
the subjectiveness of the boundary suggests that the criteria can be based on abstract 
concepts such as culture or beliefs that cannot necessarily be measured in any empirical 
way.I9 This does not mean that we cannot identify aspects of a group's culture or identity 
that mark the difference between groups. Rather, it suggests that we need to look beyond 
traditional ideas and examine the possible perceptions of the participants - we need to 
move from the objective to the subjective. 
Of course, with regard to ancient texts this introduces a whole new range of 
variables. In order for our analysis to progress we have to accept that it is possible to 
uncover our author's beliefs, opinions, attitudes, and perceptions that are both directly 
stated in the text or are evident as reasons behind the presented actions. Any results must 
be speculative, but this does not mean that we should not make the attempt. We must 
remember that our author did not write in vacuo. The world he lived in and understood 
influenced the way he chose to represent events and stories just as society today 
provides part of the framework for our own work, guiding how we reconstruct history: 
consider (to mention just one thing) the influence of the women's movement on modern 
historiography. To some extent this is the ideology underlying Hartog's in-depth analysis 
of Herodotus' Histories. 2o Hartog demonstrates that in explaining the actions of others, 
18 For more see Cohen (1999) 343. 
19 Or, as we shall see as our discussion develops, subjective concepts enable us to utilise empirical data in 
different ways. 
20 Hartog F. The Mirror of Herodotus: Representations of the Other in the writing of History Translated by 
J. Lloyd (Berkeley, London, Los Angeles, 1988). See also Cartledge P. 'Herodotus and "The Other": A 
Meditation on Empire' In Echos du Monde Classique / Classical Views XXXIV, N.S. 9 (1990) 27 - 40; 
Redfield 1. 'Herodotus The Tourist' In CP 80 (1985) 97-118; Marincola I. Greek Historians Greece and 
Rome: New Surveys in the Classics No. 31 (Oxford, 2001) 19-60. The 'other' can also be analysed in 
specific categories such as 'Women': see Dewald C. 'Women and Culture in Herodotus' Histories' In 
Foley H. [Ed.] Reflections of Women in Antiquity (New York, 1981) 91-125; Gray V.I 'Herodotus and the 
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Herodotus is holding a metaphorical mirror up to his audience what 'they' do is the 
opposite to what the Greeks do. Consider the description of Persian customs [Hdt. 1.131-
140]. What the Persians do eat little solid food, but abundance of dessert, kiss each 
other on the lips in greeting the Greeks do not; while what the Persians do not do -
fashion images of gods, offer burnt sacrifices on altars - is a nonnal part of Greek life.21 
In the passages on Egyptian customs Herodotus goes even further specifically stating that 
Egyptian customs are the opposite to 'normal' and comparing them to the customs of 'the 
rest of the world I mankind' [Hdt. IL35]. In reality Herodotus' comparative is with 
Hellenic customs as it is the Greek world that defines the relative position from which his 
observations are made.22 Herodotus admits as much when he specifies that the Greeks 
calculate by moving their hands from left to right, the Egyptians from right to left.23 
Cultural differences are not only defined as opposites. Herodotus also describes 
other people by illustrating aspects of their way of life that a Greek would find odd: he 
highlights the strange and unusual. In doing so his observations are based on his own 
society's nonns so every ethnographic description will in some way define Herodotus' 
culture. The more ethnocentric these observations are the better they describe and define 
the culture from which they arise.24 We can conclude, therefore, that it is through cultural 
Rhetoric of "Otherness'" AJPh 116 (1985) 185-211; Rossalini M. and SaId S. 'Usages des femmes et autres 
nomoi chez les 'sauvages' d'Herodote: essai de lecture structurale' ASNP 8 (1978) 949-1005. 
21 Paul Cartledge (1990) 35-36 has a good discussion on this passage. 
22 Implicit in the Commentary notes on the chapters from n.35 onward. See How W.W. and WeBs J. A 
Commentary on Herodotus With Introduction and AppendL-l:es In Two Vols. (Oxford, 1912; reprinted with 
corrections 1928) 1.179ff; Lloyd A.B. Herodotus Book II Commentary I -98 (Leiden. 1976) 146ff. 
23 Hdt. n.36. See Lateiner D. The Historical Method of Herodotus (Toronto, 1989) 148; Lloyd (1976) 148. 
24 The assumption is that an individual viewing another culture will do so from within a framework based 
on the culture from which s/he has come and that a displaced individual will try and identify aspects of 
his/her own culture in the new. See Redfield (1985) 90-91; Levi-Strauss C. The Scope of Anthropology 
Translated by S.O. Paul and R.A. Paul (London, 1967) 44ff. Note Lateiner's comments in his study on 
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differences that we can both identify boundaries and learn about the group that produces 
them. Hartog's analysis gives us a demonstrable example of how to reconstruct a 
society's perceptions and its identity (in cultural terms)?5 
A natural extension to this discussion is to relate the identity concepts that we 
have introduced to the ambiguity of some Greek words (labels), in particular Hellenes 
["EAAllVE,<;] and Ioudaioi ['Iouoa'iot]. Upon reflection the parallel should be immediately 
apparent. Defining these labels and determining the identity of the group they indicate are 
essentially the same thing: in the analysis of both we use the same concepts or criteria. 
The debate over whether to translate 'Iouoa'iot as 'Jew' or 'Judaean', for example, is 
nothing more than trying to ascertain what characteristics our author had in mind when he 
used the term and then using the correct modem label that best incorporates those 
criteria.26 Recognising this relationship means that by defining the labels used by an 
author we can gain an insight into the appropriate group's identity and our author's 
perceptions. Be that as it may, we must also understand something of the broader context 
of such terms, such as how their meaning(s) may have been evolving, so that we can 
better analyse their use (role) in Second Maccabees. 
Herodotus' ethnographies: 'even the relativist cultural anthropologist or historian can define otherness only 
from the stand point of his own education and culture'[(1989) 145]. 
25 See Hall (1989) IX: 'This book is confined to the examination of one ancient people's view of others, but 
it has been written in the conviction that ethnic stereotypes, ancient and modem, though revealing almost 
nothing about the groups they are intending to define say a great deal about the community which produces 
them. The title might therefore almost as well have been Inventing the Hellene as Inventing the Barbarian'. 
Be that as it may we must caution against reading the Histories solely in terms of the 'other' - it becomes 
all too easy to make the entire work fit the 'other' framework. The identification of criteria that are cultural 
opposites to one's own does not necessarily discredit the observations: Egyptian men, for example, did 
weave (although the women probably did as well). See Lloyd (1976) 148. If there is one criticism that we 
could make with regard to Hartog's illuminating study is that it does perhaps go too far, although it is 
accepted that this may have been done to emphasise his point and to promote discussion of the concept - in 
which case we can say without reservation that he has succeeded. 
26 Note comments by Cohen (1999) 342. 
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The Hellene 
Trying to define the term 'Hellene' and discussing the related topics of ethnicity 
and nationhood (or lack thereof) would require several volumes of analysis in itself. 
Clearly that is beyond the scope of this thesis, yet some comment must be made with 
specific regard as to how the Greek societal perception of the Hellene evolved. To do this 
let us continue with Herodotus who demonstrably segregated the world into Hellenes and 
Barbarians, defining the former against the later. This suggests that: First, from the 
perspective of our extant authors (e.g. Herodotus), a common Hellenic identity existed in 
some way or on some level from at least the Fifth Century B.C.E. onward. Second, the 
basis of that identity or, more specifically, the broad criteria by which identity is 
recognised, will be integral to the text. 
These observations are broad, but fortunately we can be more specific. In Book 
Eight of the Histories Herodotus provides us with the four elements that he believes link 
the Hellenes together. The context is a speech to the Spartan ambassadors by the 
Athenians explaining why they (the Athenians) had rejected a Persian proposal for an 
alliance. This speech does include a sense of duty to the Greeks (perhaps 'Greek 
nation'??7, but it is also - and at the very least - a definition of a people in terms of four 
components: common blood, language, gods, and way of life. Consider the relevant 
passage: 
... a-o'ttc; o£ 'to 'EAA:llVt1COV EOV o~at~6v 'tE Kat 6~6yArocrcrov Kat SEroV topu~a'ta 
'tE KotVa Kat Sucrtat llSEa 'tE 6~6'tpo7ta, 'trov 7tpooo'tac; YEVEcrSat 'AHllvatouc; OUX 
" ,;,,, av EU EXOt· 
... and then there is our common 'Greekness' in blood and speech, our common 
shrines for the gods and way of sacrifice, and our common habits in life [i.e. 
common way of life]. Athenians would not be able to betray these things. 
[Hdt. VIII. 144 ] 
27 I do not mean to suggest that Herodotus does see the Hellenes as a 'nation', rather to draw attention to the 
topic, see n. 30 below. 
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This passage introduces several points of interest. First, that these four categories 
while used here to define the Hellenes are in fact how a Greek - in this case Herodotus -
describes a people. This is made clear by the ethnographic descriptions in the Histories. 
One or more of these categories become the criteria for describing the people of the 
world.28 The inclusion/exclusion ad hoc of the categories may indicate that they are all 
not necessary for defining a people, or perhaps more accurately and relevantly, 
understanding who someone is cannot be made based on general assumptions of one or 
two categories (such as bloodlines or geography) alone. 
Second, and by extension to our first observation, the above passage and the 
ethnographies suggest that the Greeks were grappling with new ways to define or 
describe not only the peoples that they encountered around the world, but themselves as 
well. No longer was the old geographic description of a people enough. In fact, in this 
passage where someone was born (i.e. geographic considerations) is no longer a factor?9 
This observation is best understood in the context that the Greeks were spreading further 
and further afield and thereby interacting with more and more different people. New 
ways were required to identify and explain who they were - so the 'idea' or description 
of a Hellene began to be based more and more on these four categories recorded (and 
used) by Herodotus. 
In other words, what we are seeing is the shift in focus of defining a people from 
one based on geography to a more complex understanding loosely based around 'culture' 
28 See How and Wells (1928) Vol. II 286. The suggestion that the order indicates relative importance is 
unfounded. I would place more value on a hierarchy of importance being assigned to the criteria used most 
often (a study which I do not believe has been completed and one that I hope to undertake in the future) -
that is if a hierarchy can be assigned to these categories at all. 
29 Or, perhaps more correctly, is no longer a stated factor. It is interesting that at the start of each 
ethnographic description Herodotus takes care to describe where this 'people' or tribe lived. This certainly 
suggests that geography still has a role to play, but perhaps not as prominent a one as in the past -
especially in relation to the 'new' criteria. 
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and perhaps even politics if we take a loose definition of a people's 'way of life' .30 This 
in no way is intended to suggest the start of a linear progression from a 'geographically' 
based identity to a cultural one. Consider our observation that 'culture' played a role in 
identity from the earliest times: Barbarians (and therefore Hellenes) were defined on the 
basis of their language 131 Rather, the point is that the criteria that best define a people 
change over time dependent on context and circumstances. Herodotus' Histories is just 
one indicator of this transformation, another is Isocrates: 
, ... Kat 'to 'trov 'EAA~vrov ovo!la 1tE1tOtllKE !lllKE'tt 'tOu YEVOU<; aAAa 't1l<; Ol,avota<; 
OOKEtV ctval" Kat !laAAov "EAAllVa<; KaAEt0'8at 'to\><; 't1l<; 1tal,OEUO'Ero<; 't1l<; 
~!lE'tEpa<; ~ 'to\><; 't1l<; KOWll<; CPUO'Ero<; !lE'tExov'ta<;.' 
, ... and the name of Hellenes seems to be no longer one of a race but of a 
mindset and those who share our culture are called Hellenes more than those that 
share a common ancestry' .32 
30 As has been noted and discussed by several scholars, Herodotus does not include a specific political 
category amongst the four cited above. It is this lack of any apparent political unity that is the basis for the 
suggestion that the Greeks cannot be deemed a 'nation'. This is true to an extent. However, care must be 
taken with such an argument as it is based on modern conceptions of what nationhood is: i.e. political unity 
is a fundamental requirement of any modern 'nation'. There is no compelling reason why this ideology 
should be transplanted back in time. After all, Greeks tended to belong to a variety of different groups 
family, village, 'polis', military, 'ethnos' - we could see politics or 'political association' as another. The 
relevance for us is that in such a context any political association on behalf of an Hellene could be deemed 
a normal part of daily life. Therefore Herodotus perhaps understood politics in the category that he labels 
'way of life'. For a discussion on the idea of Greeks and 'Nationhood' see: Finley M.I. The Use and Abuse 
of History (Chatto and Windus: London, 1975) especially Chapter Seven 'The Ancient Greeks and their 
Nation' Pp. 120 - 133, 233 236. Walbank F.W. 'The Problem of Greek Nationality' Phoenix Vol. V 
(1951) 41-60; Walbank F.W. 'Nationality as a Factor in Roman History'. In Harvard Studies in Classical 
Philology Vol. 76 (1972) 145-68 Walbank also discusses the problems associated with defining 'nation' 
[(1972) 146ff]; Rostovtzeff M. The Social and Economic History of the Hellenistic World. In Three Vols. 
(Oxford, 1941) 502-3, 1347, 1439-1440; Ziolkowski J.E. 'National and Other Contrasts in the Funeral 
Orations'. In H.A. Khan [Ed.] The Birth Of European Identity; The Europe Asia Contrast In Greek 
Thought 490-322 B.c. (University of Nottingham, 1994) 1-35. 
31 The importance of language to Greek identity can not be overemphasised, see Hall (1989) 4-5. Consider 
also the attitude inherent in literature such as Aeschylus' Agamemnon 1050-52 where the boundary 
between Greek and foreigner is again made on language. 
32 Isocrates Panegyricus 50. The use of <havQw; in this passage is interesting. I have translated it here as 
'mindset' trying to incorporate both the mental construction of identity (Le. that it is a thought or notion, 
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Whether we should interpret Isocrates' statement as saying that through education 
'non-Greeks' or Barbarians could become Greeks, or, as narrowing the concept of 
'Greekness' to 'intellectual excellence' and a praising of Athenian culture as the pinnacle 
of Hellenism, does not affect our argument.33 The passage recognises a link between 
being Greek or 'Greekness' and culture, regardless of how we interpret that association. 
Therefore Isocrates (and Herodotus) recognise the importance of culture in defining a 
people's identity and use 'cultural criteria' in constructing the boundary between what is 
and is not Greek.34 Moreover, Isocrates' use of a comparative (!laAAov) may suggest a 
ranking in the listed criteria. The implication could be that at this time culture is regarded 
as more important than blood in defining a person's identity. Furthermore, if we accept 
that 'culture' includes Herodotus' common language, gods and way of life [Hdt. 
VIII.144], then Isocrates is giving us an account that to some extent minimises one of 
Herodotus' categories (common blood) in relation to the other three. In many ways this is 
and perhaps even including the idea that identity is imagined, thereby mirroring the opinion of 
anthropologists and sociologists which we discussed earlier); and that identity is a process reliant on the 
mind. In this context we could perhaps even very loosely translate o U:lv OlQ. as 'way of life'. Note that 
Isocrates made these comments before Alexander departed for Asia. 
33 See Usher S [Ed. and Translator] Greek Orators Vol. Ill: lsocrates Panegyricus and To Nicocles (Aris 
and Phillips Ltd: England, 1990) 161. Walbank (1951) 45-6. 
34 See also Isocrates Evagoras 66 where Isocrates alleges that King Evagoras transformed people of 
Barbarian birth into Hellenes. Of course as part of a rhetorical eulogy this passage contains much 
embellishment and might easily be dismissed on this basis [Cf. Brunt P.A. 'The Aims of Alexander' G&R 
Second Series Vol. 12 No. 2 (1965) 203-215; who comments on Isocrates' writing style (albeit with regard 
to the Panhellenic crusade): 'The Panhellenic Crusade was a fiction for everyone but modern scholars who 
suppose that Isocrates' writings were admired for anything but their languid eloquence' (205)]. Such 
criticisms notwithstanding, Evagoras 66 could also suggest that such a transformation from Barbarian to 
Hellene was possible or at least theoretically possible. This would enhance the praise from the 
perspective of the audience (Le. 'it could be true ... '). In turn, this implies criteria for being or becoming 
Greek which unfortunately Isocrates does not give at this point. The other passages we have examined, 
however, strongly suggest that these criteria would be based on politics and/or culture (including religion). 
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not surprising. As the Greeks begin to interact with more and more people, and settle 
further and further afield, the criteria for identifying themselves had to evolve consider, 
for example, the effect that intermarriage must have had on 'bloodlines' (especially over 
several generations). This leaves us pondering at what point mixed blood becomes an 
issue (in establishing a person's identity), or whether the only requirement was to have 
some Greek ancestry - be it real or imagined! 
This does not mean that (subjective) ancestry did not have it place. Rather, there 
is no doubt that common descent was nothing more than a stereotype, manipulated as 
required by the Greeks?5 More often than not, one's ethnic heritage was used to place one 
'above' Barbarians. Consider, for example Plato's comment in the Menexenus: 
ov''tCO O~ 'tot 'to yE 't11<; 1tOAEID<; ycvvatOV Kat EAEU8£pov ~E~atOV 1:£ Kat UytE<; 
Ea'ttV Kat q"oaEt J.1tao~<ip~apov, Dux' 'to dAtKPtv&<; dvat "EAAllva<; Kat a~.lty£t<; 
~ap~<ipIDV. ou yap OEA01t£<; OUOE K<iOJ.1ot ouoE Atyu1t1:oi 't£ Kat Llavaot OUOE 
aAAOt 1tOAAOl qrua£t J.1Ev ~<ip~apot OV't£<;, VOJ.1cp O£ "EAAllV£<;, aUVOtKOUatv 
l1).1tv, aAA' au'tot "EAAllVE<;, ou IlEtso~<ip~apot oiKoualv, o8£v Ka8apov 'to 
Iltao<; EV'tE't1lKE 'tn 1tOAEt 't11<; aAA01:pia<; <pua£ID<;. 
Such was the nobility of the city free and strong and healthy and despising by 
nature Barbarians because we are pure Hellenes with no mixture of Barbarian in 
35 The Hellenes are a "fevor:;, which by definition suggests kinship (and cultural links). The invention of a 
common ancestor, Hellen, and his three sons Dorus, Xuthus and Aeolus (i.e. the Dorians, Ionians and 
Aeolians), supports the recognition of this category [See Merkelbach R. and West M.L. [Eds.] Fragmenta 
Hesiodea (Oxford, 1967) No. 9, 10 (= Rzach fr 7)]; Walbank (1951) 47]. Even in the era we are discussing 
'common blood' has its place. Consider Pericles' citizenship law of 451 BCE that restricted citizenship to 
those Athenians who had two citizen parents [Aristotle Ath. Pol. XXVI.3]. There can, of course, be a 
difference between one's 'citizenship' and one's geographic, ethnic and I or cultural origins, but this policy 
(regardless of 'why' it was implemented) does demonstrate that 'bloodlines' or ancestry was a way in 
which the Greeks grouped people. It seems probable that this law's implementation was for political 
reasons. The practicality of such a law and its enforcement is, of course, an entirely separate issue. Still, its 
very existence does demonstrate the growing numbers of different peoples residing in Athens in the Fifth 
Century B.C.E. It is also interesting that Pericles' law imposes the 'ancestry' requirement at a time when 
this criterion seems to be less important in terms of determining one's identity. This in itself could 
demonstrate the ongoing tension between the different criteria for identity that we have been discussing -
in particular descent (common blood) and culture. Furthermore, recognition of this ongoing tension 
demonstrates that there is not one definitive criterion by which we can define a people. 
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us. For we are not like the [the descendants of] Pelops or Cadmus or Egyptus or 
Danaus or many others whose nature is Barbarian, but whose customs are as 
Hellenes and who live among us; for we live as Hellenes, not intermixing with the 
Barbarians, wherefore the hatred of the foreigner is integral to the city's nature.36 
In this passage there is a clear distinction of superiority developed on the basis of 
blood: The Athenians are superior; they defeated the Persians because their bloodlines are 
not mixed with those of foreigners. That there is a strong rhetorical element in this 
oratory goes without saying: Plato is simply using a socially recognised identity marker 
to make a point, namely that nobility is enhanced by purity - at least in a perfect world?7 
Now, it is doubtful that many (if any) Athenians would take this statement 
literally. Argives, for example, would not be and were not categorised as Barbarians.38 
Plato's implication that they were is little more than an exercise in intellectual ideology 
which had no place in the realities of daily life. All an Athenian had to do was walk 
through the Agora to see that Athens was a city full of different ethnic and racial groups. 
We can state categorically that 'intermarriage' and the 'mixing of bloodlines' did occur-
36 Plato Menexenus 245c-d. Translating is problematic; however, the intended meaning seems to be that the 
other Greeks follow Hellenic customs and live among the Athenians, but are not of pure Greek blood. 
Benjamin Jowett translates the passage: ' ... who are by nature Barbarians and yet pass for Hellenes and 
dwell among us ... ' [Jowett B. The Dialogues of Plato Translated into English with Analysis and 
Introduction. In Four Volumes (Clarendon Press: Oxford, 1871) IV. 579-80]. The descendants of Pelops 
are, of course, the Peloponnesians (cf. Apollodorus Epitome 11.6-9; other details are also provided by 
Pindar Olympian 1 with scholia; Pausanias V.13.1-7); Cadmus refers to the Thebans (Cf. Apollodorus The 
Library m.L1, IIL4.l-2, III.5.4); and Danaus to the Argives (for the genealogy of Danaus see FGrHist 3 F 
21; on how descendants of Danaus came to rule Argos see Horace Odes 3.11; OvidHeroides 14). Plato's 
point is that each genealogy connects or associates each group with 'Barbarian' races, which makes them 
inferior to the Athenians: he is manipulating the genealogies in order to support an argument. 
37 The fact that this ideology may not represent reality does not militate against our observation, in fact 
provides anecdotal support. The point was to emphasise Athenian superiority. This is done through the 
ideology of pure bloodlines which encapsulates the dual concepts of a shared ethnicity and the inferiority of 
Barbarians. Our interpretation (and the purpose of Plato's rhetoric!) rests on Plato's audience's also 
recognising this, albeit probably subconsciously. 
38 Consider also that Homer uses fiavaoi to refer to the Hellenes as a whole! See, e.g. Iliad. 1.42. 
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Pericles' Citizenship Law of 451 B.C.E. demonstrates this quite clearly.39 Nevertheless, 
this passage is interesting for us in a number of different ways. First, the term 'Hellene' is 
again being defined (regardless of the criteria being used) in contrast to the 'Barbarian'. 
This reinforces once more (if further support were needed) that contrast with the other is 
a good way to categorise 'us'. Second, we can see that within the term 'Hellene' the 
Greeks themselves drew distinctions or developed sub-groupings, which were not 
necessarily evident to outsiders. Again consider the Argives: was there a non-Hellenic 
group that would not have categorised them as Hellenes?40 While we will not analyse the 
implications of such sub-groups, recognition of their existence reinforces the complexity 
of the issues under discussion. Third, the criteria required to belong to a group could be 
and were manipulated to suit a particular author's point or for political expediency. 
Common descent or bloodlines are being exploited in this very way in the cited passage 
[Plato Menexenus 245c-d]; albeit Plato's distinctions are very technical and subjective. 
We can surmise, therefore, that ancestry can be blurred or manipulated as required so 
mixed heritage is not in itself a barrier to being identified as a Hellene. Finally, there is 
clearly a natural or ongoing tension between racial and cultural factors in group 
identification, but it seems to be the latter (cultural and political criteria) that are 
39 Pericles' Citizenship Law [see n. 35 above] while demonstrating the point made is also an example of the 
ideology inherent in the cited passage of Plato: Pericles is manipulating 'descent'. Furthermore, if we look 
beyond the technical Hellenic sub groupings that Plato creates, the above passage [Plato Menexenus 245c-
d] is in itself evidence of Hellenes with 'mixed parentage'. 
40 Herodotus also describes how the Hellenic Race (YEVO~) is divided into parts (EevT]) [Hdt. I.143] , but then 
goes on to describe how 'intermixing' did occur. Herodotus also demonstrates how notions of Athenian 
purity are questionable as he defines three criteria for being Ionian: Either 'pure birth', and/or 'of Athenian 
descent', and/or those 'who keep the feast Apaturia' (i.e. admitted to a 'phratry') [Hdt. 1.147]. Both 
'Athenian Descent' (which is a vague term suggesting ancestry acceptable to the community) and 
participation in the Feast of Apaturia indicate that community acceptance and adoption of cultural practices 
are what really matters in classifying to which group a person belongs. 
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becoming more important in the day-to-day classification of people: Isocrates' statement 
[Panegyricus 50] is a clear witness to this evolution. 
In the late fourth century B.C.E. the social, political and cultural climate changes 
again. This is the time of Alexander's campaign and the establishment of the so-called 
successor kingdoms. From this time on there is a significant Hellenic presence in the East 
as Greeks settle widely bringing their 'way of life' with them.41 This is a process that 
emphasises the importance of Hellenic culture to identity. Consider, for example, how in 
Alexandria Hellenes became known as 'those from the gymnasium' [0;' ano YUflvacrlou] 
and often had non-Greek names thereby suggesting a non-Greek ancestry.42 Another 
example demonstrating the role of culture over geography and bloodlines is Antiochus I 
who was demonstrably half-Iranian and raised in Babylon, yet is considered a Hellene.43 
The other side to this discussion is how the peoples in the East (in the Hellenistic 
period) viewed or defined the Greeks, after all what we have discussed is what the Greeks 
41 For some initial observations on the spread of 'Hellenic Culture' and 'Hellenism' in the so-called 
'Hellenistic Period' see the Introduction. Some points are worth noting here again briefly: First, Alexander 
did not set out with a missionary-like zeal to spread Greek culture amongst the peoples of the east. The 
spread of Hellenism was a consequence of Alexander's conquest and the establishment of the successor 
kingdoms. Second, Hellenic Culture did not arrive into a vacuum. Local customs and cultures existed well 
before the arrival of the Greeks and continued to exist throughout their rule. Both the Eastern peoples and 
the Greeks borrowed parts of each other's way of life - adapting social practices and beliefs to their own 
needs. Third, there is a close relationship between 'Hellenism' and 'Hellene', especially since (as we have 
been discovering) a Hellene was being defined more and more in terms of hislher culture. 
42 Walbank (1951) 45. 
43 Antiochus I was half Iranian (Seleucus and Apama) and was raised in Babylon in the Achaemenid 
palaces used by his father. As Bernard notes Antiochus I never knew Greece and was probably influenced 
by the 'Greek-Oriental' ambience in which he had lived [Bernard P. 'Les traditions orientales dans 
l'architecture Greco-Bactrienne'. In lA 264 (1976) 245-75, for points raised see Pp. 257, and Sherwin-
White S. 'Seleucid Babylonia: A Case Study for the Installation and Development of Greek Rule'. In A. 
Kuhrt et al. [eds.] (1987) 1-31, esp. 7-8.]. Furthermore, the Seleucids maintained blood links with the 
Iranian classes adopting a policy of arranging dynastic marriages with contemporary Iranian dynasts of 
Anatolia [Sherwin-White (1987) 7; Walbank F.W. The Hellenistic World (London, 1981) 125]. Yet we 
(and the ancient peoples in the East) consider the Seleucids as Hellenes! 
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consider to be Hellenic. To a large extent this is the result of our evidence: we are 
analysing Greek literature in order to define the Hellenes. Therefore, we can only get a 
Greek perspective. Our analysis of Second Maccabees (as a text written by a Jew) will 
begin to redress this issue. This notwithstanding there are some comments we can make 
now. First, it is clear that the tension between cultural and blood or descent issues was a 
real and difficult concept for the Greeks in defining who they were, so for an outsider 
(Jew or 'Barbarian') the confusion must have been even more pronounced. In these 
circumstances it seems reasonable to assume that the outsider can only be left with 
observation when attempting to identify to which group a person belonged. With this in 
mind, culture as represented by an individual's choices, actions and dress (i.e. what s/he 
looks like), must be the key criteria for a Jew to categorise a Hellene. This would also 
mean that when a person is labelled an Hellene his or her subsequent actions/practices . 
could be understood as 'Hellenic' (regardless of the reality). 
Second, it is apparent that the need for such self definition escalates at times when 
the Hellenes come into extensive contact with the 'other', and that their subsequent 
interaction meant that the criteria for identity became based more on culture than 
geography or blood. This demonstrate a process - how a people categorised the world 
and themselves, and how the understanding of who they and others were was based on 
fluid criteria that evolved over time. Furthermore, we have seen how this process can be 
identified in the perceptions that are inherent in any text. While we have acknowledged 
that no two peoples are the same, our arguments and methodology in defining the 
'Hellene' are relevant to most studies of historical texts and people, regardless of the 
time. 
This latter point is particularly interesting. Many authors warn against drawing 
analogies between the Hellenic experience and the Jewish one - usually because they 
equate the term 'Jew' with religion. While such warnings have merit, we have been 
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careful to place an emphasis on methodology. Our discussion has been of a 'process' or, 
for want of a better descriptive phrase, a 'problematic equation'. Therefore, even if the 
experiences of two peoples differ in particulars, the method of analysis can be the same 
for both. Furthermore, in our study there are also similarities in circumstances that make 
the process we are using even more relevant. First, the Jews and the Greeks both spread 
themselves over vast geographic areas, thereby settling amongst many different peoples 
and exposing themselves to many different ways of life.44 Second, that the Hellenic 
culture came into direct contact and 'influenced' Jewish culture and therefore how the 
Jews identified themselves. This argument has merit regardless of whether we view the 
Jewish - Hellenic 'interaction' in terms of 'conflict' or not. We cannot, for example, 
escape the fact that the author of Second Maccabees wrote in Greek! 
We can tentatively suggest, therefore, that the Hellenic experience may be 
beneficial in understanding the Jewish one or, at least, provide a window (as opposed to a 
mirror) into their society. As we noted above, the process that we have established for 
reading and understanding Herodotus can be used for other texts the underlying 
principle, after all, is context: be it Hellenic or Eastern. With all this in mind, let us 
pursue this discussion a little further by applying it to the Jews/Judaeans. We will then be 
in a position to relate our particular methodology and questions to the text of Second 
Maccabees itself. 
44 Fishman lA. 'Language and Identity in Bilingual Education' In W.e. McReady [Ed.] Culture, Ethnicity 
and Identity: Current Issues in Research (New York, London, Paris; 1983) 127-137, esp. 130-2. See also 
Hall [(1989) 5], although her objections on the grounds of religion can be queried in light of Herodotus' 
recognition that common gods (or God in the Jewish case!) is an ethnographic criterion for understanding a 
group's identity. 
Chapter Two 
Self Identification: 
Toward a Definition of the 'Io'OoUtot 
'Iov8aiot 
Until recently the term 'louoal,Qt has tended to be translated as 'Jews'.l Yet, the 
interpretation of the term 'Jews' itself is subjective: there are religious, cultural and/or 
political associations not to mention modem influences. As a result in the last twenty 
years or so the accepted translation ( as 'Jews') has come under increased scrutiny, with 
more importance being attached to the geographic/ethnic association that the term clearly 
incorporates. In other words, 'louoat01 has come to be translated as 'Judaeans'.2 
Admittedly this reading has some merit. It is clear that 'Iouoatoc; was the Greek 
translation for the Hebrew Yehudi, which is best understood (at least in a literal sense) as: 
'a member of the tribe of Judah'. So we have an ethnic and, to a certain extent, 
geographic link: the country/homeland, Judah, has the same name as the tribe. Numerous 
other sources confirm this interpretation, and Josephus even makes a direct association: 
Kat 01, 'Iouoa1'.ot 1tpOC; 'to EPYOV 1tapEcrKEua~ov'to. f.1CAf!81lcrav OE 'to ovoJ,la ES 
't1lC; lwepac; ave~llcrav EK Ba~uA&voC; a1to 't1lC; 'Iouoa qmAfte;, 'tftc; 1tpoo'tllC; 
EA80ucrlle; de; EKdvouC; 'toue; "C01tOUC; ai)'tot "CE Kat Tt xoopa 'titv 1tpocrllyoptav 
aU"CllC; J.lE'teAa~ov. 
'And the 'Iouoa1:ot prepared for the work. This name ['Iouoa1'.ot], by which they 
have been called from the day when they went up from Babylon, is derived from 
I Kraemer RS. 'On the Meaning of "Jew" In Greeo-Roman Inscriptions' HTR Vol. 82 (1989) 35-53 see pp. 
35; Kraabel suggests a more complicated interpretation ine1uding geographie origin Le. 'Judaeans' 
[Kraabel (1982) 445-64]; Cohen (1999): 'Greek loudaios and Latin ludaeus (or ludeus) are usually 
translated as "Jew'" [Pp. 69]. Individuals named loudaios or luda (Juda[h]) are not considered in our study, 
see Kraemer (1989) 35-53. 
2 See Cohen (1999) 69-106 esp. 82ff, primary and secondary references are cited therein. See also 
discussion and references in Pearce et al. (1998) 13-28; Jones (1998) 29-49. S. Mason the Editor of the 
Brill Josephus Commentaries translates 'Io1loa'iOt as Judaeans' - see (e.g.) the titles in the series (Judaean 
War, Judaean Antiquities). 
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the tribe of Judah; as this tribe was the first to come to those parts, both the people 
themselves and the country have taken their name from it'.3 
Josephus understood, therefore, that 'Iou8atot could be understood in the same 
way that we interpret Egyptians (as the 'people from Egypt'), the Syrians (as the 'people 
from Syria'); etc. This also suggests that 'Iou8ato<; is a term that has a meaning, in 
Greek, associated with eSvo<;: A people are united by a common ancestry and geography. 
While we can demonstrate that Josephus also recognises a cultural dimension4, he is here 
at the very least presenting his interpretation, as a First Century C.E. author, regarding 
how 'Iou8atot was understood in the early Sixth Century B.C.E. By the Third Century 
C.E., however, 'Iou8atot had developed to mean something completely different or had 
at least expanded in meaning to include a very strong (if not over-riding) 
religious/cultural focus. In a passage from the Historia Romana Cassius Dio makes it 
clear that one could be a Jew based on cultural criteria alone: 
... il 't£ yap xropa 'Iou8aia Kat au'tot 'Iou8aiot rovof,ui8a'tat· (17.1) 'h 8E 
E1tiKAllcrt<; au'tll EKclVOt<; J..lEV OUK 018' oS£v llSa'to y£vecrSat, cpep£t 8E Kat E1tt 
'tou<; &'AAOU<; avSpro1tOU<; ocrOt 'ta VOfltfla au'trov, Kai1t£p aAAo£SV£t<; QV 't£<; , 
SllAoUcrt. 
' ... the country is called "Judaea" and the people themselves 'Iou8atot. I do not 
know how this name came to be applied to them, but it is valid also for as many 
other men, even if they should be of another race, as practise their customs. ,5 
3 Josephus Antiquities XI.173. See also Clearchus [Fragment preserved by Josephus Against Apionem 
I.176-183 (esp. 179)] and Polybius infers an association between the Jewish nation and the lands around 
Jerusalem [Fragment preserved by Josephus Antiquities XILl35-136 = Polybius Histories XVLl.3-4J as in 
Stern (1976) Ll5 (Pp. 49ft) and 1.32 (pp. 113ft) respectively. Note Cohen (1999) 71-2. It is, of course 
debatable as to which came first the tribe caned Judah, which gave its name to the land; or the territory, 
which gave its name to the tribe. 
4 See e.g. Cohen (1989) 27. 
5 Cassius Dio Historia Romana XXXVII. 16.5ff = Stern (1980) IIA06 (Trans. E. Cary) - emphasis added. 
See also comments by Cohen S.J.D. 'Crossing the Boundary and Becoming a Jew' HTR Vo1. 82 (1989) 13-
33, esp. 21. Of course, whether Jews in Judaea saw such people as 'Jews' is another matter! 
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Clearly for Cassius Dio becoming a 'Iou()ato~ was a matter of adopting religious 
practices and customs: culture defines who people are or to what group they belong. 
Therefore, if we compare the interpretation of 'Iou()ato~ evident in the two passages we 
have cited it becomes clear that, at some point, there was an evolution in meaning; i.e. 
'Iou()ato~ develops from primarily a geographicllineage focus to a religious/cultural one.6 
In terms of modem labelling this is analogous to the accepted or 'better' translation of 
'Iou()ato~ being 'Jew' rather than 'Judaean'. 
In his book The Beginnings of lewishness Shaye Cohen recognises and discusses 
this evolution.7 He suggests that the use of 'Iou()atot in the sense of 'Jews' - with the 
corresponding cultural, religious and/or political sense - only began in the late Second 
Century B.C.E. with (importantly for our study) the first example occurring in Second 
Maccabees. In making this argument Cohen presents two instances in Second Maccabees 
where 'Iou()atot could be translated as 'Jews'. One is questionable and we will return to 
it later. The other, however, seems to be a good interpretation.s It occurs during the 
account of the demise of Antiochus on his return from Persia. According to the author of 
Second Maccabees when Antiochus is near death he makes a series of solemn promises 
to the Jews (or Judaeans): Specifically, that he will give them citizenship rights equal to 
6 It is interesting that in many respects this evolution parallels that which we have seen occurred with 
relation to the term 'Hellene'. The parallel appears to confirm our hypothesis that we can perhaps learn 
something from our earlier analysis, at least in terms of methodology. 
7 Shaye Cohen's study is excellent and has been very well reviewed. It is not my intent in the forthcoming 
discussion to discredit his entire analysis (with which, for the most part, I am in agreement). For an 
indicative review see: Sivan H. 'What has Jerusalem to do with Rome (Or Athens For That Matter)?' In 
BMCR (1999.07.21). Note, especially Sivan's concluding remark: ' ... no scholar interested in issues of 
[Jewish] identity, self-definition, core and periphery, community and law, family, class and gender in 
antiquity can afford to give Cohen a miss'. 
8 IT Macc. VI.6 (discussed at Chapter Three n.25, this thesis) and IX.17. See Cohen (1999) 92-3. 
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those of the people of Athens as well as gifts for the Temple and that he will meet the 
cost of sacrifices from his own revenues [II Macc. IX.Ilff]. Most importantly, it is also 
reported that: 
1tpOc; Of 'tOU'totC; Kat 'Iouoaiov eO'£0'8at, Kat mxv'ta 't01tOV otKll'tOV 
£1t£A£uO'tcr8at Ka'taYY£AAov'ta 'to 'tou 8mu Kpa'toc;. 
'In addition, he [Antiochus] would even become a 'Iouoa'ioc; and visit every 
inhabited place to proclaim God's might' . 
[II Macc. IX.I7] 
Now, this is a remarkable assertion: the king, our author suggests, promises to 
become a 'Iouoa'ioc; ['Iouoa'iov eO'tcr8at]. While there can be little doubt that the episode 
as described is fictional (and the entire passage heavy with irony, even on his death bed 
Antiochus still did not comprehend what 'being a Jew' entailed: the Jews did not want to 
be Athenians), yet the phrase 'Iouoaiov eO'£0'8at would still need to be comprehensible 
to its intended audience. It is possible to translate 'Iouoa'ioc; as it is used in this passage 
as 'Judaean': 'He [Antiochus] would even be a [or 'be as a' / 'become as a'] Judaean'. 
However, even with this translation the sense of Judaean that is meant is one based on 
culture and religious practice. Antiochus was not and could not became Judaean 
ethnically (in terms of lineage or bloodlines), nor is it realistic to expect him to join the 
tribe of Judah and to reside in the holy land (i.e. become part of the e8voc;). Antiochus 
was a Seleucid king with Macedonian and some, albeit distant, Persian lineage 
(ethnicity).9 Taking these observations into account the only reasonable translation for 
9 Seleucus I kept his wife (Apama) from the marriage ceremony that Alexander arranged in 324 B.C.E. 
Antiochus IV was the great-great-great-grandson of Seleucus I and Apama; see Grainger I.D. A Seleukid 
Prosopography and Gazetteer (Brill: Leiden, New York, Koln; 1997). It has been suggested that future 
generations kept up a blood link with the Iranian Upper classes through dynastic marriages in Asia Minor: 
See Sherwin-White S. 'Seleucid Babylon'. In A. Kuhrt et al. (1987) 1-31; esp. 7ff. Contra. See Walbank 
(1981) 125, Momigliano (1975) Chapter 6 esp. 137ff. 
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'IoUDaioc; is 'Jew', in terms of a religious and to an extent cultural conversion. He would 
abide by the laws of God and offer sacrifices to the one true God. Antiochus could turn or 
become a Jew in this context, but it is difficult to contend that he became a JUdaean. lO 
This means that by the mid to late Second Century B.C.E. 'IouDaiot could mean 
'Jews' and have a religious, and probably a cultural, association. Despite assertions 
otherwise this is not the earliest example we have of this interpretation. In 'Bel and the 
Snake', for example, Daniel convinces the Babylonian king that Bel was a false god. We 
then receive a description of his subjects' reaction: 
Kat O'UVnx911O'av oi ano 't1lC; xropac; nav'tEC; Ent 'tOY ~avrllA. Kat Ehav 'IoUDaioc; 
"(f:yOVEV 6 ~aO'tA.EUc; . 'tOY ~1lA. Ka'tEO''tpE\jfE Kat 'tOY DpaKoV'ta anEK'tEtvE. 
'And everyone from the land [i.e. the Babylonians] was aggrieved with Daniel, 
and they shouted, "The king has become a Jew. He has destroyed Bel and killed 
the snake".' 11 
Cohen dismisses this example arguing that the king has not turned 'Jew', but is 
acting like a 'Judaean'. His reasoning is that 'Bel and the Snake' must be understood in 
terms of the Book of Daniel: the king is seen to be acting like a Judaean - that is, like 
10 See Cohen (1999) 92-3. 
11 Daniel Bel and the Snake 28. The date of 'Bel and the Snake' is disputed. Recent scholarship suggests 
that the tales were composed, originally, in a Semitic language and that an origin in the Persian period is 
likely. The tales were probably developed as an haggadic or priestly exposition of Jeremiah 51: 34-35, 44 
[= LXX Jeremiah 28: 34-35,44]. The narrative probably took its present form in the mid-second century 
B.C.E. See Moore c.A. Daniel, Esther, Jeremiah: The Additions. The Anchor Bible Series (Double Day: 
New York, 1977) 119-129; Cohen (1999) 85 n. 48. Eissfeldt comments that the stories in 'Bel and the 
Snake' contain earlier folktale motifs (e.g. footprints appearing in ashes) and that the second story may well 
be based on a far earlier Babylonian saga [(1966) 589-90]. Regardless, the intended audience was almost 
certainly Jewish, and it was probably written by a Jew in Palestine, all of which suggests that the possibility 
of a gentile (in this case the Babylonian king) 'turning Jew' was acceptable - otherwise the story would be 
nonsensical! Cf. Moore (1977) 127-8. Finally, this text is very different from Theodotian's version, 
although it is interesting to note that the key phrase ['!ouoa'i:os y£yov£v 6 ~aO"tA£1)S] remains the same in 
both versions. 
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Daniel- who is 'of the sons of Judah' [Dan I.6] or 'from Judah' [Dan. I.6 LXX]. Now, 
there is no doubt that context is important, but in this situation the use of the 'Book of 
Daniel' to interpret the meaning of this passage draws on (at best) a vague connection. It 
is doubtful an audience would immediately understand the text in such a way. Rather, the 
context that the intended audience would most probably place and understand this story 
in, is undoubtedly religious. First and foremost 'Bel and the Snake' is about religion and 
the folly of idol worship.!2 Therefore, the Babylonians' accusation ['Iou()ato<; "{E"{OVEV 0 
~a(nAEu<;] refers to their king's accepting the religious beliefs of the Jews (or Daniel to 
place the story in the context of the Book of Daniel as well). The term 'Jew' encapsulates 
this change better than 'Judaean'. 
To confirm our assessment we can also compare this account of the Babylonian 
king in 'Bel and the Snake' with that of Antiochus in Second Maccabees. The arguments 
we made rejecting the possibilities of a Macedonian king 'becoming Judaean' are equally 
valid with regard to the Babylonian lung. The Babylonians knew the lineage of their king 
(he was not a Judaean), but he could be described as 'turning Jew' through his rejection 
of the traditional religion and his acceptance of Daniel's claims.!3 This means that we 
have another passage where the term 'Jew' provides the better translation. 
We can also look significantly earlier for a link between religion and what it 
meant to belong to the tribe of Judah. Consider the numerous passages from the Bible 
that extol the virtues of following God's law. Certainly, these same passages also often 
12 Bel and the Snake is essentially two (or possibly three) stories; regardless, throughout Daniel 
demonstrates to the king the falseness or pointlessness of idol worship. 
13 In fairness to Cohen he does note that the term 'Jew' fits the passage very well and does make the 
concession that 'the meaning "Jew" is beginning to emerge'. He does however opt for 'Judaean' as the 
correct translation. [Cohen (1999) 86-7; quote from Pp. 87]. Later in the same book Cohen appears to be in 
two minds wanting to associate the term 'Jew' with the passage, although still insisting that 'Judaean' is 
technically correct - see Cohen (1999) 153. 
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describe Israel as the promised land and create an undeniable link between the people and 
geography, yet it is clear that this 'connection' became driven more by idealism. 14 Daily 
reality would and did allow for the separation of a people and their homeland. The best 
starting point for analysing this evolution in identity seems to be 587/6 B.C.E. - the 
beginning of the Babylonian exile. 
The destruction of Jerusalem and the exile of its people was, undoubtedly, a 
traumatic upheaval that changed nearly every aspect of the old Jewish community. In 
short, the physical displacement and dispersal of the Judaeans / Jewish people resulted in 
their identity evolving (both as perceived by them as a people and as they were seen by 
others). Specifically, the Jews re-evaluated their traditions and laws, and then strictly 
adhered to them as re-evaluated. This singled them out or marked them as a distinct 
group, regardless of where they were. Consider, for example, how adherence to perceived 
traditional values such as the Sabbath and circumcision probably increased in importance 
during and after the exile. To some extent such traditions became 'the mark of a Jew' and 
14 The references detailing the importance of the covenant to the people of Israel are numerous. Consider, 
e.g. Exodus XIX.5ff: 'You will be for me a kingdom of Priests and a Holy nation'. Furthermore, all the 
laws or codes listed in the Old Testament (Exodus XX.22-3, XXXIII; Leviticus XVII - XXVI, etc.) evince 
theological principles underlying the very existence of the people of Israel: see Ackroyd (1970) 95. 
Deuteronomy VIAff provides a clear connection between the Lord bringing the people of Israel to the land 
and the requirement for them to obey his word. Isaiah makes much of a new covenant between God and his 
people (e.g. Isaiah LIV.9-10, LV.3-5) and the rebuilding of Jerusalem (e.g. Isaiah XLIV.26-28) thereby 
indicating the importance of the city and the region Judaea. Jeremiah's condemnation of social evils and 
neglect of the Lord is also tied up with the prospect of reclaiming the land of Judaea [VIl.lffl. These are 
only a few illustrative instances of the association between God, the people of Israel and the geographic 
region of Judaea; as noted earlier there are many examples. For a starting place in the secondary literature 
see Ackroyd P.R. Exile And Restoration: A Study of Hebrew Thought of the Sixth Century E.C. (SCM 
Press, London: 1968) 113 ff. (Land and People), l35; Anderson G.W. 'Canonical And Non-Canonical'. In 
P.R. Ackroyd & C.F. Evans [Eds.] The Cambridge HistOlY of the Bible Vol. One: From the Beginnings to 
ferome (Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 1970) 113-159 esp. 120-121; Kaiser O. Introduction To 
the Old Testament: A Presentation of its Results and Problems Translated by J. Sturdy (Augsburg 
Publishing House: Minneapolis, 1975) 15-21, 267-8 (message of Deutero-Isaiah); Pfeiffer R.H. 
Introduction To The Old Testament (Adam and Charles Black: London, 1948) 148, 472ff; Schtirer (1979) 
11.464-466. 
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formed the basis for community development. is The devastating events also brought 
about a re-editing of the Deuteronomistic Historical Corpus [Deuteronomy - IT Kings] in 
order to account for what had happened and to provide a way forward - strict adherence 
to Yahweh's covenant.16 
Certainly the promise of a possible return to Judaea is also expounded. However, 
since the 'way' in which this return will be achieved is once more through strict 
adherence to God's law, there is little doubt that we have yet another illustration of how 
the exiled Jewish community developed and reinforced its distinct identity. To be 
specific, the sharing of a common dream bound the Jews together. Meantime, the need to 
partake in unique practices in order to achieve the goal of returning to Judaea further 
segregated them from other peoples and marked them as Jews. This, at least, seems to be 
the message carried by the literature of the time.17 Consider for example, Psalm 137, 
where the psalmist is recalling how, by the rivers of Babylon they (the Jews / Judaeans) 
had longed for home and asked: 'How shall we sing the song of the Lord in a foreign 
land?' [II&t; ~(j(i))lEV -c'hv cp8'hv Kupiou E1tt rf\t; CtAAo'tptat;;].18 The 'song of the Lord', of 
course, refers to how the Israelites came, through the mighty acts of the Lord (Yahweh), 
15 This is pointed out by Bright 1. A History of Israel Third Edition (Westminster Press: Philadelphia, 
(1981) 349. Examples relating to the importance of the Sabbath include e.g. Jeremiah. 17.19-27; Isaiah. 
56.1-8, 58.13ff; Circumcision e.g. Genesis 17.9-14. Bright stresses that these 'traditional customs' receive 
for more emphasis during and after the exile: ' ... stress on law is understandable among the exiles, for now 
that nation and cult had ended there was little else to mark them Jews' [p 349]. Ackroyd (1968) 35ff is far 
more cautious in his appraisal of whether circumcision and/or the Sabbath did become more important, 
although he does acknowledge that they would have been re-examined and re-evaluated in the exilic age. 
16 The original corpus was probably written in Palestine in the years just preceding the exile (622-587?) and 
was then most likely re-edited post 587. See Bright (1981) 333, 350. For an introductory discussion on the 
unity of the Deuteronomistic History and further discussion on its dating see Kaiser (1975) 169-75. 
17 See e.g. the Books of Isaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel; the Psalms (Psalm 137 is discussed below). See 
especially Ackroyd (1968) passim. 
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to occupy the promised land and be a people. Therefore, in many respects, this single line 
demonstrates the strong link between religion, country (Judah), and identity.!9 This in 
turn means that both religion and geography are distinct components in Jewish / Judaean 
identity.2Q Furthermore, there is also a subtle recognition that in a 'foreign land' the 
importance of religion as a marker of identity is significantly increased.2! 
This interpretation is supported by other circumstantial evidence. First, there is an 
apparent change in the nomenclature of Babylonian Jews: fathers begin to invoke 
Yahweh more when naming their sons.22 Second, we have the expansive growth of the 
Diaspora, especially in the late Persian and Hellenistic periods. The establishment of 
Jewish communities throughout the Mediterranean and in the East was not always forced 
or, even if the initial movement was under compulsion, the growth of these communities 
was often voluntary. 
18 Ps. 137.4. The timeframe is, of course, after the conquest and destruction of Jerusalem in 587 B.C.E. 
19 For discussions on this Psalm see Sabourin L.S.J. The Psalms: Their Origin and Meaning (New York, 
1974) 318ff; and Weiser A. The Psalms: A Commentary. Translated from the German Die Psalmen 
(GOttingen, 1959). The Old Testament Library (London, 1962) 793ft. 
20 Consider, for example the hanging up of their harps and refusal to sing [ps. 137.2-3] as well as the 
longing for home [ps. 137.4]. Who the Jews are is encapsulated in the need to 'sing the Lord's song' and to 
return to the 'promised land' . Of course, the Psalm is also about maintaining the sacredness of the Lord's 
songs and not degrading their holiness by performing them as entertainment for the local populace. See 
Weiser (1962) 795. Note that this in itself highlights the importance of religion to the Jewish / Judaean 
people. 
21 Not obvious from this line in isolation but a consequence or an undercurrent of the Psalm as a whole. See 
Collins (1982) 1ft, who uses this line [Ps. 137.4] to begin his discussion on Jewish identity. 
22 According to the Murashu records Jewish fathers who, for whatever reason, bear idolatrous names (such 
as 'Beluballit' - 'the god Bel called to life'), tend to invoke 'Yahweh' in their sons' names (Beluballit 
names his son 'Nathaniah' - 'Yahweh has given'). This suggests a strengthening of their own religious 
beliefs (despite being in a foreign land) and a rejection of Babylonian practices and beliefs (unlike the 
actions of the Assyrian and Egyptian exiles). See Bickerman E.J. 'The Babylonian Captivity'. In W.D. 
Davies and L. Finkelstein [Eds.] The Cambridge History of ludaism: Vol. One Introduction, The Persian 
Period (Cambridge, 1984) 342-358, esp. 355-357. 
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The best illustration of the development of these communities can be found in the 
events which occurred at the end of the exile. In 539 B.C.E. Cyrus captured Babylon and 
brought the whole of the Babylonian Empire - including Palestine - under his control. In 
538 B.C.E. Cyrus issued a decree restoring the Jewish community and cult in Palestine?3 
However, the invitation to return to Judaea was not welcomed or at least followed up by 
all the Jews living in Babylon. Some thirty years later it is clear that the Temple had not 
been rebuilt. We are informed by Erza that Darius I discovered a scroll relating to Cyrus' 
decree in the Babylonian archives and as a result set about reinvigorating Cyrus' policy 
by rebuilding the Temple [Erza Vl,lff]. This not withstanding, in the time of Nehemiah 
we learn that: 'The city [Jerusalem] was large and palatial, yet there were few people in it 
and no houses had been rebuilt' [Kat Tt n6Al<; nAa'tua Kat flEyaAT\, Kat 6 Aao<; OAtyO<; EV 
mhfl, Kat OUK ~O'av oiKtat CPKO()OflT\flEVat].24 Even allowing for the chronological 
questions, the earliest that Nehemiah could have been writing was sometime in the 440's 
B.C.E. Therefore, even by the mid-fifth century B.C.E. the Jews had not returned in large 
23 There are two reports of the 'edict of restoration': Erza 1.2-4 and V1.3-5. The memorandum at Erza V1.3-
5 refers to a decree of Cyrus that permitted the Jews to return to Jerusalem and rebuild the Temple; while 
the former reference purports to be a copy of that decree. The debate continues concerning the reliability of 
the paraphrase at Erza 1.2-4, but the existence of a decree by Cyrus allowing the Jews to return to Jerusalem 
is widely accepted. For a discussion and references to the relevant literature see Bright (1981) 361ff; 
Pfeiffer (1948) 823ff who questions the authenticity of Erza VI.3-5. Ackroyd (1968) 142ff suggests that 
Erza 1.2-4 was rewritten by the Chronicler to 'fit in with his conception of the actual nature of the 
restoration as indicated at the end of II Chronicles 36' [142]. As Ackroyd then goes on to note, 
modification and interpretation does not necessarily mean the introduction of erroneous information [143 n. 
21]. Bickerman also has a good discussion with references: Bickerman E. 'The Edict of Cyrus in Erza'. In 
Studies In Jewish And Christian History In Three Volumes (RJ. Brill: Leiden, 1976) 72-108. Support as to 
the occurrence of a proclamation is provided by the Cyrus Cylinder [See Pritchard J.B. [Bd.] The Ancient 
Near East: An Anthology of Texts And Pictures Vol. I (princeton, 1958) 206-8 (=ANET 315-6)]. 
24 Nehemiah VHA [Esdras II 17 A]. The Books of Erza and Nehemiah have in themselves been the subject 
of extensive debate, most of which we do not have to address here. Suffice it to say that they at least give 
an indication of the social and historical situation at the time when they wrote (probably mid- to late-fifth 
Century B.C.E.). For more, see (as a good starting point) Williamson H.G.M. Word Biblical Commentary: 
Erza, Nehemiah (Word Books: Texas, 1985) which has an extensive bibliography. 
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numbers to their 'homeland'. In short, the most probable scenario seems to be that even 
though Cyrus officially ended the exile few left Babylon. Some Jews began to drift back 
in the reign of Darius I, but the real return did not begin until under Artaxerxes n.25 This 
suggests that any Jewish connection with Judaea has more to do with idealistic notions 
than reality. 
Another interesting case-study is the city of Alexandria. Even though the initial 
settlement of this city may have been due to forced migration, the subsequent growth of 
the Jewish population in Alexandria was certainly not. 26 Despite the obvious exaggeration 
of the numbers quoted, Philo makes it clear just how vast the Diaspora had become by 
the First Century C.E, suggesting: 'That there were no less than a million Jews resident in 
Alexandria and the country from the slope into Libya to the boundaries of Ethiopia' [on 
OUK anOOEOUO"t )lUPUXOCDV ~:Ka'tov Ot 'tTtV 'AAEsavopttav Kat 'tTtV xropav 'Iouoaiot 
Ka'tOtKOuV'tE~ ano 'tou npo~ At~{J11V Ka'ta~ae)lOU )lExpt 'tcOv OpiCDV Aietonia~V7 Not 
only is Philo here demonstrating that migration had been occurring for some time (in 
order for such numbers to be reached), but his example - Alexandria - is illustrative of 
25 The initial reluctance to move despite Cyrus' proclamation is apparently well-known at a much later 
time. Josephus, for example, makes it clear that at the end of the exile many Jews were well established in 
their new homes, choosing to remain in Babylon: 'they were not willing to leave their possessions' [1tOAAUt 
yap Ku'tEIlEtVUV EV 'tn BU~UA&Vt, 'ta K'tTU.lu'tu KU'tUAt1tElV OU 8EAOV'tEC;. (Josephus Antiquities XI. 1.3 [8])]. 
Also in the following century Jewish names also appear frequently in business documents in Babylon. See 
Coogan M.D. 'Life in the Diaspora' In The Biblical Archaeologist 37 (1974) 6-12; Ackroyd (1968) 144ff; 
Bright (1981) 362ff; 375-6. 
26 Jewish settlement in Egypt may have begun under forced migration by Ptolemy I [cf. The Letter of 
Aristeas XIIff]. Evidence of voluntary settlement also exists [cf. Josephus Against Apion I.186-7; for 
settlement under Alexander and for Jews' receiving the same rights as Greeks see Josephus Against Apion 
II.35, B.J. IIA87]. All these passages are problematic, but some initial compulsion seems likely [see 
Tcherikover (1959) 269-73]. The continued success and growth of the population indicates eventual 
voluntary migration [see Collins (1982) 3]. 
27 Philo Against Flaccus 43. A little later Philo comments: 'For the Jews are so populous no one country is 
able to hold them ['Ioueu{ou~ yap xwpu ~du eta 1toAuuv8pW1duv ou XWPEi:]' [Against Flaccus 45]. 
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what was happening throughout the rest of the known world: Jews were present and their 
numbers growing and not under compulsion. Under this scenario it is incomprehensible 
that settlers leaving Jerusalem would no longer be able to practise their religion simply 
because they now dwelt 'in a foreign land' . 
This is an assumption supported by the Book of Tobit. This (probable) Third 
Century B.C.E. (Palastinean) Jewish texe8, is witness to a people spread amongst the 
nations who continue to practise and live by their beliefs. As demonstrative consider the 
prayer made by Tobit towards the end of the book. First clear reference is made to the 
dispersal of the Jews/Judaeans: 
'ESOflOA.oyc.ta8c. aU1:ql oi 1)1,01 'la paTJA. EV romov 1:00V E8vrov, ()1;t aU1:o~ 
otea1tc.tpc.v ll!la~ EV aU1:ot~. 
'Confess Him before the Gentiles, children of Israel, for He has scattered us 
among them'. 29 
Second, the need to practise their religion in the Diaspora is emphasised. This is 
indicated above: 'Confess Him before the other nations ... ' (emphasis added). It is also 
made more directly a little bit later: 
Eyre EV 1:U 'Yil1:i1~ aiXflaA.ooaia~ flO1) ESOflOA.0youflat aU1:ql, Kat Oc.tKVUOO 1:TJV 
iaxi)V Kat 1:TJV flc.yaA.ooauvllv aU1:ou f8vc.t aflap1:00A.rov· 
'In the land of my captivity do I confess Him and declare His might and majesty 
to a nation of sinners. ,30 
28 Both the date and place of origin of The Book of Tobit are subject to extensive discussion with estimates 
of the date ranging from the Seventh Century B .C.E. to the Third Century C.E. and possible places of 
composition covering the Eastern world, from Egypt to Media. Discussion of the possibilities with 
reference to the appropriate literature, as well as the case for a Third century B.C.E. date and Palestinian 
provenance is made by Moore C.A. TabU: A New Translation With Introduction and Commentary The 
Anchor Bible (Double Day: New York, 1996), see especially Pp. 40-43. 
29 Tobit XIII.3, emphasis added. This text is based on Codex Vaticanus and Codex Alexandrinus. 
30 Tobit XIII.8. This text is based on Codex Vaticanus and Codex Alexandrinus; it is not in Codex 
Sinaiticus. 
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Numerous other passages in the text support the need for the Jews / Judaeans to 
practise their religion in the lands in which they now dwell. Certainly the text also 
demonstrates the belief that God will one day lead his people home to the 'promised 
land', thereby reinforcing a connection between the people and a geographic area. 31 There 
is no need to deny this connection although as we have noted it is clear that the link is 
little more than prophetic idealism. What is interesting for us is that the expressed desire 
to follow God's law in foreign lands seems to reflect the reality of the situation that the 
people found themselves in. These passages from Tobit seem to reinforce the idea that 
identity was no longer directly, or perhaps as strongly, linked to geography but more 
reliant on adhering to particular beliefs and customs. 
All of these examples make it clear that in the Persian period and into the 
Hellenistic period the Jewish / Judaean people were struggling to make sense of events 
and maintain their identity. Their dispersal, both forced and voluntary, helps demonstrate 
how the meaning of 'Iouocx'iot could have developed from a primarily geographic one to 
one which incorporated strong cultural ideas. Geography - especially the Temple and 
Jerusalem - indisputably is important to the Jews and at all times remains linked to the 
term 'Iouocx'iot. The material that we have discussed does not militate against this, rather 
our arguments demonstrate that the religious, cultural and political meaning of 'Iouocx'iot 
began to develop considerably earlier than some recent scholarship suggests. 
Therefore, as far as translation of 'Iouocx'iot is concerned, the process we have 
discussed suggests that the term 'Jews' rather than 'Judaeans' best captures the social 
developments that were occurring in Judaean society as early as the Persian period. This 
31 Examples of other passages supporting either the spread of the Jewish people through foreign lands 
and/or the need to praise the Lord in these lands include: E.g. Tobit XIIIA; XIVA. Tobit goes on to 
mention how God will gather the Jewish people out of all the nations and lead them back to the chosen land 
- cf. Tobit XIII.5, 13; XIV.5. It is worthwhile stressing again that the importance of geography is not being 
denied, but a geographic connection does not militate against our arguments. 
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does not mean that we have to advocate a strict either-or dichotomy, both translations and 
their respective associations with geography and culture (represented by religion in our 
above discussion) do seem to have their place. 32 Be that as it may, by the Second Century 
B.C.E. and the composition of Second Maccabees we should accept that 'Jews' is the 
standard meaning of 'IouDcxtot. The evidence we have cited does not support the 
argument that the concepts inherent in the term 'Jews' are still new or innovative in mid 
Second Century B.C.E. texts. 33 
Jew and Gentile 
There is another dimension to any analysis of 'IouDcxtot: the relationship with 
foreigners. We have seen that the Greeks labelled the other peoples of the world as 
Barbarians. The Jews too created a distinction between themselves and the non-Jews, 
'foreigners' or 'other nations'. The distinction is most readily apparent in the early 
Christian translation of the Hebrew goy/goyyim as 'Gentile/s'. In the earliest books of the 
Old Testament goy simply means 'nation' and was even used, on occasion, to refer to 
Israe1.34 In time, however, it seems to have been used more for non-Israelite groupS.35 The 
Christian translation of 'Goy' as 'Gentile' is derived from the Latin 'gens', which equates 
to the Greek E8vo<; or 'nation'. It seems, therefore, that 'Gentile' was an attempt at a 
32 Consider Kraemer's comments while introducing his paper 'On the Meaning of "Jew" in Greco-Roman 
Inscriptions': 'A careful look at the occurrence of these terms in Greek and Latin Jewish inscriptions 
suggests that rather than sustain only one uniform translation Ioudaialloudaios may have a range of 
connotations' [(1989) 35]. 
33 As Cohen suggests [(1999) 92-3]. We will undertake a detailed study of Second Maccabees in the 
following section to test this hypothesis. 
34 Cf. Genesis XIL2; Exodus XXIII.28; XXXIII.2; XXXIV. 11; etc. 
35 Cf. Exodus XXXIV.24; Numbers XXIV. 8; Deuteronomy IX.4; etc. 
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literal translation of the Hebrew 'Goy' .36 At any rate, the way in which the meaning of 
goyyim developed, as in referring to foreign peoples, and the negativity (from a Jewish 
perspective) that came to be associated with the term helps demonstrate the ideological 
separation between Jew and non-Jew (again from a Jewish perspective). 
The Jewish categorisation into 'us' and 'them' is evident from numerous direct 
statements in the literature as well as the archaeological record. We have, for example, a 
late first century C.B. tomb inscription from Tlos (Lycia) which clearly indicates that a 
certain Ptolemy son of Leukios built the tomb for the burial of Jews and only Jews.3? 
Furthermore, Josephus repeatedly refers to 'us Jews' and 'foreigners' implying a strong 
sense of difference.38 Philo of Alexandria is more direct in his division of society, 
separating the inhabitants of Egypt into two distinct groups, 'us' - that is Jews - and 
'them' - Greeks and Egyptians.39 The author of Second Maccabees also creates this 
distinction. In an authorial insertion mid-way through the work a direct comparison is 
drawn between God's treatment of the Jews as opposed to His treatment of other nations: 
'With the other nations the Lord waits patiently ... Quite otherwise is his decree for us' 
36 See Smith M Studies in The Cult of Yahweh Vol. I 'Studies in Ancient Method, Ancient Israel, Ancient 
Judaism' Ed. by S.J.D. Cohen (Brill: Leiden, New York, Koln; 1966) 1.263-4. Note also our findings 
regarding E8voc; in Second Maccabees, see Chapter Six this thesis. 
37 CIJNo. 757; Schtirer Ill.3; Cohen (1999) 1ff. 
38 E.g. Josephus draws a distinction between Jews ['Io'UOai:ot] and foreigners [<DJ.oql'UA.ot] at Antiquities 
XX.262. For Rabbinic Literature see Stern S. Jewish Identity in Early Rabbinic Writings Arbeiten zur 
Geschichte des antiken Judentums und des Urchristentums. No. 23 (Leiden: Brill, 1994) Chapter One and 
Cohen (1999) 1ff. Porton G.G. Goyim: Gentiles and Israelites in Mishnah-Tosefta Brown Judaic Studies 
No. 155 (Scholars Press: Atlanta, 1988). 
39 Philo Against Flaccus 43: 'He [the governor] knew that both the city and the whole of Egypt held two 
sorts of inhabitants, us and them ... ' [ETCt(J'ta~Evoc;, on Kat ~ rcoAtC; OiK~'topac; EXEt Ot't't01)C;, ~~ac; 'tE Kat 
't01')'tO'UC;, Kat rca(Ja At"{Urc'toc; ... ]. 
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(emphasis added).4O Leaving the religious subject matter aside - for now - the bipolar 
terminology raises some interesting questions. Not least, who are these 'others' and what 
is our author's opinion of them? Can we analyse the Jewish 'other' (the Gentiles) in 
Second Maccabees in a similar way to how we have used Herodotus' Histories to identify 
and discuss the Greek 'other' (the Barbarians)? We know that we can, in this time period, 
interpret 'Io'Uocxtot in cultural terms. Furthermore, in examining these issues we should 
be able to comment on the relationships between the Jews and the other nations of the 
world. Therefore, any in sights will provide identity boundary markers and may relate to 
the perennial question of Judaism's integration or conflict with Hellenism. We must now 
turn our attention to analysis based on the book of Second Maccabees itself. 
40 11 Macc. VI.12-17: 'I beg those who happen upon my book not to be disheartened by the calamities but 
to consider that chastisements come not in order to destroy our race but rather to teach it. For if the ungodly 
are not left alone for long, but straightaway incur punishment, it is a sign of great goodness. With the other 
nations the Lord waits patiently, until he can punish them when they have attained the full measure of their 
sins. Quite otherwise' is his decree for us, in order that He should not have to punish us later, when we have 
come to the complete measure of our sins. Thus, He never lets His mercy depart from us. Rather, in that He 
teaches us by calamity, He never deserts His people. Let this be enough as a reminder for you. Now we 
must quickly return to our story' [IIapaKaAiO 01)V 'tou~ ev't'\)yxavov'ta~ 'tnOE 'tn ~t~A!p ~l] crucr'tEAAEO"8at 
oux 'ta~ cru~<popu~, AOY{~Ecr8at oE 'ta~ 'tt~mp{a~ ~l] 1tpO~ oAE8pov, aAAa 1tpO~ 1tatOdav 'tou yevou~ il~iOv 
dvat. Kat yap 'to ~l] 1tOAUV Xpovov eiicr8at 'tOU~ oucrcrE~ouv'ta~, aAA' Eu8em~ 1tEpmt1t'tEtV e1tt't{~ot~, 
~EyuAT\~ EUEpYEO"{a~ crT\~ElOV ecr'ttv. ou yap Ka8u1tEp Kat e1tt 'tiOv aAAmv e8viOv ava~evEt ~aKp08u~iOv 0 
OEcr1tO'tT\~ ~expt 'tou Ka'tav'tTJcrav'ta~ au'tou~ 1tpO~ eK1tAf] pmcrw cX~ap'ttiOv KOAacrat, o{hm~ Kat e<p' il~iOv 
EKptVEV dvat· '{va ~l] 1tpO~ 'tEAO~ a<ptKO~Evmv il~iOv 'tiOv cX~ap'ttiOv Ucr'tEPOV il~ii~ eKOtK~. Ot01tEP 
OUOe1tO'tE ~Ev 'tOY EAEOv a<p' ll~iOv a<ptcr'tT\crw' 1tatOEUmv OE ~E'ta cru~<popii~ OUK eYKa'taAd1tEl 'tOY 
eau'tou Aaov. 1tAl]V em~ U1tO~v~crEm~ 'tau8' U~tV dpTJcr8ffi' Ot' oAtymv 0' EAEucr'teov Ent 'tl]V OtTJYl1crtv]. 
Part Two 
Jew and Gentile 
* * * 
Chapter Three 
'Us' 
In Second Maccabees 
In the previous chapter we spent considerable time discussing the tenn 'Io'U()atOl 
and demonstrating how its meaning evolved by noting, in particular, the growing 
importance of cultural attributes that became associated with the word. We can now 
begin a more focussed study and examine the specific use and meaning of 'Io'U()atOl in 
Second Maccabees, including an analysis of the boundaries and relationships between 
'Io'U()atOl (us) and 'others' (them). This will also enable us to begin to make some 
comment on the perceptions and beliefs of Jewish Society at a point in time. To that end, 
a systematic search of Second Maccabees for the term 'Io'U()atOl reveals that it appears, 
in its various fonns, seventy-five times (listed as an Appendix).! Our first observation is 
that this number of references is in no way insignificant, something that will become 
more apparent when we have discussed other groups of people represented in the text of 
Second Maccabees.2 Furthennore, this suggests that: First, we have more than enough 
entries to get a clear understanding of the meaning(s) our author associated with this 
tenn. Second, it is unashamedly a Jewish text that centers on the Jews/Judaeans. 
1 Cf. "Appendix One: 'Iouoatot In Second Maccabees". All references to Judas Maccabaeus have been 
omitted, as have those to 'Hebrews' [ll Macc. VII.31; X1.l3, XV.37] and 'Jerusalem' [11 Macc. 1.1, 10; 
III.6, 9, 37; IV.9; V.25; VI.2; VIII.31 , 36; IX.4; X.15; XI.5, 8; XII.9, 29, 31,43; XIV.23, 27; XV.30]. 
2 The "EAA1lvs-;, for example, is a term used only Nine times - see Chapter Four, this thesis. See also the 
tabulated lists of the Surrounding Nations at Appendix Two (and discussion in Chapters Five and Six). 
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Judaea and Second Maccabees 
We can begin our analysis with the eleven occasions that (a form of) 'Io'Uoato<; 
refers to the country Judaea and not to the people.3 While this in itself could provide the 
basis to exclude them from our study (i.e. on the premise that a geographic location in 
itself does not necessarily equate to a 'people'), a closer examination of these references 
is revealing. Consider the following passage: 
o oE 'taXEffi<; npOXEtptO'a).lEvo<; N tKaVopa, 'tOY 'tou IIa'tpoKAo'U 'trov npcO'tffiv 
cpiAffiV, anEO''tEtAEV, uno'tasa<; navcpuAffiv ESVll OUK EAa't'to'U<; 'trov OtO').l'UpiffiV, 'to 
O'u).lnav 't1l<; 'Io'Uoaia<; ESapat 'YEVO<;' 
He [Ptolemy] quickly appointed Nicanor son of Patroclus a member of the highest 
order of King's friends and sent him in command of no fewer than twenty 
thousand soldiers of various nationalities to destroy all the people of Judaea. 
[ll Macc. Vlll,9] 
What makes this passage interesting is that our author chooses to clarify whom 
Nicanor was sent to destroy: 'all the people of Judaea' ['to nav 't1l<; 'Io'Uoaia<; '" 'YEVO<;]. 
At the risk of stating the obvious, if 'Io'Uoatot means 'Judaeans' or more literally 'the 
people of Judaea' our author could simply have used a form of 'Io'Uoato<; instead of the 
lengthy, more descriptive phrase chosen. We can speculate ad nauseam about why our 
author did this, accept that it was a literary convention, or simply explain the phrase as an 
addition included for dramatic effect. Nevertheless, let us persist with our line of 
discussion a little further. It is possible that the phrase 'all the people of Judaea' was used 
to encompass the different peoples, regardless of their ethnic origins (lineage), who 
resided in Judaea. However, the subject matter of Second Maccabees and the context of 
the passage itself militates against this reading. Once the geography is clarified Nicanor' s 
victims are simply described as the 'Io'Uoatot. Nicanor proposes to capture and sell the 
3 Consider, for example, the beginning of Chapter XI [specifically 11 Mace. XI.5] which describes how 
Lysias 'entered into' or 'invaded Judaea' [EiO"EA8wv OE Ei~ 'tl,v 'IouOatav]. The other references are 11 
Mace. 1.1; 1.10; V.l1; VIII.9 (cited below); x'24; XIII.1, 13; XIV.12, 14; XV.22. 
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Jews ('Io'Ooatot) as a result of this invasion.4 No mention is made of any other 
nationality. 
It is clear, therefore, that our author believes that Nicanor's aggression was 
directed towards the Jews living in Judaea. This would suggest that we should interpret 
this phrase as a clarification, one that recognises and compensates for the different 
political and social groupings in Judaea at the time: 'All the Jews of Judaea' is all 
encompassing, not targeting any particular Jewish faction. This interpretation is 
supported by similar descriptions used on other occasions in the text. In Chapter Fourteen 
we find the phrase 'all of our race' [II Macc. XIV.8] which seems to be referring to all 
the Jews everywhere regardless of social, cultural, and political persuasions. The same 
can be said about the stated desire of 'the entire Jewish nation' to celebrate the 
rededication of the Temple [II Macc. X.8] and Onias' prayer for the 'whole Jewish 
community' [II Macc. XV. 12]. 
The different Jewish factions within Judaea is (in a sense) mirrored by the 
dispersed nature of Jewish society itself. Any Jew hearing this account may not have 
automatically associated a reference to attacking 'Io'Ooatot with attacking Judaea: why 
would the use of the term 'Io'Ooatot (in isolation) refer any more to the Jews of Jerusalem 
(or Judaea) than to the Jews of Alexandria? Clarification may have been needed. 
Moreover, this is not an isolated example. The pattern of juxtaposing the 'Io'Ooatot and a 
geographic region is repeated elsewhere. In Chapter Ten we are informed how Timotheus 
had earlier suffered a defeat by the 'Io'Ooatot so he marched against Judaea [II Macc. 
4 IT Mace VIII.lO-11. See also 11 Mace VIII. 32 and 34. 
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X.24]. Other obvious examples are the two prefixed letters: the Jews of Jerusalem in 
Judaea send the letters to the Jews in Egypt.5 
The reason for making this distinction is clear: the growing Diaspora. While it 
would not have been the intention, this identification (greeting) process, albeit subtly, 
recognises both the geographic link between 'Io'Uo<Xtot and Judaea (by legitimising a 
Jewish presence outside of Judaea); and confirms an increased interaction among 
different peoples. We have identified this as a factor attributing to an increased cultural 
association to the term 'Io'Uo<xtot.6 There is also a clear distinction being drawn between 
the Jews of Judaea and those of Jerusalem. The segregation perhaps indicates the growth 
of Jerusalem as the equivalent of a Greek 7t6At~ as well as (or) suggesting that Jerusalem 
had a different (superior) status. To be a 'Io'Uo<Xto~ from Jerusalem, for the author of this 
_letter, was different from being a 'Io'Uo<Xto~ from Judaea - in itself perhaps a further 
indication of the uncertain geographic association with the term.7 
We could explain these references (especially the introductory phrases to the 
letters) as a literary convention.8 However, even literary conventions can arise from 
societal developments andlor a need: in this case geographic (social?) clarification. What 
makes this interesting is that by accepting our interpretation we can clarify details in 
5 II Macc. Ll-lO; LlO-ILl8. Certainly the passage could be translated as 'the people of Judaea [residing] in 
Egypt', but then why does the author need to clarify that the letter is from the Judaeans in Jerusalem and 
Judaea? While these letters were probably not written by our author, any beliefs evident in them that 
compliment those in the main text support our inference that we are dealing with a wider societal issue. 
6 An observation given support, inadvertently I suspect, by the translations and commentaries used in this 
study: each author uses 'Jews' when translating this passage. 
7 Whether Jerusalem was a Greek rcOA.t<; or not is much debated (see Chapter Eight this thesis). It is clear 
that Jerusalem had a distinctive identity that is separate from Judaea's (note also II Macc. X.14-15). 
8 See e.g. Goldstein [(1983) 139ff] who is indecisive on the literary conventions in the first letter. 
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other passages. Consider, the description of Gorgias harassing the Jews in Chapter Ten 
and Judas' response: 
ropytac; oe YEv61lEvoC; cr'tpa'tllYoc; 'trov 't6ncov, eSEvo'tp6<pEt, Kat nap' EKacr'ta 
npoc; 'tOUC; 'Iouoatouc; enoAEllo'tp6<pEt. OIlOD oe 'tol)'tCOV Kat Ot 'IooullatOt 
eYKpa'tEtc; e1ttKatpcov 0XUPCOIl(i'tcov QV'tEC;, eyullva1;ov 'tOUC; 'Iouoatouc; ... 
Gorgias on becoming Governor of the territories hired mercenaries and in all 
ways sought hostilities against the 'Iouoatot. At the same time the Idumaeans, 
who were in control of strategic fortresses, also harassed the Jews ... 9 
The geographic details in this passage are somewhat vague. Gorgias could have 
attacked the Jews in Judaea or in the territories around Judaea, before as subsequent 
lines demonstrate Judas responds with excursions against the Idumaeans.lO Determining 
exactly what occUlTed is dependent on interpreting 'Iouoatot, especially since there is no 
direct reference to the territory of Judaea. If we follow our hypothesis (i.e. minimising the 
geographic component of 'Iouoatot) it would appear that Gorgias harassed Jews in the 
lands around Judaea, perhaps wanting Judas to respond in order to provoke a war.ll 
Importantly, there is further support for this interpretation. Consider how Gorgias is 
described as the 'governor of the territories', where 'the territories' are the less 
911 Mace. X.14-I5. We should note that in the Codex Alexandrinus the text at this point [X.14] does not 
read 'Iot)oa{ot)~ but HHo'\)~. However, the context makes it clear that the Jews are meant here. Moreover, 
our text [Rahlfs' edition] has 'Io'\)oa{o'\)~ so this is the reading we will accept. We have noted the variant 
reading simply because it relates to a key word in our discussion. 
10 Goldstein notes (in a very general and sweeping comment) that Jason is vague on matters of geography. 
It is perhaps better to observe that our author (and/or Jason) was not as particular on geography (with 
regard this passage at least) as the author of First Maccabees (Cf. I Macc. V.3-5; Goldstein (1983) 389). 
11 It is true that 11 Macc. X.15 goes on to make reference to Jerusalem, but this is with regard to renegades 
who had fled Jerusalem and were now being harboured in the surrounding territories. The point was to 
antagonise Judas further and to promote war. The mention of Jerusalem in no way clarifies what Jews were 
the subject of the aggression by Gorgias and the Idumaeans. 
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favourable or underprivileged regions around Judaea. 12 Therefore, Gorgias' primary 
focus is probably with events outside of Judaea, so it is reasonable to assume that the 
hostilities described are also directed against the Jews in the territories (i.e. outside of 
Judaea). 
This scenario is further strengthened by the parallel account of these events found 
in First Maccabees. In the opening passages of Chapter Five there is a description of how 
the gentiles living round and about desired to remove, kill and destroy those of 'Jacob's 
race' that lived among them. Consider the relevant lines from the text: 
Kat f:YEVf:tO O'tE llKo'Ucrav 'ta E9vll K'UKA09EV o'tt CPKooollTt91l 'to 9'Ucrtacr'tTtPtOV 
Kat EVEKatvicr91l 'to ayiacrlla m<; 'to 1tpO'tEPOV, Kat ropytcr91lcrav cr<poopa Kat 
E~o'UAEucrav'to 'tOU &,pat 'to YEVO<; 'IaKro~ 'tOU<; Qv'ta<; EV IlEcrCP a1l'trov, Kat 
llp~av'to 'tOU 9ava'touv EV 'tip AaipKat E~aipEtV. 
"And it happened that when the peoples round about had heard that the Temple 
had been built and the Altar restored as before, they grew very angry. And they 
decided to wipe out Jacob's race living among them and they began to kill and 
exterminate among the people' [i.e. the Jews]' .13 
The Greek here is clear: the hostilities were not, initially at any rate, directed 
against the Jews in Judaea but those Jews who dwelt amongst the gentiles - or more 
specifically among the peoples who lived in the lands around Judaea (the territories). 
Judging by the details in First Maccabees Chapter Four and Judas' subsequent actions in 
Chapter Five the Gentiles referred to are probably the Idumaeans, which supports the 
12 11 Mace. X.14. In the Seleucid Empire 'the territories' can be interpreted as a label indicating 
unprivileged areas [G01dstein (1983) 389]. The Jews could have used this terminology to refer to (and 
undermine) the regions around Judaea. See discussion in Goldstein (1976) 195, (1983) 389 and references 
cited therein. Note that Josephus presents Gorgias as the commander of Jamnia [Antiquities XII.8.6 (351)], 
while at 11 Mace XIL32 he is the 'Governor of Idumaea'. Regardless of the exact title he held all accounts 
present him as a ranking Seleucid official associated with the territories around Judaea. 
13 I Mace. V.1-2. Note the use of Aa6c. here - see discussion a little later in this Chapter. 
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details provided in our cited passage from Second Maccabees.14 Furthermore, in the lines 
following those cited [i.e. 1 Mace. V.1-2] we learn that more gentile territories are 
threatening the Jews living among them (as opposed to the Jews in Judaea). The gentiles 
in Gilead, for example, attempt to destroy the Jews in their region [I Mace. V.9-13]; 
while those in Ptolemais, Tyre, Sidon, and Galilee are reported to have mobilised armies 
for the destruction of the Jews in their respective territories [I Mace. V.14-15].15 
Israel 
There is a related topic that we must make mention of at this point. Our author 
uses other terms to refer to Judaea (Judaeans/Jews), one of which is 'IcrpaTJA..16 This term 
only appears five times in the text so our ability to make definitive observations is 
somewhat reduced.17 Nevertheless its appearance and use is interesting. The Lord either 
delivers Israel [11 Macc.25]; is asked to deliver Israel [11 Mace. XI.6]; gives Israel victory 
[11 Mace. X.38]; is described as the God of Israel [11 Mace. IX.5] or the people in Israel 
14 In First Maccabees at the end of Chapter Four Judas fortifies Bethsura so that the Jews would have a 
fortress facing the Idumaeans [I Macc. IV.61]. In Chapter Five Judas attacks the Idumaeans [I Macc. V.3], 
then a few of the other nations living around Judaea - the Baeanites and the Ammonites [I Macc. V .3-6]. 
15 As an aside it is also interesting to note that when Judas and the Jews in Judaea gather together in 
response to these attacks, the question raised is not one of their self defence, but rather 'what they shall do 
for their brothers who were in distress and under enemy attack' [I Macc. V.16: '[;t 7Wtl]O"WO"tv '[;OtS aO£AcpotS 
a-inrov '[;otS 01)O"tV EV 8Ahvn Kat nOAEllOUIlEVOtS un' a-inrov]. This could be interpreted as the excuse for 
aggression into the lands around Judaea, a way to justify territorial expansion. 
16 'Israel' is a term that underwent various transitions in meaning. Originally it referred to a sacral league of 
tribes; later when the monarchy was divided Israel was the northern kingdom opposing the Southern 
kingdom (Judah). After the exile it is (1) a term signifying God's people (used especially by Jews when 
referring to themselves); (2) geographic region of God's people (broadly Judaea). See Kittel G. [Ed.] 
Theological Dictionary of the New Testament Translated (and Edited) from the German "Theologisches 
Worterbuch zum Neuen Testament" by G.W. Bromiley (Michigan, 1967) 1II.356ff; Neusner (1996) 1.322-
4. 
17 11 Macc. 1.25, 26; IX.5; X.38; XI.6. By contrast 'IO"pal]A appears 63 times in First Maccabees. See 
comments by Kittel (1965) 1I1.360ff [I Macc.], 362ff [11 Macc.]. 
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are His [IT Macc. 1.26]. Israel is always used to designate the Lord's (promised) land or 
people, so there is a strong religious association. By comparison Judaea is not used in the 
same (theological) way so (mortal) kings/generals always invade Judaea or attack the 
Judaeans/Jews, never Israel. The meaning seems to transcend the physical geography by 
including an ideological (religious) element. 
In terms of our identity analysis this sort of demarcation through different labels 
provides some indication of boundaries. Most obviously it confirms both the importance 
of religion and demonstrates that religion and 'Iouba'io<; are not interchangeable 
'Iap<X11A seems to represent a religious dimension of identity which 'Iouba'i- (be it 
Jews/Judaeans/Judaea) cannot. All references to 'IapanA are in prayers or recognisable 
Biblical formulae [IT Macc. IX.5] and are made by Jews referring to themselves (by 
comparison both Jews and foreigners can and do use the term 'Iouba'iol).18 Furthermore, 
the allusion to Israel as 'a (i.e. the Lord's) people' seems to be a way of referring to all 
the different factions of Jews that consider Judaea (Israel) home. Two points are evident 
from these observations: First, it provides further confirmation of a splintered Jewish 
society. Second, it supports the minimisation of the geographic component in 'IoubatOl, 
another term (,IapanA) is used to express, or at least incorporates elements of, the 
religious-geographic ideal. 19 
18 See discussion on the use of 'IapaftA (and '101)3a101) in both First Maccabees (as an illustration of usage 
in Palestinian JUdaism) and Second Maccabees (as an example of usage in Hellenistic Judaism) in Kittel 
(1965) m.360-364. 
19 Another important observation is that five references to 'Israel' are probably not from Jason's original 
text and may not be the work of our author. Two are in the probable interpolation in the second prefixed 
letter, while the other three are in parts of the text where authorial insertion (or later editorial alteration) 
seems likely the account of Antiochus IV's demise, the end of Chapter X, the letters in Chapter XI, etc. 
This is not the place for such an analysis, but we should note that it could provide insight into the extant 
structure of Second Maccabees and even some insight into its relationship with First Maccabees. 
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'IovOatol 
And Second Maccabees 
Leaving aside the eleven references to Judaea (and our discussion on both Israel 
and Judaea) we can continue our analysis by concentrating on the remaining sixty-four 
references to 'Io'Uocdot. Now, four of these are to 'Io'Uoa'icrlloc; i.e. 'Judaism', a tenn that 
relates specifically to cultural practices and is derived from 'Io'Uoatot.20 This could 
suggest a further correlation between identity Clo'Uoatot) and cultural, including 
religious, customs ('Io'Uoai'crlloc;). At the very least its presence in Second Maccabees is 
an indication of the way in which our author's understanding of identity is evolving. 
Nevertheless, as they are not used to identify a 'people' they too can be excluded at this 
point. 
This leaves sixty occasions in Second Maccabees where a fonn of the term 
'Io'Uoatoc; is used to label or categorise a group of people. How should we translate these 
references? We saw that Cohen has suggested that it is only on two occasions that 
'Io'Uoatot must mean 'Jews': IT Macc. VI.6 and IX. 17.21 The clear implication is that on 
all other occasions 'Io'Uoatot should be translated as 'Judaeans'. This assumption is, 
however, at odds with our demonstration (Chapter Two) that the cultural association 
implicit in the translation of 'Io'Uoatot as 'Jews' began to emerge, or to at least increase 
in importance with regard to self identity, as early as the Persian period. Furthennore, a 
quick examination of Second Maccabees reveals that none of these sixty references have 
20 IT Mace. 11. 21; VIIl.l; XIV.38 (twice). These are actually the earliest references to 'ludaism' and will be 
discussed later. See Goldstein (1983) 192. 
21 See Cohen (1999) 91ff. 
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to be translated as 'Judaean'. This does not mean, of course, that on occasions 'Judaeans' 
should not be preferred and used, consider the following passage: 
ME't' oAtyov of. 7tav'tEA&s XPOVtcrKOV Aucrtas E7tl'tP07tOs 'tou ~acrtAEffis Kat 
crU/'YEVl,s Kat E7tt 't&V 7tpaYlla'tffiv, AtaV ~apEffis q>EPffiV E7tt 'tOts YE)'ovocrt, 
cruvaSpotcras 7tEpt 'tus OK'tW Iluptaoas Kat 'tl,V t7t7tOV a7tacrav 7tapEytvE'tO E7tt 
'tous 'Iouoatous, AOYt~ollEvos 'tl1V Ilf.V 7tOAtV "EAAllcrtV otK1l'tllPwv 7tOtllcrEtV, 'to 
of. lEPOV apyupoAOYll'tOV, KaSws 'tu Aomu 't&V ESv&v 'tEIlEVll, 7tpa'tl,v of. Ka'tu 
E'tOs 'ti,v apXtEpfficr{NllV 7totllcrEtV . 
Very shortly afterwards Lysias, the king's guardian and kinsman and regent, 
angry at the situation, mustered together about eighty thousand men and all the 
cavalry and marched against the Judaeans/Jews. He intended to make their city a 
Greek settlement, to make their Temple pay taxes like the shrines of other nations 
and to auction the high priesthood each year.22 
Lysias is marching against the Jews/Judaeans. The locality of the forthcoming 
conflict is made clear through reference to the Jews' city (Jerusalem) and the Temple. If 
we accept that the term 'IouOatot does still have some inherent geographical association 
- a point that we have stressed, even when minimising the connection in our earlier 
analysis23 - then it should be clear that translating 'Iouoatot as 'Judaeans' better 
incorporates the geographic target of Lysias' aggression. Using 'Judaean' simply helps 
the reader understand the situation. Be that as it may, it is also interesting to note that our 
author still feels there is a requirement to insert other geographic markers: the city [ll 
Mace. XL2, 5], the Temple [ll Mace. XL3], and the region itself [ll Mace. XL5]. While 
22 II Mace. XI. 1-4. Jason's mistaken inference that this expedition occurred under the reign of Antiochus V 
not Antiochus IV does not affect our discussion at all; see Goldstein (1983) 402-404. On 'kinsman' in the 
Seleucid context see Goldstein (1976) 254, 422; (1983) 404. This is not an isolated example, see 11 Mace. 
IV.35 where 'Iouoatol are compared to other ESvll, and 11 Mace. VIII.10-11 which follows a description of 
how Nicanor advanced against the whole population of Judaea. Note comments by Cohen (1999) 89ff -
who, as we have noted, suggests virtually every reference to 'Iouoatol should be translated as Judaean. 
23 Our analysis in the first part of this Chapter simply stresses that the geographic association is not as 
strong as perhaps it once was. No argument has been presented to suggest that it is no longer relevant. 
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the former two do add to the drama of the story, the later definitely (only) provides 
geographical cl arific ation.24 
The fundamental point is that in this passage (or any of the others) is there a 
requirement that 'Judaean' be used nor would these passages lose a great deal in the 
translation if the term 'Jew' is used. Compare this observation with the conclusion we 
reached concerning Antiochus' promise that he would turn 'Jew' [II Mace. IX.17J.25 We 
determined that the possibility of Antiochus' becoming a Judaean with the strong ethnic 
and geographic connotation that this term incorporates was and is nonsensical. This is a 
far more definitive assessment than the one that we have just reached: The description of 
Lysias' opponents as 'Judaeans' is only a slightly better translation than 'Jew'. Therefore, 
while we cannot ignore the fact that either Jew or Judaean could be used in most places 
throughout the text, we should tend toward using Jew. 
This conclusion, in turn, demonstrates a shift in perceptions. First, while the 
geographic criterion is still a part of Jewish identity, it can no longer be automatically 
24 Moreover, a few lines later our author specifically states that Lysias' target was Judaea: 'Entering into 
Judaea he [Lysias] approached Bethsura, which was a fortified place about five schoinoi away from 
Jerusalem, he then besieged this place' [daEA803v 010 d~ 't~v 'lo'Uo<Xt<Xv K<X1. a'UVEY'({<X~ ~E8ao'Uprov, Qv'tt 
J..lEV EP'UJ..lVqJ Xrop{<p, '!EpoaoAUJ..lrov 010 cmexov'tt O3aE1. axo{vo'U~ 1tEV'tE, 't01'>1:0 E8At~EV : II Mace. X1.5]. The 
schoinos was a Persian measure, much used in Egypt: see Goldstein (1983) 405. 
25 As discussed earlier, Cohen suggests that this passage is one of two in Second Maccabees that have to be 
translated as Jew. The second passage is found near the start of Chapter Six: 
l1V 0' 01S'tE a<X~~<X't{~EtV 01S'te 1t<X'tPCP01.)~ £op'tO:~ OW.q>'UAO:UElV 01hE &1t').j])~ 10'U0<XtoV OjlOAOYEtV 
etvm 
It was impossible to observe the Sabbath, or to keep the ancestral festivals, or simply to confess to 
being a Jew. [II Mace. V1.6] 
Clearly Cohen is correct in suggesting that 'Jew' is a far better translation than 'Judaean' for 
'10'U0<X10<; - 'Jew' helps incorporate the cultural/religious ideas being discussed. However, Cohen's 
suggestion [(1999) 91ff] that '10'U0<X10<; has to be translated as Jew is far less compelling than that made 
concerning Antiochus' promise [IX.!7]. Certainly, 'Jew' is preferable; but 'Judaean' is acceptable (people 
may have wished to deny that they were 'from Judaea' so as to avoid official displeasure). 
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associated with the term 'IoUOutot. The campaign against Gorgias as represented in both 
First and Second Maccabees directly illustrates this point and our preference of Jew over 
Judaean in translating 'Iououtot reflects it. Second, culture - in the sense of customs, 
adherence to laws and different practices - is now of central importance. Second 
Maccabees seems to be providing evidence of how the interpretation of 'Iououtot was 
evolving. It does not mark the beginning of this evolution, but is a part of a process of 
change. 
AuoC; 
We have already noted that our author uses several labels to refer to the Jews or 
discuss aspects of Jewish life.26 One of these is particularly illuminating and requires a 
detailed examination in its own right. To begin consider two lines from a passage we 
cited in full earlier (that which demonstrated that our author divided the world's peoples 
into 'Us' and 'Them' [11 Macc. VI.14-17]): 
'i1tOm:.p OUObW'tE /l£v 'tOY EAEOV a<p' 'h!liiw a<pi<J'tTl<Jtv· 1tUtOEUCOV O£ !lE'ta 
<Ju/l<popac; OUK EYKU'tUAEl1tEt 'tOY EUU'tO'U AUOV' 
' ... [God] never lets His mercy depart from us. Rather, though He teaches us by 
calamity, He never deserts His people ... ' [ll Macc. VI. 16] 
As an authorial insertion the details in these lines will not be (or not necessarily 
'just be') a direct listing of historical facts or for that matter a repetition of Jason of 
Cyrene's opinion, but rather a reflection of our author's beliefs and perceptions. The 
words chosen, therefore, are of particular interest. With this in mind consider the last 
h ' " '1' ,t ,... ""1.' , prase ... OUK EYKU'tUAEl1tEt 'tOY EUU'tOU AUOV ... and in particular the use of AUOC;. 
26 We mentioned 'Israel' above, although limited references to it and terms such as 'Hebrews' (11 Mace. 
VIL31; XI.13, XV.37] mean (in these cases) definitive patterns (definitions) are unable to be established. 
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Now, with such a generic label [Aaos translated as 'people'] it is necessary to rely on the 
context of the passage to inform us 'who' the people are to whom the term refers. In this 
paragraph [I1 Mace. VI. 14-17] it is clear that the 'people' referred to are God's people. At 
the start of the passage [IT Mace. VI.14] the Lord is directly referred to and even in the 
few lines we have cited they (the people / Aaos) are described as 'His people' ['tOy 
E(1)'t01> Aaov]. There can be no doubt, therefore, that in this passage Aaos is referring to 
the Jews. 
In isolation this one instance of Aaos referring to the Jews tells us very little, but 
further insights can be gained by examining other references to Aaos. A search of Second 
Maccabees reveals that Aa6s is used a total of eleven times; there are four instances in the 
two prefixed letters and seven in the main text. For ease of analysis these references are 
tabulated below: 
Aa6~ 
In Second Maccabees27 
No. Ref. Word Translated • Refers ReI. Context Outline 
As to Context 
1 I. 26 Aao1> People Jews Yes Part of a prayer to unite the 
people of Israel. 
2 I. 29 Aa6v People Jews Yes Request for the Lord to 
return His people to the 
Holy place. 
27 Both the main text of Second Maccabees and the attached letters are included in this table. As usual we 
have used the CD ROM: Thesaurus Linguae Graecae (University of California, 1999) for searching. 
The columns are self-explanatory, but to ensure clarification: 'No.' is Table entry Number; 'Ref.' 
is the relevant reference in Second Maccabees; 'Word' is the version of 'Aaoc;, found in the text; 'Translated 
As' is my translation of 'Aaoc;, at each reference; 'Refers to' further clarifies which people is meant by our 
author; 'ReI. Context' indicates whether or not the context in which 'Aaoc;, is used is religious; and finally 
'Context Outline' provides more detail on each reference demonstrating the context in which 'Aaoc;, was 
used in more detail than the previous column gives. 
, 
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3 II.7 Aao-\) People Jews Yes Indication that God would, 
some day, gather His people 
together again. 
4 II.17 Aaov People Jews Yes ' God delivered all His people 
... 
5 VI. 16 Aaov People Jews Yes The Lord will never forsake 
His people ... 
6 VIII. 2 Aaov People Jews Yes Judas and his followers 
called upon the Lord to look 
upon His people .,. 
7 X.21 Aao-\) People Jews ? [Yes] Judas called together the 
governors of the people. See 
Pp. 98 below. 
8 XIII. 11 Aaov People Jews Yes The Lord will not let His 
people remain subject to the 
blasphemous nations. 
9 XIV.15 Aaov People Jews Yes The Jews made supplication 
to Him who had established 
His people forever. 
10 XV.14 ACto'D People Jews Yes In a vision the ex-High 
Priest Onias introduces the 
prophet Jeremiah who 
prayed much for the people. 
11 XV.24 Aaov People Jews Yes Judas prays to the Lord 
asking Him to terrify those 
who come against the Holy 
people. 
There are several observations we can make based on these tabulated references. 
First, every reference to Aaoc; is best translated as 'people', which is perhaps not 
surprising as it is one of the basic meanings of the word.28 Second, the context of each 
28 This 'best translation' is based on my own analysis of each of the passages cited. Aa6<; can also mean 
'men', especially 'soldiers of the army' or 'land army'; see, for example I Mace. V.42; XVL6-7. In the 
Septuagint Aa6<; normally means 'people' in the sense of a union or a related group, as opposed to an 
unspecified crowd or populace. In the New Testament it means 'Jews' as opposed to Gentiles, while later it 
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passage makes it clear that in every occasion the people referred to are the Jews, A.a6<; is 
never used to describe the people of any other (non-Jewish) nation, race or grouping?9 
The significance of this observation is further enhanced when we realise that A.a6<; 
consistently refers to the Jews in both the main text of Second Maccabees and the two 
attached letters at the front of the book. As we have discussed earlier these two letters 
were probably penned by a different author (or authors) from the main text, thereby 
suggesting the association between A.a6<; and the Jews is not just a product of our 
author's perception, but is widely accepted. 30 
Furthermore, this simple observation indicates that we may in fact be better 
advised to consider A.a6<; as an ethnic marker. By using the term exclusively to refer to 
the Jewish people our author is drawing a clear distinction between them (Le. the Jews) 
as a people and the other nations. In other words, the choice of language that our author 
makes confirms or re-confirms an 'us' and 'them' distinction. Our author and presumably 
his audience viewed the Jews as different, a unique group of people that they at least 
could identify.31 
is understood to mean 'Christians' as opposed to 'Heathens' (in First Maccabees, "-ao.; is sometimes used 
to refer to 'Jews' as opposed to 'Heathens/Gentiles'). My translation as 'people' is supported by all the 
translations of Second Maccabees I have used in researching this thesis; Le. each translator has tended to 
use 'people' whenever "-ao.; appears in the text. 
29 That "-ao.; could be used for other nations or peoples is clear; see e.g. Pindar Olympian Odes VIII.3; 
Pythiall Odes IV.l53, IX.54; Sophocles Philoctetes 1243, Oedipus Tyrallllus 144; etc. 
30 This is further supported by an analysis of "-a6.; in First Maccabees, where in the sixty occurrences of 
"-ao.; in all but three occasions (I Mace. 1.41; 11.66; V.6) the 'people' referred to are the Jews (although, to 
be fair, on at least three other occasions (I Macc. 1.52; VI.24; VIII.6) the Jews referred to are apostate 
Jews). See also Schiirer who notes that in Biblical Greek ,.ao.; is the main designation of the 'chosen 
people' [(1986) III.89-90]. 
31 In some respects this observation is not new. Other modern commentators have recognised that "-ao.; 
may have an ethnic basis, especially with relation to texts in the New Testament and the Septuagint. It is 
with the latter text that we are most interested. We have already noted that "-ao.; refers to a related group of 
people as opposed to an unspecified crowd or populace - hence, to some extent, we can consider ,,-aoc; to 
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We can take this analysis one stage further. There is another pattern repeated by 
our author nearly every time he uses A.a6~: In all occasions (with one possible exception) 
A.a6~ refers to 'God's people', the 'Lord's people' or 'His people'. There seems to be a 
religious context to A.a6~ as well as an ethnic one.32 Now, a relationship between A.a6~ 
and religion has been noted before in the Septuagint; but not to the same extent. In First 
Maccabees, for example, a religious context or association is the exception rather than the 
norm, occurring in only three percent of the references.33 This suggests several points of 
interest to us: First, it confirms the different focus between First and Second Maccabees. 
The latter (Second Maccabees) seems to have a very strong overt religious component. 
Be that as it may, for us our observation simply reaffirms the need to interpret Second 
Maccabees in context whenever we try to identify our author's opinion(s) and/or to 
extrapolate from them to his audience. It also helps define the correct context. 
Second, the relationship between A.a6~ and religion is particularly interesting 
when considered in conjunction with our previous discussion of 'Iouoalot. We have 
established that one of the criteria to define the 'Iouoalot is religion, however we have 
be synonymous with e9voc;. Furthermore, Aaoc; can refer to any nation or nations in the Septuagint; see e.g. 
Genesis XXIII.7 (Hittites); Nehemiah IX.30 (all the other nations of the earth); or Genesis XLAO, Exodus 
1.22, VU-IX (the Egyptians - with a further distinction incorporated between the people and the rulers of 
the land). A strong association between Aa6c; and 'IO"Pa11A has also been identified [Cf. Kittel (1967) 
IV.34ff]. In general it is clear that Hebrew 'am is translated as Aaoc; (and goy as e9voc;, see later study this 
thesis). For more on these issues see Rost L. 'Die Bezeichnungen fUr Land und Volk in A.T.'. In Das kleine 
Credo und andere Studien zum Alten Testament (Heidelberg, 1965). The study and results we have 
identified, which indicate a direct and unequivocal relationship between I.aoc; and the Jews in Second 
Maccabees is apparently not duplicated elsewhere. At the very least, therefore, the use of a particular term 
to identify the Jews confirms a clear distinction for them as a people, and by implication a clear set of 
criteria for determining who belonged to their group. 
32 The one exception is II Mace. X.21, which is discussed in some detail below. 
33 In First Maccabees only two of the sixty references to Aaoc; have a religious association: I Mace. IV.31, 
55. Furthermore, while a relationship between Aaoc; and religion has been noted in the Septuagint before 
[Cf. Kittel (1967) 34 ff., esp. 35-37], a detailed study of this relationship with regard to Second Maccabees 
has not been carried out previously. 
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emphasised that despite the efforts of some scholars, it would be wrong to equate or make 
the two terms synonymous. The use of Aa6<; in the way we have identified supports our 
argument, in that our author is emphasising the religious criterion of Jewishness by using 
a different term: 'louba1.01 was clearly not specific enough. In other words, our author 
could be manipulating or placing an emphasis on a term (i.e. Aa6<;) to construct - in our 
terminology a boundary marker, namely religion. This in turn indicates that there is 
more to being Jews whether or not they are identified by the term Aao<; andlor 
'louba'101 - than religion.34 
This notwithstanding, there is one possible exception to our pattern that we must 
address. Consider the relevant passage which describes Judas Maecabaeus' reaction when 
he learns that Simon's men had accepted bribes and allowed the enemy to escape: 
IIpocra'Y'y£AAfVt£<; bE 'tiP MaKKa~a{cp 1t£pt 'tou y£'¥ovo'to<;, cruvayayCov 'toue; 
iryOUJ.lEVOU<; 'tou Aaou, Ka'trl'Yopl1cr£v 00<; apyuptOU 1tE1tpaKaV 'tou<; ab£Acpou<;, 
'tou<; 1tOAqtioU<; Ka't' au'trov a1tOAucrav't£<;. 
These matters were brought to the attention of Maccabaeus. Assembling the 
leaders of the people [Army) he prosecuted those who had sold their brothers for 
money by letting their enemies escape to fight again. 
[II Mace. X.21] 
There is no immediately apparent religious connection to Aao<; in this passage. 
Let us, however, consider the phrase 'leaders of the people' in a little more detail. It 
clearly refers to a group of Jewish leaders, which it is generally assumed are members of 
the Gerousia or are military leaders. That notwithstanding, there is also no reason why 
34 At the risk of pointing out the obvious. this is demonstrated by the use of a separate term to identify the 
religious component of 'Jewishness': If 'Iouoatot and religion were synonymous why introduce "Aaoc;,? 
This is the same ideology that we suggested is evident in the use of 'Iupool"A. 
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they could not be Priests or some form of religious leaders.35 In the context of Second 
Maccabees in general and our author's use of Aa6c; in particular, such an interpretation 
does not seem at all improbable. There is even some further support in that the story itself 
is a well known Biblical motif: The man who sells (betrays) his brothers. 36 So while the 
religious association here might be more subtle there is no reason categorically to dismiss 
it. Be that as it may, I do not wish to presuppose an exclusive religious meaning for Aa6c;. 
Rather, we should still accept the primary definition of Aa6c; as 'a people' and consider 
the religious association to be a boundary marker. In turn this is another reinforcement, if 
any is needed, of the complexities inherent in identity analysis. 
* * * 
We have determined that, like the Greeks, the Jews viewed themselves as 
distinctly different from the other peoples of the world, directly labelling 'others' as 
'gentiles'. The apparent need of both the Greeks and the Jews to categorise or divide the 
world in this way seems to have been strengthened by their respective interaction with 
foreigners in vastly dispersed geographic locations. In turn this influenced the criteria 
used by both peoples in defining themselves and others: bloodlines and geography were 
superseded by elements that we can loosely define as 'cultural': i.e. customs and one's 
'way of life' (including religious beliefs).37 This does not mean that geographic andlor 
ethnic considerations were ignored. Societies are fluid and to define them through the 
35 See, for example, Goldstein who speculates whether they could be the council of elders (Gerousia), a 
new national body set up by Judas, or just military leaders (A.o:6~ frequently means just 'army' in Greek). 
Goldstein does not reach a conclusion [(1983) 390-91]. Note that if the leaders were part of a new 'national 
body', then there is no reason why that group could not be religious - Hengel, for one, believes that these 
'leaders' were priests [(1974) 1.25-6]. 
36 E.g. Jacob tricks his brother Esau into selling his birthright [Genisus XXV.29-34]; or Joseph's brothers 
conspire against him, selling him to the Egyptians [Genesis XXXVIlff.]. 
37 For simplicity we should also understand 'culture' to include 'politics' when it (culture) is discussed as a 
broad concept or in an all encompassing manner, as it is here. 
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application of rigid criteria with specific labels is restrictive and artificial: the term 'Jew', 
while predominantly culturally defined, contains a geographic meaning as well. 
The complexities of our discussion are increased further when we consider that 
the Greeks and the Jews also came into contact with each other. This is particularly 
relevant when we try to identify Jewish boundaries: the Hellenistic culture is the 
identifiable 'other'. Our discussion also suggests that the boundaries of what constituted 
'being a Jew' were being blurred or redefined. It was possible (regardless of how 
improbable) to the audience and author of Second Maccabees that Antiochus could, 
despite his clear Seleucid heritage, 'become a Jew' [Il Mace. IX.I?]. As part of this 
process it is reasonable to assume that the Jewish view of other nationalities would also 
have altered. From a Jewish perspective a 'Greek' need not be someone born in a 
precisely defined geographical area, rather 'Greek' could have a cultural meaning to the 
observer. This shift in understanding actually mirrors the changing meaning of 
'lo'\)oato<;. As the Jews were forced by circumstance to maintain their own identity 
through unique customs, this altered the way they viewed the world around them. 
Therefore, any Syrians (for example) visiting the gymnasium in their own city could be 
understood as 'Hellenised' and even, in some circumstances, be labelled by an observer 
as Greek.38 
This, in turn, has to be balanced by Jewish cultural practices legitimately 
changing through interaction with other people (especially the Hellenes). A Jew, it seems, 
38 So the Babylonians could call their king (who they knew was Babylonian) a Jew for dismissing 
traditional religious beliefs in favour of those followed by Daniel; Bel and the Snake 28. The reverse is also 
applicable: a Hellene viewing someone partake and adhere to Jewish customs and Law would probably 
consider that person to be a 'Jew'. See the discussion by Co hen (1999) 25-68 esp. 58ff, 68. Related to this 
discussion is that concerning Proselytes, see e.g. Collins (1982) 163ff; Gruen (1998) 94-95; McNight S. A 
Light Among The Gentiles (Minneapolis, 1991) passim; Schlirer (1986) HI. 150-176; Feldman L.H. Jew 
and Gentile ill the Ancient World (Princeton, 1993) 288-341 (for references and overview, his arguments on 
'missionary activity' are not relevant here); Co hen (1999) 156ff. 
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can adopt some Hellenic practices and still be called a Jew - our author wrote in Greek. 39 
However, at some point a Jew moving in this direction and following the Hellenic 
lifestyle is deemed to have 'crossed over' and is rejected by hislher kin. Consider the 
negative comments in Second Maccabees concerning the actions of Simon in opposing 
Onias [ll Macc. llI.4ff, IV.1 ff.]; and the description of Jason (who made his fellow-Jews 
conform to a Greek way of life [Il Macc. IV.7ff]) as wicked [ll Macc. IV.13]. That this 
sort of alienation can occur confirms some sort of cultural conflict or the rejection of 
some sort of foreign customs/ideas. 
So where does this discussion leave us? We have recognised that the underlying 
principle in studies such as ours is context, from which we can ascertain beliefs and 
practices that suggest societal boundaries - albeit from the perspective of our author and 
his audience. The text of Second Maccabees has begun to demonstrate a complex array of 
meanings regarding the idea of 'Jewishness'. Not least, we have demonstrated through 
our author's use of Aao;; (and possibly 'IcrpaT!A) how the Jews did consider themselves a 
unique grouping and how religion was an important identity maker.40 This analysis is, 
however, only the beginning. As we have seen through Greek Historiography the best 
insights into self-identity come through an analysis of the other, so it is in this direction 
that we will now turn our study. 
39 So we have the concept of Hellenistic Judaism, see Hengel (1974) passim. However, note comments by 
Feldman (1993), esp. 3-44. MilIar (1978) 1-21. Cf. Chapter Eight this thesis. 
40 Albeit not the only identity marker, hence we do not have the reliance on 'Io'l)oa{m, but rather the use of 
a separate term (Aa6~). 
Chapter Four 
"EAAl1vec; as the 'Other' 
in Second Maccabees 
We have seen that the Greek - Jewish dichotomy is central to much of the modem 
discussion on First and Second Maccabees. It should not surprise, therefore, that we will 
begin our study of the 'other' in Second Maccabees with the "EAAl1vcC;, examining each 
representation of the term so that, in the first instance, we can continue our discussion of 
identity issues. As our analysis develops we will also address other related themes, in 
particular cultural conflict and the extent of Jewish Hellenisation. To that end, we will 
follow the same procedure that we used for our discussions on 'Iouoa'iot and Aaoc; 
respectively, and present a tabulated listing of all the references to the "EAAl1vcC; (in the 
word's various forms) that appear in Second Maccabees. 
"EAAllV£~ 
In Second Maccabees l 
Number Reference Word Comment 
1 IV. 10 'EAAl1vu,:OV Greek customs are introduced to the Jews 
through the High Priesthood, with the result that 
Jewish customs are not protected (II Mace. 
IV. 11). 
2 lV.l3 'EAAl1Vtcrj.wu The earliest use of the term 'Hellenism' in our 
extant sources. 
Our author implies that 'Hellenism' corrupts the 
1 Both the main text of Second Maccabees and the attached letters are included in this table. For our search 
we have used the CD ROM: Thesaurus Linguae Graecae (University of California, 1999). The columns are 
self-explanatory, but to ensure clarification: 'Number' is Table entry Number; 'Reference' is the relevant 
reference in Second Maccabees; 'Word' is the version of "EAAllVeS found in the text; 'Comment' provides 
some comments on the reference, with particular attention being given to the context in which "EAAllVeS is 
used. The relevance of the details in each column will become clearer as our discussion proceeds. 
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(2) (IV. 13) Jewish Priests. Considering what we know of 
Jewish identity this appears to set Greek 
customs (Hellenism) against Jewish customs 
(Judaism). 
3 IV.15 'EAAl1vlxa<; A continuation of the theme at II Macc. IV.13 
(above) with Jewish Priests 'enjoying' Greek 
customs. 
4 IV.36 'EAAnvrov Greeks are stated to have sided with the Jews 
over the horrific murder of Onias. Clearly a 
literary ploy by our author for effect even the 
Greeks found this crime abhorrent! 
5 VI. 8 'EAAl1V10((<; Greek and Jewish customs pitted against each 
other. 
6 VI. 9 'EAAl1vtKa Greek and Jewish customs pitted against each 
other. 
7 XI.2 'EAAl1O"w Lysias, the king's kinsman, planned to make 
Jerusalem a settlement for 'Gentiles' - more 
literally Greeks, or, perhaps, followers of Greek 
customs. 
8 XI.24 'EAAl1VtKa In a letter from Antiochus to Lysias concerning 
the Jewish people. The letter acknowledges that 
Greek and Jewish customs had been pitted 
against each other. 
The letter is accepted as authentic; see Goldstein 
(1983) 414ff. 
9 XIII.2 'EAAl1Vtritv This passage refers to the Greeks invading 
Judaea. 
In light of all the attention that the Greeks andlor Hellenism receive in the 
secondary literature it is perhaps surprising that our search resulted in only nine 
references to the term "EAAl1VE<; - compare this with the seventy-five instances of 
'lo\)O((to1. in the text. Therefore, without even looking the above table, our first 
observation must be that the limited number of references provides circumstantial support 
for scholars who have been seeking to play down the alleged conflict between Greek and 
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Jew, Hellenism and Judaism.2 Initial appearances, however, can be deceiving. No 
analysis of each reference to "EAA:rlvE<; (in its various forms) or the context and/or role 
that all these references (to Hellene or Hellenism) play in the text of Second Maccabees 
(or First Maccabees for that matter) has been undertaken. 
The Basic Interpretation 
Chapter Four: 10,13, and 15 
We will begin our discussion with the first three tabulated entries all of which 
occur near the start of Chapter Four [II Mace. IV.lO, 13, and 15]. As each reference is 
related they are all included in the following lengthy citation: 
ME'taAAa~av'to<; O£ 'tOY ~tOV ~EAEUKO'O Kat 1tapaAa~ov'to<; 'tlW ~acrtAdav 
'Av'ttoxo'O 'tOU 1tpocrayopE'09£v'to<; 'E1tt<pavou<; 1)1tEvo9£'OcrEv 'Iacrcov 0 aOEA<po<; 
Ovto'O 'tl,V apxtEpcocrUVl1V' E1tayyEtAa).lEVo<; 'tep ~acrtAEt Ot' EV'tEU~ECO<; apy'Opto'O 
'taAaV'ta E~~KoV'ta 1tpo<; 'tOt<; 'tptaKocrtOt<;, Kat 1tpocrooo'O 'ttvo<; &'AAl1<; 'taAaV'ta 
6yOo~KoV'ta. 1tpo<; O£ 'tOU'tOt<; U1ttcrXVEt'tO Kat £'tEpa otaypa<pEtV 1tEV't~KoV'ta 
1tpo<; 'tOt<; EKa'tov, Eav E1ttXcop119fl ota 't11<; E~o'Ocrta<; au'tou Y'O).lvacrtov Kat 
E<Pl1~£'iOV au'tep cr'Ocr't~cracr9at, Kat 'to-O<; EV IEpocroAU).lot<; 'Av'tt0XEt<; 
avaypa\lfat. E1ttVEucrav'to<; O£ 'tou ~acrtA£CO<; Kat 't11<; apX11<; Kpa't~cra<;, Eu9£co<; 
1tpo<; 'tOY 'EAAl1VtKOV xapaK't11pa 'to-o<; O).lO<pUAO'O<; ).lE't£cr'tl1crE. Kat 'ta Kd).lEVa 
'tOt<; Io'Ooatot<; <ptAav9pco1ta ~acrtAtKa ota lcoavvo'O 'tou 1ta'tpo<; EU1tOA£).lO'O, 'tou 
1totl1cra).l£vo'O 'tl,V 1tp£cr~dav U1t£p <ptAta<; Kat cr'O).l).laxta<; 1tpo<; 'to-O<; 'PCO).lato'O<;, 
1taprocra<;, Kat 'ta<; ).l£V vO).lt).lo'O<; Ka'taAUCOV 1toAt'tda<;, 1tapavo).lo'O<; E9tcr).lo-o<; 
EKatVtSEV. acr).l£vco<; yap U1t' au'tl,V 'tl,V aKp01tOAtV Y'O).lvacrtov Ka9top'OcrEV, Kat 
'to-O<; Kpa'ttcr'to'O<; 'trov E<P~ ~COV U1to'tacrcrcov U1tO 1t£'tacrov 11 yay EV . t\V 0' O-lS'tCO<; 
aK).l~ 'tou 'EAAl1Vtcr).lOU Kat 1tpocr~acrt<; aAAo<p'OAtcr).lOU ota 'tl,V 'tOU acrE~ou<; 
Kat OUK apXtEp£CO<; 'Iacrcovo<; U1tEp~aAAo'Ocrav avayvdav, mcr'tE ).ll1K£'tt 1tEpt 'ta<; 
'tou 9'Ocrtacr't1lpto'O AEt'to'Opyta<; 1tp09u).l0'O<; ctVat 'to-o<; iEPEt<;, aAAa 'tou ).l£V VEcO 
Ka'ta<ppovoUV'tE<; Kat 'trov 9'Ocrtrov a).lEAouv'tE<; Ecr1tE'OOOV ).lE't£XEtV 't11<; EV 
1taAatcr'tPll1tapavo).lo'O xopl1yta<;, ).lE'ta 'tl,V 'tOU OtcrKO'O 1tPOcrKA110'tV, Kat 'ta<; 
).l£V 1ta'tpcpo'O<; 'tt).la<; EV OUOEVt 'tt9£).lEVOt, 'ta<; O£ 'EAAl1VtKa<; oo~a<; KaAAtcr't~<; 
TtYOU).lEVOt. (bV Kat xaptV 1tEpt£crXEV au'to-o<; xaAE1tl, 1tEptcr'tacrt<;, Kat mv 
ES~AO'OV 'ta<; aycoya<; Kat Ka9' a1tav 119EAOV E~0).lotoucr9at, 'tou'to'O<; 1tOAE).lto'O<; 
Kat 'tt).lcopl1'ta<; EcrXOV. acrE~EtV yap d<; 'to-O<; 9do'O<; VO).lo'O<; OU p~Otov, aAAa 
'tau'ta 0 aKoAo'090<; KatPO<; 011ArocrEt. 
2 Gruen, for example, identifies and comments that there are only five references to Hellenism - or some 
equivalent thereof [11 Mace. IV.1O; IV.13; IV;15; VI.9; XI.24]. See Gruen (1998) 3-4. Furthermore, there 
are only Five references to any form of "EAAT\VE~ in First Maccabees [I Mace. 1.1, 10; VI.2; VIII.9, 18]. 
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When the life of Seleucus had ended and the kingdom was taken over by 
Antiochus called Epiphanes, Jason the brother of Onias used underhand means to 
become High Priest, promising to the king by means of a petition, 360 silver 
talents and 80 talents of other revenue. In addition to these amounts he [Jason] 
promised to raise another 150 [talents] if provision could be made so that through 
his own office he [Jason] could establish a gymnasium and an 'ephebium', and 
that he [Jason] could register those who were Antiochenes in Jerusalem. 
With the king having consented and Jason having taken the office [of High Priest] 
he straightaway changed his people's outward characteristics [i.e. 'way of life': 
xapaK'tTIP] to Greek. And the royal privileges established for the Jews by John, 
the father of Eupolemus, who [later] carried out an embassy for friendship and 
alliance with the Romans, he [Jason] set aside; and he [Jason] cast aside the daily 
life practices [customs] that are based on the law [i.e. traditional way of life] and 
he [Jason] made new strange customs against the law. For he gladly established a 
gymnasium by the acropolis [citadel, Temple] / below the Temple mount itself 
and he made the most excellent of the young boys [lit. ephebes] submit to the 
broad Greek Hat. In this way a peak of Hellenism and a zenith of foreign ways 
[customs] was reached through the unsurpassed ungodliness and wickedness of 
that false High Priest J ason. As a result the priests were no longer willing to 
perform the religious duties of the altar, rather they treated the Temple with 
contempt and neglected their sacrifices; hurrying, after being summoned by the 
gong, to take part in the training in the wrestling school against the traditional 
laws / customs. They no longer placed value on ancestral customs, instead they 
were bestowing the noblest recognition on Hellenic honours. On account of these 
things terrible misfortune beset them, and the people whose way of life they 
admired and whom they wished to emulate in every way, became their enemies 
and punishers, since to profane against the laws of God is no light matter, but the 
time following these things will show this.3 
The context of this passage is, in a very general sense, political manoeuvrings that 
were occurring amongst both the Jews and various Seleucid officials who had an interest 
in Judaea. There was a new king on the throne which also meant that there were new 
opportunities for advancement, an environment which Jason sought to exploit. The result 
3 II Mace. IV.7-17. Several aspects of this passage are difficult to translate, see discussion in Abel (1949) 
330-334; and Goldstein (1983) 216-232. 
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of this political posturing, in the opinion of our author (or at least the belief he was 
advocating and trying to promote), was the advancement of Hellenism at the expense of 
Judaism. This should be readily apparent, but to ensure clarity consider the second of the 
three noted references to "EAAT\V£<;. What we have is a description of the societal 
changes allegedly occurring in Jerusalem. To describe these changes and to emphasise 
his point our author chooses to use (and perhaps even creates) the term 'EAAT\VtO").l6<; (and 
when he does so, we are provided with the first extant reference to 'Hellenism' [11 Macc. 
IV. 13]). The ideas and concepts that 'EAAT\vtO").l6<; conjures up are varied, but we can 
make several observations regarding its use here by our author. To begin, it is an example 
of our Greek speaking Jewish author using an Hellenic idiom for his own purposes. The 
specific parallel is to Greeks who collaborated with the Persians during the Persian wars. 
A deserter of the Hellenic cause, and correspondingly a supporter of the Median (or 
Persian) cause, was said to 'Medise'. Herodotus, for example, describes how Megabazos 
subdued those people of the Hellespont who were not loyal to the MedianlPersian cause: 
i.e. he 'subdued those who did not medise'.4 Our author reverses the Greek expression 
placing it in the context of the world as understood by him, introducing a word with a 
corresponding, implied understanding of 'loyal to the Greek cause,.5 
Furthermore, the content of the entire cited passage (see above) makes it 
indisputable that our author intended the term 'Hellenism' to refer to 'Greek Customs' or, 
perhaps more specifically to 'certain Greek Customs'. Consider the text surrounding the 
4 See Hdt. IV.144: .. oil,toe; o~ cbv '"CO'"CE 0 ME"{a~u~oe; (l"'"Cpu'"Cllyoe; AEt<jl8de; EV '"Cn xmpn 'HAA1l0"TWv'"Ctmv '"Coue, 
I-LD bLDoi(ov'"Cue, KU'"CEO"'"CpE<pE'"CO. Note also Hdt. VIII.30; Thuc. llI.62; etc. 
5 See Goldstein (1983) 230. When applied to Jews the association implicit in 'EAAllV10"floe; was clearly 
intended to be derogatory, yet the use of this term with its clear manipulation of the Greek language and 
Greek ideology demonstrates the ease with which our author could navigate in an Hellenic environment -
an interesting contradiction: see Chapter Eight this thesis. 
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reference to 'EAAllYtO'Il6~ as a whole. Our author describes how Jason, having secured 
the high priesthood, 'at once attempted to make his fellow Jews conform to the Greek 
way of life' [EUeEro~ 7tpO~ 'tOY 'EAAllYtKOY xapaK'tilpa 'tou~ 61l0q>UAOU~ IlE'tEO''t1l0'E].6 
Traditional Jewish practices are rejected, a gymnasium is built and Greek athletic 
competitions embraced - both institutions are not only symbolic of the Greek lifestyle but 
are integral to the establishment of an Hellenic community. Above all else, the Jewish 
priests are stated to have sought Hellenic honours and neglected their lawful duties. 
Therefore, from the perspective of our author we have changes to Jewish society that are 
represented by the adoption of Hellenic customs (thereby demonstrating loyalty to the 
Greek cause) and resulting in what he describes as a high-point of Hellenism. This may 
or may not be an accurate representation of what was occurring in Jewish society. 
Regardless this is how our author chooses to represent events: he clearly blames 
Hellenism or at least understands Hellenism to be a threat (on some level) to Judaism. 
Based on the methodology advocated earlier the Greek customs mentioned are 
those that our author would find odd and which therefore can provide us an insight (or 
window!) into Jewish identity. To this end, our initial comment must be that our author is 
expressing concern about cultural/political issues - he complains about Jewish customs 
that are either being replaced or are at least being threatened by Greek practices. In doing 
so he reinforces the importance of culturally based criteria for identity categorisation, i.e. 
the erosion of Jewishness is set against the appearance and adoption of Hellenic customs 
(our author's 'peak of Hellenism'). Specifically, we are told that Jason cast aside the 
traditional ways of life based on the law (read 'Torah' or 'ancestral practices/laws' as the 
translation of 7tOAt'tEta) and introduced customs that were against the teachings of the 
6 II Macc. IV.IO. This is a freer translation emphasising the meaning of the line, a more literal translation is 
included in the full passage translated above. The adoption of Greek customs can imply both the rejection 
of traditional Jewish practices and a (perceived) demonstration of 'loyalty to the Greek cause'. 
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Torah.7 Emphasis is placed on how the priests are lured away from their religious duties 
to partake in wrestling matches, presumably in the gymnasium [II Macc. IV.I4], and to 
seek Hellenic honours [11 Mace. IV.IS]. Finally, Jason himself was clearly the instigator 
of these atrocities even though (regardless of the way he acquired the position) he was the 
High Priest and therefore responsible for the maintenance of (and adherence to) Jewish 
religious practices [IT Macc. IV.S, 10]. 
These observations (again) provide us with a clear affirmation as to the 
importance of religion to Jewish society (Jewishness). Priests were expected to undertake 
certain roles in society wrestling and seeking external honours were not only 
considered to be outside the scope of these societal duties, they were also seen as 
detracting from them. Our author states directly that because of Hellenic customs the 
priests neglected their duties, failed to perform sacrifices and treated the Temple with 
contempt.8 This also makes clear that in our author's opinion the role of the priest (Jewish 
society) was centred on the Temple, not the gymnasium (Greek society): Jewishness was 
suffering because of the presence of the foreign institutions. Whether or not such 
criticisms are justified, they were made by a sector of Jewish society. Therefore, for some 
Jews Hellenic customs were perceived as undermining some religious practices and, to 
7 See 11 Macc. IV.1l, 15. Defining 1tOAt'teta is a separate subject in its own right. In short, the basic 
understanding for the Jews seems to relate to the constitution of Moses, the use of ancestral laws, adhering 
to the Torah, etc. See, for example Josephus Antiquities IV.8.4 (196); Bartlett lR. Jews in the Hellenistic 
World (Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, London, New York; 1985) 161~2; Collins (1983) 102~3; 
Goldstein (1983) 229. Consider also Troiana. who suggests that Josephus 'seems to mean by "the laws 
regarding the 1tOAt'teta," those laws which would permit the Jews, especially those in the Diaspora, to live 
respecting Mosaic legislation' [Troiana L. 'The lloAtn:ia of Israel in the Graeco~Roman Age'. In Parente 
F. and Sievers 1 [Eds.] Josephus and the History of the Greaco~Roman Period (Brill: Leiden, New York, 
KOln; 1994) 11~22 (12)]. 
811 Macc. IV.13~ 15 - see cited passage above, emphasis added. 
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some extent (considering the link we have demonstrated between culture/customs and 
identity), Jewishness. 9 
It is also true that our author also uses Hellenic customs to undermine the 
character of Jason: he is accused of extending his power (role) through the establishment 
of Greek institutions. This notwithstanding, character assassination may not have been 
the primary purpose, for a subtler point is also made: the desire for Hellenic customs 
degrades the position (status?) of High Priest from the perspective, at least, of a pious 
Jew! Jason is the means by which this process was advanced, leaving the impression that 
the High Priesthood and the institution it is symbolising, in terms of traditional values, 
are not considered to be compatible with certain Greek customs. IO 
9 Our point is clear, yet most commentators tend to minimise any indication of religious interference in this 
passage. SchUrer, for example, when commenting on Jason's appointment as High Priest notes that there is 
'no mention of any interference with the Jewish religion' [Schtirer (1973) I.148]. Schtirer suggests that 
Antiochus does wage a war against Jewish religion, but that this does not start until much later - after his 
unsuccessful campaign in Egypt in 168 B.C.E. and when Menelaus is High Priest [see (1973) I.l52]. Other 
commentators support Schtirer's position. Tcherikover states 'Jason's reform did not affect traditional 
religious life' and a little later: 'Jason's reform was not a religious one' [(1959) 166-7]; although 
Tcherikover appears to change his mind on Pp. 193ff. To my mind, such interpretations ignore the wider 
context (and effect) of religious influence on different parts of Jewish society. What also seems to be 
obscured is a differentiation between the perceptions of our author (including his ideological viewpoint) 
and the reality of the era's social and political events. More supportive of our position is Hengel who 
acknowledges that religion was bound up with the cultural and political aspects of Jewish life and, 
therefore, the Greek customs introduced by Jason must have had serious consequences for the religious life 
of the Jews [(1974) 74]. 
10 In other words to a large extent Jason is stylised in a literary sense as the 'villain' and developed in order 
to demonstrate the problems associated with some Greek customs or perhaps more precisely with the 
erosion of some traditional values. We should also make a comment here on the 300 silver drachmas High 
Priest Jason sends to Tyre as a sacrifice to Heracles [11 Macc. IV.18-20]. This clearly undermines 
monotheism, which of course is a fundamental tenet of the Jewish Religion and our author (as expected) 
takes exception. It is another opportunity for Jason to be denigrated and (perhaps) for a comment to be 
subtly made on the expanding political power of the High Priest especially since increasing priestly 
influence seems to be associated with Greek institutions. For more on the political power of priests see 
Schtirer (1979) 11.227-8; Alon G. 'On the History of the High Priesthood at the End of the Second Temple 
Period' In Jews, Judaism and the Classical World Translated from the Hebrew by Abrahams I. (Jerusalem, 
1977) 48-77; eody A. A History of the Old Testament Priesthood (pontifical Biblical Institute: Rome, 
1969) 175-7. Hengel emphasises the political power that the Priests had even before the Maccabaean 
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To that end our author mentions three customs that seem to be of particular 
concern: the establishment of a gymnasium, ephebic organisation and a class of citizens 
called the AntiochenesY As a general observation we can confidently assert that these 
three institutions and social classifications were alien to traditional Jewish society. While 
this in itself may not be surprising, what is interesting is the effect these institutions could 
have had on the Jews and the way they lived. Consider, for example, the ephebia and the 
gymnasium. The introduction of these institutions must have altered the way Jewish men 
interacted, which in turn could have threatened elements of the traditional social 
hierarchy. Of course such changes would not have been detrimental to all of those 
involved. The High Priest's position was being strengthened, but this must have been at 
the expense of other rival groups or families. Hellenic influence (and support) was being 
utilised by one Jewish faction to gain a political advantage over its rivals. In some 
respects, therefore, this account simply demonstrates the changing face of politics in 
Second Century Judaea. 12 
period, although he notes how the power of the High Priest was restricted by the Ptolemies through an 
administrator to oversee finances (1974) 24f. For a comment on the Jews donating monies to other deities 
see Schtirer (1973) 1.l49, esp. n. 29; the point here though is that the High Priest was undertaking this 
action not exactly a promotion of the ideology of there being one true God! Perhaps the most important 
point for us, however, is that by including this description our author is reinforcing both the importance of 
religion and providing another indication of how a Jewish practice (religion) was being undermined by 
foreign (Hellenic) customs. 
11 11 Macc. IV.9. That each was established is made clear by subsequent lines; see for example IV.12, 14, 
19. We are, of course, referring back (again) to the passage from Chapter Four that we cited earlier. 
12 Schtirer notes that the High Priest's political influence had been balanced by the Greek overlords and the 
Jewish Gerousia in the period after the exile [(1979) II.227]. The implication for us is that Jason (and 
subsequently Menelaus) courted the Greeks to gain support and influence which was used to undermine the 
power of the Jewish Gerousia. From what we have seen, he was successful. Of course some members of 
the Gerousia would have supported him, perhaps initially the pro-Seleucid Tobiads? The Tobiads did come 
to support Menelaus against Jason: note Josephus. Antiquities. XII.5.1 (239ft). See Goldstein 'The Tales of 
The Tobiads'. In J. Neusner [Ed.] Christianity, ludaism and Other Greco-Roman Cults: Studies for Morton 
SrnithAt Sixty In Four Vols. (Brill: Leiden, 1975) III esp. 91,105-6,121-22; (1983) 226-7. 
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The most puzzling of all the 'customs' Jason introduces are the Antiochenes. This 
group has been the subject of much speculation and discussion, but they are perhaps best 
understood as a class of Seleucid (Hellenic) citizens (the Antiochenes) in Jerusalem.13 
This suggests the establishment of a new social class, which would have had a further 
effect on power relationships and the way that Jewish society operated. J as on drew up a 
list/registered [avaypacpco] a special class of citizens (or at least a new social class), 
which means that selections were made: some Jews were included while others were 
excluded. This process creates an 'in' group and those left 'outside' (another example of 
'us' and 'them'). Once again the result must have been social change: those registered 
gained power and prestige over the others. 
Upon reflection, the comments that we have made demonstrate that the "Ej) ..:rlvE<; 
are used by our author to represent religious, social and political change. Hellenic 
customs are presented (and perceived) as a threat to Jewish society, they are used to 
explain and emphasise the erosion of Jewish traditions. To reiterate, we learn how Jason 
cast aside the daily routines based on the law and established new practices that were 
against the Law [11 Macc. IV.ll]; Priests, neglecting their duties (sacrifices), participated 
in wrestling; and they placed no value on ancestral laws or customs [11 Macc. IV.14-15]. 
There can be no doubt, therefore, that our author is concerned about this degradation of 
Judaism, or perhaps even 'Jewishness' (at least from his perspective) and is advocating a 
defence of the traditional Jewish lifestyle. 14 
13 This is the usual interpretation, although a whole industry has been generated trying to understand these 
words; see e.g. Goldstein (1976) 110-22, (1983) 227; Tcherikover (1959) 161ff, 404-9; Schiirer (1973) 
1.148; and our extensive discussion in Chapter Eight, this thesis. 
14 So even Gruen, while minimising the conflict between Judaism and Hellenism, accepts that Judas could 
be seen as in some way defending Judaism [(1998) 4]. Of course, if Judaism has to be defended there must 
be a threat. Gruen suggests 'King's Policies' (but not Hellenism); however, very little space is devoted to 
the analysis. For us 'King's Policies' are a part of the Hellenisation process itself. Hengel supports our 
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We can balance these comments to some extent by acknowledging that our 
author's motive may well have had a political component. This notwithstanding, to be 
credible (or more specifically for our author's book and ideas to be acceptable), the 
'threat' had to be a realistic concern for a sizeable portion of the population. Our study 
demonstrates that Hellenism is clearly and consistently labelled as that threat. Not only 
are the Greeks positioned as the other in the text, their institutions and customs are 
presented as directly undermining aspects of the traditional Jewish way of life. 
Regardless of the reality, therefore, Hellenism was perceived, identified and labelled as a 
force destroying Jewish beliefs and customs. 
We can take this ideology of defence a stage further. Ethnic groups have been 
defined as being based on, among other criteria, a shared history, beliefs, and cultural 
practices. With this in mind, it is clear that the erosion of traditional values undermines 
the idea of shared history and breaks down both the idea and the possibility of 
recognising a distinct Jewish lifestyle. Therefore, when our author advocates the need to 
defend traditional values, what he is really highlighting is that Jewish identity itself was 
under threat. The use of 'Hellenes' by our author in this passage [11 Macc. IV. 7-17] 
supports this conclusion as the term signifies change: be it to Jewish society (through 
highlighting difference and creating new power structures); and/or (most importantly for 
our author) encapsulating the threat to Jewish society, Judaism, and Jewishness. 
Therefore the Hellenes and things Hellenic are change markers (even if only literary), 
with our analysis demonstrating that this change was perceived as a threat. 
position arguing that Jason's policies were a 'decisive change of course in the development of the Jewish 
temple state, an attempt to do away with five hundred years of Israelite and Jewish history' [(1974) 73]. 
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The Remaining References 
Our conclusions to this point have been based on only the first three 
references to "EAAllVE<; in Second Maccabees. However, in all but two of the remaining 
six references the same underlying idea of a cultural conflict is presented: "EAAllVE<; - in 
the sense of Hellenic customs - are set in opposition to traditional Jewish values. 
Consider the two references [II Macc. VI.8, 9] that are part of a detailed account of how 
Antiochus sent out an Athenian 'to compel the Jews to depart from their ancestral laws 
and to cease living by the laws of God [avaYKa~EtV 't01.><; 'Iou8atou<; /lE'ta~atVEtv ano 
'trov na'tptrov VO/lrov, Kat 'tOt<; 'tOU SECU VO/lOl<; /l~ nOAl'tEUEO'Sat]' .15 We then receive a 
detailed description of how the Temple was polluted [II Macc. VI.2, 4ff]; how no-one 
was allowed to observe the Sabbath or to keep the traditional festivals [II Macc. VI.6], 
but rather had to eat the entrails of sacrificial victims and celebrate the feast of Dionysus 
[II Macc. VI.7]. The compulsive nature of this situation for the Jews and the direct Greek 
association is then made clear: 
'Jf1l<PtO'lla 8£0 f.SEnEO'Ev d<; 'ta<; aO''tuyei'tova<; 'EAAllVt8a<; nOAEl<;, IhoAEllatou 
{moSEIlEvou, 't~v ath~v ayroy~v Ka'ta 't&v 'Iou8atrov aYEW Kat O'nAayxvi~EtV, 
't01.><; OE Il~ npoatpoullEVOU<; IlE'ta~atVEtv Ent 'ta 'EAAllVlKa Ka'taO'<pa~Etv. 
A decree was published in the Greek cities at the instigation of the citizens of 
Ptolemais that they proceed against the Jews in the same way and compel them to 
eat the [pagan] sacrificial meat, and to kill those who do not choose to adopt the 
Greek way of life. [II Mace. VI.8-9] 
Our author is emphasising that Greek cities support the policies advocated by 
Antiochus [II Mace. VI.8] - that were, incidentally, introduced by an Athenian [II Mace. 
VI. 1] and he labels the customs being imposed as Hellenic [II Mace. VI.9]. Of course 
15 II Mace. VU. This passage is cited and discussed in full in Chapter Six, this thesis (including translation 
problems). 
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not all the customs were actually Greek: Near Eastern practices abhorrent to the Jews 
(e.g. sacred prostitution [II Macc. VIA]) are included but, for whatever reason, our 
author labels them as part of a bundle of Hellenic based concerns! Furthermore, the 
consequences for those who ignore the decrees and continue the practice of circumcision 
is death [II Macc. VI.lO], while those who observe the Sabbath are burnt alive [II Macc. 
VI.ll]. There can be little doubt that this demonstrably positions certain Greek and 
Jewish practices against each other. Jews must forsake traditional beliefs, embrace the 
'Hellenic' way of doing things or suffer the consequences. 
The next reference to "EAA:l1YE<; is at the start of Chapter Eleven. Lysias musters 
a large force to invade Judaea 'desiring to make the city [Jerusalem] a home for Greeks 
[AO'¥tSOjlEVO<; 't~v jlEV nOAtv "EAAlloW oiKll'tTlPtoV nDtTtC>tEv]'. We are then told that he 
will implement foreign customs in the city; specifically, that the Temple will be taxed 
and the High Priesthood put up for auction [II Macc. XI.3]. The possibility of bidding for 
Priestly office is probably included in order to recall the activities of Jason and Menelaus, 
both of whom bought their positions and then instigated pro-Antiochian (Hellenic) 
policies. 16 As for the taxing of the Temple, in reality this will have little to do with 
Hellenic practices/customs and more to do with the cash-flow problems of the 
Seleucids.17 Regardless, nobody likes new taxes. Therefore, what our author has done is 
16 See 11 Macc. IV.1ff [11 Macc. IV.7-9 (Jason), 23-25 (Menelaus)J. The sale of Priestly Office was not 
uncommon in Hellenistic kingdoms: See Goldstein (1983) 404-5. 
17 The need for extra cash by powerful individuals or States has seen Temples raided for revenue 
throughout the ages. An extreme example could be the use of the deposits at Delphi by the Phocians [see: 
Diodoms XVI.23; Bury J.B. and Meiggs R. A History of Greece: To the Death of Alexander The Great 
Fourth Bd. (London, 1975) 420-30]. However, Goldstein's assertion that this is 'a standard custom' is 
questionable [Goldstein (1983) 404]. What seems more likely is that it became standard practice for the 
Seleucids to raid Temples for revenue as their needs increased, especially after the defeat of Antiochus III 
at Apamea. See Johnson (2004) 15 esp. n. 29. The only evidence we have for the taxation of Temples at 
this time are the Maccabaean sources [I Macc. X.29-30; XI.34; II Mace. XL3], although in Roman Asia 
Minor taxation of temples apparently occurred: see Rostovtzeff (1941) 467, 506, 1440, n. 282. 
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alleged that Jerusalem's enemies are the "EAATlVE~, that Jerusalem will be made a Greek 
city, and that this will result in foreign (understand, Hellenic) customs being imposed. 
Two customs that would be unpopular to any group of people are then described. The 
point is that by association these customs are intended to be understood as Hellenic and 
by implication contrary to traditional Jewish practices. The reality of the customs' 
origins, whether they are or are not Hellenic or if there are precedents in Jewish history, 
becomes irrelevant. Hellenism is condemned through association: it is once the city is 
Greek that taxes will be introduced. 
This sort of indirect condemnation of the Greeks is further developed by our 
author in another, albeit related way. Through a process of subtle cross-referencing 
between passages layers of arguments are developed that help a reader blame Hellenism 
for the problems being faced by Judaism. Consider, for example, the above assertion that 
Jerusalem was becoming a Greek city and that foreign customs were being imposed. The 
later part of this accusation can be interpreted as referring to, or at least associating events 
here, with other passages in the text where foreign customs are condemned: In particular, 
I would suggest II Macc. IV.7-17 and VI.l-S. As we have seen in both these passages our 
author condemned the erosion of Jewish practices and blamed (directly and indirectly) 
the Hellenes. This sort of cross-referencing would further reinforce the negative 
perception of Hellenism. 
This hypothesis is not just idle supposition. Consider the letter from King 
Antiochus V to Lysias where direct reference is made to how the Jews appeared 
unwilling to submit to Antiochus IV's policy and adopt Greek ['EAATlVtKa] ways: 
eXKTlK06'tE~ 'tou~ 'Iouoaiou~ /ll, cruvEuooKol)v'ta~ Tn 'tou 1ta'tpo~ E1tt 'ta 
'EAATlVt Ka /lE'ta8EcrEt, eXAAa 'tl,v Eau'trov eXycoYl,V atpE'tisov'ta~ eX~touV 
cruYXcoPTl81lvat al')'tOt~ 'ta vO/lt/la 
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'We have heard that the Jews do not desire to consent to the policies of my father 
[Antiochus IV] to change to Greek ways, but they are electing to follow their own 
customs and requesting to defer to their own laws.' [II Mace. XI.24] 
Our author here refers directly to a conflict between the Jews (and the inherent 
cultural practices we have associated with the term 'IouOatOl) and 'Greek ways' 
CEAAllVtKa or perhaps even 'EAAllVt<iJ.LO<;? But undoubtedly Hellenic customs and 
practices).18 Therefore, once more we are presented with a clear juxtapositioning of 
Hellenic and Jewish ways. Furthermore, the letter confirms the link between Antiochus 
IV's policies [II Mace. VI.1-9] and Hellenism. In turn this also demonstrates the sort of 
internal cross referencing we have suggested is integral to the text. 
It is also interesting that this negative reference to Hellenism (and very direct 
comparison with Judaism, is presented in a letter). It is, theoretically, external to the text 
itself thereby acquiring the extra authority of being an independent source. Of course we 
can argue ad nauseam about the authenticity of the letter (which as an aside is generally 
accepted19), but to a large degree this does not concern our present discussion. The letter 
provides verification that the changes the Seleucid hierarchy had tried to implement (be it 
as a result of a request made by some Jews or otherwise) could be generically labelled 
18 Gruen even includes this reference as one of the five occasions our author uses the term 'Hellenism', 
leaving no doubt that he considers the use of 'EAAl1vlJCa here to mean (in a broad sense) Greek 
'customs/practices' [(1998) 3-4]. 
19 The letter is accepted as genuine; see Goldstein (1983) 414ff; although Goldstein does not interpret the 
letter in the same way we are with regard to conforming to Greek customs. See Goldstein (1983) 416ff; 
(1976) 140·57. For more on the authenticity see Grabbe (1992) 262; Habicht (1976) 12; Momigliano 
believes it is suspect, arguing that there is no reason for it to have been sent to the Jews [(1975a) 84-5]. 
However, there is no date or valediction indicating that this letter is a 'second copy', i.e. meant for someone 
other than Lysias. It is doubtful that a forger would know Seleucid practise that well. Furthermore, we must 
remember that Antiochus V is 9 years old at this time and that Lysias is dictating the letter to him; i.e. 
(technically) writing a letter to himself. 
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'Hellenic' and were indisputably hostile toward traditional Jewish customs. The letter 
reinforces a perception advocated by our author and his supporters. 
Finally, we can place all the above observations into the context of our identity 
discussion. The Greeks are used by our author to represent customs that are abnormal, 
they are portrayed as the other of Jewishness. Applying the relevant methodology (as 
introduced earlier) it quickly becomes apparent that there is one particular issue (aspect 
of Jewishness) that the "EAAl1VE~ / 'EAAl1VtaJl6~ are constantly set against: religion. 
Recall that in Chapter Six we are provided with a detailed description of how the Temple 
was defiled and Jewish religious practices outlawed under the pain of death [IT Macc. 
VI.lff]; while Chapter Eleven describes the specific consequences of Lysias' invasion as 
interfering with the way the Temple is governed [IT Macc. XI.3]. Chapter Four was even 
more direct, criticising the priests and the High priest in particular) for neglecting their 
duties and adopting Hellenic customs [IT Macc. IV. 7-17].20 These points are not 
mentioned to exaggerate the role of religion in Jewishness, but rather to demonstrate our 
theory in practice and thereby to highlight how our author is particularly concerned with 
the religious traditions inherent in Jewish society. 
The Exceptions 
We have labelled two of our references 'exceptions' on the basis that they do not 
immediately seem to conform to our analysis. However, neither of these references 
undermine our observations: In both instances the 'fEAAl1vE~ are mentioned in very 
specific contexts. Let us consider each reference in turn. 
20 The last reference discussed [JI Mace. XI.24J does not specify religion, unless we interpret 'observe their 
own laws' as following the Torah see discussion on IT Mace. IV. 10, 13, 15 (above). 
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The first 'exception' is best introduced as a literary construction used by our 
author to emphasise a point?] We are informed that the murder of Onias was a wicked 
deed that horrified the Jews. The extent of Jewish indignation is made clear in a 
description that emphasises how even the Greeks condemned the murder. This apparent 
sympathy has tended to be misinterpreted as demonstrating friendly relations between the 
Greeks and the Jews.22 The confusion is established by reading the lines in isolation and 
out of context. All of our analysis to date militates against the likelihood of our author 
saying something positive about the Greeks here: he has, after all, not long finished 
condemning Jason for introducing Hellenic practices and Antiochus for supporting him 
[11 Macc. IV. 7-20]! The key to understanding the actual meaning of the phrase is in the 
use of Ked as 'even' and applying the context we have outlined. The result is that the 
Greeks are being used as a literary tool, our author is using exaggeration to reinforce a 
point: 'even those godless murderous Greeks who have caused us so much pain and 
suffering, who themselves have killed so many of our people, even they thought that this 
particular murder of that most upstanding Onias was callous and unjust'. 
This reading could be dismissed as convenient speculation, however this is not the 
only time that our author uses this rhetorical figure. A little later in the same chapter we 
are informed of how Menelaus had instigated plunder, sacrilege and a riot in Jerusalem 
[11 Macc. IV.39-42]. The king after listening to the charges as laid out by three 
representatives of the Jewish YEpo'Uaia (senate) acquits Menelaus (primarily owing to the 
interference of Ptolemaeus) and condemns to death his accusers [11 Macc. IV.43-50]. 
These are men, we are so eloquently informed, who would have been acquitted even by 
those most uncivilised of peoples, the Scythians [11 Macc. IV.47]. Our author is again 
21 IT Mace. IV.36 (and surrounding passages). 
22 Cf. Goldstein (1983) 241. 
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using support from an unlikely group (in this case the Scythians, previously the Greeks) 
in order to emphasise a point: his disgust at the execution of three Jews (and, perhaps, the 
inequity of Seleucid understand Hellenic - justice). From these two examples we can 
identify the basic (underlying) formula: an observation is made by our author, which is 
then linked by Kat ('even') to a scenario that the intended audience would find 
unexpected (the Greeks support the Jews, the Scythians would impose fair justice). The 
second part of the construction adds drama, emphasising the events already described.23 
There is another dimension to this literary construction, the mentioned 
misinterpretation of these passages as indicative of a positive relationship between Jews 
and foreigners (in particular Greeks). Consider how the early Seleucid kings (especially 
Seleucus IV) were supportive of the Jews, even paying for Temple celebrations during 
the time Onias was High Priest [II Macc. IIL 2_3].24 This passage praises Onias, not 
because he fostered a positive relationship with the Seleucids, but because even the 
Seleucid kings respected the Temple. The distinction is subtle but infonnative: everyone 
knew what the Seleucid kings were really like (consider Selecus IV's instructions and 
Heliodorus' actions in the following lines [II Macc. IIL7-40]). Onias' 'greatness' is 
emphasised through the suggestion that even those blasphemous gentile kings could have 
suppOlted the Temple. Contemplate also Antiochus IV's death-bed promise that he would 
'even turn Jew' [II Macc. IX.17]. This is a passage full of literary constructions and 
interpretations - in this case the improbability (and insincerity) of Antiochus' new policy 
is reinforced by the most unlikely conversion. Our author is simply manipulating the 
23 Be that as it may, it is also important to note that the exaggerated events are still possible - just not very 
probable! That is what makes the construction so effective. 
24 See e.g. Johnson who makes much of the 'supportive' actions of the Seleucid kings and Seleucus IV at 
the start of Chapter III [(2004) 38-39], and Goldstein (1983) 200-201. 
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language to emphasise the points that he wants us to take notice of, a recognition that 
suggests that the traditional reading of these passages needs to be reassessed.25 
The second exception is the invasion of Judaea by Antiochus Eupator in 163 
B.C.E. The king brings an army with him that our author labels as 'Hellenic': 
Tip DE EVa'tcp Kat 'tEO'O'EpaKoO''tip Kat EKa'toO''tip £'tEt 1tPOO'E1tEO'EV 'tot<; 1tEpt 'tOY 
'Iouoav 'Av'ttoxov 'tOY EU1ta'topa 1tapaYEv£0'9at O'uv 1tA.ft9EO'tV E1tt 'tYtv 
'Iouoatav, Kat O'uv au'tip AuO'tav 'tOY E1tl'tP01tOV Kat E1tt 'trov 1tpaY)la'tCDv, 
EKaO''tov Exov'ta ouva)ltv 'EA.A.YlVtKYtV 1tE~roV )luptaoa<; EvOEKa Kat t1t1t£CDV 
1tEv'taKtO'XtA.tOu<; 'tptaKoO'tOu<; Kat EA.£<pav'ta<; ElKOO't Duo, ap)la'ta DE 
OpE1tavYl<Popa'tptaKoO'ta. 
In the year 149 Judas and the men with him were informed that Antiochus 
Eupator together with a large force was advancing against Judaea, and with him 
was Lysias his guardian and chief minister. Each had a Greek force consisting of 
one hundred and ten thousand infantry, five thousand three hundred cavalry, 
twenty-two elephants, and three hundred scythed chariots.26 
There is clearly no association with customs or (in particular) religion in this 
account. However, the Hellenes are certainly viewed in a negative way with the term 
"EA.A.YlVE<; used in a descriptive sense to refer to the invading army. If nothing else this 
again confirms our author's view of the Hellenes. It is also worthwhile taking a closer 
look at the description of this army. Certainly in some respects the label of 'Hellenic' is 
not unexpected: Seleucid dynasties (if not their armies) are called Hellenic by other near 
25 There are other examples such as II Macc. IV. 18-20 [people of Tyre]; XIV.24 [NicanorJ. It is also 
interesting that no examples of this construction appear in the two attached letters, thereby indicating that 
we have a literary technique probably developed by our author (or possibly Jason). 
26 II Macc. XIII. 1-2. Note also that: First, the Seleucid year 149 equates to 163 B.C.E. Second, the phrase 
'each had a force' while literally correct does not make sense in context as Antiochus would only have 
been nine years old. The force would have been under Lysias' command. Fortunately the exact meaning of 
this phrase in itself does not influence our argument. For comments on both see Goldstein (1983) 458-9. 
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contemporary authors. 27 Be that as it may, it is the social implications behind the creation 
of such labels that interest us, its development and use can reflect underlying perceptions. 
Consider the description of the army given: We are told it consists of one hundred and ten 
thousand infantry, five thousand three hundred cavalry, twenty-two elephants and three 
hundred chariots. The interesting point is the clear composite nature of the force (in terms 
of the ethnic mixture of peoples, not to mention twenty-two elephants). The infantry is 
simply too numerous to be solely comprised of Macedonians or Greeks, while any 
elephant units (for example) must be from India (probably as gifts from Indian princes).28 
The labelling of such armies as Greek [()uva)ltv 'EAAllVtKTtV] reinforces the idea that the 
term 'Hellene' can be considered a generic label - an observation that supports and is 
supported by our earlier discussion on both "EAAT\VE~ and 'Io'l.)()atot. On the basis of this 
criterion alone, therefore, it would be reasonable to assume that, for the Jews, those 
surrounding nations that supported Greek policy (at least to the extent that they would 
27 See, e.g. I Mace. 1.1, 10: Alexander was the first to rule the Hellenic Empire Antiochus came to lead; see 
comments by Goldstein (1976) 191-3. 
28 E.g. Polybius V.79; X1.34; Livy XXXVIIAO-41. It was probably during one of Megasthenes' trips to 
India that Seleucus received five hundred elephants from, according to Plutarch, Sandrocottus - that is 
Chadragupta ruler of the Mauryan empire: See Plutarch Alexander LXII.2; on Megesathenes and the 
relationship between the Seleucids and Indians see esp. Sherwin-White S. and Kuhrt A. From Samarkhand 
to Sardis (London, 1993) 91-103. For modern discussions of Seleucid military see Musti D. 'Syria and the 
East'. In F.W. Walbank et al. [eds.] The Cambridge Ancient History.' The Hellenistc World Vol. VII Part 1 
Second Ed. (Cambridge, London, New York; 1984) 175-220 esp. 190; Barchova (1976) esp. Pp. 42-53; and 
(1989) esp. Pp. 90-105; Sherwin-White et. al (1993) 53-9, 212-14. If further confirmation of the diverse 
background of the soldiers in this army [11 Mace. XIII.1-2] is needed, then consider Josephus who makes it 
clear that the army was made up of mercenaries and all those of military age in Antiochus' kingdom 
[Antiquities XII.9.3 (366)]. The author of First Maccabees describes how Antiochus sought mercenaries 
from overseas and from other kingdoms [I Mace. VI.28-29]. Note also our author's description of the 
Seleucid army as ncq.lq)'l)ACOV E9vll at 11 Mace. VIII.9, cf. VIII. 16: Our author was clearly aware of the 
composite nature of the force he labels 'Hellenic'. Moreover, this labelling again demonstrates our author's 
ability to reverse a Greek idiom: Diodorus, for example, labels Darius' army as Persian (despite its ethnic 
mix); see, e.g. the Battle of Gaugamela Diod. XVI1.58-62 (note also XVII.58.1 which demonstrates that 
Darius' army was comprised of various peoples). 
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invade Judaea) were all seen as one group. In order to classify or categorise this group, 
the Jews gave a single identity markerllabel (i.e. 'Hellene'),z9 
We cannot, of course, make a definitive statement as to the validity of such a 
broad Hellenic categorisation based on this one example since there are more than 
societal perceptions to consider when contemplating generic labels. Regardless, it does 
suggest that we should take particular care when determining and discussing exactly who 
the opponents of Judas Maccabaeus were (or could have been). It is to this question that 
we will turn our attention to next. Before we do, however, let us make some concluding 
observations with regard to the use of "EAAllVE~ in Second Maccabees. First, within the 
parameters of 'identity' we have managed to confirm the central role of cultural 
practices; specifically, the importance of religion and traditional laws to 'Jewishness'. 
Our author takes particular care to emphasise that the pro-Hellenic policies of Jason and 
Menelaus resulted in the introduction of practices that he considered odd: exercising in a 
gymnasium, ephebic education and a new political class (the Antiochenes). The principal 
concern is how these new practices eroded traditional values by undermining established 
roles, changing the political landscape and, most importantly it seems, undervaluing 
Jewish religion and traditional law. 
While these observations are interesting, they are relatively straightforward - for 
the most part explicitly stated in the text. Yet the analytical process that we have 
29 In the context of Jewish tradition such an approach is even more understandable. In Exodus, for example, 
instructions are given to the Jews from the Lord indicating that they can accept foreigners who, along with 
their family, adopt Jewish customs (in particular circumcision; i.e. follow the covenant of the Lord) where 
upon they should be treated 'as original inhabitants of their land [i.e. Israel], and that there should be one 
law for the converted foreigner and the Jews [Exodus XII.48-49]. The underlying principle here equates to 
that which we are suggesting the Jews might have applied to non-Greeks adopting Hellenic ways: adopt the 
customs and way of life and join "them". See also Judith XIV. 10; Josephus Vita 113 with 149; B.l. VI1.45; 
Cassuto U. A Commentary on the Book Of Exodus Translated from the Hebrew by I. Abrahams (Jerusalem, 
1967) 149-150; Childs B.S. Exodus: A Commentary Old Testament Library (London, 1974) 201-2; Cohen 
S.D. 'Respect for Judaism by Gentiles in the Writings of Josephus'. In HTR 80 (1987) 409-430; Co hen 
(1999) 140-174. 
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undertaken has opened up further insights in regard to the relationship between Hellenism 
and Judaism, Greek and Jew. In particular we are beginning to understand how our author 
perceived the Greeks and their role in his society. Furthermore, it is clear that the way the 
Hellenes are represented, cross-referenced, and used in the text demonstrates that their 
role is far more complex than the meagre eleven entries to "EAATlVE<; suggest. 
Chapter Five 
The 'Other' Nations and 
Second Maccabees 
In recent times modern commentators' have begun to emphasise how Judas was 
not opposed by the 'Hellenes' but by the 'surrounding nations' ['ta eSvl1 'ta KlrKAcp]\ or 
'the peoples of a different race' [aAAo<puAOt or aAAOyeVe'iC;].2 While appealing, this is an 
hypothesis that seems to be based on a few key phrases from (primarily) First Maccabees 
and supplemented by selective parts of Second Maccabees. 3 The reality is that little work 
has been done on what either text actually presents, by which I mean no specific analysis 
identifies who these surrounding nations were, how these peoples are represented in the 
texts, what the Jewish attitude towards them was and if examination of them can tell us 
anything about the Jews themselves or even the Jews' relationship with foreigners 
(including the Greeks). This sort of study is necessary to provide a context in which to 
understand the above phrases. 
With these observations in mind we will undertake such an analysis of Second 
Maccabees and consider the specific place names and different groups of people 
1 I Macc. IIL25; V.l; V.W; V.38; V.57; XII.53. See also Josephus Antiquities XII.327; XII.330; and Gruen 
(1998) 5. 
2 I Macc. III.36; III.45; 1V.26; X.12; XL68; XI.74. See also Josephus Antiquities XII.336; XIL340; XIL241. 
In First Maccabees the one specified usage of aAAocpuAot denotes the citizens of Galilee (Le. not the 
Greeks), when describing their mobilisation for the destruction of the Jews [I Macc. V.15]. Gruen uses this 
passage to demonstrate that the 'Greeks are not singled out', and that 'the issue of Hellenism takes a 
decided back seat': See Gruen (1998) 6. Our later discussion will demonstrate that Hellenic influences 
cannot be dismissed that easily. 
3 This is not intended to mean that Second Maccabees is ignored, rather to emphasise how it is made to fit 
the framework of First Maccabees see (e.g.) Gruen (1998) 1-40, esp. 3ff and note the prevalence of 
references to First Maccabees (esp. on pp. 5 n. 10 and 11), also note the comments Gruen makes on Pp. 8 
and references cited at n. 25, 26. 
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mentioned that we could classify as 'other', By definition this will exclude any references 
to Jews, Hebrews, Jerusalem, etc, while to help expedite matters we will also exclude 
broad references to 'the enemy', 'Nicanor's Forces', etc. The role of these groups is for 
the most part self explanatory; after all Second Maccabees does recount a rebellion,4 I do 
not mean to suggest, however, that generic labels are not important, and we will discuss 
one [eSvo.:;] in some detail; what we want to clarify first is exactly who the surrounding 
nations are and in so doing to gain an idea as to their respective role(s) in the text. 
The Surrounding Nations 
An examination of Second Maccabees reveals a total of 104 place-names or 
references to different groups of people,S Clearly this is not an insignificant number. 
However, in fifty-eight of these references the relevant city or group is mentioned in a 
purely descriptive way; Le. our author lists the area that a particular dignitary governs, or 
mentions a region that an army passes through, etc.6 These passages tell us very little 
about our author's attitude towards foreign peoples or about each group's role in the 
conflict, so our study will focus on the remaining forty-six references. There is one 
general observation that we should also consider: our total list of references involves 
4ln short 'the enemy' are viewed negatively while Maccabaeus' men are seen in a positive light. Examples 
are numerous, but consider as illustrative II Macc. VIlI.21 ff. ['Maccabaeus' men'], VIII.24 , 25, 27 
[Nicanor's men 'the enemy']; VIII.30 ['Forces of TimotheuslBacchides', note 'the enemy' VIII.3l]; etc. 
5 A complete list is attached as Appendix Two. 
6 Examples of this are numerous, but consider the following references which are illustrative of what is 
meant: Jason of Cyrene [ll Macc. 1I.19]; 'Apollonius son of Thrasaeus then governor of Coe\e-Syda and 
Phoenicia' [H Mace. 111.5]; 'HeHodorus set off at once, ostensibly to make a tour of the cities of Coele-
Syria and Phoenicia [11 Macc. 111.8]; ' ... And he [the king] set out from Egypt in a savage mood .. .' [11 
Macc. V.U]; etc. These fifty-eight references do not include the 'tending toward positive' or 'tending 
toward negative' entries: Cf. Appendix Two, Table One. 
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extensive repetition with Egypt, for example, appearing seven times.? Adjusting our 
Table to account for all such repetitions reveals that there are actually only fifty-four 
different peoples and places in the text. 8 
From these initial figures we can ascertain an initial impression as to the 
prominence of the surrounding nations in the text by classifying how many places are 
'local' to Judaea (i.e. those peoples living immediately around Judaea, areas such as 
Tyre, Idumaea, Samaria, etc.; and how many are 'distant' (i.e. those who are not direct 
neighbours, such as the Rome, Antioch, Babylon, etc.). Analysis reveals twenty-two in 
the former category and thirty in the later with two (Hellenes and Antiochenes) classified 
independently.9 This suggests a focus slightly in favour of 'distant' peoples or places 
(over those classified as 'local'). Furthermore, if we cross reference each people or place 
with the number of times it is mentioned the emphasis on the 'distant' category increases 
significantly: Fifty-seven (distant) versus thirty-six (local), with eleven references to the 
Hellenes and Antiochenes. lO While not in itself definitive this could provide the first 
indication that Second Maccabees is not primarily about Judas' campaigns against the 
'surrounding nations'. 
7 The seven references to Egypt are: IT Mace. I.l, 10; IV.21; V.1, 811; and IX29. 
8 These fifty-four peoples and places are tabulated in Table Two, at Appendix Two. 
9 This is the generally accepted definition of 'surrounding nations', along with the idea of longstanding 
opponents of Judaea; note Gruen: 'The campaigns of Judas Maccabaeus directed themselves in large part at 
enemies who had dwelled in the lands surrounding Judaea long before the advent of the Greeks ... The 
author of First Maccabees focuses attention upon the neighbouring communities and Peoples of Palestine 
and Transjordan, long-standing rivals of the Jews' [(1998) 5]. Each group or place is categorised as 
'Distant' or 'Local' at Appendix Two, Table Two. Note references to the "Et..t..llve~ are omitted because 
they often refer to cultural practices in Judaea. The second group omitted are the Antiochenes because they 
are most probably a class of citizenship rather than a different people as such. 
\0 I.e. Egypt is one place name categorised as 'Distant', but it is mentioned in the text of Second Maccabees 
seven times, see Appendix Two Table Two. 
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This notwithstanding these figures also present another pattern. The references to 
other peoples, especially those in the 'surrounding nations', tend to cluster into two 
Chapters (Four and Twelve ).11 In Chapter Four there are sixteen different peoples / places 
mentioned, of which four can be classified as 'local' and ten as 'distant' (as well as the 
Greeks and the Antiochenes). This ratio is adjusted slightly when we cross-reference the 
people or place with the number of times each appears: The ten distant groups remain at 
ten (i.e. they are mentioned once each), but the four 'local' groups rise to a total of seven 
references. 12 Despite this increase there is still an emphasis on distant groups. 
The second Chapter of interest is Chapter Twelve in which we are presented with 
a slightly different scenario. There are fifteen different peoples/places present in this 
Chapter, of which thirteen can be categorised as 'local' and two as 'distant' groups. 
When we cross reference each 'people' with the total of number of times they actually 
appear we get a similar pattern to that which we saw in Chapter Four (above): The distant 
category remains at two, while the 'local' category rises to seventeen references. 13 This 
demonstrates that 'local' groups or 'surrounding nations', if we utilise the current popular 
jargon, unequivocally dominates this Chapter. Whether, however, we should treat this 
scenario as indicative of Second Maccabees as a whole is questionable. This is only one 
11 Removing the 'Hellenes' and 'Antiochenes' there are a total of fifty-two places and peoples mentioned in 
Second Maccabees, twenty-seven (or 52%) can be found in Chapters Four and/or Twelve. 
12 The 'distant' groups and references in Second Maccabees, Chapter Four, are: Egypt IV.2l; Coele-Syria 
and Phoenicia IV.4; Romans IV.ll; Cypriots IV.29; Tarsus IV.30; Mallus IV.30; Daphne IV.33; Antioch 
IV.33; Cilicia IV.36; Scythians IV.47. The local groups and references are: Tyre IV.18, 32, 44, 49; Joppa 
IV.2l; Phoenicia IV.22; Ammonites IV.26. There are also two references to Antiochenes [IV.9, 19] and 
four to Hellenes [lV.10, 13, 15,36]. 
13 The 'distant' groups and references in Second Maccabees. Chapter Twelve, are: Cypriots Xll.2 and 
Thracians Xll.35. The 'local groups and references are: Joppa XII.3; Arabs XILlO, 11; Idumaeans XII.32; 
Jarnnia XII.8, 9; Kaspin XII.13; Jericho XI1.15; Charax XI1.17ff; Carnaim XII.21, 26; Ephron XII.27; 
Scythopolis Xll.29, 30; Marisa Xll.35; Adullarn Xll.38; Jarninities Xll.40. 
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Chapter of fifteen and as it is about Judas' campaigning around Judaea we would expect 
local places/peoples to dominate. 14 Of course such figures must be treated with caution: 
they in no way provide a definitive summation of subject matter. They do, however, 
provide an interesting pointer, perhaps even indicating that any dominate role ascribed to 
the 'surrounding nations' rests on artificially assessing small sections of the text as 
representative of the whole. 
The Friendly Nations 
It is interesting to determine whether or not each reference to peoples and places 
in Second Maccabees is presented in a 'Positive', 'Negative', or 'Descriptive' way by our 
author. 15 Our aim, as usual, is to identify any patterns that may be indicative of social 
perceptions. To begin, there are eleven examples of peoples or places that can be 
categorised as 'Positive'. Unfortunately, they tell us very little. Consider the inhabitants 
of Bethsura [Beth-Zur], for example, a town located in Judaea, whose inhabitants 
successfully manage to withstand Lysias' siege, albeit with the eventual aid of Judas [IT 
Macc. XI.5ff]. Even when we put aside the question as to whether or not Lysias did 
actually besiege this town, all the passage indicates is that other Jewish settlements 
outside the immediate control of Judas' army resisted the Seleucid forces. 16 The 
14 Consider our earlier observation, reached when we examined Second Maccabees as a whole, that more 
peoples/places can be categorised as 'distant' as opposed to 'local'. This in itself seems to militate against 
accepting the 'Surrounding Nations' hypothesis. 
15 At Appendix Two, Table One, each reference is categorised as 'Negative', Positive', or Descriptive'. The 
categorisation is from the perspective of the Jews - or more specifically of our author. 
16 Bethsura or Beth-Zur is located some twenty-eight kilometers to the South of Jerusalem. First and 
Second Maccabees disagree as to whether Lysias invaded Idumaea or Judaea, although the obvious solution 
is that he invaded Judaea via Idumaea, i.e. from the South. Josephus [Antiquities VII.5 (313)] and our 
author agree that Bethrusa was at this time in Judaea, while the author of First Maccabees places it in 
Idumaea [I Macc. IV.29]. See Goldstein (1976) 269ff; (1983) 405. 
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observation in itself is hardly surprising as we would expect most people to defend their 
homes regardless of the origin of the threat. 
A similar scenario also exists with regard to the Cilician cities of Tarsus and 
Mallus who rise in rebellion against Antiochus after they (the cities) are 'given' to 
Antiochis, the king's concubine [IT Mace. IV.30]. These cities are at least 'foreign' (from 
a Jewish perspective) and can perhaps indicate that other peoples also found Antiochus' 
policies questionable. Therefore, while we do not know if the inhabitants of these cities 
agreed or disagreed with Judas' stand, their enemy was at least the same. This same 
rationale can be applied to the Persians who are categorised as 'positive' on one occasion 
because they also defeat and repel Antiochus [IT Macc. IX.lff].17 
Perhaps more enlightening are the five references to the Romans. Three of these 
are 'Descriptive' (the senders of letters etc.), but two are positive: The first describes how 
a treaty of alliance and friendship had been established [IT Mace. IV.l1L while the 
second has the Romans acting on behalf of the Jews approving the concessions granted to 
the Jews by Lysias on behalf of the king [IT Mace. XI.34].18 These references tend to 
support the hypothesis that at this time the Romans and Jews were on friendly terms, yet 
we should still be cautious. The reality is that this relationship probably has more to do 
with Roman foreign policy and the desire to undermine the power of the Hellenistic 
kingdoms than any true friendship with the Jews. 19 After all, despite a supposed 'alliance' 
17 There are four other references to the Persians, although they are 'Descriptive': see 11 Macc. I. 13, 19, 20, 
33. There is also one 'Descriptive' reference to Persepolis [11 Macc. IX.2] and Ecbatana [11 Macc. IX.3]. 
18 11 Macc. VIII.10, 36; X1.34. Note, however that 11 Macc. VIII.10 describes how Nicanor intended to sell 
off Jewish captives to payoff a tribute demanded by the Romans. This seems to indicate that the Romans 
were friendly as they saw fit: if politically and financially they were better served with another policy they 
would take it - they were not interested in how Nicanor raised the funds, they just wanted payment! 
19 I.e. Rome's (token) support of the Jews can be seen as a hostile act by the Romans against the Seleucids. 
See Polybius 1I1.4.3; XXXI.6, 10; Goldstein (1983) 424f. 
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[11 Mace. IV.11], we do not see any practical support. Therefore, an we can conclude is 
that the references cited indicate a relationship with an outside power, albeit of a limited 
basis and of questionable value. 
We also have two positive references to the Arabs. The first of these is in Chapter 
Five, where we are told how Jason, having failed to take control of the government in 
Jerusalem, sought asylum in Ammonite territory.20 However, Aretas the ruler of the 
Arabs imprisoned him, and he fled from city to city hated as a renegade [11 Mace. V.S-
10]. In this account the Arabs seem to have no sympathy for an enemy of the Jewish 
people and it is through this 'sharing of a common foe' that we can categorise the 
reference as 'positive'. In reality this relationship has more to do with political 
expediency. The Arabs had previously given Jason support [11 Mace. IV.19], but when he 
failed in his grasp at power they (the Arabs) sided with the stronger group. 
The second reference also follows this pattern. In Chapter Twelve we hear how 
the Arabs seek a peace treaty with Judas [II Mace. XII.ll]. The parley only occurs, 
however, straight after they fail in an assault against Judas?1 For his part, we learn that 
Judas accepts because he believed that the Arabs would be useful in many matters [11 
Mace. XII. 12] . In other words, the relationship with the Arabs is defined as one of 
expediency for Judas - just as the relationship with the Romans was based on Roman 
foreign policy. In this sense we can legitimately question whether the Arabs (or any of 
the groups that we have mentioned) are 'friendly'. It seems clear that friendship 
(understand: 'Positive Categorisation') is very much based on circumstance and the 
ambition of individuals and/or groups at a particular point in time. 
20 Jason had earlier sought and received asylum here; see 11 Mace. IV.19. 
21 n Mace. XII. 10. This reference to 'Arabs' is categorised as 'Negative'. See Appendix Two, Table One. 
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This assessment contradicts most modern commentators who tend to interpret 
Second Maccabees as emphasising friendly relations between the Jews and Gentiles.22 
Two passages regularly cited as demonstrating this are the alleged support of Seleucus IV 
in paying for Temple celebrations [11 Mace. 111.3]; and the apparent support of the 
Tyrians through their provision of a magnificent funeral for the Jewish accusers of 
Menelaus condemned to death by Antiochus [11 Mace. IV.49]. Yet both these accounts 
are examples of a literary construction (topos) we introduced earlier: Exaggeration or an 
unlikely scenario is used in order to emphasise a point (so the unlikely generosity of the 
Tyrians emphasises how unjust Antiochus' actions were in condemning the Jewish 
representatives)?3 Therefore these accounts are not what they seem: context and our 
author's methodology alter the initial interpretation, so that we are at best identifying 
mutual indifference and at worst an active suspicion between the Jews and other peoples. 
Moreover, this interpretation is supported by other contemporary (or slightly later) 
evidence, such as First Maccabees and Tacitus.24 This strongly suggests that we are being 
presented with an idea or concept that is accepted (or perceived to be real) by at least part 
of Jewish society, including those beyond the intended readership of Second Maccabees. 
As a result we should look very carefully at any account that alleges support for the Jews 
22 See Goldstein (1976) 34; (1983) 241; Momigliano (1975a) 85-6; Johnson (2004) 14,38-41,51-52,153. 
23 The marker for this construction is kat, translated as 'even'; so even Seleucus paid for Temple 
celebrations. See discussion and examples in Chapter Four above. 
24 See e.g. Goldstein [(1976) 34, 78] who suggests that in the attitudes expressed towards foreigners 
(Greeks) there is a significant difference between First and Second Maccabees. He compares, for example, 
the beginning of each Book: The condemnation of Seleucid kings and the adoption of gentile customs [I 
Mace. I.1-12] is contrasted with the apparent generosity of Seleucus IV [II Mace. III.2-3]. This 
interpretation of course does not include the literary topos we have identified (and ignores Seleucus IV's 
subsequent orders to Heliodorus). Tacitus' opinion of the Jews is well-documented [see Tac. Hist. V.2-5; 
Chilver G.E.F. A Historical Commentary On Tacitus' "Histories" IV And V. Completed and Revised by 
Townsend G.B. (Clarendon Press: Oxford, 1985) 90ff; Schiirer (1986) Ill. 150ffl, although it must be noted 
that Tacitus would have been influenced by political events after the era that we are discussing. 
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by foreigners and examine not only the context and literary patterning, but also question 
why the support is alleged. 
The Enemies o/the Jews 
Let us now address the twenty-six references to peoples that we have categorised 
as having a negative relationship with the Jews. To begin, nine are a direct reference to 
the Greeks - or rather the Hellenes ["EAAllvEs]25, and another two are to that obscure 
Hellenic group the Antiochenes [11 Macc. IV.9, 19]. Each of these cases has been 
discussed in some detail in a previous chapter, so we do not need to repeat our analysis 
here - except, perhaps, to reiterate that each was classified as negative. With this in mind 
it is interesting to examine other occasions where, although the term "EAAllvEs itself 
might not be used, there is still clear reference made to specific Greek persons, towns or 
regions.26 Consider, once more, the enforced implementation of Hellenic customs 
described at the start of Chapter Six [11 Macc. VI.lff]: Antiochus sent an elderly Athenian 
to oversee the introduction of a policy which is perceived as threatening Jewish identity. 
It is the use of an Athenian to implement this policy that interests us here. In a practical 
sense this does not seem to be unusual: Ptolemy uses an Athenian to advise on religious 
matters and Athens is seen as the cultural and educational centre of Hellenistic times?7 
Nevertheless, the use of an Athenian does provide the king's policy with a direct Greek 
association, which in turn has two implications: First, it further reinforces the descriptions 
25 The references are: 11 Mace. IV.lO, 13, 15,36; VI.8, 9; XI.2, 24; XIII.2. See Chapter Four above. 
26 Our analysis here will be limited to Greek places and cities listed at Appendix Two. For completeness, 
however, the conclusions we reach should be considered in conjunction with those of Chapter Seven. 
27 See Plutarch De [side et Osiride XXVIII (362); Tac. Hist. IV.83; Chilver (1985) 85-6. Antiochus' 
misguided offer to the Jews [11 Mace. IX.15] further demonstrates our author's awareness of the role of 
Athens in the Hellenistic world. 
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we are given of the Jews being made to conform to 'the Greek way of life'. An Athenian 
is imposing (unwanted) practices that are perceived and labelled as Hellenic (whatever 
the reality). Second, since the changes are not well-received - as the rest of Chapter Six 
goes on to vividly describe the Athenian has a negative role, which further develops 
(from our author's perspective) the relationship between 'Greekness' and negativity. 
The next two references to consider are to Macedonians, both of which occur in 
Chapter Eight when Maccabaeus is urging his followers forward in the face of 
overwhelming numerical opposition.28 To do so Maccabaeus recounts how in a battle 
against the Galatians in Babylon the Jews fought bravely and successfully against 
overwhelming numbers while the Macedonians panicked. Even though there may be 
some debate as to the historicity of this account - or at least what battle or conflict our 
author could be referring to the underlying impression of the Macedonians remains.29 
Our author chooses to present a version of events where the Jews led the way to victory, 
while their comrades in arms, the Macedonians, are unreliable, almost cowardly - at the 
very least they are inferior to the Jews. Reading the text in this way is interesting. The 
reality is that for our author and his audience the power and might of the Macedonian 
military is indisputable yet this is not what is presented. Certainly Jewish status is 
advanced by this story, but it also seems probable that the derision of the Macedonians is 
28 Both these references are at II Macc. VIII. 20. We should also make clear at this point that the 
Macedonians (and for that matter the Thracians whom we will introduce shortly) were, by the Second 
Century B.C.E., Hellenised. While it is acknowledged that, strictly speaking, the Macedonians (and the 
Thracians) are ethnically distinct from the Greeks, the difference would be hardly noticeable to any outside 
(i.e. non Greek) observer. The author of First Maccabees, for example, identifies a relationship through 
Alexander the Great- between Macedon, Kittim (Greece) and the Seleucids [I Macc. I. 1-10]. 
29 There is no record of the Galatians penetrating so deep into Seleucid territory. They did, however, invade 
central Anatolia in the Third Century RC.E., settling there and becoming a menace to communities in the 
region. See Hansen E.V. The Attalids of Pergamon. Second Ed. Series: Cornel] Studies. In Classical 
Philology Vol. 36 (Cornell: Ithaca and London; 1971) 28-31. The Galatians referred to may be mercenaries 
in an imperial army as Goldstein suggests [(1983) 332ff]. 
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a continuation of the negative perception our author seems to have of the Hellenes in 
general. We could even go so far as to speculate that this 'negative reinforcement' could 
have been the purpose of the passage. It may have been significant that our author's usual 
practice of using a Biblical example was rejected in favour of the Macedonian story?O 
This leaves two further examples. The first is the description of how a Thracian 
horseman bore down on Dositheus and chopped off his arm, thereby allowing the 
Seleucid commander Gorgias to flee the battle. 31 Of course, it would be foolish to read 
anything significant into this account, although it gains some credence in that the 
presence of a Thracian cavalry unit attached to the position of Governor of Idumaea may 
not be unusual.32 Regardless of the reality, the importance for us is how the pattern of 
negativity towards Hellenic groups is continued: after all Gorgias' saviour could equally 
have been described as one of his mercenaries or a bodyguard from an attached royal unit 
or the equivalent. Yet our author chose to describe him as a 'Thracian', which in his eyes 
was as a Hellene. 
Our final example in this section is the reference to the Spartans ell Macc. V.9]. 
This passage is generally interpreted in a positive sense whereby the Jews are trying to 
30 Compare (e.g.) II Mace. XIU4-16, where our author uses a Biblical analogy - Joshua VU-2l. Note also 
that this interpretation of our author's perception is valid regardless of whether the Macedonians are meant 
here in a literal sense or whether it is intended as a generic label for the Seleucid force. Cf. Edson C. 
'Imperium Macedonicum: The Seleucid Empire and the Literary Evidence'. In Classical Philology 53 
(1958) 153-70 esp. 163; and for an outline of the Macedonian numbers in the Se1eucid Army see Bar-
Kochva B. The Seleucid Army: Organisation and Tactics in the Great Campaigns (Cambridge, 1976). 
31 n Mace. XII.35. Dositheus is described here as a Tubian Jew in order to distinguish him from the 
Dositheus at Xn.19, 24. 
32 Thracian cavalry seem to have been part of the Mercenary Forces in the royal army, units of which were 
at the disposal of the governor of Idumaea (i.e. Gorgias). See the description of the royal forces that parade 
in Antioch during the games put on by Antiochus IV [Polybius XXX.25.5; Goldstein (1983) 446]. Of 
course this description in itself does not mean that Thracian cavalry were always with the governor of 
Idumaea - our author could be retrojecting a later development. 
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acknowledge some form of Hellenic identity in order to provide a sort of validity to 
themselves as a people. For the most part this interpretation is consistent with the details 
that the author of First Maccabees provides, but - as we shall see - it does not necessarily 
relate to what is presented in Second Maccabees. The important observation for us is not 
so much the history of the alleged relationship or any other representations of it, but 
rather how our author treats that relationship.33 Let us consider the relevant passage: 
IIEpa~ oilv KaKll~ Ka'tacr'tpo<pll~ E't'l)XEV. EYKAlled~ 7tpO~ 'ApE'tav 'tOY 'trov 
'Apa~wv 'tu pavvov, 7tOAlV EK 7tOAEW~ <PEUYWV, OtWKO/lEVO~ U7tO 7tav'twv, 
cr't'OYOU/lEVO~ cb~ 'trov VO/lWV a7tocr'ta'tll~ Kat ~OEA'OcrcrO/lEVO~ cb~ 7ta'tp{oo~ Kat 
7tOAt'trov O~/lto~, d~ AtY'07t'tov E~E~pacrell. Kat 0 cr'OXvou~ 't1l~ 7ta'tp{oo~ 
a7tO~EvcDcra~ E7tt ~EVll~ a7tcDAE'to, 7tpO~ AaKEOat/loV{o'O~ avaxe£i~, cb~ Ota 'tl,V 
cr'OYYEViaV 'tE'O~O/lEVO~ crKE7tll~' 
'Then finally he came to a miserable end. He was imprisoned by Aretas the ruler 
of the Arabs, then fled from city to city, being pursued by all, hated as a rebel 
against the laws and as an abomination against both his country and fellow 
citizens, so he was cast out into Egypt. Then he, who had driven out so many 
from their homeland, died in a foreign land having gone to Sparta in order to seek 
refuge because of a kindred relationship'. 
[11 Macc. V.8-9] 
In the first part of this passage we receive a degrading description of Jason which 
is consistent with our author's earlier treatment of him. In short, we are informed that 
33 As we would expect there has been a lot of discussion of this alleged kinship between the Jews and 
Spartans. As indicated it is usually interpreted as a way for the Jews to support a claim for equal rights with 
the Greeks - but this is not necessarily consistent with what the author of Second Maccabees writes. See 
our discussion below. Our later conclusions notwithstanding, it is possible that the Jews tried to use an 
alleged 'kinship' between Spartans and themselves as an entry ticket into European culture - this is 
consistent with the actions of other peoples in the region, see e.g. the Tyrians' alleged relationship with the 
people of Delphi [SEG 2, 330]; although the Jews did go one stage further and suggest that the Spartans 
were descendants of Abraham and therefore their colony! See I Macc. XII.5-23; Josephus Antiquities XII 
225-7, XIII.166-70; Hengel (1974) I. 72ff, II.50ff; Jones A.H.M. The Greek City: From Alexander To 
Justinian (Clarendon Press: Oxford, 1940) 50. It is also possible that this passage is just a literary 
description of a fact accepted by the Jewish people and nothing more can be or should be read into it. We 
should also note that acceptance of the account in First Maccabees is the norm, thereby supporting our 
assertion that this text is usually given primacy over Second Maccabees. 
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towards the end of his life Jason could not find peace anywhere and ended up seeking 
refuge in Sparta. Certainly this account is rich in irony - Jason who cast out so many of 
his fellow citizens ended his days in a foreign land. This notwithstanding, why did our 
author choose Sparta as Jason's intended place of refuge and does his representation 
support the idea of a positive relationship between the Jews and the Spartans? The answer 
to the first part of this question must be distance: Sparta was a territory far removed from 
Jason's 'ancestral grave' - thereby his plight is emphasised. We could also suggest, based 
on our analysis to date, that the choice of an Hellenic destination further denigrates Jason: 
our author could be indicating where Jason's true loyalties lay. 
It is interesting that if these suppositions are true then this story is not an 
indication of a positive relationship between the Jews and the Spartans. In fact, to the 
contrary, what our author is demonstrating is that the Spartans are harbouring a fugitive 
of the Jewish people. There is still, however, the issue of kinship as mentioned toward 
the end of our passage. There is no doubt that this could be understood as referring to a 
relationship between Jews and Spartans in general. Nevertheless it is also possible that 
the 'kinship' could be understood on a personal level, that is between Jason and the 
Spartans on the basis of some familial relationship. Understanding the text in this way is 
consistent with our assessment of the Jewish-Hellenic relationship, while also providing 
support for our assessment of our author's perception of the Hellenes.34 
There is one other interesting observation that we can make about this passage: 
we are not actually told if the Spartans accept Jason or exactly where he was buried - all 
34 It also affects the accepted relationship between First and Second Maccabees. The supposed kinship 
between Jews and Spartans is introduced by the author of First Maccabees. It is possible that he expanded 
upon the personal association suggested in this passage between Jason and the Spartans in order to invent 
for the Jews a relationship with the "Greeks" as other local peoples had done. Afterall, there is doubt 
concerning the authenticity of the letter to the Spartans [I Macc. XI1.5-23 and Jos. Ant. XIII.5, 8 (166-70)] 
and the subsequent reply [I Macc. XIV.16-23]; see Schiirer (1973) 1. 184 esp. n.32. Consider also that this 
provides support for our assertion that Second Maccabees is earlier that First Maccabees. 
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we know is that it was not Judaea. If the Spartans refused J ason then this could be taken 
as demonstrating some degree of support to (their kin) the Jews. However, this is 
unlikely. Not only is it reading a lot into an omission in the text, it is also contrary to our 
understanding to date of the work as a whole: we would not expect an Hellenic state to be 
presented in this way. Nevertheless, let us persist with the possibility that our author 
could be developing the irony in the passage and manipulating the well known topos of 
dying in a foreign land (dislocation).35 Through a subtle omission our author is suggesting 
that not only did J ason die in exile, but that he was rejected by his (Spartan) kin and an 
Hellenic nation. The enhancement of the irony in this reading is appealing, while the 
ideology is not dissimilar to the 'exaggeration' literary construction (marked by kat: 
even) identified earlier.36 
There is one other reference to an Hellenic 'group' that we should mention at this 
time. In Chapter Nine we have a 'Descriptive' reference to the Athenians:37 According to 
our author Antiochus, on his death bed and wracked with pain, finally 'sees the light' and 
promises to give the Jews equal privileges to those enjoyed by the citizens of Athens. The 
promises are not, however, all that they seem. In the mind of the unreformed Antiochus 
Athens is represented as the zenith of human civilisation, while the Jews are viewed as 
the absolute nadir ('the fodder for the birds of prey' [11 Macc. IX.lS]). The reformed 
35 Our author uses irony and this same topos elsewhere - King Antiochus, for example, dies in a foreign 
land. However, we are also specifically told that Antiochus' body is returned to his homeland [11 Mace. 
IX.28]. This contrasts directly with Jason whose body does not rest in an ancestral grave - a detail which 
could further emphasise our author's hostility toward Jason. 
36 This particular example, of course, is not actually a part of this topos as the marker (kat) is not present. 
The point is that the underlying ideology is similar: (even) the Spartans (understand 'Hellenes' and 'Jason's 
kin') rejected him in life and death. 
37 11 Mace. IX.IS. While the reference is categorised as descriptive (since it is a literary construct) the 
context and our upcoming discussion (see below) suggest it should perhaps best be categorised as negative. 
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Antiochus will reverse this assessment and switch from supporting Hellenic culture to 
Jewish culture: the Jews will take the position of the Athenians.38 The problem is that the 
circumstances with which our author lets Antiochus make his offer demonstrates that he 
does not believe Antiochus' sincerity and neither it seems does the Lord [ll Macc. IX.18]. 
Furthermore, the account is rich with irony: even on his death-bed Antiochus does not 
understand that the Jews do not want to be Athenians (Hellenes). This ideology is 
reinforced by the subsequent use of our now familiar literary construct: Antiochus 'even 
[kat] promises to turn Jew' [ll Macc. IX.17]. The obvious is not the reality in this 
passage. The role for the Athenians is as the antithesis of the Jews, which of course 
means that they (i.e. the Hellenes) cannot be viewed positively.39 
We have now considered every occasion that the Hellenes are referred to either as 
a specific group (Athenian, Macedonian, etc.) or under the generic label "E)J.:r\VE<;. Our 
discussion demonstrates that every reference is negative or at best we can categorise 
some as 'Descriptive' - but even then we can detect some degree of anti-Hellenic bias. 
Furthermore, in the context of our initial discussion concerning the twenty-six negative 
references to 'other nations', it is clear that well over half (sixteen) can be categorised in 
some way as Hellenic. This observation goes someway in explaining how, despite the 
38 See II Mace. IX.I5: 'But he would make all the Jews, whom he had [hitherto] not judged to be worthy of 
burial, but [rather] of being thrown to the dumb beasts as fodder for birds of prey, the equals of [what] the 
Athenians [had hitherto been]' ['tou<; 310 Iou3o:{ou<;, ou<; 31EyYCOKEl l.trl3E 'to:<Pll<; a~l&crO:l, oicovoppro'tou<; 310 
cruv 'tOt<; VTl1t101<; EKphvnv OllP{Ol<;, 1tav'to:<; o:u'tou<; tcrOl)<; 'AOrtvo:iov; 1t0111crEtv]. 
The choice of the Athenians is also interesting since Athens is outside of the Seleucid Empire and 
it is an Athenian whom Antiochus uses to introduce the Hellenic customs so despised by our author [II 
Mace. VLlff]. It would have been known that Antiochus was a great admirer of Athenian culture, he had 
after all spent time there on his way back from Rome [Appian Syr. XI.45; Polybius XXVI.l; OGIS I no. 
248 vv. 55-56; M0rkholm O. Antiochus IV of Syria (K0benhavn, 1966) 40ff]. It is also interesting to note 
how there is no mention of granting any such privileges to the Jews in the cited letter II Mace. IX. 19-27. 
39 Strangely most commentators interpret the representation of the Athenians here as positive. See, e.g. 
Goldstein who argues that 'Jason assumes to be treated like an Athenian is a privilege' [(1983) 356]. 
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infrequency of the use of the tenn "EAA:r1VE~ itself, the Jewish-Greek dichotomy can still 
be considered central to the text: 'an Hellenic presence' underlies the majority of the 
events related to peoples and places that threaten the Jews. It is also interesting that all 
things directly Hellenic seem to be demonstrably negative. Consider how not one of the 
references to an Hellenic people, place or concept (in our study to date) is demonstrably 
positive or supportive of the Jews. 
With this in mind, let us continue with our analysis, we still have ten examples to 
discuss. Two of these we have made mention of in relation to the role of the Arabs and 
their (initial) support of Jason. As circumstances changed it is apparent that the Arabs 
altered their view and relationship with the Jewish people, thereby demonstrating a 
degree of political expediency.4o There are two other references that also do not warrant 
much discussion. The first is to the Mysian Mercenaries [II Macc. V.24]. These are 
simply a group of soldiers from the north-west of Anatolia who are under the command 
of one Apollonius. They are sent by the king (Antiochus IV) to slaughter all the Jewish 
adult males and to sell the woman and children into slavery. In reality these mercenaries 
are just a part of the execution of the lung's policy, but their actions are negative from the 
perspective of the Jews. The second reference we can understand in a similar way. We 
are told that Timotheus raised a large force of Asian horses and marched against Judaea 
[IT Macc. X.24]. The reference to 'Asian' horses is here used to symbolise the terrifying 
strength and size of this army by invoking images of the frightening battle horses of Iran. 
Meanwhile the campaign itself is understood by our author to be a part of a wider 
Seleucid (Hellenic) policy.41 In both examples, therefore, there is a link to the Hellenes 
40 The two negative references are II Mace. IV.26 (Ammonites) and XII. 10 (Arabs); there are two positive 
references [11 Mace. V.S; XII.ll (both to Arabs)] and one descriptive reference [11 Mace. V.7 
(Ammonites)]. See earlier discussion, this chapter. 
41 On the Asian horses see Bar-Kochva (1976) 514. Second Maccabees clearly presents Timotheus as acting 
in concert with Seleucid officials, but does not assign him a Seleucid rank (on O''tpU't1lYOC; see Bar-Kochva 
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through the king's (Hellenic) policies or the actions of percived Seleucid (Hellenic) 
agents. The connection is weak, but within the framework of our definition and 
discussion, so worth noting. 
This leaves us with six negative references. Each is to a 'surrounding nation' and 
each is related to uprisings against local governors or Seleucid policy. This suggests that 
these references are central to the hypothesis that Judas campaigned against the historical 
enemies of the Jews. It is surprising, therefore, that there are only six specific examples!42 
Certainly this number can be increased, to some extent, by the inclusion of accounts that 
tend to be descriptive in nature, but where indirect hostility toward Judas is also implied. 
Consider the town of Carnaim. It is to this town that Timotheus (an enemy of Judas and 
the Jewish people) sends women, children and supplies when he learns of Judas' advance 
[ll Macc. XIl,21]. Therefore, as a named destination Carnaim can, technically, only be 
categorised as descriptive. However, the town's people apparently accept and harbour the 
people and supplies that Timotheus sends, so we have an indication of support being 
provided to Judas' enemy - hence the 'tending toward negative' labe1.43 There are six of 
these examples that relate to towns/peoples in the region immediately surrounding 
Judaea.44 Yet even when we combine these possible negative entries with the six definit~ 
(1976) 85-93). Some have tried to make him a Selucid official [e.g. Bringmann (1983) 61], but in First 
Maccabees he is in the Transjordan as leader of the Ammonites [I Mace. V.6-8]. 
42 The six references are 11 Mace. X.15, 16 [Idumaeans]; X.32 [Gazara, or possibly 'Iazer' as in 1 Mace. 
V.3-5]; XII.3 [Joppa]; XI1.8, 40 [Jaminites]. 
43 The possibility that Carnaim was understood to support Timotheus is further reinforced a few lines later 
when Judas attacks the city and kills Twenty-Five Thousand people: 11 Mace. XII. 26. 
44 The six 'tending toward negative' references are 11 Mace. XII.13, l7ff, 21, 26, 27, 29 - note that they are 
all in Chapter Twelve. There are a further two references that have been categorised as 'Descriptive 
(Negative)', but they are not to towns immediately surrounding or threatening Judaea: 11 Mace. V.22; 
XII.2. See Appendix Two, Table One. 
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ones, we are still only left with a total of twelve references. This in itself begins to throw 
some doubt on the hypothesis that these groups are the true opponents of Judas. 
This sort of analysis can, of course, only give us general trends or point to areas 
towards which we should direct our attention. Analysis of specific examples is more 
relevant and informative. To that end let us examine the six 'negative' references in more 
detail. First we have the Idumaeans, mentioned twice in the following passage: 
rop"(ta<; oe "(BvoIlBvo<; cr'tpa'trt"(o<; 'trov 't01tCOV £~BVO'tPOCPBt, Kat 1tap' €Kacr'ta 
1tpo<; 'tou<; Iouoaiou<; E.1toAql.O'tpOCPBt. 0110-0 oe 'tOu'up Kat oi 'Iooullatot 
£"(Kpa'tBt<; £1ttKatpCOV 6xupcolla'tcov QV'tB<;, £,,(ullva~ov 'tou<; 'Iouoatou<;, Kat 'tou<; 
cpu"(aoBucrav'ta<; a1to 'IBpocroAullcov 1tpocrAa~oIlBvol 1tOABIlO'tPOCPBtV 
£1tBXtipouv. oi oe 1tBpt 'tOY MaKKa~atov, 1totrtcrallBVOt Al'tavdav Kat 
a~t(ocraV'tB<; 'tOY 9BOV crullllaxov au'tOt<; ,,(BvEcr9at, £1tt 'ta 'trov 'IooUllatCOV 
, I 0 
oxupcoJla'ta coPlll1crav ' 
'Gorgias having become governor [strategos] of the territories hired mercenaries 
and in every way sought hostilities against the Jews. At the same time as these 
things the Idumaeans, who were in control of strategic strongholds also harassed 
the Jews; they took into partnership the renegades from Jerusalem and seized the 
opportunity to promote war. The men with Maccabaeus, having offered prayers 
and expecting God to be their ally, marched against the strongholds of the 
Idumaeans. ,45 
This description of events seems to indicate that the Idumaeans were acting 
independently of Gorgias, attacking the Jews for their own purposes albeit at the same 
time as Gorgias' action. Understanding the text in this way supports the idea that Judas 
was under threat from the individual nations around him: Idumaea is attacking Judaea for 
independent, probably political and/or opportunistic, reasons. Closer scrutiny of the 
passage, however, raises some questions as to the validity of this interpretation. Gorgias' 
vague title as the 'Governor [or General] of the Territories' [cr'tpa'tl1,,(o<; 'trov 't01tcov] 
45 II Macc. X.14-16. Part of this passage has been cited previously, albeit in a different context [see Chapter 
Three, text to n.9 and following]. That interpretation does not affect our current discussion. 
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suggests he controlled several regions, one of which was demonstrably Idumaea: In a 
following passage Gorgias has the title 'Governor [General] of Idumaea' .46 This 
connection strongly suggests that the Idumaeans were acting in concert with or under 
instructions from Gorgias.47 In turn, this presents us with the possibility of an Hellenic 
association. Josephus indicates that Gorgias (along with Ptolemy and Nicanor) were 'men 
of power among the friends of the king' and despatched by Lysias to attack Judaea.48 This 
hypothesis is supported in our cited passage by the description of how the renegades from 
Jerusalem joined the efforts against the Jews. These 'renegade Jews' can only be that 
group that we have previously labelled (albeit very broadly) as 'Hellenisers', the 
supporters of the policies that J ason and Menelaus attempted to implement. Our author 
provides no indication of any other group to which we could apply this phrase. This 
suggests that Hellenised Jews and ranking Hellenic officials were acting due to a 
deliberate policy (of Antiochus V).49 
The only apparent problem with this interpretation can be found in Josephus, who 
indicates that Gorgias was the governor of Jamnia not Idumaea. 5o The easiest way for us 
46 11 Macc. XII.32: [opyiav 'tov 't1l~ 'Ibo'll~aia~ O"'tpa'tllYov. Goldstein also has one Gorgias at X.15 and 
XII.32 [(1983) 389]. 
47 A possibility also recognised by Goldstein (1983) 389. 
48 Josephus Antiquities XII.7.3 (298): avbpa~ b'llva'tou~ 'tmv 'tou ~aO"tAE(J)~. 
49 That these officials are supporters of Antiochus V is shown by 11 Macc.x.lOff, where our author observes 
that Antiochus V succeeds his father Antiochus IV. This could just be a connecting passage providing some 
sort of chronological structure, however we also hear of political appointments and policy reasons for these 
appointments; i.e. an account, including reasons, for Protarchos' appointment as Governor of Coele-Syria / 
Phoenicia [11 Macc. X.12ff]. Now, the passages following these descriptions relate to Gorgias and his 
actions. Considering that we are being presented with an epitome and must accept that not all relevant 
details will be provided by our author, the relative positions of the passages concerning Gorgias and 
Antiochus V (and Protarchos) should be enough to suggest a relationship. Supporting this interpretation is 
Josephus' presentation of Gorgias as a powerful friend of the king [Antiquities XII.7.3 (298)]. 
50 Josephus identifies Gorgias as the 'strategos of Jamnia' [Antiquities XI1.8.6 (351)]. 
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to deal with this issue is to follow Goldstein who suggests that Josephus simply got it 
wrong. However, let us consider the possibility that Josephus is correct and that when our 
author came to write his account, he found in his source no Greek governor for the 
ldumaeans. To make his point that the Greeks were behind the attacks on the Jews our 
author had to manufacture a Greek governor. To do this he could have taken Gorgias 
from Jamnia (where he belongs according to Josephus) and set him down in ldumaea 
where he is needed. The underlying point, regardless of the reality, is that in Second 
Maccabees, Gorgias is the governor of ldumaea and our author had a reason for 
presenting him as such.51 
The remaining four passages can be separated into two groups based on the 
Chapters within which they appear. First we have Judas' siege of Gazara [II Macc. 
X.32ff] (or possibly 'lazer' as in I Mace. V.3-5). In this passage Timotheus had fled to 
Gazara and he, along with the garrisoned force that was there, barricaded themselves in 
the stronghold and taunted the Jewish army with insults. It took five days for Judas and 
his followers finally to capture the city, whereupon they destroyed it and massacred all 
the survivors of the siege: our author describes how 'the Jews burnt the blasphemers 
51 The corresponding account of these events in First Maccabees seems to make it clear that the enemy was 
the surrounding nations [I Mace. V.I-2]. In short, we learn that they attack because the Jews have rebuilt 
the altar and rededicated the Temple. This an action and justification that in themselves seem illogical until 
we recognise that this passage is actually a literary allusion to Erza IV.I,4 and Nehemiah IV.lff. Be that as 
it may, other theories have been suggested: Goldstein, for example, proposes that the rededication signifies 
a fulfilment of God's prophecies and as a result the surrounding nations became afraid [(1976) 293]; a 
theory that can at best be described as speculative. A more likely scenario is Goldstein's secondary 
argument that a fear of difference fuelled by Jewish isolationism developed [(1976) 199-200, 293], 
especially if we consider that the re dedication of the Temple probably also marks a resurgence of Jews 
adhering to the Torah. This would result in the Jews living in these surrounding cities rejecting some 
Hellenic (local) practices, possibly withdrawing more from their fellow residents - all in favour of 
fOllowing their traditional law. This could have caused suspicion and resentment prompting some action. In 
addition, the actions against the Jews are not presented as isolated events (i.e. occurring in only one city or 
region), so they could have been perceived (by the Jews) as being a part of the Seleucid campaigns 
(regardless of the reality). 
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alive' .52 The hostility between the two armies is self evident, yet it is interesting that it is 
the men under Judas' command who carry out the bloody massacre. Our author does 
provide an explanation for these acts, namely that Timotheus is holed up in the city and 
that the defenders verbally abuse them. It may be that our author's audience perceived 
this as ample justification for the elimination of a town, although I suspect the destruction 
was a response to earlier actions by Timotheus when Judas was otherwise engaged. Be 
that as it may, the way the account is presented arouses the suspicion that Judas was not 
seeking vengeance, but was the aggressor actively expanding his influence. 
The remaining three references are in Chapter Twelve. First, we have a 
description of the atrocities done to the Jews by the citizens of Joppa: The people of 
Joppa tricked the Jews that lived among them (i.e. in the city of Joppa) onto boats. They 
then set sail out into the harbour, the boats were sunk, and it is reported that two hundred 
Jews drowned [II Mace. XI1.3-4]. Judas responded by setting the harbour on fire and 
killing whomever he encountered. The town itself, however, was closed against him. So 
Judas withdrew intending, we learn, to return to wipe out the entire community [II Mace. 
XII.7]. To some extent the actions by Judas here seem understandable. Even so the extent 
of retribution required is worth noting: The destruction of the harbour was not sufficient 
retribution, the promise of a future massacre is needed. This raises the level of violence to 
that which we observed at Gazara, the similarity (in degree) perhaps providing support 
for our comments on social and/or literary expectations. The same holds for Judas' action 
against the Jamnites. We learn that the flames from Jamnia could be seen in Jerusalem 
some forty-eight kilometres distant [II Mace. XII.9]. Yet the people of Jamnia had not 
actually done anything: Judas is striking first and destroying communities on the 
possibility that they may turn on the Jews in their city. 
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The third negative reference from Chapter Twelve is also to the Jamnites. We are 
informed how Judas and his followers defeated Gorgias in battle [II Mace. XII.36-37]. 
Then, when they returned to the battlefield to collect the bodies of their fallen, they 
discovered consecrated idols of the Jamnites under the cloaks of the dead. Such idols are 
forbidden by Jewish law (Torah), and this, it is suggested, is why these Jewish soldiers 
perished - not an unsurprising assertion considering our author's emphasis on the 
importance of religion. 53 At any rate, all that the above descriptions actually confirm is a 
hostility by some of the surrounding nations towards Judas and his followers (or perhaps 
more accurately 'Jews' regardless). However, confirming that some of the surrounding 
nations were hostile does not in itself tell us a great deal. Nor do these (limited) 
references suggest that conflict against the surrounding nations should be considered a 
central theme of the text. 
Second Maccabees, Chapter Twelve 
Earlier we indicated that Chapter Twelve requires special attention as the local 
(surrounding) nations dominate. To some extent this should not surprise as, for the most 
part, it describes Judas' campaigning in the lands around Judaea. Still a detailed case 
study is instructive. To begin, there are a total of nineteen references to peoples or places 
in this Chapter most of which we have discussed to some extent previously. Leaving 
aside these examples we are still left with ten references to consider.54 Each is categorised 
53 See II Mace. XII.40. For the law forbidding idols see (e.g.) Deuteronomy VII.25-6. The idols themselves 
were probably looted in the recent campaign against the city [H Mace. XI1.8ff]. This passage demonstrates 
a fundamental difference between First and Second Maccabees. In First Maccabees the Jewish soldiers die 
not because they break Jewish law but through their own desire for glory [I Mace. V.67J - Religion is more 
central to Second Maccabees. For other interpretations/comments see Goldstein (1983) 448ff. 
54 Five of the nineteen we have classified as negative and discussed in the preceding section [H Mace. XII.3 
(Joppa), XII.8, 40 (Jamnites mentioned twice), XII.lO (Arabs), XII.35 (Thracians)]. Of these only three 
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as 'Descriptive', although some (six) tend toward negative and one tends toward positive. 
What all these references have in common, however, is that they each present us with 
contact between Judas and the residents of a city around Judaea (Le. a 'surrounding 
nation'). Moreover, they all seem to share a common underlying factor. As demonstrative 
consider our author's account of Judas' advance against the city of Kaspin: 
'E7tE~aAEv 3£ Kat E7tt 'ttva 7tOAtv ['YEq>upat~], ox'Opav Kat 'tdXEcrtv 
7tEpt7tEq>pa'YIlEvllV Kat 7taIlIlEt'YEcrtv ESVEcrtv Ka'tOtKo'OIlEVllV, Qvolla 3£ Kacrmv. 
He [Judas] also advanced against a certain city named Kaspin, a strong and well 
fortified place inhabited by a very mixed gentile population.55 
Our author then goes on to describe how well fortified the town is, how the 
citizens abuse the besieging Jews and adds a Biblical comparison to how the Lord hands 
Jericho to the Jews in the time of Joshua.56 He then describes Judas' subsequent actions: 
peoples are considered a 'surrounding nation' (Joppa, Jamnia, and the Arabs), the Thracians are clearly 
'distant'. Moreover, the Arabs are classified as both negative (they attack Judas) and then positive (they 
establish a treaty between themselves and the Jews, cf. XII.l1). Removing the five references still leaves us 
with fourteen, one of which is to another 'distant' location (Cypriots: Nicanor is described as the chief of 
the Cypriot mercenaries [11 Macc. XII.2]). Another is to Jericho and is part of an analogy to great deeds of 
the past used by Judas to inspire his followers [11 Macc. XII.15]. Both of these can be omitted. Finally we 
have discussed two positive references previously [11 Macc. XII. 11 , 38]. This leaves us with ten references. 
55 11 Macc. XII.l3. The location of Kaspin is uncertain. I have followed Goldstein in locating it on the site 
of "Khisfin", which is by a swamp that could equate to the lake mentioned at 11 Macc. XII.16. See 
Goldstein (1983) 439; Abel (1949) 436. Note also that the text at this point is made difficult by the 
inclusion of the term yeq)1SpCW;. In Codex Alexandrinus we find leq)'\)OUV, which closely resembles the 
noun ye<pupa [dam, mound, bridge] or verb Ye<pUporo [to bridge over]. Neither term makes any sense in the 
context of our passage. To complicate matters further, this word is not in Lucian's text, nor is it found in 
the old Latin translations. Goldstein suggests that the term is a scribal error, noting that 'Gephron' is 
another name for the city 'Ephron' (see Polybius V.70.12) and that a description of Ephron similar to the 
above account on Kaspin occurs a little later in the Chapter [11 Macc. XII.27]: see Goldstein (1983) 439, 
Abel (1949) 435-6. Codex Venetus simply omits the term as do most translators. In this instance we also 
have elected not to translate it. 
56 11 Macc. XII.14-16. The Biblical comparison is to Joshua VI.l-21. 
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KCX1:cxAcx~OI-l.f:vol 1:e 1:~V 1tOAlV 1:'fi 1:0U SeOU SeAflcret al-tu9f\1:01)C; E1t01flcrcxV1:0 
cr<pcxyac;, Wcr1:e 't~V 1tCXpCXKelJl.EVllV A1Jl.VllV 'to 1tAa'tOC; EX01)crCXV cr'tcxoi01)C; OUO 
KCX1:app1)'tov CXtJl.CX'tl 1te1tAllPOOJl.EVllV <pCXiVecrSCXl. 
'Capturing the city through the will of God they undertook a massive slaughter, 
such that the lake beside the city, which was two stadia wide, seemed to have 
been filled by the blood flowing into it'. [II Macc. XII.16] 
Taken together these passages demonstrate two issues. First, once Judas has 
secured victory he does not just demand that the city's populace support the Jews, or even 
be obedient to him; instead, he massacres them. The extent of the killing is presented 
through a vivid account of a nearby lake overflowing with blood. This is the same sort of 
dramatic exaggeration identified earlier, although this time we have an indication as to 
why the massacres are included: our author was equating Judas' expedition with the great 
battles of Jewish history. The bloody image presented here follows an analogy to the 
destruction of Jericho by Joshua where all the citizens were put to the sword: men, 
women, children and even the cattle.57 
Second, it is made clear that Judas attacks Kaspin. We receive no reason for the 
attack. There is no indication that the Jews are being mistreated by the other residents of 
the city, nor is there any indication that they intended to cause the Jews any harm. 58 All 
we learn is that the town was inhabited by a mixed population of Gentiles Ca description 
that we should take as derogatory), and that after the assault had begun the city's 
inhabitants hurled insults against the Jews.59 Our author quite clearly recognises that there 
57 Joshua VI. 17 and 21 which tell how everyone who was not in the house of the prostitute Rahab was to be 
executed, an act which the victorious Jews carried out. Such analogies of course provide further indication 
of a literary licence in presenting these accounts. 
58 In our previous discussions of Judas' attacks against cities we noted the justification provided, be it the 
killing of Jews (Joppa: II Mace. XII. 3), or the planning of similar atrocities (Jamnia: IT Macc. XII.8ff). 
59 Il Macc. XIU3-14. Mixed parentage is seen as a derogatory characteristic among both the Greeks and 
the Jews, see Isocrates IV.24; Numbers XI.4; Nehemiah XIII.3; Philo In Flaccum lA, De Legatione ad 
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was hostility between the two groups but he seems unable to place the blame for the 
conflict directly on the 'Gentiles'. The author of First Maccabees suggests that many 
Jews were being held captive in the fortified towns of Bosora and Bosora-in-Alema, 
Kaspho, Maked, and Karnaim (where Kaspho probably equates to Kaspin), because local 
Gentiles were angry that the Temple had been rebuilt. 60 This would provide a reason for 
the attack, but it is demonstrably not responsible for Judas' actions according to the 
author of Second Maccabees. While our author acknowledges that the Temple's revival 
caused conflict, by the time the events in Chapter Twelve are being related this 
disagreement had been resolved [II Mace. XI. 13-38]. 
This leaves us with a dilemma: Why did Judas campaign against the surrounding 
nations? Our author provides one possible reason, at the start of the Chapter we are 
informed that some Hellenic officers would not let the Jews live in peace: 
r€VO~f.vrov (5£ 'trov 0''UV9l'\KroV 'tou'trov, (, ~£v A'UO'la~ anU€t npo~ 'tOY ~acrtA.f.a, Ot 
(5£ 'Io'U(5a'iot n€pl 'tTtV y€ropytav Eylvov'tO. Trov (5£ Ka'ta 't6nov O''tpa'tl'\Yrov 
Tt~69€O~ Kat 'AnoA.A.rovtO~ (, 'tou r€vvaio'U, En (5e 'I€prov'U~o~ Kat Lll'\~o<pffiv, 
npo~ (5£ 'toU'tOt~ N tKavrop (, K'Unptapxl'\~, OUK etrov au'tou~ €uO''ta9e'iv Kat 'ta 't11~ 
~ , " l'\O''UXta~ ay€tv. 
'When these treaties had been made [Le. the resolution of the conflict begun by 
the reconstruction of the Temple] Lysias marched away to the king and the Jews 
began to concern themselves with farming. However, the officers of the regions 
Timotheus and Apollonius son of Gennaeus, as well as Hieronymos and 
Demophon together with Nicanor the Cypriarch, would not allow them [the Jews] 
to live in tranquil and peaceful ways'. [II Mace. XII.1-2] 
Gaium XVlII.120; Goldstein (1983) 439; our discussion (with references) in Chapter One. The idealistic 
belief that 'purity' is best reinforces a negative interpretation of the above passage. This point is raised 
again in another discussion on II Mace. XII. 13 that occurs in the following chapter. 
60 See I Mace. V.26 and V.1-2. Note also Josephus Antiquities XlI.8.3 (335-6, 340). For the arguments 
equating Kaspho and Kaspin see Goldstein (1976) 301, (1983) 439. 
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Our author is clear that these 'officers' disrupt the daily life of the Jews. The 
location of this assertion before the beginning of Judas' campaign strongly implies a 
cause and effect relationship. An observation reinforced by one named officer 
(Timotheus) who becomes the primary opponent of Judas throughout the rest of the 
book. 61 This causal relationship can of course be accepted or rejected. If we reject it, we 
must also be implying that Judas' campaign was, for the most part, not defensive but 
offensive. Many of the descriptions we are given of his assaults do not provide a direct 
reason for the attack, let alone the resultant massacres. Our author does label the 
defenders 'blasphemers' and the like, but this is usually only done after Judas has 
commenced his siege. In this context it is difficult to blame any of the 'surrounding 
nations', rather what we could have is an indication of imperial ambition - a desire later 
realised, perhaps, with the Hasmonaean dynasty. At the very least we can understand 
these actions as plundering raids in order for Judas to finance his army. 
On the other hand if we accept this relationship we have a demonstrable way to 
explain Judas' campaign: he was responding to the actions of these officers. Interestingly, 
our author gives these officers Hellenic names thereby indicating that he understands 
them to be Seleucid officials.62 In this context, we can interpret the cited passage as 
indicating how the Seleucid officers continued to prevent the Jews from following their 
own customs or certain customs (perhaps owing to a central policy) despite the alleged 
settlements and to impose some Hellenic beliefs or practices that the Jews did not want to 
61 To reiterate, this is an epitome, therefore we should expect some omissions. It may have been that any 
cause and effect relationship was common knowledge and/or that the need for brevity overrode this 
particular detail. This notwithstanding the relative positions in the text do indicate that the officers 
undertook an action (or actions) that resulted in a military response by Judas. 
62 The phrase 0 KU'ta 'tonoY cr'tPUTIWOC; has been interpretted by some as an official Seleucid rank: see 
Bringmann (1983) 61; contra. Bar-Kochva (1976) 85-93. Either way, there seems little doubt these officers 
were linked to the Seleucid regime - at least in the eyes of our author: see Goldstein (1983) 432-3. On our 
authors use of Hellenic names see Chapter Seven, below. 
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follow. 63 This fits well with the framework of the book as it continues a theme that our 
author had previously developed. Consider, for example, how this very scenario is 
outlined in Chapter Six: As part of royal policy 'Hellenic' residents of the surrounding 
cities were to prevent the Jews from following their traditional practices [II Macc. VI.8]. 
Understanding what occurred rests (and recognises) a reliance on internal cross 
referencing - a technique we know is used by our author. The same pattern is simply 
being repeated here. 64 
While neither of these theories can be categorically dismissed, if we have to select 
one it is perhaps best to prefer the latter. This selection is based primarily on context. It 
supports a central theme that appears to be running through the whole of Second 
Maccabees: i.e. Hellenic influences in various forms are affecting Jewish society and are 
responsible, in part, for a degree of conflict. We are far better served continuing with the 
observations we have already demonstrated as being integral to the work as a whole. Be 
this as it may, our discussion and resulting conclusions are based on one reference. 
However, as we indicated the events at Kaspin are indicative of most of the other 
references, in that each follows the same basic pattern: Judas comes to the town, attacks 
it, and then destroys it (e.g. Charax [II Macc. XII.17ff]) or massacres the population (e.g. 
63 Whether or not interference by the 'officers' was Seleucid policy is left open by our author [Cf. Goldstein 
(1983) 432]. Even if the local officers were acting independently, their actions against the Jews will have 
involved an 'Hellenic' presence at some level. These officers were not the product of a vacuum and must 
have operated within the boundaries of what they knew: i.e. Hellenism. Therefore, even if it is only in a 
abstract way, Judas' battles against the 'Surrounding Nations' are also against Hellenic concepts. 
64 II Macc. V1.8 demonstrates that the mistreatment of Jews by the inhabitants of local (i.e. surrounding) 
cities residing among them is a part of Seleucid policy. Furthermore, the campaigns of II Macc. IV and V 
are presented as a part or extension of the overall royal policy, while the implementation is carried out by 
the king's kinsmen and/or local governors. This same ideology is evident in First Maccabees: Consider I 
Macc. V.I-2 which describes the surrounding nations' mistreating the Jews in their respective cities. The 
author of First Maccabees also emphasises the negative role of the king's policies and the imposition of 
Hellenic customs; see e.g. I Macc. 1.20-24, 29-32, 41ff; II.22, 31, 34; III.13-14, 27ff esp. 32ff, 39, and 42. 
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Carnaim [II Macc. XII.26] and Ephron [II Macc. XII.27]). The rationale for the action on 
each comes back to the Hellenic officers that begin the Chapter, as indicated (above). 
The one exception is in regard to the polis of Scythopolis.65 Judas approaches with 
the intention of attacking, but the Jews in the city plead for leniency, testifying to the 
good will of the locals. As a result Judas spares the town on the condition that the 
inhabitants continue to maintain friendly relations with the Jews. This supports the 
assumption - previously based solely on the text of First Maccabees - that the peoples in 
the surrounding cities were mistreating the Jews who dwelt among them. The problem, 
however, still remains why the surrounding peoples acted as they did, a question that 
brings us back once more to the actions (policies) of the Hellenic officers. Therefore, the 
account of the sparing of Scythopolis, while perhaps at first seeming 'different', does not 
discredit our interpretation of the text. Finally, we should also acknowledge that the 
events at Scythopolis also enable our author to develop character depth: we are presented 
with the magnanimity of Judas a man capable of ruthless slaughter and leniency as 
circumstances dictate. 
This analysis of Chapter Twelve seems to militate against Judas' main threat as 
coming from the 'surrounding nations' - at least in any independent sense. Certainly it 
cannot be disputed that the actual confrontation - in terms of the battles, sieges and the 
like - were fought on the lands in and around Judaea. Furthermore, it is also clear that the 
peoples Judas faced were, to some extent, those of the local cities. However, two 
observations in particular that arise from this case-study and our earlier analysis indicate 
that these interpretations must be treated with caution. 
First, consider the empirical evidence that we have presented. In summary, there 
are 104 peoples and/or places mentioned in the text of Second Maccabees. Of these only 
65 II Macc. XII.29ff. This is the one example which is categorised as "Descriptive Tending Positive" [II 
Macc. XII.30] in Table One at Appendix Two. 
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twenty-six can be categorised as negative or interpreted as involving some hostility 
toward the Jews. This number can be further reduced by removing all references to the' 
'EA)"llVeC; or a specific Hellenic people (e.g. the Athenians) or place (e.g. Athens). In 
doing this we are left with ten entries, but only six of these refer to a 'surrounding nation' 
(or twelve if we include those references that we have classified as 'tending toward 
negative,).66 While we cannot reasonably suggest the number of hostile references 
correlates to our author's beliefs, it can provide both a direction for analysis and an 
indication of what could be (or might not be) important to our author. Consider how in 
Chapter Twelve seventeen of the nineteen references to 'peoples' are to those in the 
surrounding nations and correspondingly we are left with the impression that Judas' 
opponents were these cities. Therefore the empirical data supports a general reading of 
this chapter. If we extrapolate this methodology over the text as a whole, then the lack of 
hostile references to the surrounding nations must indicate a lesser role for these groups 
than some have advocated. Moreover, there are fewer negative 'surrounding nations' 
entries than references to "EAAllVec; or Hellenic places/peoples, which suggests (in terms 
of indicating patterns or assigning responsibilities) that the Hellenes are more central to 
the text than the surrounding nations. 
This observation leads us to our second point: We have observed a developing 
link between the opponents of Judas and (in a very broad sense) 'Hellenic concepts'. This 
association is often identifiable through the personnel involved (Le. their 
'positions/roles'); the implementation of Seleucid policy (where 'things Seleucid' are 
understood or perceived to be Hellenic); and/or through a direct reference to "EAAllVeC; 
66 Increasing the entries to include those that are classified as 'tending toward negative' also helps counter 
the subjective nature of the classification process: Le. a reference we have classified as 'tending toward 
negative' someone else may see as 'negative'. Including them all as negative helps reduce such variations. 
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or a Greek people/place. Further support for this emerging trend can be found in the 
recognition that many of the local cities Judas confronts can and are classified as a Greek 
nOAtc;, which in itself indicates that the occupants were Hellenised. 67 Again the role of the 
Hellene seems to be very important for our author. Be that as it may, I am not advocating 
that we need to make a choice between 'Hellenism' and the 'Surrounding Nations' in 
order to clarify whom or what Judas is opposing. To do so simply reflects a need to 
quantify and qualify history into simple boxes or categories. The reality is that each of 
these reasons are not in themselves mutually exclusive. Disputes against the surrounding 
cities may be a reaction against or the result of Hellenic based policies. Citizens in these 
cities may have adopted foreign practices for self preservation, the Jews simply became 
the victims of such choices. Finally, it seems clear that while Judas was preoccupied with 
the king's forces the traditional enemies of the Jews ravaged Judaea. When Judas was 
free he turned his attention to these incursions in order to secure territory and/or obtain 
booty. The important point to recognise is that regardless of whether or not these raids 
and counter-punches were independent actions our author understands them to be a part 
of the Seleucid campaigns and linked to a destructive Hellenic influence. This perception 
must surely have also been shared by many of his contemporaries. 
Despite the detail of our analysis we are left with a sense that there are still many 
unanswered questions regarding Judas' opponents and the role(s) of the 'Hellene', 
'Hellenism', and/or 'surrounding nations'. In an attempt to uncover further insights we 
will shift our focus and examine one of the more generic references to 'other peoples': 
£8voc;. This is a term central to the phrase 'surrounding nations' itself as well as being 
important with regard to our earlier discussion on the 'other', therefore it requires further 
analysis. 
67 Consider, for example, Joppa and Jamnia. On their status as Greek cities see Goldstein (1983) 433; 
Tcherikover (1959) 93-94. 
Chapter Six 
The Use of EeVO~ 
In Second Maccabees 
We have spent considerable time examining the groups, peoples and places 
that our author names in Second Maccabees. While interesting, this analysis does 
have limitations, one of which is the construction of narrow parameters: Our study 
has omitted any general labels to focus on the specific. As we have noted these entries 
are not insignificant in number, although we can assess the role of most of them with 
little difficulty references to 'the enemy' are negative, while those to 'Maccabaeus' 
Men' are always positive. The more general references to 'foreigners' or 'masses', 
however, do deserve our attention. This involves turning our attention once more to 
the 'surrounding nations' ['ta EeVll'ta K1:l1CACP] or the terms more prevalent in Second 
Maccabees 1tajlQ>UArov eevll or'ta EeVll.1 In particular, we will address and try to 
answer the question: 'to whom does the term EeVO~ refer'? 
To begin eevo~, in its most basic form, can be defined as: ' a number of 
people accustomed to live together' or 'a body of men'. By the time of Herodotus (at 
least) eevo~ had come to mean 'nation' or a group that maintains local autonomy even 
while being subject to an empire.2 There is also a clear relationship to the concept of 
'ethnicity' (a term whose Greek root is EeVO~), thereby raising the identity issues we 
have discussed extensively. Furthermore, eevo~ in some ways incorporates the duality 
1 For n;ul-UpuArov e6vll see e.g. II Mace. VIII.9, VIII.16; or for 'to. e6Vll (the nations / gentiles) see 11 
Mace. VIII.5, XII.13 [I Mace. 11.68; 111.10, 45, 48,52,58; etc.]; see also Gruen (1998) 5. 
2 Consider, for example, how Herodotus divides the Hellenic race (yevoc;) into parts/nations/tribes 
(e6vll) [Hdt 1.143]. There has been and continues to be plenty of discussion on political structures in 
antiquity, and e8vll are fundamental to this. Consider, for example, an authorial comment by Polybius 
at the start of Book Nine where political entities are described as Cities, Nations and Monarchies 
[IX.1.4ff]; see also Diodorus XIX.57.3; O.G.I.S. 229, L 11 (Smyrnean decree). Note comments and 
references by Goldstein (1976) 194-5; Rostovtzeff (1941) 502-3, 1439-40; Walbank (1967) 11.117. 
Finally see our comments and references in Chapter One n. 38, this thesis. 
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of 'us' and 'them': E8vo<; came to be used to describe 'other' groups. In the New 
Testament ESvo<; comes to represent non Jewish and non Christian peoples - that is 
'Gentiles' - in an attempt to translate and interpret the Hebrew term goyyim. There is 
also the association or relationship between the terms E8vo<;, Latin 'gens' and 
'Gentiles', all of which we have discussed in some detail elsewhere.3 
While it is important to keep all of these various ideas and discussions in mind 
our principal concern at this point is the use our author makes of E8vo<;. To that end, 
our now familiar search of Second Maccabees reveals that E8vo<; is used twenty-five 
times. These references are tabulated below, along with an assessment as to whether 
each reference to ESvo<; is positive, negative or descriptive (from the perspective of 
our Jewish author); a short description of the context; and indicative translations. 
Second Maccabees: E9vo~4 
Entry No Reference Pos/Neg/ Rev. Eng. Goldstein's Description 
Desc Bible Commentary 
1 1.27 Neg heathen nations Free those [Jews] who 
have been enslaved 
among the nations. 
2 1.27 Neg heathen nations 
3 IV.35 Neg other nations other Appears positive -
nationalities describes how (even) 
the other nations 
3 See our earlier discussion, especially in Chapter Two. See also Smith (1966) 1.263-4; Tonkin et al. 
(1989) 13; Elcock (1960) 37. 
4 To obtain the entries in this Table we have used the CD Rom: Thesaurus Linguae Graecae 
(University of California, 1999), for searching. The column headings are reasonably self explanatory, 
but to avoid confusion: 'Entry No' - provides a running total of each entry. 'Reference' - the exact 
chapter and passage number from the text of Second Maccabees of each reference. 'Pos/NeglDesc.' -
classifying whether each entry is positive, negative, or descriptive from the perception of the Jews and 
based on the context of the surrounding passages. 'Rev. Eng. Bible' - the word chosen for the term 
gevo~ by the translators for The Revised English Bible With Apocrypha (Oxford, Cambridge; 1989). 
'Goldstein' - The term Goldstein chose to translate gevo~ in his Commentary on Second Maccabees 
[Goldstein (1983) passim]. 'Description' - A brief description of most passages, providing context and 
additional comments. The two letters prefixed to the start of Second Maccabees are included. 
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thought that the 
murder of Onias was 
wicked. It is a literary 
construction used to 
emphasise a point. 
4 V.19 Desc nation nation All three references in 
Chap. V are part of 
the explanation as to 
why God's wrath fell 
upon the Jews, the 
neglect and restoration 
of the sanctuary. 
·5 V.19 Desc nation nation See V.19 
6 V.20 Desc nation nation See V.19 
7 VI.4 Neg Gentiles Gentiles Foreigners defiling the 
Temple, Greek 
connection. 
8 VI. 14 Desc [N] other nations other nations Lord deals with other 
nations in different 
ways. Initially appears 
more favourable, but 
it is clear the Lord 
deals harshly with the 
other nations (saving 
up His wrath); while 
with the Jews He 
never deserts them 
and is constant with 
His discipline. 
9 VI.31 Pos I countrymen His nation Eleazar's death an 
example to his 
countrymen. 
10 VII.37 Desc[p] His people nation Female martyr 
defiantly calls on God 
to show favour to His 
people quickly. 
111 VIII.5 Desc[N] Gentiles Gentiles Gentiles found Judas 
invincible, as God was 
now merciful. Link to 
profaning of Temple 
at VI.4 
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12 VIII. 9 Neg various Gentiles of Nicanor's men sent to 
nationalities various stock destroy Jews. 
13 VIII. 16 Neg Gentiles Gentiles Gentiles are the 
enemy and are without 
cause. 
14 X.4 Neg Gentiles Gentiles Blasphemous and 
barbarous Gentiles. 
15 X.8 Desc nation nation Jewish nation should 
keep certain days 
holy. 
16 XI.3 Desc[N] Gentiles other nation The Temple to pay a 
tax like the shrines of 
all other nations - a 
link to plan to make 
Jerusalem a Greek city 
[XI.2]. 
17 XI.25 Pos this nation this nation Letter to Lysias 
instructing that the 
Jewish nation be left 
to abide by its 
ancestral laws. 
18 XI.27 Desc[P] the people the nation Letter from the king to 
the Jewish people. 
19 XII. 13 Neg Gentiles Gentiles (of Judas attacks Kaspin-
very mixed a town with a mixed 
stock) population of 
Gentiles. 
20 XIII.ll Neg Blasphemous Blasphemous Lord would not allow 
Gentiles Gentiles Jews [Aa6c;] to fall to 
the Gentiles [e8voc;] 
just when they had 
begun to revive. 
21 XIV. 14 Neg Gentiles Gentiles Gentiles in Judaea 
flocked to join 
Nicanor. 
22 XlV. 15 Neg Gentiles Gentiles Gentiles attack the 
Jews. 
23 XIV.34 Pos our nation our people Jewish priest prays to 
the constant champion 
of 'our people' - the 
Lord. 
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24 XV.S Neg Gentiles Gentiles The Gentiles were to 
attack ... 
25 XV. 10 Neg Gentiles Gentiles Gentiles broke faith 
and perj ured 
themselves. 
The contents of this table raises several issues. First, consider (and compare) 
the indicative translations presented. Depending on the context of the passage(s) 
e8voc; can be understood to mean 'nation' (whether it is the Jewish nation [II Mace. 
XI.25] or 'other nations' [II Mace. VI. 14]); 'people/countrymen' [II Mace. VI.31]; or 
the most common translation: 'Gentiles' [II Mace. VIII.16]. To some extent this is a 
reflection of this era, with scribes struggling to translate Jewish texts into Greek or, at 
least, to distinguish adequately between the concepts represented by the Hebrew 
terms 'am ('us', Jews) and goy (others, them). As we have seen the usual translation 
for 'am was Aaoc;, with our author very clear that it referred to the Jews.5 Based on 
this interpretation and use, we would expect to find that e8voc; refers almost 
exclusively to the 'other' (i.e. the mirror of Aaoc; referring to Jew). So it is perhaps a 
little surprising to find that this is not the case, although some explanation is provided 
by the recognition that goy (translated as e8voc;) does on occasion refer to the Jews in 
the Old Testament.6 It is also possible that since we have a Jew writing in Greek 
(which would have probably been his second language) we should expect some 
complications as our author struggles with relative concepts. However, the subtle 
manipulation and use of the language that we have previously identified strongly 
militates against this possibility. We should accept that our author was in full control 
of his material. 
5 For our discussion on 1.(,(0<; see Chapter Three. 
6 In Deuteronomy [e.g. IV.6] we have goy placed in the mouths of foreigners with reference to Israel; 
while in Joshua [e.g. 111.17] we have a narrative which, without any self-consciousness whatsoever, 
speaks of Israel as a goy. 
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With this observation made, let us look a little closer at our table and (in 
particular) the nine occasions that the Jews are the subject.? Our first comment must 
be that some of these entries may not be the direct work of our author: Two, for 
example, are in letters that if genuine were written by another hand [IT Macc. XI.25, 
27]; while another two can be found in martyr stories that may be direct copies.8 Of 
course regardless of who originally wrote these sections of the text they were included 
(and possibly edited) by our author (at least), so we would still expect this use of 
EeyO~ to be understandable to the intended audience. Our comments, therefore, 
probably say more about our author's methodology than anything specific about the 
meaning of the term. It should also be apparent that our discussion has not accounted 
for all of the entries, so what else can we observe? One clear point, albeit contrary to 
some assertions is that both foreigners and the Jews themselves consider the Jews to 
be a nation [EeYO~].9 Consider the actions of the priests in the Temple at Jerusalem 
who are responding to the threats of Nicanor: 
Ot ()E tEPEt~ 7tpo'tdYUV'tE~ 'ta~ XEtpU~ d~ 'tOY oupuvov E7tEKUAOUV'tO 'tOY ()ta 
7tuv'to~ U7tEPllUXOV 'tOu E8v0'U~ l111COV 
The priests, stretching out their hands to Heaven, called upon Him who 
through all time has been the champion of our nation. 
[IT Macc. XIV.34] 
7 II Mace. V.19, 19,20; VI.31; VII.37; X.8; XL25, 27; XIV.34. 
8 The stories of Eleazar [II Mace. VL31]; and the martyr mother and her seven sons [II Mace. VII.37]. 
These are both well known stories that our author may have copied directly from Jason (who, in turn, 
may have copied them from elsewhere), or our author may have found them in another source and 
inserted them here to prove a point. We can not make a definitive statement as to their origins. The 
letters in Chapter Eleven are generally accepted as genuine; see (especially) Habicht (1976) 12. 
9 For the former see e.g. II Mace. XL25. The Romans also refer to the Jews as a people, albeit using 
8fjlloC; not E8voc;; Cf. II Mace. XI.34. For the later see cited passage below [II Mace. XIV.34]; other 
examples include II Mace. V.19 (twice), V.20; VL31; VII.37; and X.8. Goldstein has suggested that the 
Jews consider themselves unprivileged 'for they do not call themselves a nation' [(1983) 141], these 
passages dispel this miscomprehension. 
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Our author (himself a Jew), is referring to Jewish priests describing all Jews as 
an it9vo.:;. Furthermore, there is a clear religious context here: it is God's people that 
are being called an E9vo.:;. Considering the strong association between religion, Aaa.:;, 
and the Jews this word selection is surprising we would have expected Aaa.:; to be 
used in this passage, not E9vo.:;. There is no immediate explanation for this usage, 
although two points in particular are worth noting: First, it9vo.:; may incorporate some 
attachment to a geographic area for the Jews (as well as to a 'people'). It may be that 
the meaning evolved this way owing to the diminishing geographic association 
inherent in 'Iouoatol. This interpretation would help the reading of the three 
references in Chapter Five in particular [II Macc. V.19, 19, 20J, so (despite the limited 
support from other passages) it should not be arbitrarily dismissed. 
Second, and probably more likely, the use of l£9vo.:; by a Jewish author could 
indicate a degree of Greek influence. After all, the categorisation or labelling of a 
people in terms of city, nation and monarchy is a very Greek way of viewing the 
political world. lO Our Jewish author adopts this framework as part of the process of 
attempting construct his work in Greek - that is both the language and the thought 
processes needed to understand the language (Le. 'Hellenism). What we could have, 
therefore, is an example of the tension of a Jew trying to operate or live in an ever 
increasing 'Hellenic' world and consciously trying to adopt 'foreign' ideas while still 
'being a Jew' (for want of a better way to describe his heritage and at the least 
inherent aspects of his way of life). To some extent this should not cause surprise; 
after all, as has been noted several times, we cannot escape the fact that our author 
was writing in Greek,l1 The living and moving between two worlds could result in the 
10 As we have discussed earlier; see, for example, Polybius IX.l.4ff, and comments at n. 2, above. 
11 In addition our author can manipulate Greek ideology, he uses 'Barbarians' to refer to the Greeks, 
thereby taking a Greek idea and converting it to a Jewish perspective. The same can be said of our 
author's use of 'Hellenism' and 'Judaism' both manipulating the Greek idea of 'medising'. 
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adoption of terms that do not quite fit the context of events or concepts intended, not 
through ignorance but rather the inherent complexities of the situation. 
There is another dimension to our author's use of £8vo~ in relation to the Jews. 
The term is used in a very generic way in that it seems to be away of addressing all 
Jews everywhere regardless of which political, social or religious faction they 
belonged to. This is supported to some extent by the similar use of related terms (such 
as o).loE8vo~, O).l6YUAO~), all of which seem to treat Jews as a homogenous group.12 In 
Chapter Twelve, for example, Judas attacks Joppa when he heard how his fellow 
citizens [o).loE8vEro] had been brutally murdered by the city's inhabitants. The term 
seems to be more inclusive and used in order to gain the support of a wide range of 
readers, perhaps to justify Judas' actions (notice how in the actual description of the 
executions it is the 'Io'Uoatot that suffer).13 Another example is how Judas defeated 
Nicanor for all his people/countrymen [o).loE8vo~]; a response (perhaps) to how Jason 
had, many years earlier, imposed Hellenic customs on all Jews [O).l6y'UAO~], not just 
those who supported his political ambitions. 14 While interesting, in no way can we 
demonstrably prove this hypothesis: all we can acknowledge is that this interpretation 
appears to explain something of our author's use of £8vo~. We can also recognise that 
this interpretation is consistent with a theme we have previously identified: An 
apparent desire to be all inclusive. After all, he often made descriptive statements 
referring, for example, to 'all the people of Judaea' ['to 7taV 'tf1~ 'Io'Uoaia~ ... yEVO~].15 
Unfortunately, none of the points that we have raised can be described as 
definitive, a recognition which supports the complexity involved in analysing aspects 
12 'O~OEeVE(o appears five times in the text all referring to the Jews [11 Mace. IV.2; V.6; XII.5; XV.30, 
31]; O~6yuA.Q(; appears once [11 Mace. IV. 10]. 
l3 The use of O~OEeVE(o is at 11 Mace. XI1.5; the description of events at Joppa begins at XIl.3ff. 
14 For Judas' victory over Nicanor see 11 Mace. XV.30, 31. For Jason's imposition of Hellenic customs 
see II Mace. IV. 10. 
15 11 Mace. VII.9; note also discussion in Chapter Two. 
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of Jewish society. Be that as it may (and the observations we have made not 
withstanding), there are still some other general trends evident from our table. Most 
notably, while clearly gSvoc; can refer to 'Jews', it does in the majority of cases 
describe foreigners: Specifically, sixteen of the twenty-five [64 %] references are to 
non-Jewish peoples. This would suggest that using gSvoc; to refer to gentiles or others 
is the norm or intention (a reading consistent with Old Testament usage).16 This in 
turn brings us back to one of our original questions, exactly who are these 'Foreign 
Peoples' that our author is preoccupied with and what is his opinion of the ESVll? 
Positive or Negative: 
Beginning the Classification 
Our tabulated categorisations indicate that over half - thirteen of the 
references are classified as 'Negative', only three are 'Positive', while the rest are 
'Descriptive'.17 All these classifications are made, of course, from a Jewish 
perspective so the negative entries tend to be derogatory descriptions of peoples or 
references to actions, such as the defiling of the Temple. Meanwhile the positive 
entries highlight confonnity to Jewish traditions so Eleazar refuses to adhere to the 
king's orders to eat meat (or even to pretend to eat meat), but (instead) strictly follows 
the law of God (and dies with dignity).18 All of these entries are relatively easy to 
categorise, except perhaps the reference to Onias' murder, that is until we realise that 
16 Acceptance of this hypothesis is really just the acceptance of the traditional way of interpreting e8vo.:; 
in Biblical Texts. Furthermore, as additional support, consider II Mace. XID.ll where the Jews [Aao.;] 
are contrasted with 'Gentiles' [lf8vo;:;]. 
17 See above Table. Note that of the nine 'Descriptive' references three can be sub-classified as 
'tending toward negative' LII Mace. VL14; VIII.S; and XL3] and another two as 'tending toward 
positive' [IT Mace. VII.37; Xl.27J. 
18 The example of Temple defilement can be found at II Mace. VI.4, another example of a derogatory 
description is II Mace. X.4: 'blasphemous and barbarous gentiles'. For the Eleazar story see II Mace. 
VI.31. The reference to lf8vo.; is at the end of the story: 'So he died; and by his death he left a noble 
example and a memorial of virtue, not only to the young but also to the great mass of his countrymen 
[aAA.O: Kat 'tOt.; 'tou l:f8vOtl.;]' Emphasis added. 
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it is another example of what should now be a well recognisable topos: The apparent 
positive view of foreigners condemning Onias' murder is a literary exaggeration used 
to promote the status of Onias (marked by Kai).19 The reality is, therefore, that (in this 
passage) the reference to the other nations is negative - in fact the more hostile the 
Jews perceive other nations (foreigners) to be the greater the status attributable to 
Onias. 
With this passage explained, the remaining references can be easily classified 
into their appropriate category. In short, when ifSvoc; is interpreted as negative the 
entry is without exception to foreigners (or perhaps more precisely to 'others'). 
Conversely, every reference to the Jews is positive [11 Mace. VI.31; XI.25; XIV.34], 
tending toward positive [II Mace. VII.37; XI.27], or descriptive [II Mace. V.19, 19, 
20; X.8]: none are negative). To a large extent this should not surprise. Second 
Maccabees does recount a 'nationalistic' revolt against a foreign overlord. In this 
context it stands to reason that Jewish representation would be positive. Moreover, the 
Jewish-positive and foreigner-negative assessment reinforces aspects of our earlier 
study where the world is divided into 'us' and 'them'. The context, therefore, 
indicates that we should understand eSvoc; as a boundary marker identifying 
acceptable and other practices/differences. 
We can conclude this section, therefore, by recognising two clear points: First, 
for our author, eSvoc; tends to be used to represent people that are non-Jewish. 
Admitedly this usage is not as exclusive as we may have expected (or wanted), but it 
is still preferred by our author. Second, as we have just discussed, all foreigners (non 
Jewish eSvl1) are perceived as negative. Let us keep this later observation in mind 
19 This topos is discussed in detail in Chapter Four. The relevant passage for Onias' murder is II Mace. 
IV.34-S. Consider the relevant lines: As a result there was indignation and resentment at the unjust 
murder of the man not only among the Jews but even [Ked] among many of the other nations as 
well'Un' llv ai-day I!ovov 'Io'OoalOl, 1toA,Aol OE Kat 'tmv &Mmv e8vmv eOe{va~ov Kat eo'OO'(popo'Ov 
e1tt 'tip 'tou avopoc; a01KlP <pOVlP]. 
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(and develop it further) as we discuss who these foreigners are and/or the concepts 
that we associate with them that give a negative perception. 
Beyond A Boundary: 
Who Are the ( Foreign) eOv1] in Second Maccabees ? 
This is a question that does not appear to have been specifically addressed by 
scholars. Rather it is simply acknowledged that many nationalities are referred to in 
the text and they are given the generic label 'Gentiles'.2O It is the generality of this 
translation - and therefore EHvo,;; - that helps underpin the idea that Judas Maccabaeus 
actually confronted 'the surrounding nations' [to' t£9v1l 'to, KU0...rp]. Certainly, when 
the relevant phrases are considered in isolation this theory appears to be entirely 
reasonable. However, a study of the specific people or common concepts that t£8vo,;; 
refers to is more revealing. 
To that end we will return to our table and examine the sixteen occasions 
where t£8vo,;; refers to non-Jewish groups of people. Particular attention will be paid to 
the passages in the text that surround the individual references in order to make it 
clearer whether our author is referring to a specific group or if any underlying concept 
is regularly associated with the term. We will begin this assessment with a passage 
that was central to the Hellenic cross-referencing pattern we identified earlier. 
Nevertheless (and even at the risk of repetition) as this passage is particularly 
informative to our current analysis we will cite it here in some detail. Consider the 
relevant lines which begin Chapter Six: 
Me't' ou nOAruv oe Xpovov eSanEcr'tetAev 0 ~acrtAeU';; YEpov'ta 'A81lvatov, 
aVaYKa~Etv 'tou,;; 'Iouoatou,;; IlE'ta~aivetv ano 'tmv na'tpt(Ov VOIl(OV, Kat 'tOt,;; 
'tOU eEOU VOIlOt,;; Il~ noAt'tEuecr8at· J.!OAUVat OE Kat 'tOY Ev 'IEPOcroAUIlOt,;; 
VEW Kat npocrovoJlacrat Ato,;; 'OAuJlniou, Kat 'tOY EV rapt~tv, KaeW';; 
E'tUYXavov Ot 'tOY 'tonov OiKOUV'te';;, Ato,;; 8eviou. XaAen~ OE Kat 'tOt,;; OAOt,;; 
l1V oucrXep~,;; ~ Enl'tacrt,;; 't11';; KaKia,;;. To IlEV yap iepov acr(O'tia,;; Kat KOOJl(OV 
uno 'tmv t9vmv EnenAllPou'tO pcteUllouv't(Ov JlEe' hatprov, Kat EV 'tOt,;; iEP0't,;; 
nEpt~OAOt,;; yuVatSt nAllcrta~OV't(OV, E'tt OE 'to, Il~ Kae~KoV'ta EVOOV 
, I EtmpEpov't(OV. 
20 Tessa Rajak, for example, comments that no distinction is made by our author between Greek and 
Oriental: 'Gentiles seem to be all as one'. Rajak (1990) 261-80; quote on pp. 272. With regard to 
'gentiles' as the accepted translation for e8vo<;; consider the entries in our Table, above. 
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'Not long after this the King [Antiochus IV] sent an elderly Athenian to 
compel the Jews to give up their ancestral laws and to stop living by the laws 
of God. He was also to defile both the temple in Jerusalem and the temple on 
Mount Gerizim and to proclaim the former to be the temple of Zeus Olympios 
and the latter to be the temple of Zeus Xenios, as requested by the local 
inhabitants. The execution of the wicked project brought suffering and 
indignation to alL For the E8vll had the temple filled with debauchery and 
revelry, as they lolled with prostitutes and had intercourse with women in the 
sacred courts and also brought forbidden things inside. ,21 
Our author's concern here is with the immoral actions of the foreigners 
('gentiles' [E8vl1D who have transgressed the ancestral laws of the Jews and the law 
of God. In a literal translation detached from the context of the first part of the cited 
passage E8vo£; here simply refers to foreigners or gentiles, anyone it seems who is not 
a Jew. However, the first part of the passage does provide some interesting details. 
We are told that the gentiles who defile the Temple were led by an Athenian and that 
they were sent to Judaea by King Antiochus [ME't' ou 1tOAUV Xpovov E.~U1tEcr'tEtAEV (, 
~ucrtAEU£; YEPOV'tU 'A8nvu'iov O;vuYKasEtV 'tou£; 'Iououlou£; ... ]. This would suggest 
that some of the foreigners referred to accompanied the Athenian and/or were from 
the king's court, so were demonstrably not from a surrounding nation. Furthermore, in 
the subsequent lines our author makes two things clear: First, the Athenian was to 
prevent the Jews from following their ancestral laws (a point our author describes in 
21 11 Macc. VI.1-4. Emphasis added. There are problems with translating this passage, the opening 
phrase: Me't' ou 7tOAUV oe Xp6vov e~u7t£(J'tetAeV b ~u(JtAeUs yepov'tu 'A81lvUloV &vuYK6:~elv 'tous 
'Io'Uouto'Us '" is particularly difficult. Reference could be being made here to either: 'an elderly 
Athenian' / 'the Athenian elder', or 'the Athenian Geron' / 'Geron the Athenian', or 'the Athenian 
senator / official' , or even 'the elderly Athenaeus. In short, the Greek is ambiguous and no definitive 
statement is possible although I tend to think that the first [an elderly Athenian] is more likely. It also 
seems probable that our author is indicating that the Athenian was a member of the Council of the 
Areopagus in Athens, an organisation that he could equate to the Jewish Council of Elders. See 
Goldstein (1983) 271. For the opposing argument see Goldstein (1983) 270ft 
On the difficulties with e't1:JYXuvov see Goldstein (1983) 273; Abel changes the reading to 
evewyxuvov (1949) 360-361. 
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detail in the following chapters). Second, the Athenian is to defile the Temple. 22 This 
is what the gentiles are described as doing with their debauched activity and the 
rededicating of the temples to Zeus Olympios and Zeus Xenios. Therefore, when 
considered in its entirety the interesting point for us is that there is a very clear Greek 
link here: the 'gentiles' were sent by an Hellenic king23 , the atrocities were led by a 
Hellene and the gentiles imposed Hellenic deities.24 Furthermore, we then get a 
description of some of the practices that were then forced upon the Jews, such as 
having to partake in the feast for the king's monthly birthday celebration or to join in 
Dionysiac festivals?5 As we have demonstrated previously these practices perceived 
22 Antiochus' decision to use an Athenian to purge the Jews of their unacceptable religious practices is 
not unprecedented. Ptolemy I uses an Athenian (Timotheus) as a 'religious interpreter' to advise on 
how to revitalise the cult of Serapis. See Tac. Hist. IV.83; Plutarch De [side et Osiride XXVllI; Chilver 
(1985) 85-6. Athens was seen as a Greek cultural and educational centre in Hellenistic times; see 
Goldstein (1983) 272. 
23 Either directly in that they accompanied the Athenian who was the king's representative; or 
indirectly in that they were 'recruited' and were followers of the king's policies (at least to some extent 
and regardless of what their personal motivations may have been for being present). 
24 Or they accepted a Greek name for their deity, a practice which was common in the East at this time. 
I do not agree with comments that such changes in addressing deities were insignificant (see e.g. 
Goldstein (1983) 273). Rather the adoption of a foreign name by locals at the expense of their own· 
name does demonstrate a change, at the very least it indicates a shift in power. It is also symbolic of the 
acceptance (either as an individual or society) of new cultural practice - see Chapter Seven 'What Is In 
A Name?', below. Note, however (albeit at the risk of stating the obvious), that this is different from 
foreigners' equating a local deity to one of their own. The adoption of a foreign name for a deity (or 
even a person or a place) indicates either complete dominance by the outside group or widespread 
acceptance. The underlying issue to all this is the importance of language to culture. In short, the move 
to speak Greek undermines Jewish identity. Consider the story of the mother with her seven martyred 
sons: we are specifically told that they speak in their native language instead of Greek [II Mace. VII.l-
42]. In this way a boundary and identity are emphasised. 
25 II Mace. VI.7. The association between Greek ideas and Dionysiac Festivals is self-evident. The 
celebrating of birthdays, however, is not something that we would immediately categorise as 'Greek'. 
It is clear that the Greeks (along with most peoples) had a method for measuring ages, but this is 
different from celebrating the anniversary of one's birth. Interestingly, according to Josephus, the Jews 
were forbidden from celebrating the birth of children, perhaps even birthdays [Against Apion 11.204] -
the reasoning being it would be a reason to drink to excess! At any rate, with regard to the Greeks, 
some evidence of a birth related monthly celebration for the Gods can be found in Hesiod [Works and 
Days 771; Homeric Hymn XIX]. Plautus' Pseudolos 165ft, itself based on a late Fourth Century B.C.E. 
Greek play, emphasises Ballio's birthday [For some general comments on Plautus' Pseudolos 
including translation and Bibliography see Willcock M.M. [Ed.] "Plautus: Pseudolis" (Bristol, 1987) 
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as being Hellenic (regardless of the reality) and are labelled as such a few lines later 
[11 Macc. VI.8-9]. 
We can conclude, therefore, that there is a strong association between the 
Greeks (or at least Hellenic ideas and cultural practices) and the term EeVO~. This does 
not mean that we should translate or interpret EeVO~ as 'the Greeks', rather the 
suggestion is that the EeVll descending on the Temple were seen as Hellenised. This is 
an important point. In our cited passage the ethnicity (or geographic region of origin) 
is not specified. The atrocities may have been carried out by Syrians or Arabs or any 
of the surrounding nations yet our author focuses on the Hellenic component of these 
gentiles' daily lives. What this suggests is that Hellenism is perceived as more of a 
threat than any specific people - Judaism's enemy is the multitude of people who 
practise and impose Hellenic customs (the ESvll of 11 Macc. VI. 1-9). 
Despite our enthusiastic assessment we are tempered somewhat by the 
recognition that these conclusions are based on a single passage that contains one 
reference to EeVo~.26 Fortunately analysis of the remaining fifteen references 
demonstrates significant support. In Chapter Eight, for example, we receive a 
description of the start of the rebellion led by Judas Maccabaeus, a description that. 
includes three uses of EeVO~. The third of these is most informative: 
passim]. In the Hellenistic period birthdays seem to be celebrated to some extent - or, at least, there is 
more evidence supporting their recognition. See, e.g. The Rossetta Stone [O.G.I.S. 90. 46]; and 
P1utarch AlltOllY 73. Now, this evidence also seems to suggest that there was a monthly birthday 
celebration for gods which was adopted by royalty in the successor (especially Pto1emaic) kingdoms. 
We can hypothesise that this was to emphasise the divine or semi-divine status of royalty. In this 
context it is plausible that the Jews viewed any royal birthday celebration as a religious festival. 
Therefore, partaking in such celebration could be understood as accepting a divine status for a royal or 
even a form of royal worship; both of which would of course be problematic. Furthermore, the 
appearance of such celebrations could be perceived as Hellenic by our author (regardless of whether 
they were or not), simply because they appear or the celebration of these dates becomes an issue under 
the Hellenistic monarchs (again especially the Ptolemies, but this passage [II Macc. VI.7] links it to the 
Seleucids as well). 
26 Although all of our discussions earlier in this thesis on related topics all tend to suggest a strong 
Hellenic influence or presence that the Jews had to address. 
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l./ov(J/yayrov DE 0 MaKKa~atOe; 'to-oe; nEpt mhov ov'tae; apt8~ov 
EsaKtcrXtAio'Oe; napEKaAEt ~l) Ka'tanAaY11vat 'tOte; nOAE~iote; ~llDE 
EUAa~ctcr8at 'tl)V 'trov aDiKroe; napaYtvO~Evrov En' au'to-oe; ESvrov 
nOA'OnA1l8dav, ayrovicracr8at DE yEVVairoe;, npo 6cp8aA~rov Aa~ov'tae; 'tl)V 
avo~roe; de; 'tOY aytov 'tonov cr'OV'tE'tEAEcr~EVllV un' au'trov {5~ptv Kat 'tOY 't11e; 
E~nEnatY~Evlle; nOAEroe; aiKtcr~ov, En DE 'tl)V 't11e; npoyoVtK11e; nOAt'tctae; 
Ka'taA 'Ocrt V. 
'Gathering together his men, six thousand in number, Maccabaeus urged them 
not to be terrified by the enemy, or to take flight before the vast horde of E8vll 
unjustly coming against them, but to fight bravely; keeping before their eyes 
the outrages perpetrated on the Holy Temple in defiance of the law by them, 
the torments they inflicted on the city and the suppression of our ancestral 
traditions/laws' .27 
In this passage our author directly connects the gentiles faced by Judas 
Maccabaeus and his men with the outrages committed against the Jews, their beliefs 
and their Temple. When we continue our theme of reading the text as a continuum (as 
opposed to analysing isolated passages) it becomes clear that these outrages are those 
introduced at the start of Chapter Six and subsequently discussed in more detail in the 
chapters following. 28 Consider the detail: The 'vast horde of gentiles' [E8v rov 
nOA'OnA1l8da] opposing Judas is indisputably responsible for the 'unjust acts' 
described - the connection is directly made through the use of aU'toe;.29 Moreover, the 
'unjust acts' are in themselves a clear allusion to what our author perceives as 
Hellenic practices. The two other references to E8voe; in Book Eight reinforce this 
Hellenic association. The first of these passages is a description of the army which 
Ptolemy (the governor of Coele-Syria) sends against the Jews: 'He [Nicanor, 
Ptolemy's general] commanded no less than twenty thousand gentiles of various 
2711 Macc. VIII.16-17. 
28 The passage we are referring to, of course, is 11 Macc. VI.I-4. Cited in full above. The remainder of 
Chapter Six and Chapter Seven deal with specific atrocities as a result of following this policy; e.g. 
Eleazar [11 Macc. VI.18-31], and the Mother with her seven sons [11 Macc. VII.l-42]. 
29 See the above citation - 11 Macc. VIII.16-17. The pronoun autos [11 Macc. VIII.17] clearly refers to 
the 'vast horde of gentiles' [E8v&v TCOA:uTCAT\8da] [11 Macc. VIII.l6] , and by doing so connects the 
gentiles to the despicable acts. 
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stocks '.30 When considering this passage in isolation it is clear (in fact directly stated) 
that the gentiles are from a variety of different backgrounds [1tallcpUAffiV g9vll]. 
However, look at all the additional descriptive details that our author provides: Each 
commander, for example, has a Greek name. 31 Furthermore, they (explicitly 
commanders and through them the g9vll) are acting on behalf of the Seleucid king, 
Philip instructs Ptolemy 'to come to the aid in concerns of the king' [€1tt~0119£lv 'tOl<; 
'tou ~acrtAEffi<; 1tpaYllacrw].32 Nicanor, the military commander, is the son of 
Patroclus who is a member of the order of the king's friends; and Gorgias (a fellow 
commander) is an experienced general [II Macc. VIII.9]. The repeated Hellenic 
associations refine how we should read (translate) and understand g9vll. 
The remaining reference in Book Eight continues to reinforce these 
observations, defining Judas' enemy as those who have committed impious acts 
against Judaism [II Macc. VIII.S]. In this passage the gentiles are clearly those 
peoples responsible for the hostile acts described in the previous four passages [II 
Macc. VIII.1-4], which included blasphemous deeds and the defiling of the Temple 
a clear allusion to the events described in Chapters Six and Seven (especially II Macc. 
VI.lff). This, again, provides an underlying 'Hellenic' basis or characteristic inherent 
in the use of g9vll when referring to foreigners. This pattern is consistently repeated. 
In Chapter Ten [II Macc. X.1-4] the 'blasphemous and barbarous gentiles' 
[~Aacrcplllla Kat ~ap~apa g9vll] from whom Judas recovers the Temple must be 
those who are described as defiling the Temple in Chapter Six [II Macc. VI.lff]. 
All of these passages serve to emphasise the importance of the description of 
the violation of the Temple at the start of Chapter Six, which in turn indicates its 
30 II Mace. VIII.9: u1to'ta~a<; 1tUI.t<PU/..rov Ifevn oirt<: EM.noue; 't&v ihcrlluPlrov. 
31 Pto1emy appoints Nicanor and Gorgias as commanders. See 11 Mace. VIII.9. For more on names as 
cultural indicators see discussion and references in Chapter Seven below. 
32 11 Macc. VIII. 8. 
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central role in explaining (understanding) events described in the text. This process 
also raises two other points of note: First, how religion is fundamental (to our author) 
in determining Jewishness, or at least he is presenting the idea that transgressions 
against religion are detrimental to Jewish society and identity. Second, in addition to 
further demonstrating the cross referencing pattern we recognised earlier, our author 
also appears to be using repetition in order to reinforce who Judas' enemy was and, 
specifically, the role that Hellenic customs played in the threat to Judaism.33 
These points are consistently overlooked by commentators who tend to dissect 
the book and read sections in isolation. The reality is that through cross referencing 
and repetition our author is developing a complex array of layers that deliver subtle, 
but consistent, themes. In order to recognise, appreciate, and understand them Second 
Maccabees must be read as a whole.34 The result is that ESVOC;, when it is used to refer 
to non-Jews, describes (more often than not) a combination of different ethnic groups 
all opposed to Judaism (e.g. soldiers) and united by a common acceptance of some 
Hellenic customs (something our author finds offensive). In a way this mirrors the use 
of ESVOC; when referring to Jews (as discussed earlier): Again the term incorporates a 
variety of different factions (albeit all Jewish) that are united by a shared identity, 
probably through a cultural bond (i.e. adherence to the Torah as opposed to Hellenic 
ideals for foreigners). 
33 Clearly both these points can be and often are combined (as is the case in the examples presented). 
Furthermore, repetition is a literary technique that is used by our author to emphasise themes that are 
important. To that end, consider how a hostile presentation of foreigners (based on religious concepts) 
is repeated extensively; Our gentiles are 'blasphemers' [II Macc. X.4], they destroy altars and temples 
[II Macc. VI.1-9; VIII.1-7; X.1-4]; etc. The idea that the gentiles' actions and presence is destroying 
the Jews' religion is reinforced by this repetition. 
34 In this context I am excluding the two prefixed letters since they are demonstrably written by 
different hands even if the author of the second letter may have been responsible for some minor 
editing of the main text. There are two references to Eevos; in these letters, both of which refer to the 
'heathen nations' that enslaved the Jews [II Macc. 1.27]. The only Hellenic association possible here is 
by identifying these nations as the Ptolemies and Seleucids (a possibility reinforced by I Macc. 1.1-10). 
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Be that as it may, not all the references to E9vo<; fit this pattern. In relation to 
foreigners there are still three passages that need to be discussed, all of which we have 
raised in different contexts before. We can begin with the passage in Chapter Six 
where a clear distinction is made between the Jews and all other nations.35 While the 
'mixed' element is present (many - 'all' - nations are referred to), the connection to 
Hellenism is more tentative. There is the mention of 'sins' [11 Macc. VI.14], which 
owing to the position of this passage immediately following the defilement of the 
Temple by an Athenian (and on orders from Antiochus) [11 Macc. VI.lff] could imply 
a direct association, but nothing definitive. Of course, the mention of sins could be a 
standard societal or literary association: gentiles were expected to be sinful. 
Regardless, this usage and these interpretations at the least do not discredit our 
previous observations. 
The second exception is similar: Judas advances against Kaspin which we are 
told was inhabited by a very mixed Gentile population [n<Xl.lIlEt'YEO'tV E9vEO'tV]?6 
There seems little doubt that the description is intended to be derogatory, playing on 
older beliefs on the excellence of racial purity: 'we' are better than 'they'. This gives 
the passage a social purpose that still undermines foreigners even if not through a 
direct link to Hellenism - although (again) there is still a tentative association. Kaspin 
is one town in a series of places attacked by Judas. Most, such as Joppa and Jamnia, 
are recognised as Greek n6A.Et<;.37 While the categorisation of Kaspin itself is less 
35 II Mace. VI.14: 'With the other nations the Lord waits patiently, until he can punish them when they 
have attained the full measure of their sins. Quite otherwise is his decree for us' [OD yap lCa8a1tEp lCat 
E1tt 'tmv at..t..mv E8vmv aVa~EVEl ~alCpo8u~mv 6 8EO"1t6't1l~ ~EXPl 'tou lCa'tav'tfJO"av'ta~ au'tou~ 1tpO~ 
ElC1tt..TJpmO"lV a~ap'tlmv lCot..aO"al, ou'tm~ lCat E<p' 'h~mv ElCPlVEV EtVal]. For our previous analysis of 
this passage see Chapter Two. 
36 II Mace. XII. 13. For a previous discussion on this passage (including translation problems) see 
Chapter Five. 
37 See II Mace. XII.I-9. On Jamnia and Joppa as Greek cities see Goldstein (1983) 433; Tcherikover 
(1959) 93-4. See also comments by Jones (1940) esp. 80-1; Jones A.H.M. Cities of the Eastern Roman 
Provinces Second Edition (Oxford, 1971) Chapter Ten; Applebaum (1975) 59-73. 
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certain we can infer a subjective association - all the cities are part of the same 
narrative. Therefore, if hostility is directed against the Greek cities in part because of 
a Hellenic link, Kaspin could be either seen as another 1tOA1S or tainted by association. 
The third exception arises from the murder of Onias, a passage we have 
discussed in great detail, recognising the inherent literary exaggeration: 'even the 
other nations supported the Jews' [II Macc. IV.35]. Be that as it may, in our current 
discussion the £avll referred to (1) include a variety of different peoples; and (2) an 
interesting (possible) Hellenic connection if we develop our analysis a little bit more. 
Consider the lines following our passage where our author continues with the same 
theme: foreign support is again professed against the 'wicked murderers' of Onias. 
Curiously though, the reference to ifSvll has now gone and in its place we find 'the 
Greeks' ['EAAl1VES].38 Again the construction of literary exaggeration is apparent, but 
our interest is with the clear repetition of subject matter. It almost appears that the two 
terms - ESv11 and 'EAAl1VEs could be interchangeable (although this is not an 
argument that I am advocating). Certainly, the evidence based on this passage alone is 
tentative at best, but it does gain some traction when considered as a component of 
the societal viewpoint that seems to be emerging from our analysis as a whole.39 . 
Furthermore, and finally, we can conclude that these three exceptions are not labelled 
as such because of no Greek connection, but rather because the association is 
significantly weaker than that of the other references. In themselves they in no way 
38 II Mace. IV.36: 'With the king's return from the Cilician region, the Jews in the city [Antioch], with 
support against such wickedness from even the Greeks, appealed to him concerning Onlas' unjustified 
killing' [Tou Se pa(nA£Ol~ E1taVeAeOV'tO~ &'1t01:rov Ka1:a K1A1Kiav 't01tOlV, eve'tuyxavov 0\ Ka'ta 1tOA1V 
'IouSa'lol, O"U[l[ltO"01tOVllPOUV'tOlV Kat 'trov 'EAAnVOlV, unep1:0U 1tapa AOYOV 'tOY 'OVtay 
&'1teK'tOVllO"av]. 
39 Or, if we want to pursue the literary perspective, we could suggest that in the second part of the 
passage (II Mace. IV.37) our author increases the degree of emphasis by using the Greeks as the 
comparative instead of the other nations. This would imply that while foreigners were 'bad' the 
Greeks were the worst something that is not out of context with the rest of our study. 
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discredit the pervasive Hellenic presence that seems to be associated with our author's 
perceptions of Judas' enemies. 
* * * 
We are now in a position to bring together several points that we have raised 
in this and preceding chapters. First, we have identified that the Jews' traditional way 
of life was under threat.40 We then attempted to identify exactly who posed this threat: 
Are Judas' opponents best described as the 'surrounding nations'? In short, our 
analysis of specific peoples began to suggest that this view is doubtful, while the 
discussion of our author's use of ESVOC; continued to question the significance of local 
people being Judas' primary concern. This does not mean that the peoples of the 
surrounding nations played no role for their geographic proximity meant that they 
were involved in the conflicts. However (and this is the fundamental point), they are 
identified as the enemy not because of who they were, but because of the direct 
Hellenic associations or the subtle indirect cross-referencing to things Hellenic and/or 
to the Hellenes. 
We can take this analysis one stage further by also recalling our previous 
discussion of identity. Our study has demonstrated that in Second Maccabees ESVOC; is 
not used to refer to any specific people (apart from the Jews). References to other 
nations are always understood in a more general sense: ESVOC; describes 'other 
peoples' or 'Gentiles', not, say, the Syrians or the Phoenicians specifically. This 
interpretation of ESVOC; can be understood as reflecting Jewish (and Greek) 
segregation of the world into 'us' and 'them', where the latter group is not a specific 
people but simply anyone else who is not defined as 'us'. This is of interest as the 
criteria for categorisation into 'us' and 'them' (or specifically Jew and Gentile) appear 
40 The notion that the Jews were in some way defending Judaism is mentioned several times in this 
paper: see the Introduction, Chapter Three and Chapter Eight. See also Gruen (1998) 4; and Second 
Maccabees itself, where the supporters of Judas Maccabaeus are reported as fighting 'on behalf of 
Judaism' U1tEP'tOU 'IouocnO'll0U [II Mace. II.21]. 
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to be based on certain aspects of daily life: The Jews do things one way, the others 
(gentiles) another. This reinforces our earlier study where we observed that 'way of 
life' had become a principal way of identifying who someone was or perhaps more 
accurately in identifying the group to which someone could be assigned. Now, in our 
discussion on £SvoC; the common elements of the gentiles' way of life that are used by 
our author to classify and identify 'them' as being opposed to the Jews happen to be 
Hellenic. In this way there is a distinction drawn between 'Hellenism' and 'Judaism', 
and it can be argued that they are, to some extent and in certain conditions, 
represented in a juxtaposition. In Chapter Eight this is very clear: the enemy of Judas 
(and Judaisni) are blaspheming and impious (Hellenic) defilers of the Temple, 
identifiable as those from the start of Chapter Six.41 
As a result of this assessment, the attacks on the Jewish way of life and 
instigation of policies forbidding the Jews to follow ancestral laws can be understood 
in a different way. It would seem that the Jews connected foreign interference in their 
cultural practices with aspects of an Hellenic way of life. This Greek association, in 
turn, tends to be highlighted in our text, as it is an identifiable factor amongst the 
aggressors against which opposition can be rallied. Moreover, the threat was most 
noticeable against Jewish religious beliefs and customs important components of 
Jewish identity. It is little wonder that a rebellion resulted. 
There is, however, a final word of caution. To some extent this opposition to 
Greek ways is arbitrary. Not everything Hellenic was shunned. Greek views were 
simply the predominating common factor amongst diverse groups of people that 
surrounded the Jews or whom the Jews were brought into contact with as a result of 
Alexander's conquests and the subsequent empires that were established.42 We could 
41 A point that has recently been dismissed by Gruen (1998) 4ft. We should also stress (if it is not clear 
from our argument) that this recognition does not presuppose a cultural crusade. 
42 A point perhaps alluded to by the author of First Maccabees when he provides a brief history of 
events that preceded the Maccabaean rebellion. See I Mace. 1.1-10. 
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almost view the anti-Greek sentiment as being developed in the text as propaganda: a 
way to identify foreigners and opponents, something to rally against. Yet the point is 
that even while we are identifying these underlying themes, perhaps subconscious 
beliefs, we must constantly remind ourselves that Judas Maccabaeus and his 
supporters did not act because of a loathing of Hellenism but by the need to defend 
Judaism. Things Hellenic are just a way to label opponents and a concept for the Jews 
to rally against. The strength of this theory is not in the individual examples that we 
have discussed (some of which are acknowledged as tenuous), but in the constant and 
consistent negative association. This is a perception we will now go on to confirm 
from a slightly different perspective: our author's choice of names and the actions he 
applies to Greek and Jewish named individuals. 
Part Three 
From Perception to Reality: 
Judaism and Hellenism in Second Maccabees 
* * 
Chapter Seven 
What is in a Name?l 
* 
When we reflect upon our discussion of Second Maccabees it becomes clear that 
we have been analysing a boundary or, to put it more simply, the representation by this 
text of the relationship between Jew and Greek / Hellenism and Judaism. In this context 
our investigation and resulting observations are no different from the scholarship which 
precedes it. Scholars have read and interpreted, re-read and re-interpreted these books in 
terms of Jewish acceptance or rejection of a pervasive Hellenistic culture? Be that as it 
may, there is one distinct difference between earlier efforts and our study: the 
methodology. To be specific, the Hellenic associations we have identified are indirect, 
revealed (to use the jargon we introduced earlier) in the subjective elements of the text as 
opposed to the objective ones. 3 There is, for example, no direct statement to indicate that 
1 A draft version of this chapter was presented at the Joint Classical Association Conference at the 
University of Edinburgh, 4-7 April 2002. It was also kindly read and commented on by Prof. Erich Gruen. 
Any mistakes, of course, remain my own. 
2 Made explicitly clear on several occasions in this thesis. Recall our Introduction where we cited Erich 
Gruen's opening sentence in his book Heritage and Hellenism, a citation that is worth reiterating here: 'The 
revolt of Judas Maccabaeus represents for most researchers the pivotal point in the confrontation of 
Judaism and Hellenism.' [Gruen (1998) 1]; recall also Jonathan Goldstein's more general comment in his 
opening statement to an article on Jews and Hellenism, an article in which Judas Maccabaeus' rebellion is 
central: ' "The Greek confronted the Hebrew. Judaism confronted Hellenism." Thus runs the conventional 
wisdom of our time' [Goldstein (1981) 64~87, 318~326]. The point, I think, is well demonstrated. 
3 A point emphasised in several preceding Chapters and in the Introduction to this thesis. Note also 
comments by Rajak (2001) 3-10, esp. 6. 
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the enemy of the Jewish people are the Greeks or even Hellenism itself.4 All the text 
seems to make clear is that Judas Maccabaeus raises his standard in defence of Judaism. 
This notwithstanding, it is also indisputable that our discussions on the 'other', be it 
through the analysis of terms such as £8voc; or even the various non-Greek peoples named 
by our author, have resulted in the identification of a possible, negative, Hellenic 
connection. The threat to Judaism demonstrably returns to Hellenic concepts, policies 
and/or institutions. 
To an extent our study and tentative conclusions can be explained by the general 
events that were occurring at this time. There is, after all, a reason this era is referred to 
as the Hellenistic period: a degree of Hellenic association is to be expected.5 In no way 
does our discussion attempt to dispute this. What we are trying to identify is the extent of 
Hellenisation (or boundaries between JudaismlHellenism, Greek/Jew) and gather some 
insights into Jewish societal perceptions. Therefore, it is not just the widespread presence 
of Hellenic concepts that is important, but the consistency in how things Greek are 
treated, understood, and approached (read 'perceived') by our author. To this end, the 
negative Greek elements perceived to be present amongst Judas' opponents and the 
regular connections indicating that Hellenic policy and politics are a threat to Judaism all 
suggest that we should treat with caution theories that dismiss cultural conflict. 
4 Excepting, perhaps, the labelling of Antiochus Epiphanes and his son, Eupator, as enemies [II Mace. 
20ff], if we accept that the Seleucid King was perceived as Hellenic (cf. Introduction). 
5 So Hengel: 'From about the middle of the third century B.C. all ludaism must really be designated 
Hellenistic ludaism in the strict sense' [Hengel (1974) 104]. See also the opening statement in 
Applebaum's paper: 'The influence of Greek Culture on Jewish Life in this country [Judaea] in the Second 
Temple Period and subsequently is today an accepted fact' [Applebaum S. 'Jewish Urban Communities 
And Greek Influences' In Sripta Classica Israelica Vol. 5 (1979/80) 158-77, quote 158]; and note, 
especially, Smith (1956) 67-81. This thesis is not universally accepted, however, see Feldman (1993) 
passim esp. 3-83; and Millar (1978) 1-21; (1987)110-133. 
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In order to reinforce our observations and in an attempt to demonstrate how subtle 
but pervasive this cultural threat could be, or more precisely could be perceived to be, let 
us continue to explore our author's opinion of the Greeks. To do so we will turn our 
attention to an examination of the actions of the characters in Second Maccabees. In this 
study we will try to identify repeated character traits that both appear in different 
historical and/or fictional stories, and are repeated regardless of the requirements dictated 
by different literary constructs. It seems reasonable to assume that any such repeated 
character traits are representative of our author's perceptions. 
What Is In A Name? 
With this in mind, let us begin our analysis. For simplicity's sake, and because 
they were not written or attached to the book itself by our author, we will, for this study, 
leave aside the two attached letters at the start of the book. This still leaves a total of 
seventy-eight characters for us to examine, all of which are tabulated in Appendix Three.6 
The table also details, wherever possible, the ethnicity of the named person and the ethnic 
origin of his/her name. Furthermore, the actions of each character are assessed - from the 
6 In addition to the list at Appendix Three there are two other possible characters that have been omitted 
from our study since there is uncertainty as to whether they are named or not. The first is at 11 Mace. X.ll 
(the passage is translated in full below, cf. n. 11 and text, this Chapter) where we find the label 
'Protarchos', which could be either a name or part of a title held by Lysias, see Goldstein (1983) 387ff who 
is confident it is a name. However, Goldstein's arguments are not that persuasive: there does not need to be 
a lCa t ... be ... construction for <J'tpa'tllYo<; npffi'tapxo<; to be translated as 'first-ranking governor'; there is 
also a precedent for this title elsewhere [cf. ]Ilscriptiolles Graecae XII [5] 724]. Moreover, the Latin and 
Syriac versions of the text clearly understood this term as a title - a deceptively important point when in 
Goldstein's own words the chief value of the Syriac version 'lies in showing how an ancient reader 
understood the Greek' [(1983) 127]. At any rate, the entry is purely descriptive and does not alter the study 
in any way. The second uncertain name occurs at 11 Mace. VI.l where Antiochus sends either an 'elderly' 
Athenian or an Athenian named 'Geron' or even 'the elderly Athenaeus' to compel the Jews to abandon 
their laws. Goldstein takes the Athenian to be named 'Geron' [cf. Goldstein (1983) 270ft], but there is too 
much uncertainty (see our previous discussion on this passage in Chapter Six n. 21). As a result we will 
leave him unnamed for this study, although we should note that including him would support our argument. 
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perspective of a pious Jew - as positive, negative, or descriptive. The relevance of these 
various entries will become apparent as our discussion develops. 
Now, of the seventy-eight named characters our interest is with those that 
undertake an action that we can categorise. The premise is that actions involve a choice 
by our author in terms of how he chooses to describe or represent whatever a character 
does. Of course there are restrictions which do limit our author's creativity - such as 
literary conventions, historical facts, and the like - but there is also a certain degree of 
flexibility. To this end, therefore, we can label twelve characters as purely descriptive. 
That is they are nothing more than the mention of an actor's father or reference to a 
character from Biblical history; so, in short, they are of little value to our study.? This 
notwithstanding, the one notable name that we have categorised as descriptive - and a 
choice that does require some explanation - is that of Jason of Cyrene. Now, Jason is 
only known to us from this text, where he is mentioned once and described as the author 
of a history in five books which our author will summarise.8 While we could make a case 
for a positive classification for Jason based on the pro-Jewish content of Second 
Maccabees, our methodology prevents it. We are interpreting the perceptions of Jason's 
abridger - he either manipulated the text or chose to copy directly Jason's account of 
events. The record as presented is what our author wanted us to read, not what Jason 
wrote: we can only guess at what is original and what is interpretation. Therefore, from 
7 Consider for example Thraseus at II Mace. IIL5, who is simply the father of Apollonius [ ... ~A8£v npos 
'AnoAAmvlOv 8puaulou ... ]. Other examples include: II Mace. III.ll; IV.4, 45; VIII.9; XIL2. Biblical and 
Historical descriptive references include: 11 Mace. VII.7; VIII.19; XV.14, 22. The remaining two 
descriptive references are to Jason of Cyrene (11 Mace. 11.23, and see discussion above) and Ptolemy 
Philometer (II Mace. IV.21); see Appendix Three. 
8 The passage is 11 Mace. 11.23. On Jason of Cyrene see especially: Schmidt (1973) 1.19-20; (1986) III.531-
537; Eissfeldt (1966) 580ff; Abel (1949) xlii ff.; Hengel (1974); Goldstein (1983) 4-5, 19ff; Pfeiffer R.H. 
The History of New Testament Times (New York, 1949) 506-18; Tcherikover (1970) 381-90, esp. 386-7. 
See also discussion and references in the Introduction to this thesis. 
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our author's perspective and as it is presented to us, Jason of Cyrene is only a name 
mentioned in passing to describe or acknowledge the work upon which Second 
Maccabees is based. 
Removing these twelve references still leaves us with sixty-six named actors 
whose characteristics (actions) we can assess. We will begin by categorising the ethnicity 
of the individuals presented. As part of this process we will list as Greek those 
individuals who probably are Greek even though we cannot be certain of their origins, as 
well as those who are ranged with the Seleucids regardless of their actual origins (race), 
just as long as they are not Jewish. 9 The process is reversed for the Jews. The result of the 
analysis is that thirty-four of the sixty-six actors are Greek or are part of the Seleucid 
hierarchical structure; twenty-nine are Jewish or are ranged with the Jews; and two are 
Roman. Finally, there is at least one named Arab.lO In themselves these figures tell us 
very little, other than that roughly half of the characters in Second Maccabees are Greek, 
while the other half are virtually all Jewish. Fortunately the group sizes should enable us 
to obtain worthwhile insights and determine if there are any patterns in their respective 
actions and names. The roughly even sizes will also help in any comparative discussions. 
With this breakdown made, therefore, let us look, first, at those characters that we have 
classified as Greek. 
9 This classification is based upon our discussion in the Introduction where we defined the Seleucids as 
Hellenic (in a broad sense). Quite clearly it is necessary for Jewish actors to have their own category. 
10 The named Arab is Aretas [11 Macc. V.8.]. There is also one other character with what is probably an 
Arabic name, Auranus [Cf. 11 Macc. IV.40]; although this name is carried by the Hasmonaean family 
(hence the listing of this individual as a 'Jew#'). Finally, we have an individual with an Iranian name 
[Rhodocus: XIII.21], whose ethnicity we have classified as 'Jew#' since he fought in the Jewish army 
(before he betrayed them!). We should also mention once again that in this study Macedonians are 
categorised as Greeks. See Appendix Three. 
As these numbers can get confusing, attached as Appendix Four is a flowchart. The chart gives the 
breakdown that has just been presented and should help with the decipherment of the arguments we will 
develop. 
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As Second Maccabees recounts a Jewish rebellion against the Seleucids (their 
Hellenic overlords) we would expect to categorise most of the Greek characters as 
negative. This is exactly what we find, with (perhaps) the only surprise being the 
proportion of hostile Greeks - there is only one Greek character that, at some point in the 
text, does not oppose the Jews and/or Judaism. Moreover, the one exception -
Ptolemaeus Macron, a governor of Syria and Phoenicia - is very clearly portrayed as an 
outcast in the Greek world. Consider the account we are presented with: 
oino<; yap 7tapaAa~mv 'tl,v ~acnAdav, aVE8Et~EV E7tt 'trov 7tpaYf.L<x'trov Aucriav 
'ttva, KoiAll<; 8E ~u pia<; Kat <l>otViKll<; cr'tpa'tllYov 7tponapxov. IT'toAE),lato<; yap 6 
KaAoU).lEvO<; MaKprov 'to 8iKatoV cruv'tllPctV 7tPOllYOU).lEVO<; 7tpo<; 'tou<; 
'Iou8aiou<; 8ta 'tl,V YEyoVUtav d<; au'tou<; a8tKiav, E7tEtp<X'tO 'ta 7tpo<; au'tou<; 
dPllVtKro<; 8tE~aYEtV. (58EV Ka'tllyopOU).lEVO<; U7tO 'trov <piAroV 7tpo<; 'tOY Eu7ta'tOpa, 
Kat 7tp080't1l<; 7tap' EKacr'ta aKourov, 8ta 'to 'tl,V Ku7tpov Ef,l7ttcr'tEu8Ev'ta U7tO 'tou 
<l>tAo).lll'topo<; EKAt7tctV Kat 7tpo<; 'Av'tioxov 'tOY 'Em<pavll avaxroPllcrat, ).lll'tE 
EUYEvll 'tl,V E~oucriav EUYEvicra<;, <pap).laKEucra<; Eau'tov E~EAt7tEV 'tOY ~iov. 
Upon ascending to the kingship, he [i.e. Eupator] appointed a certain Lysias 
regent and chief governor of Coele-Syria and Phoenicia. For Ptolemaeus 
surnamed Makron [the former governor] attempted to preserve justice, speaking 
out on behalf of the Jews because injustices had been done against them. He 
would continually attempt to administer them in a peaceful way. As a result he 
was denounced by the [king's] Courtiers to Eupator. Hearing from every direction 
that he was a traitor because he had deserted Cyprus, entrusted to him by 
Philometer, and had gone over to Antiochus Epiphanes, although he held a noble 
position, he did not receive respect, so he abandoned his own life having taken 
poison. 11 
11 IT Macc. X.11-13. This passage contains a couple of phrases where the Greek is uncertain (cf. comments 
by Abe1 (1949) 409ff, Go1dstein (1983) 387ff). As a result in several places when translating I have had to 
present what is probably meant rather than a stricter literal version. Two areas of concern, in particular, 
must be mentioned: First, there is Lysias' position and the question as to whether rcPOytaPXOC; refers to a 
title or name, a point mentioned above (see n. 6); see also Go1dstein (1983) 387ft. Second, there is the 
h ' , , ~, 'lO ' , , ,,' 'lO'~ '~, , [IT M prase: ... ~ll'tE EUYEVll 'tllV E'o0Uo"HXV EUyEVtO"UC;, <pUp~!X1(EUO"UC; EUU'tOV E'oEAEtTCEV 'tOY f-Itov.... acc. 
X.13]. The last part is relatively straightforward, essentially Pto1emaeus killed himself by taking poison. 
The first part, however, is very confusing. Go1dstein leaves the section un-translated, alleging that the text 
is corrupt. The difficulty is with the verb after the negative (~~'tE), located at the start of the last line in the 
passage as it is cited above, namely: EUYEvto"UC;. At this point Codex A1exandrinus has EUyEVVUO"WC;, while 
Codex Venetus has EUYEVVIXtO"UC;; words unknown elsewhere in Greek and of which no sense can be made. 
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Our author makes it clear that Ptolemaeus attempts to maintain amicable relations 
with the Jewish people.12 For his efforts, however, he was denounced to the king and 
labelled a traitor. Our author links both accusations (i.e. of his treatment of the Jews and 
desertion of Philometer) through their juxtapositions. In this way our author connects the 
positive acts towards the Jews with the betrayal of a king and, ultimately, 
untrustworthiness. Therefore, it is both these accusations that undermine Ptolemaeus' 
position and isolate him to the extent that he commits suicide. This series of events 
presents Ptolemaeus as anything but a convincing champion of the Jewish cause.13 In fact 
the failure and downfall of this character helps reinforce the negativity our author 
associates with all the other Greek actors. Ptolemaeus cannot and is not permitted to 
support the Jews successfully. To use a cliche, this character is the exception that helps 
prove the rule. 
There are other possibilities for the positive classification of Greek characters. 
Most notably we have the description of how the early Hellenic kings are deemed to have 
held the sanctuary in honour and bestowed magnificent gifts on the Temple, especially 
Assuming a root of eu-yev Grimm has restored euyevlcrIXS, which is what we read in Rahlfs' edition. The 
Latin versions of the text simply omit the problem - it seems it is too difficult. See discussion and 
conjecture in Abel (1949) 410; Goldstein (1983) 388-9. Regardless of the problems with the text what 
appears to be meant (and how we will interpret the passage) is that: 'he [Ptolemaeus] still held nobility 
[albeit in terms of the office/position or perhaps power], but was not noble [in terms of not having any 
credibility or respect within the Seleucid hierarchy],. Finally note that <PlAot 'friends' is an official 
Seleucid rank and has been translated as 'Courtiers' to emphasise this fact. 
12 To be clear, this is not the same Ptolemaeus that can be found at IT Macc. IV.45, and VIII.9. See Mitford 
T.B. 'Ptolemy Macron' In Studi in onore de Aristide Calderini e Roberto Paribeni (Milano: Ceschina, 
1957) 163-87; Goldstein (1983) 388. 
13 Ptolemaeus is clearly presented as weak-willed, ineffective and untrustworthy, and this proves our point. 
This notwithstanding, there is also a political side to Ptolemaeus Macron's isolation and demise as he 
seems to have sided with Antiochus IV against Ptolemy Philometer: Ct. Goldstein (1983) 388. For more on 
pro-Ptolemaic and pro-Seleucid factions in Jewish politics at this time, see e.g. Schiifer (2003) 27-51. 
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Seleucus IV who apparently met the whole cost of a sacrifice from his own revenues. 
This is of course misleading as the passage should now be well recognisable as a part of 
our literary construction where apparent positive exaggeration belies the true negative 
perception. 14 Be that as it may, this study also reveals another literary element inherent in 
these characters. It appears that any benevolence which could be inferred from 'good 
deeds' is put into perspective (reality) by subsequent acts: So Seleucus IV sends 
Heliodorus to remove the Temple's treasures [11 Mace. 1I1.7ff]; or Nicanor (after 
befriending Judas) turns arrogant and hostile [11 Mace. XIV.18-28]. The presentation of 
their true characteristics allows our author to demonstrate how the opponents of Judaism 
are wicked and how the Lord can and does punish them (at the hands of Judas, of 
course ).15 There can be little doubt, therefore, that the Greeks are consistently portrayed 
in a negative way by our author. 
By way of contrast, of the twenty-nine Jews identified just over half - fifteen -
are opposed to Judas or do something that betrays or harms the Jews. 16 It seems, 
14 11 Mace. 111.2-3: 'In fact, even Seleucus the King of Asia provided the whole cost of the sacrificial 
worship out of his own revenues' [Wcr'tE Kat LEAEUKOV 'tOY 'tTtS 'Acrtas ~acrtAEa XOPTlYci:v EK 'tmv i8icov 
npocr68cov 1t(xv'ta 'tfx npos 'tfxS AEt'tOupYtaS 'tmv 8ucrtmv Ent~aAAov'ta 8anavTHla'ta: 11 Mace. IIIJ]. See 
our discussion on this passage and the literary construction in Chapters Three and Four. 
15 This latter patterning also supports our initial literary construction by demonstrating that these so called 
'positive' characters (foreigners) were recognised as being hostile to the Jews. It is also possible that we 
may have a literary pattern corresponding to the Homeric themes: Cf. the work of Milman Parry. See in 
particular his review of WaIter Arend, 'Die typischen Scenen bei Homer' In Clas Phi! 31 (1936) 357-60; 
reprinted in Parry A. [Ed.] The Making of Homeric Verse: The collected Papers of Mi!man Parry (Oxford, 
1971) 404-7. See also, e.g. Lord A.B. The Singer of Tales (Cambridge, 1960) esp. 68ff; and The Singer 
Resumes His Tales M.L. Lord [Ed.] (Cornell, 1995); Slatkin L.M. 'Composition by Theme and the "Metis" 
of the Odyssey'. In S.L. Schein [Ed.] Reading the Odyssey: Selected Interpretative Essays (Princeton, 
1996) 223-237, esp. 225ff ; and the discussion by Thomas on the Lord-Parry thesis: Thomas R. Literacy 
and Orality in Ancient Greece (Cambridge, 1992) 31ff). 
16 Specifically, 11 Mace. III.4, 11: IV.7, 23, 29, 40; VII1.22; XII.19, 19, 35; XIII.21; XIV.3, 19, 19, 19. See 
Appendix Three. 
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therefore, that while Greeks are unanimous in their opposition to Jews andlor Judaism, 
Jews themselves are divided in their support. Our author directly reinforces this 
observation at various stages in the text as he breaks Jewish society up into different 
groups. Menelaus, for example, is described as having established himself as a great 
plotter against his fellow citizens [IlE:yac; 't'rov nOA.l't'rov eni~o1.)A.oc; Ka9EO''t'roc;].17 He 
(Menelaus) is one of several individuals labelled in this way (i.e. as hostile to their fellow 
Jews).18 There is also the introduction of the group called the Antiochenes and, although 
they are on Judas' side, there is the mention of a Jewish group called the Hasidim. 19 All 
these examples clearly demonstrate the segmentation of Jewish society, thereby 
reinforcing an interpretation we have already ascribed to our author: His desire (at times) 
to be clear that he is addressing all the Jews.20 
Finally, based on the figures we have presented, the only other observation that 
we can make which is of some interest is that the majority of the characters forty-eight 
of the sixty-six that we have identified as undertaking some form of action - are depicted 
in a negative way. There is nothing definitive that this observation helps us with, except 
that it along with the other figures we have mentioned, above - does reinforce the 
widely accepted context of the work, i.e. that our author believed that the world was 
against the Jews and that many of his countrymen had forsaken the traditional ways. This, 
17 II Mace IV.50. 
IS See, e.g. Jason at 11 Mace. V.6, 8. 
19 See respectively: 11 Mace. IV.9 (Alltiochenes); and II Mace. XIV.6 (Hasidim). Consider also II Mace. 
XV.2 where our author makes it clear that there were Jewish forces with Nicanor when he advanced against 
Judas. This is by no means an exhaustive list, rather it is very much demonstrative only. 
20 Onias who is explicitly described as being concerned for all his fellow citizens: 'He [Onias] went to 
the king to set things in order. He did not intend to make accusations against his fellow citizens, but to look 
after the interests of all both as individuals and collectively' [npo~ "[ov ~aO"1AEa SlElCO/-llcr9TJ, ou Ylv6/-lEVO~ 
"[mY nOAl1:mV lCa"["yopo~, "[0 Se crU/-l<P0POV lCOtYU Kat Ka"[' {Stav naY"[t "[ip nA,,9El crKonmv: II Mace. IV.5], 
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at the very least, does demonstrate that our methodology is of some use and can confirm 
existing theories derived from Second Maccabees. 
This observation notwithstanding, it is our intention to improve our understanding 
of the text. To that end, let us cross reference the observations we have made up to now 
with the ethnic origin of each character's name. The premise here is that while it may be 
difficult to identify the 'ethnicity' of individuals, a person's name is a clearer indicator of 
where one's sympathies or origins could lie. Moreover, the naming of a character can be 
more readily manipulated by an author. Keeping these factors in mind we will investigate 
whether repeated patterns or actions associated with groups of names could indicate 
social biases or perceptions.21 
To begin, consider the forty-eight characters in Second Maccabees that act in a 
negative way (i.e. what they do is detrimental to the maintenance of the law or to the 
success of pious Jews): all but one can be categorised as having a foreign (non-Jewish) 
name. In addition (and to be fair) there are also two different men called Simon, a name 
well attested in both Greek and Hebrew.22 However, in both instances our author elects to 
spell 'Simon' in its acknowledged Greek form [L:ijl(Ov] and does not use the Hebrew 
version 'Simeon' - the Grecised version we would expect to find in the text being: 
I:u!-u"cOv or I:tl.tf,(oV.23 Therefore, whether or not these men did have Hebrew names, the 
21 Use the flowchart attached at Appendix Four to assist in following the forthcoming argument. 
22 II Mace. IlIA, VIII.22. For the numerous references to Simon as a Greek name see Fraser P.M. and 
Mathews E. [Eds.] Lexicon of Greek Personal Names Vo!. I-Ill (Oxford, 1987-2000). For early and late 
Biblical references see entries under 'Simeon' and 'Simon' in Buttrick G.A. [Ed.] The Interpn;ters 
Dictionary of the Bible In Four Vols. (Abingdon: Nashville, 1962); or any good Biblical Commentary. 
Note also Pape W. and Bensler G.B. [Eds.] Worterbuch der griechischen Eigennamen In Two Vols. (Graz: 
Akademische Druck- u. Verlagsanstalt, 1959) 1393ff. 
23 See Pape et al. (1959) 1392, 1393ff, 1457. None of these three spellings - Li/lO)v, Ltl/lerov or Lt/leO)v 
are of course exclusive to one ethnic group, 'Simon' is just predominantly Greek and 'Simeon' 
predominantly Hebrew - note, for example, Pape et al.'s entry 14 under Li/lO)v [(1959) 1394]. See also 
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choice our author made in representing Simon as Greek could be significant, perhaps 
providing for us an early indicator of who our author believes is responsible for 
threatening Judaism. One thing we do know is that our author was aware of the subtleties 
of Greek words and their meanings, to a level that he could have transliterated the 
Hebrew version of Simeon but he chose not to. As a result, it seems reasonable to 
categorise these individuals' names (Simon) as foreign (Greek). This means that there is 
only one character, Mattathias, who has a Hebrew name and whose role we can possibly 
classify as 'negative'. 24 
Now, Mattathias is one of three characters who negotiate a treaty with Judas on 
behalf of Nicanor [II Macc. XIV. 18ff], the other two being Posidonius and Theodotus [II 
Macc. XIV.19]. Despite the Greek names of his two counterparts these three men were 
probably Jews as it would make sense for Nicanor to use locals in order to facilitate 
smoother negotiations?5 The treaty itself is initially successful, although it is soon 
undermined by A1cimus who has the ear of the king [II Macc. XIV.26ff]. The outcome of 
the negotiations notwithstanding, the reason for our negative classification of these three 
actors is that they were demonstrably on the side of Judas' enemies: Nicanor sent them to 
Judas to undertake discussions.26 
With regard to Mattathias himself we can say very little. Either, he was so named 
in order to inform the reader that these negotiators were Jews - the reason for which we 
Feldman (1993) 15, and Cohen [N.G. 'Jewish Names As Cultural Indicators' In Joumalfor the Study of 
Judaism VII (1976) 97-128 esp. 112-117] who associates the Hebrew name Shime'on to Greek influence. 
24 IT Mace. XIV.19. Not to be confused with Judas' father, cf. I Mace. IT.I. 
25 Mattathias clearly was Jewish, and Theodotus (which corresponds to ElnathanlJonathan) was a name 
commonly used by Jews; see Goldstein (1983) 489. 
26 11 Mace. XIV.19: 'So he [Nicanor] sent Posidonius, Theodotus and Mattathias to give and to receive 
pledges' [BtonEp Enql\jlEV IlocrtBrovtov Kat 0EOBo'toV Kat Mana8tav, Bouvat Kat Aa~Elv BE~tch;]. 
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could speculate about ad nauseam and still be no closer to the truth - or, Mattathias could 
simply be the historical name of one of Nicanor's negotiators. In short, apart from 
demonstrating that our author recognises that Jews can be opposed to 'traditional 
Judaism' (or a particular interpretation of the Torah!)27, it is difficult to reach any 
conclusion on why this character is the only Jewish named actor in Second Maccabees 
who acts against Judaism. Mattathias is best viewed as an exception in a study that - as 
we shall shortly see - clearly indicates some hostility toward foreigners, in particular 
Greeks. 
To this end, let us leave aside this one actor and turn our attention to the 
remaining forty-seven characters who both do something that is detrimental to the Jewish 
cause, Judaism and/or Judas' rebellion and who have a foreign name. Our first 
observation is that by far the majority of these names are Greek: to be specific up to 
forty-four of the forty-seven names. As has been our practice previously, we will begin 
our discussion with the non-Greek names. In short there are two names that are definitely 
not Greek, Auranus [II Macc. IV.40] and Rhodocus [II Macc. XIII.2l]. We also have (at 
least) one name that is probably Iranian, Hycarnus [II Macc. III.l1] and another two 
names whose origins are questionable. We will discuss each, briefly, in turn. The first, 
Auranus, is introduced to us as the leader of forces that attack the citizens of Jerusalem 
on orders from Lysimachus - an action that earns him the description of an old fool. At 
any rate, he is clearly aligned with the forces our author views as besieging Judaism (i.e. 
he is demonstrably a 'negative' actor). The name itself - Auranus - is a little more 
difficult to categorise. For a start, it is not listed by Fraser et al. or Pape et aI., although it 
27 With regard to individual Jews who betray their own people, as we saw earlier, our author clearly 
recognises that this was occurring. For example, in an authorial assertion early in Chapter Five Jason is 
described (twice) as 'a butcher of his fellow citizens' [II Macc. V.6, 8]; while Nicanor also had Jews in his 
army [II Macc. XV.2]. 
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does seem likely that it is related to Aupava a name attested in the Arabian deserts.28 
Goldstein does note that this is a name borne in the Hasmonaean family, recognising that 
another variant - Auaran - is found in some manuscripts and is recorded by Josephus as 
the additional name for Eleazar, the brother of Judas. 29 None of this is particularly helpful 
to us. The association of this name with the Hasmonaean family certainly does not make 
it Hebrew.3D The best connection seems to the Arab world, and correspondingly we will 
categorise it as (probably) Arabic. 
The second actor for us to consider is Rhodocus, a 'soldier in the Jewish ranks' 
who betrayed Judas' army by passing secret information to the enemy.31 He was, we 
learn, caught and duly punished for his traitorous actions. Now, the content of the story 
implies that the soldier was Jewish or at the least ranged with the Jews he betrays 
Judas' army. However, his name is not Hebrew, nor is it Greek or Arabic. The most 
probable origin seems to be Iranian, a conclusion for which tentative support can be 
found in the letter of Aristeas where it is made clear that some Jews in this period did 
have Iranian names. The best we can do, therefore, is classify this name as 'foreign' and 
'non-Greek' (Iranian).32 
28 See Pape et al. Also note comments at Appendix Three. For statistical purposes (and in Appendix Four) 
the name is categorised as Arabic. 
29 Josephus Antiquities XII 6.1 (266). See Goldstein (1983) 242. Note also that Goldstein speculates at this 
point as to this old man being another 'evil Hasmonaean counterpart of the martyr Eleazar who is the hero 
of [H Mace.] VL18-31'. While not directly relevant to our discussion Goldstein's suggestion does at least 
illustrate how name choice and association could be used by our author to imply his attitudes and/or beliefs 
concerning particular individuals or groups of people. 
30 It could, however, be an indicator of political alliances. This possibility demonstrates how the analysis of 
names can provide insights into the perceived origins and/or associates of actors in a particular text. 
32 See Aristeas 49-50. For a possible Iranian connection to 'Rhodocus' see Goldstein (1983) 266. Neither 
Fraser et al. or Pape et al. has an entry under this name. We categorise the name as Iranian. 
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There is another name that could also be Iranian: Hyrcanus [11 Macc. 111.11], 
although the assignment (again) is far from certain. The character himself is almost 
certainly Jewish: our author introduces him as the son of Tobias and, therefore, as a 
member of a very prominent Jewish family.33 Given this heritage it is interesting that the 
character does not have a Hebrew name. This notwithstanding, there is a possibility that 
the name could be Greek: Fraser et al., for example, lists it as such, and it is attested in an 
inscription from Attica.34 To some extent this seems reasonable since the Tobiad family 
was clearly Hellenised and did well under the successor kingdoms (especially the 
Ptolemies).35 In such a context a Greek name is understandable. Yet we cannot 
categorically label Hyrcanus as Greek since other options do exist - as we indicated 
earlier, Iranian is another possibility.36 To this end and to try to avoid arbitrary, 
speculative classifications, we will categorise this name in terms of what we do know: 
that it is foreign (i.e. not Hebrew), but we will not list it as Greek. 
The remaining two names are the references to Simon that we discussed earlier. In 
both instances the Hellenic spelling is used by our author and as a result we have 
categorised these names as Greek?7 This means that, of the forty-eight hostile or negative 
actors in Second Maccabees there is only one that has a Hebrew name (Mattathias). This 
left forty-seven actors with foreign names, three of which are not Greek (Auranus, 
33 Or son of Joseph son of Tobias; see Josephus Antiquities XII 4.6-11.186-236. 
34 SEG 799. Fraser et al. s.v. See also comments by Ilan T 'The Greek Names of the Hasmoneans' In 
Jewish Quarterly Review 78 (1987)1-20, esp. 1-2; and Schiirer (1973) 1.201-2. 
35 See Goldstein (1983) 207ff and his article 'The Tales of The Tobiads' (1975) 85-123. 
36 Emphasised, especially, by Erich Gruen when he kindly commented on an earlier draft of this Chapter. 
For statistical purposes (and in Appendix Four) the name is categorised as Iranian. 
37 See discussion above from n. 22 and text, this Chapter. 
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Rhodocus, and Hycarnus). This means, however, that forty-four of these characters do 
have Hellenic names; or to convert this to a percentage, ninety-two percent of all the 
named actors in Second Maccabees that act in a negative way have or receive a Greek 
name from our author. Certainly, in most cases these forty-four characters are simply the 
various generals, district governors or king's friends whom Judas opposes in the course 
of his campaigns.38 There is nothing surprising or unusual in this: as senior officials in the 
Seleucid empire their role would both classify them as negative actors, and provide a 
signal or expectation of some form of Hellenic influence evidenced by their Greek 
names. Be that as it may, and even when we take into account the time period and 
acknowledge that Greek names would have been increasing in frequency and acceptance, 
this remains a very high figure. Moreover, this is only part of the story for when we 
cross-reference the Greek names with the ethnicity of the individuals involved, some 
interesting observations become apparent. 
First, and again as we would expect, thirty-three of the forty-four are either 
Greeks or Hellenised non-Jews. It is the remaining eleven individuals that are the most 
interesting, they are all Jews with Greek names.39 Furthermore, a quick look at the 
statistics presented indicate that these individuals represent the majority of Jews who act 
in a negative way. If we may reiterate briefly, we have identified fifteen Jews whose 
actions we have categorised as negative. Only one has a Hebrew name, Mattathias 
3& Examples include Appollonius - the Governor of Coele-Syria and Phoenicia [III.5]; Heliodorus Chief 
Minister of the king [IlI.7]; Nicanor - king's friend [VIII.9]. 
39 Simon [IlIA]; Jason [IV.7]; Menelaus [IV.23]; Lysimachus [IV.29]; Simon [VIL22]; Dositheus [XII.l9]; 
Sosipater [XIl.19]; Dositheus [XII.35]; A1cimus [XIV.3]; and Posidonius and Theodotus [XIV.19] who are 
probably Jewish they, along with Mattathias, help negotiate (on behalf of the Seleucids) the treaty 
between NicanorlDemetrius and Judas. We assessed Hyrcanus as foreign but non-Greek (probably Iranian), 
although we noted at the same time that the name could be (and has been accepted by some - cf. Fraser et 
al.) as Greek. If this were the case it would further increase the apparent association between Greek names 
and negative actions, 
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[XIV.19]. Another three have foreign non-Greek names, Auranus [IV.40], Rhodocus 
[XIII.21] and Hyrcanus [III.ll]. We are left with eleven Jews all of whom have Greek 
names. In other words, if a Jew does something that is detrimental to Judaism, he is most 
likely (specifically 74% of the time) to have a Greek name and very unlikely (only seven 
percent of the time) to have a Hebrew name.40 This, at least, is the world that our author 
saw and recorded. 
Simon, Dositheus and Sosipater 
These figures make it clear that there seems to be a strong correlation between 
negative actions and Greek names (or more broadly HellenismlHellenic associations). 
Statistics though are not in themselves always (if ever!) the conveyer of the full picture. 
To that end, let us look a little closer at some of these eleven cases we have highlighted 
and consider, for example, Judas' commanders. To be specific, there are two occasions in 
Second Maccabees when Judas' commanders fail him and Judaism. The first is the 
account of how Simon' s men accepted bribes and let some of the Idumaeans they were 
besieging slip through their lines. Consider the relevant passage in full: 
... L'OfHP'OYov'trov DE OUK EAa't'tov 'tmv £VaKtcrXtAirov d~ Duo 7tUpyo'O~ 6X'Opou~ £1) 
)laAa, Kat 7tav'ta 'ta 7tpO~ 7tOAtopKiav Exov'ta~, 6 MaKKa~ato~ d~ £7tdyov'ta~ 
't07to'O~ a7toAd7trov Liflrova Kat 'Irocrll7tov, En DE Kat ZaKxatOV Kat 'tou~ cruv 
au'tip lxavou~ 7tpO~ 't~v 'tou'trov 7tOAtopKiav, au'to~ £xropicr81l. ot DE 7t£pt 'tOY 
Liflrova cptAapy'Op"crav't£~ U7tO nvrov 'tmv £v 'tot~ 7tUpYOt~ £7tdcr81lcrav ap"{'llpiq:>' 
£7t'taKt~ DE )l'Opia~ DpaX)la~ Aa~ov't£~, £tacrav 'ttva~ Dwpp'Ol1vat. 
I1pocra'Y'Y£AAEv't£~ DE 'tip MaKKa~aiq:> 7t£pt 'tou y£yovo'to~, cr'Ovayaywv 'tou~ 
'hYO'OflEVO'O~ 'tou Aaou, Ka'tllyopllcr£v cO~ apy'Opio'O 7tE7tpaKaV 'tou~ aD£Acpou~, 
'tou~ 7tOA£)l io'O~ Ka't' aU'tmv a7tOAucrav't£~. 'tou'to'O~ )lEV 01)V 7t pODo'ta~ 
Y£VO)lEVO'O~ a7tEK'tEtV£V, Kat 7tapaXPll)la 'tou~ Duo 7tUpyo'O~ Ka't£Aa~£'to. 'tot~ DE 
07tAOt~ 'ta 7tav'ta £v 'tat~ X£pcrtv £UDOU)l£VO~, a7troA£cr£v £v 'tot~ D'OcrtV 
6x'Opro)lacrtv 7tAdo'O~ 'tmv Dtcrfl'Opirov. 
40 Or, a Jew that 'acts' against Judaism has a foreign name 93% of the time. 
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'But no fewer than nine thousand of them [i.e. the Idumaeans Judas was 
attacking; cf. IT Mace. X.14-17] took refuge in two very well fortified towers with 
everything ready for [withstanding] a siege. Maccabaeus himself departed for 
places where he was urgently needed and left behind Simon and Josephus, with 
Zacchaeus and his men in sufficient strength to besiege them. But Simon's men 
were lovers of money, and were persuaded by some in the towers with money. 
Once they had accepted 70000 drachmas, they let some people slip through their 
lines. These matters were brought to the attention of Maccabaeus. Assembling the 
leaders of the people [army] he denounced those who had sold out their brothers 
for money by letting their enemies escape to fight again. He then had these men 
executed as traitors and straightaway he captured the two towers. In his military 
operations he had total success with what he took in hand; he killed more than 
twenty thousand in the two strongholds.' [11 Macc. X.18-23] 
There are several points of interest raised by this passage. First, there seems little 
doubt that this story is included to promote the capabilities of Judas. Upon hearing of 
what had happened it is Judas who takes the decisive action, promptly returning, 
executing the traitors and reducing the strongholds. Second, in the process of describing 
these events our author also discredits Judas' brother, Simon. It is events such as this that 
have provided material for at least one modern scholar to develop an hypothesis that our 
author is writing anti-Hasmonaean propaganda. While this theory remains unproved, 
there can be little doubt that there is a political purpose to this story that goes beyond the 
actual historical event.41 In turn this means that the account would have undergone 
extensive reworking by our author thereby providing the opportunity for personal and/or 
societal prejudices and perceptions to be included. With this in mind, it is interesting to 
41 See, e.g. Goldstein, who is adamant that there is an anti-Hasmonaean bias in Second Maccabees; a theory 
developed in both his Maccabaean Commentaries [See (1976) 4-8, 62-89; (1983) e.g. pp. 4: where he 
labels the author of First Maccabees the Hasmonaean propagandist and emphasises how he believes the 
authors were bitter opponents]. See also Schiirer (1986) Ill. 532-3. For some political associations and the 
context of the passage, including how Simon is identified as Judas' brother and is deliberately discredited-
see Goldstein (1983) 390. 
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observe that: First, the brother discredited is the one whose name could be Greek; and 
second, that this story varies from a version present in Josephus and First Maccabees. 
This later point we will return to shortly, for now let us expand a little more on 
our first observation. In this account our author makes mention of two other commanders, 
specifically Josephus and Zacchaeus. It has been assumed by some that these men were 
involved in the treachery or, in more neutral terms the military failure, but our author 
does not actually suggest this.42 To the contrary, we are specifically told that it was 
Simon's men (not anybody else's) who failed: 
oi 3e 1tcpt 'tov Ltll(Ovo. <ptAo.pyuPTtcro.v't£.; U1tO 'ttv(Ov 'trov EV 'tOt.; 1tUpYOt.; 
E1tctcr81lcro.v apyuptrp' £1t't(X1ct.; 3£ Ilupto..; 3po.Xlla.; Ao.~6v't£';, cto.crav 'tWo..; 
3to.ppu l1vm. 
'But Simon' s men were lovers of money, and were persuaded by some in the 
towers with money. Once they had accepted 70 000 drachmas, they let some 
people slip through their lines' .43 
The emphasis here is clear: it was Simon's men that allowed some of those 
besieged in the fortresses to escape. No other commander is mentioned or even indirectly 
referred to as being responsible for the debacle.44 This leaves us with an interesting 
42 See, for example, Goldstein (1983) 390. 
43 IT Mace. X.20, emphasis added. 
44 The principal concern here is to demonstrate that Josephus and Zacchaeus cannot be held responsible. As 
we have shown, Simon's men are directly blamed for the event, which in itself indicates who is 
responsible. Further support can be derived from the following lines where it is reinforced that it was some 
of the soldiers, not specifically the commanders, that were guilty of treason: Judas assembles the 'leaders of 
the people' (whoever they actually were: cf. Goldstein (1983) 391, and our discussion on this passage in 
Chapter Three, above) to sit in judgement over 'those who had sold their brothers for money by letting the 
enemy escape' [II Macc. X.21J. The passage draws a distinction between the accused and their judges 
based on rank. The accused, therefore, are not ranking commanders. In fact the only commander that is in 
some way associated with the treason is Simon (the guilty were 'Simon's men'). This observation and the 
fact that there is no mention of Josephus or Zacchaeus in a negative capacity militates against any 
assumption that they were guilty of treason. 
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observation when we compare the commanders' respective names. As we indicated, three 
commanders are mentioned in this passage. Two have Hebrew names (Josephus and 
Zacchaeus) and are not blamed for the military failure. The one commander who is held 
to account happens to have a name that could be Greek, or at the very least is given to us 
in its Greek form! 
Furthermore, this is not the last time that we meet Simon. In Chapter Fourteen 
Nicanor advances against Judaea. Before Judas arrives, Simon engages the Seleucid 
forces in battle: 
nllrov of: 0 aOEA<poc; 'Iouoou crull~E~Ar\1croc; ~v 'tip Nucavopt, ~pao£roc; o£, ota 
'tTtv at<pvtotoV 'trov av'tt1taArov a<pacrtav £7t'tatlCroC;. 
Simon, Judas' brother, had already joined battle with Nicanor and suffered a 
slight setback because the enemy arrived suddenly.45 
In this description of events Simon's ability as a commander is again found 
wanting. Certainly, the passage does present us with some mitigating factors in terms of 
the 'degree of loss' and the (weak) explanatory comment that our author provides. This, 
however, does not diminish the underlying fact that Simon fails. Once more it is the 
Greek-named Jewish commander whose actions and abilities are undermined. Of course 
we are not advocating that it is because he has a Greek name that Simon is a failure. 
Rather it is this course of events in conjunction with a Greek name that adds to the 
development of a 'negative' image.46 
45 11 Macc. XIV.17. Whether or not the verb a'll~~aAAEtv is understood in terms of 'to have conversations 
with'; i.e. diplomacy (cf. Acts IV.lS); or 'to join battle with' (cf. 11 Macc. VIII.23) there is clearly a failing 
(regardless of degree) on the part of Simon. It is this failure with which we are concerned. For more 
discussion on translating this passage see Goldstein (1983) 487, 489. 
46 The describing of Simon as Judas' brother also strongly indicates that there is a political purpose to this 
passage. As we have mentioned previously Goldstein asserts that our author wrote (in part) to balance 
(correct) the pro-Hasmonaean bias evident in First Maccabees [Goldstein (1983) 4]. Regardless, our 
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The second failure to consider occurs under Dositheus and Sosipater [11 Macc. 
XII.19]. When we first meet these commanders all seems well; they lead their troops to 
victory and destroy a stronghold at Charax which was garrisoned by over ten thousand of 
Timotheus' soldiers [11 Macc. XII. 17 -19]. Shortly afterwards these same soldiers actually 
capture Timotheus, however they fail to hold him. Through a simple deception 
Timotheus convinces Dositheus and Sosipater to let him go, which they do: 
a')"to~ OE 0 Tq168£O~ £~1tEcrcOV 'tOt~ 1tEpt 'tOY L\Ocrt8EOV Kat Lcocrt1ta'tpov "~to'\) 
~E'ta 1tOAA:ll~ ,¥oll'tta~ £~acpdvat Co~ crroov au'tov, Ota 'to 1tAetOVCOV ~EV ,¥ovd~, 
cbv OE aOEAcpou~ £XEtv, Kat 'tOU'tO,\)~ aAo'¥1l81lVat cr'\)~~~crE'tat· 1ttcr'tcOcrav'tO~ OE 
au'tOu Ota 1tAetOVCOV 'tOY optcr~ov a1tOKa'tacr'tllcrat 'tou'to'\)~ a1tll~av'to'\)~, 
a1t£A'\)crav au'tov £vEKa 't1l~ 'trov aOEAcp&v crco'tllpta~. 
Timotheus himself was taken prisoner by Dositheus and Sosipater, but begged 
with much guile, that they release him unharmed, because he held many of their 
ancestors and some of their brothers and unreasonable things could happen to 
them. Having put faith in his many promises to restore the prisoners unharmed, 
they released him in order to save their brothers. 
[11 Macc. XII.24-25] 
The passage makes it clear who is responsible for Timotheus' escape: Dositheus 
and Sosipater. Certainly it is true that our author appears to make this observation without 
any malice or, at least, direct (objective) hostility. To reiterate, however, it is the repeated 
underlying (subjective) patteming that interests us. To that end, the point that is most 
interesting is that the commanders that demonstratively fail are those with Greek names. 
Moreover, in addition to Judas' brother Simon, these are the only commanders in Judas' 
army - that our author decides to mention - who have Greek names. Not only that, but if 
we include the failure of Dositheus to capture Gorgias (discussed below [11 Macc. 
XII.35]) these are all the military failures that occur (from the perspective of the Jews) 
hypothesis is not undermined: Greek names were utilised by our author to help construct a negative 
perception. 
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after Judas begins his campaign in defence of Judaism.47 In short, we appear to have the 
introduction of some prejudice by our author against his Greek-named Jewish 
commanders, who, while not necessarily inept all of the time, do inevitably endure 
humiliating military reversals. 
Of course these descriptions of events and even the naming of the commanders 
may not be the result of deliberate patterning by our author. The presence of Greek names 
in both these accounts could be coincidental or an accurate reflection of an historical 
reality. There is, however, a further observation we can make, concerning both the 
examples we have discussed, which militates against an arbitrary dismissal of the 
possibility that our author was manipulating his representation of events. Consider once 
more the account of Timotheus' escape that we have just introduced. At the parallel point 
in both Josephus' Antiquities and First Maccabees there is no mention of this story.48 
However there is an account of a military failure. Instead of Dositheus and Sosipater we 
learn of two Jewish commanders who act contrary to Judas' instructions and are 
decisively beaten. The important difference is that these commanders have Hebrew 
names - Josephus and Azarias. In other words, our author appears either to have replaced 
an account of two Hebrew-named commanders disobeying orders and failing militarily, 
47 Judas begins his campaigning from Chapter Eight (before this point in the text there are military setbacks 
for the Jews, e.g. 11 Mace. V.U, 25; albeit administered by Greek named Seleucid commanders!). From the 
start of Chapter Eight until the end of the text there are a total of nine campaigns described (although some 
are connected, Le. Nicanor's advance [11 Mace. VIILl2ft] is a result of Judas' military actions [n Mace. 
VIII.5ft]). The campaigns can be found at 11 Mace. VIII.5ff, 12ff, 30; X.14, 24; XLlff; XILlff; XIII.1ff; 
XIV.12ff (the battles described from XV.lff are considered to be part of Nicanor's campaign that begins at 
XIV.12). Each campaign may include several military actions: e.g. Antiochus Eupator and Lysias advance 
against Judaea [11 Mace. XIII.1ff]. This advance or campaign incorporates three military actions or battles -
11 Mace. XIII. 14ff: Judas' attack near Modin, XIII.19ff: the king's advance on Bethsur; XIII. 22ff: the 
king's attack on Judas. In all these battles the only events that resemble a failure for the Jewish cause are 
those associated with Greek-named Jews. 
48 See Josephus Antiquities XI1.350-2 and I Mace. V.56-65. 
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with another that has two Greek-named Jews failing; or to have selected a particular 
event from various possible episodes. With both possibilities this could have been a 
deliberate manipulation to discredit 'Hellenisers' or, if it was the latter, a demonstration 
of the subconscious bias which we are arguing is evident in the text. 
This observation notwithstanding there is one further complicating factor. In First 
Maccabees Josephus is introduced to us as the son of Zechariah [I Mace. V.18-19, 56]. 
Goldstein argues that Zacchaeus is a nickname for Zechariah, which would suggest that 
our author has further muddled or adjusted the account confusing Josephus' father as a 
fellow commander.49 If this were the case, then it must follow that the account in Second 
Maccabees of Simon's failure would be a reworked version of the story of Josephus and 
Azarias that we find in the Antiquities and First Maccabees [I Mace. V.56-65]. What is 
interesting is that if we accept this scenario, then once again the primary difference 
between the accounts is that our author, while noting the presence of two Hebrew-named 
commanders (whom he calls Josephus and Zacchaeus), seems to take particular care to 
minimise their association with any military failure.50 In Second Maccabees the military 
setback is clearly the responsibility of Simon. Therefore, regardless of which story in 
Second Maccabees we attribute as the representation of the version of events recounted 
by both Josephus and the author of First Maccabees, our author has clearly reworked the 
material. In doing so he either deliberately or, as seems more likely, subconsciously, 
shifted the blame for the military failures onto the Greek named individuals. 
49 Go1dstein (1973) 79-80, (1983) 390. 
50 In Josephus and First Maccabees Josephus son of Zechariah was an incompetent commander and if (as 
Goldstein also suggests) he was a half-brother to Simon, why would our author not take more advantage of 
the story to discredit the Hasmonaeans [Goldstein (1983) 390] - especially if we assume Goldstein is right 
with regard to the anti-Hasmonaean bias of our author? It is clear that the arguments Goldstein bases his 
hypothesis on are, in this circumstance, rather speCUlative. Based on the information we find in the text of 
Second Maccabees all we can really conclude is that Joseph and Zacchaeus are loyal commanders, and it is 
Simon who is discredited. 
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* * * 
The remaining references to Greek named individuals further confirm the pattern 
that we have been discussing. Repeatedly, for instance the Jews that fail Judaism will 
have a Greek name. We learn, for example, of another Dositheus who is specifically 
described as a Jew [11 Macc. XII.35]. In a battle against Gorgias and his men this 
Dositheus manages to grasp Gorgias' cloak, but (regardless of the reason) he failed in his 
endeavours to hold him. Perhaps his devotion to Judaism was not great enough, a point 
reflected in the origins of his name. At any rate, in the context of the patterning we have 
identified would we really expect a Greek-named Jew to be presented as a hero, who 
succeeded in bringing down a Seleucid commander? 
In some instances we can demonstrate that the representation of names and events 
was manipulated by our author. We have, for example, the extensive discussion above. 
Consider also the account given of the activities of the High Priest Jason.51 He also was 
known by his Hebrew name - Jesus - yet it is interesting that our author chooses never to 
use it.52 Of course we cannot show that our author reworked all the characters in this way. 
We have done enough, however, to raise the possibility of either an intentional or 
subconscious manipulation of events. Furthermore, regardless of the explanation we 
attempt to impose, we have made it clear that our author associates negative actions with 
Greek-named characters. 
This conclusion in itself suggests a degree of hostility and a bias against the 
Greeks on the part of our author. Yet the Greeks only comprise some of the characters in 
Second Maccabees and are only a part of the story. When we apply this same 
51 Introduced at II Mace. IV.7. 
52 Josephus gives us his name, see Antiquities XILV.l (237-38). 
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methodology to other characters, in particular Hebrew-named individuals, we can 
uncover some equally interesting insights. If I may foreshadow our upcoming discussion, 
it appears that our author provides an equally definitive, positive account of Hebrew-
named characters and their actions. 
Jewish Actors And Hebrew Names 
To demonstrate this consider those named individuals who support Judas and 
Judaism. There are eighteen such characters in Second Maccabees.53 Now, not all of these 
actors are Jews. There is one Greek, Ptolemaeus Macron [H Macc. X.ll], whom we 
discussed in some detail above. Aretas [H Macc. V.8], the king of the Arabs, recognises 
the inappropriateness of the actions of Jason [H Macc. IV.?]. However, the Arabs are not 
always supportive: we also receive an account (albeit with no mention of Aretas) of the 
Arabs attacking the Jews [cf. H Macc. XII.lO]. Finally there are two named Romans [11 
Macc. XI.34], who are envoys of the Roman people and who support the concessions 
granted to the Jews by Lysias and Antiochus [H Macc. XI.16-33]. We can say little about 
these ambassadors except that in many respects their role is supplementary and little 
would be lost if they and their letter were omitted from the text,54 
As a group these four characters play a relatively minor role in the text, 
Ptolemaeus Macron excepted (as demonstrated the dramatic failure of his support for the 
Jews magnifies the negative perception of the Greeks). At the most the roles ascribed to 
Aretas and the Roman ambassadors could suggest that our author was not completely 
ethnocentric. However, I suspect that their inclusion in the text has more to do with 
53 See Appendix Three. 
54 The letter is probably genuine see Goldstein (1983) 422ff; Habicht (1976) 1-18; Grabbe (1992) 259-263; 
Momigliano (l975a) 81-88. We should also note that there are difficulties with the second Roman 
ambassador's name: see Goldstein (1983) 423-5; Momigliano (1975a) 85. 
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historical reality and the recognition by our author of shifting political landscapes and/or 
power balances. At any rate, the minor roles of these characters and the fact that two 
appear in the same passage means that they are not a significant grouping of actors. 
Therefore, setting aside these examples we are left with fourteen named 
supporters of Judas, all of whom are Jewish.55 The most obvious comment that is 
generated by this figure is that it represents a high proportion of the positive characters, to 
be specific just under 78%. To some extent this is a result that is not completely 
unexpected. We must remember that Second Maccabees is a text introduced as an 
account of how Judas defended Judaism, so we would expect Jews to be supportive. Be 
that as it may, we can gain further insights by analysing these fourteen characters in the 
same way that we did with the previous Greek named individuals. Let us be specific, of 
these fourteen Jews thirteen have Hebrew names. With the exception of 
BiblicallHistorical references and the treaty negotiator Mattathias (that we discussed 
earlier), these thirteen individuals represent the remaining characters in Second 
Maccabees that have a Hebrew name.56 In other words, our author nearly always (nearly 
93% of the time) presents a Hebrew-named character in a positive way.57 
In addition there is one Jew who acts in a positive way but does not have a 
Hebrew name: Eupolemus [11 Macc. IV.ll], a Jew with a Greek name. Our author 
informs us that Eupolemus was the Jewish representative who later negotiated a treaty 
55 The fourteen named characters that can be classified as positive are: Judas [11.19]; Onias [111.1]; John 
[IV.11]; Eupolemus [IV.11]; Eleazar [VI.18]; Josephus [VIII.22]; Jonathan [VIII.22]; Eleazar [VIII.22]; 
Josephus [X.I9]; Zacchaeus [X.19]; John [XI.17]; Absalom [XI.I7]; Esdrias [XII.36]; and Razis [XIV.37]. 
See also Appendix Three and Appendix Four. 
56 There are three Biblical/Historical references: Moses, 11 Macc. VII.6; Jeremiah 11 Macc. XV.I4; 
Hezekiah 11 Macc. XV.22. Mattathias [11 Macc. XIV.I9] is discussed above. 
57 The statistic is calculated by recognising that there are only fourteen named Hebrew characters who 'act'; 
thirteen are positive, one is negative (there are three additional Biblical/Historical references that are 
omitted as Descriptive). 
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with the Romans.58 As the Romans are considered friends of the Jews by both the actors 
in Second Maccabees and by our author Eupolemus' actions are classified as being 
positive.59 It is interesting to note several points, however, which perhaps go some way 
towards explaining why this character is not subject to the patterning we have identified. 
First, we have a description of a person who acts outside of the time period with which 
our author is concerned, and a period where Greek names would have been even more 
prominent amongst most peoples in the region. Second, having a Greek name when 
engaged in diplomatic relations with the Romans would probably be beneficia1.60 This 
could also suggest that the adoption and use of Hellenic names, institutions and customs 
when done so by Jews for their own purposes could well be perfectly acceptable (another 
variation of the 'tension' we identified towards the end of the previous chapter). Third, 
the negotiating of a treaty with the Romans would have been a prominent event in recent 
history and everyone would have known who the Jewish representatives were, so our 
author just reported what was common knowledge.61 This seems to be the most likely 
scenario, although it is still interesting our author makes it clear that Eupolemus 
(regardless of his name's origins), is from a strong Jewish heritage. His father - John -
has a good Hebrew name and is presented as a loyal Jew: this is the John that negotiated 
royal privileges for the Jews from Antiochus Ill. At any rate, when we consider the 
overall context of the patterning we have identified this one anomaly does not discredit 
58 See Goldstein (1976) 359; (1983) 228-229 and I Mace. VIII.17ff. 
59 Cf. 11 Mace. IV.ll; XI.34ff; note also I Mace. VIILlff, esp. 17ff; XII. 1ff; XIV.16ff; XIVAO; XV. 15-24. 
60 This observation does not mean that Hebrew named individuals could not be ambassadors for the Jewish 
people, cf. 11 Mace. IV.ll; XI.17. 
61 That everyone knew that Eupolemus negotiated the treaty with the Romans is implied in the language 
that our author uses at this point: 'that Eupolemus who at a later date negotiated a treaty of friendship and 
alliance with the Romans ' (emphasis added) [11 Mace. IV .11] . 
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the entire argument: societal perceptions, biases and beliefs do not fall into tidy boxes. 
There will always be complicating grey issues and areas: what is important are the 
general trends. 
Let us return, therefore, to the thirteen Hebrew-named Jews who are represented 
in a positive way. It will not benefit us greatly to go through each character and scenario 
in turn. Rather it is sufficient to observe that not only are these characters' actions seen as 
positive, they are also presented as stout defenders of Judaism. Our author spends a lot of 
space emphasising the positive aspects of these characters: consider how, for example, 
Onias III is described as 'pious' [EucrE~Eta] and as having 'a hatred of wickedness' 
[/ltcr01toVl1pta]; while Eleazar is a 'leading teacher of the law, a man of great age and 
distinguished bearing' ['EAEasapo<; n<; 'tmv 7tPCO'tEUOV'tCOV ypa/l/la'tEcov, (XvTtP ~811 
7tPO~E~l1KcO<; 'tTtV TtAtKtaV Kat 'tTtV 7tpocro'l'tv 'tou 7tpocrO)7tOU KaAAtcr'to<; ".]; etc.62 The 
positive attributes of these individuals are emphasised through their connection with 
traditional values.63 There seems little doubt that part of this image or character 
development is the ethnicity of their names. It would not seem 'right' for a defender of 
traditional Jewish values to have anything but a Hebrew name.64 
There is one further observation we can make with regard to these Hebrew-named 
characters. On several occasions they are set up against an opponent. In each case that 
opponent is either Greek or has a Greek name. Consider the contrast between the 'pious' 
62 See II Mace. m.1 (Onias) and VI.l8 (Eleazar). 
63 This also demonstrates a boundary: identification as to who is or is not a Jew is clearly linked (for our 
author at least) to one's heritage. 
64 This helps explain why it is, e.g., (another) Eleazar (or perhaps Ezra, see Goldstein (1983) 334-5) that 
reads from the holy book [II Mace. VIII.23]; it is a John who provides credibility to Eupolemus' traditional 
heritage [II Mace. IV.ll: see also discussion above]; and a pious Razis who defies Nicanor's men by 
committing suicide [II Mace. XIV. 37-46]. It seems clear that the ethnicity of the name helps establish or 
emphasise a character's role. 
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Onias III and the 'godless' Simon [11 Macc. IlIA]; while Eleazer's torture occurs at a 
time when an Athenian pollutes the Temple and compels Jews to reject ancient customs 
and the law [11 Macc. VI.lff]. Or it is Razis' piousness (not to mention his devotion to the 
law and resultant standing amongst the Jews) that provokes the wrath of Nicanor [11 
Macc. XIV.37ff]. The repetition of such underlying hostility and conflict cannot be 
ignored or, in light of our analysis, underestimated. The names of the actors involved can 
be understood, in part at least, to symbolise the pitting of Seleucid power and policy 
against Jewish traditions and religion. This in turn suggests that our author may well have 
perceived Greeks and Jews as opposing forces, even if the nature of that opposition was 
symbolic of other issues or concepts: Greekness was a visual, easily identifiable part of 
the changing world that was undermining traditional Jewish values (which, in terms of 
our earlier discussions, could be seen as equating to Jewish identity). In this context the 
Greeks and Hellenism are the enemy. 
* * * 
We have spent considerable time presenting and discussing a lot of statistics in 
this chapter. While the attached Table and Flowchart help unravel these numbers to some 
extent65 , it is also worthwhile to summarise our argument and conclusions briefly before 
moving on. Let us begin, therefore, with the characters categorised as Greek. Except for 
Ptolemaus Macron, who can hardly be described as a champion of the Jewish cause, 
every Greek character in Second Maccabees is presented as being hostile towards 
Judaism. There seems to be no room for Greek sympathisers in our author's world view.66 
65 See Appendix Three and Four respectively. 
66 A point reinforced by the fate of Ptolemy Macron; cf. 11 Mace. X.II. 
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This apparent bias against Greeks is reinforced when we cross-reference all the 
characters in Second Maccabees who act negatively toward Judaism with the ethnicity of 
their names. Forty-seven of the forty-eight characters in this category have non-Hebrew 
names and forty-four (92%) of them have Greek names. Furthermore, of the fifteen cases 
in which named Jews betray Judaism, fourteen have foreign names and eleven of them 
have Greek names. This last statistic is particularly interesting as it not only reinforces 
our author's perception of things Greek, but also recognises that Jewish society was split. 
Those Jews presented as against the traditional values of their people tended to be 
connected to the Greeks through, among other things, their names. 
We would, of course, expect some polarisation towards or against different 
groups given the nature of the events being described. However, the positive and negative 
associations that our author develops towards different ethnic groups and the markers of 
those ethnic groups (i.e. the ethnic origin of names) is striking. So much so that even if 
we allow for a difference in categorisation of some actors by another reader the 
underlying trend is, and would remain, well established. Therefore, it is reasonable to 
conclude that we have managed to identify an underlying belief of our author, which 
could represent a societal construct from his time. 
Now, I am not trying to suggest that our author sat down and deliberately 
constructed his work so that Greek names were associated with negative actions/events 
and Hebrew names to good ones. Such an argument could be (and should be) easily 
discredited and discarded.67 Furthermore, in recounting his version of Jason's History we 
must accept that to some extent our author would have been governed by literary 
67 The argument that our author deliberately penned this work as anti-Greek propaganda, deliberately 
vilifying all the Greek characters may be able to be made, but from the analysis we have conducted such a 
conclusion seems far to speculative. In short, the reality is always more complex with extensive 'grey' 
areas and seldom has neat, all inclusive categories. To that end, the existence of our exceptions (as a start) 
indicate that our theory is much more than a premeditated vilification of Greeks. 
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constructs and the historical events themselves. These general principles notwithstanding, 
our theory asserts that societal beliefs and attitudes of the time would mould or provide 
the framework for the final literary product. Therefore we can interpret the attitudes 
evident in Second Maccabees both as a 'product of' and 'reinforcement of' societal 
perceptions. Whether it was our author's intention or not, the roles assigned to names 
illustrate, even if it is from a subconscious level, his prejudices, which are probably 
representative of large portions of his society. In other words, the Greeks were being 
blamed on some level by Jewish society for changes to the traditional Jewish way of life 
- even if those changes were voluntarily adopted. Of course, this conclusion in itself 
opens up a range of tensions and contradictions that require examination, something that 
we will address in the following chapter. Let us end our discussion here with a final 
comment: our observations - in short, the subjective elements of the text - strongly 
suggest that we should not be so fast in dismissing the age old dichotomy of Jew versus 
Greek, Hellenism versus Judaism. 
Chapter Eight 
Recognising Reality: 
The Existence of Hellenistic Judaism 
'From the middle of the third century B.C. all Judaism must really be designated 
"Hellenistic J udaism" in the strict sense' . 1 
This is not the first time we have introduced Hengel' s assessment as to the state of 
Judaism in the Third (and subsequent) Centuries B.C.E. Our original purpose was to 
summarise the modem interpretations of Second Maccabees and to present the current 
widely accepted view of Jewish society in the Second Century B.C.E., in particular how 
the peoples of Judaea were Hellenised (as emphasised by Hengel's statement). Of course 
not all scholars agree with Hengel's assessment, but even the dissenting voices are (in 
general) more concerned with the extent of Hellenisation rather than a complete rejection 
of his view. Recognising that Judaism was Hellenised in any way does not appear to sit 
easily with our discussion. To date we have focussed on areas of divergence; or (to use 
some of the terminology that we have adopted) the boundary between Greek and Jew has 
seemingly been marked through the dismissal of Hellenic concepts. Of course, some 
mitigation is available in that our categorisations are largely artificial, developed in order 
1 Hengel (1974) 104. The point has been made several times throughout this paper, although not discussed 
in its own right until now. See also Applebaum (1979/80) 158-77; Bickerman (193711976) passim, 
Bickerman EJ. From Erza To The Last of the Maccabees: Foundations of Postbiblical Judaism (Schocken 
Books: New York; 1962) passim, (1976) in several of his papers therein, (1988) passim; Collins J.J. 
'Jewish Apocalyptic Against Its Hellenistic Environment'. In BASOR 220 (1975) 27-36, (1983) passim; 
Grabbe (1995) 53-83; Hengel (1980) passim, (1989) 167-228; Levine (1998) passim esp. 3-15; Lieberman 
S. Greek In Jewish Palestine (New York, 1942) passim, Hellenism In Jewish Palestine Second Ed. (New 
York, 1962) passim; Rajak (1990) 261-80; Smith (1956) 67-81; Tcherikover (1957) I 1-112, (1959) passim. 
As we have noted, debate that questions, if not the existence then at least the extent of Hellenic 
influence, is also extensive. See, especially: Feldman (1993) passim esp. 3-83; Levine L.I. Judaism and 
Hellenism in Antiquity: Conflict or Confluence? (Hendrickson: Seattle and London; 1998) 14-15 (with 
extensive references); Millar (1978) 1-21, (1987) 110-133. 
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to emphasise the various points we have discussed. The reality is very different, the 
boundary between Jewishness and Hellenism is not clearly defined. 
To some extent this is an issue that we have already raised. Our analysis of the 
subjective elements in the text has introduced inherent contradictions that we have 
labelled as 'tensions'. To reiterate briefly, we have demonstrated that the Greeks were 
perceived as responsible for the changes that were occurring in Jewish society. Yet not 
everything Greek was anathema to the Jews who did adopt several Hellenic concepts. 
The most obvious example of this is that our author - a Jew - wrote Second Maccabees -
a text that is undoubtedly fundamentally Jewish in character - in Greek.2 While we could 
speculate ad nauseam as to the reason(s) behind our author's choice, any conclusion 
would not change the underlying fact that he is demonstrating how the use of the Greek 
language for Jewish literature was, if not acceptable, then necessary in order to reach the 
widest possible audience. To reinforce this point we can also note that in the third and 
subsequent centuries B .C.E. numerous religious and historical texts were, either written 
or translated into Greek by the Jews. The most prominent example that supports this 
assertion is, of course, the Septuagint itself.3 
2 A conclusion reached primarily because of the subject matter, linguistic style and the language (word 
choice) our author employs. See our discussion in the Introduction and note Goldstein (1983) 19ff, esp. n. 
54; Momigliano (1975a) 83. 
3 For more on the writing of the Septuagint see as an introduction: Anderson (1970) 146; Jellicoe (1968) 
passim; Jellicoe S. [Ed.] Studies in the Septuagint: Origins, Recensions, Interpretations (New York, 1974); 
Schtirer (1986) II1.474ff; Letter of Aristeas - A Translation and Introduction can be found in Shutt (1985) 
7-34; objections to the date and authorship proposed by the Letter of Aristeas can be found in Hadas M. 
Aristeas To Philocrates (New York, London; 1951). See also Aristobulus Fr. I.16 [Eusebius Ecclesiastical 
History VII.32.16-18], Fr. III.2 [Eusebius Praeparatio Evangelica XIII. 12. Iff]; note that Aristobulus' work 
in itself is an example of a Jew writing in Greek and an attempt to relate Jewish tradition with Hellenic 
culture: see Collins A.Y. 'Aristobulus (Second Century B.C.) A New Translation and Introduction'. In J.H. 
Charlesworth [Ed.] The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha Vol. Two (Doubleday: New York, 1985) 831-842; 
Collins (1983) 175-8; Fraser P.M. Ptolemaic Alexandria In Three Vols. (Oxford,) 1.695-6%, II.963-970; 
Hengel (1974) I.l63ff, II.lD5-110. Consider also the concluding comments made by Gruen in his book 
Heritage and Hellenism: 'Jews thoroughly embued with Greek culture but committed to the authority of the 
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These suggestions are in no way meant to discredit or diminish the importance of 
the Hebrew (or even Aramaic) language to Jewish identity, something our author is 
acutely aware of and utilises in his text.4 Rather, what our discussion demonstrates is the 
inherent acceptability of Greek in the wider Jewish community. This is further shown by 
how our author could, for want of a better descriptive term, 'almost think' in Greek. He 
was very familiar with Greek concepts (as well as linguistic expressions and style) and 
used them very easily in a Jewish context, so Hellenism (and Judaism) are extensions of 
the Greek idea of Medism or 'to medise'. The term Barbarian is used in the same way for 
the Greeks, albeit from a Jewish perspective. To be fair it is also clear that our author, at 
times, did struggle with the language, or at least the Greek manuscripts we have can be 
very difficult to translate - of course this may be a result of the transmission of the text 
rather than the original writing itself. Our author also, albeit again only occasionally, 
reverted to what can only be described as a more Jewish interpretation of events. We 
have noted, for example, how he may have become confused with concepts and labels on 
occasion, especially the use of E8vo~ in relation to 'am and goy. 
These observations notwithstanding, the ability and readiness of the author to 
present his work in Greek cannot be ignored. In fact it is difficult not to conclude that our 
author was not just choosing to write this text in Greek, but rather Greek was his day-to-
day (literary) language of choice. He is too familiar with some of the idiosyncrasies of the 
Book felt full confidence in reproducing its material in forms familiar to their Hellenised compatriots' 
[(1998) 294]. At this point Gruen also gives examples of authors placing Biblical stories into Greek 
moulds, q.v. 
4 See our discussion below, which - if I may foreshadow my argument to reinforce my comments here -
observes how the martyred mother and her seven sons converse in their ancestors' language [tft 1t<X'tpicp 
<p(Ovft], i.e. probably Hebrew, although considering the time period Aramaic might be meant. Regardless, 
the point is that it is not Greek, and it is a language which has a meaning (ancestral) to them as a people. 
Consider also the scarcity of Greek texts found at Qurnran: see Vermes G The Complete Dead Sea Scrolls 
(Penguin, 1998) passim, esp. 440ff. The importance of Hebrew is also emphasised in other Apocryphal 
texts, see e.g. Ecclesiasticus 'Preface'. 
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Greek language to be an infrequent user.5 Therefore, our author who as we have 
demonstrated seems to be biased against Hellenic influences upon Jewish society, is not 
only fluent in Greek but, as the language is integral to the culture, is probably immersed 
in the Greek way of thinking (perhaps even lifestyle, although this could be inferring too 
much considering the actual details that we do have). At the very least it appears that the 
ability to communicate in Greek was not something that our author deemed was intrusive 
to Jewish society or that he, as a Jew, had to protect Judaism from. 6 
In Defence of ludaism 
As usual, the apparent acceptance of the Greek language by the Jews is only part 
of the story. To begin with, consider how Judas Maccabaeus was fighting for, or to put it 
more simply, defending Judaism. There are various statements throughout the text that 
make this clear, most notably how Judas recruits only those who had remained faithful to 
Judaism.7 Moreover, it also seems clear that our author approved of Judas' objective. 
5 We have discussed this elsewhere, but as an illustration of the point consider how even scholars who do 
not place much value on the text tend to do so by labelling it 'pathetic' or 'tragic' history, which in 
themselves were fashionable forms of Greek Historiography at this time (i.e. Second Century B.C.E.). 
Notice also how Rajak, for example, when comparing the authors of First and Second Maccabees observes 
that our author is the more Hellenised writer [(1990) 268]; and Goldstein (1983) 20ff, esp. n. 54. Some 
Aramaisms are listed in Grimm. 
6 At this stage of Judaism's development at any rate. It is acknowledged that this situation can and does 
vary in different time periods. We have, for example, an indication that after 115-117 C.E. there was some 
sort of prohibition on the teaching of the Greek language, although this was a decree issued because of a 
special circumstance. In general the rabbis seemed to have no problem with Greek (language or wisdom) as 
long as it was not studied at the expense of the Torah: Cf. Feldman L.H. Studies in Hellenistic ludaism 
(Leiden, New York, Koln; 1996) 498-500 and the references to various rabbinical texts; however, note also 
Origen Contra Celsum 11.34. 
711 Macc. VIILl. This passage demonstrates the importance of Judaism to Judas' cause: 'Meanwhile, Judas 
Maccabaeus and those men with him secretly slipped into the villages summoning their kinsmen, and 
recruiting also those who had remained faithful to Judaism. All combined their numbers were at six 
thousand.' [IouDm; De b MaKKa~alo~ Kat 01. cruv au'tip TCapetcrTCopeuollevOl AeATjeO'tOl~ ei~ 'ta~ Kffilla~ 
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There is no denigration, but rather a sense of tacit approval in the text of the importance 
of ensuring that Judaism flourishes. Consider that while Judas is not glorified in the way 
that occurs in First Maccabees, certain traditional aspects of Judaism (and therefore, if we 
recall our earlier discussion on 'Iou8al,Ol, Jewish identity) are regularly reinforced. At the 
very least this indicates authorial support for Judas' cause and identifies the defence of 
Judaism as a specific theme in Second Maccabees. 
Let us be more specific by continuing our discussion on the importance of 
language. Our author while writing in Greek is not unaware of the integral role that 
language has to the identity of a people. Consider the account of the martyred mother and 
her seven sons, who defy the king's attempts to force them to break their traditional laws 
and, in particular, to eat pork,8 The family responds by retorting that they would die 
before submitting [II Mace. VIL2], a challenge which the king accepts [II Macc. VII.3], 
and one by one the family members are tortured and killed. As they go to their deaths 
they address the king andlor each other, defiantly rejecting attempts to get them to 
npO(JEKIXAOUV'tO 't01>~ (J'I)Y'YEvEl~, KlXt 't01>~ IlqlEVTJKO'tIX~ ev 'tip 'IO'l)OIX1(Jllip npoO"AlXllPIXVollEVOl 
(J'I)v~yIXYov d~ e~lX1\lo"Xl)'{O'l)~]. Note that in First Maccabees the size of Judas' anny is smaller, the 
number given is only three thousand: See I Macc. IV.6. For another indication that Judas was defending 
Judaism see our author's introduction to the text proper, i.e. II Macc. n.2I. This is a topic covered by 
numerous scholars; see, for example, Rajak who observes that the changes introduced into Jerusalem were 
seen to be contravening Jewish Law [(1990) 262]. 
8 II Mace. Vn.1-42. This is a story discussed by modem scholars in relation to its importance to the subject 
of martyrdom, it and that preceding it on Eleazar (II Macc. 18-31) are the earliest examples of 'monotheists 
suffering martyrdom and are the direct source for the patterns that thereafter prevailed in Jewish and 
Christian literature' Goldstein (1983) 282, note also 282-317. See Abel (1949) 365-384; Cohen G.D. 'The 
Story of Hannah and her Seven Sons In Hebrew Literature'. In M. M. Kaplin Jubilee Volume Hebrew 
Section (Jewish Theological Seminary of America: New York, 1953) 109-122; Frend W.H.C. Martyrdom 
and Persecution in the Early Christian Church (Doubleday: New York, 1967) 18-20, 34-37, 347,414,427-
28; Hengel (1974) 1.96, 11.50; Momigliano (1975a) 86-87, Momigliano A. Essays on Ancient and Modem 
Judaism Edited with an Introduction by S. Berti. Translated by M.Masella-Gayley (University of Chicago: 
Chicago and London; 1994) 44-45; consider also Fourth Maccabees and Hadas M. The Third and Fourth 
Book of Maccabees Jewish Apocryphal Literature (New York, 1953). Finally, note Henten J. W. van and 
Avemarie F. Martyrdom and Noble Death: Selected Texts from Greco-Roman, Jewish and Christian 
Antiquity (Routledge: London, New York; 2002). 
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transgress their beliefs. At times in the account, in what can only be considered clear 
attempts to emphasise their piety and Jewish heritage, our author notes that they converse 
'in their ancestral language' ['tU na'tpt<:p <provU]. Consider, as an example of this, our 
author's account of the mother's resolve: 
'Ym:payov'troe; of. 1, Jlft'tT1P 9m)Jlacr'tl, Kat JlvftJllle; aya9fle; aSta, llne; 
anOAA'UJlEVO'Ue; 'U1,OUe; Ema cr'Uvoprocra Jltiie; uno KatpOV 1,JlEpae; E1.nVuXroe; £<PEPEV 
Ota 'tae; Ent Kupwv EAntOae;. EKacr'tov of. mhrov napEKaAEt 'tU na'tpt<:p <provU ... 
'The exceedingly noble mother is also worthy of honourable remembrance; since 
she witnessed her seven sons being slain within the space of a single day, yet she 
bore it with a courageous spirit because of her faith in the Lord. She encouraged 
each of them [i.e. her sons] in her ancestral language ... ' [11 Mace. VII.20-21] 
It seems reasonable to assume that, for a Jewish reader, the mother's use of her 
native/ancestrallanguage adds to the nobility of the story, while also identifying her as 
Jewish and a follower of traditional law. While we cannot determine exactly what 
language our martyrs spoke - Hebrew or Aramaic - the point of the description was to 
emphasise difference. In this case the mother's Jewishness is stressed: she is identified as 
being different from (perhaps, in the opinion of our author, 'better than') the king. The 
choice of language adds to this comparison.9 The same is true of the other two occasions 
9 The use of one's 'ancestral language' must be understood as a strong indicator of identity, consider our 
much earlier discussion on '!OUO<xlOl. As to whether Hebrew or Aramaic is meant, I suspect the former -
based on the strong religious nature of Second Maccabees. Consider how all the Pentateuch, work of the 
Prophets, Psalms, Proverbs, etc. were originally written in Hebrew - our author, although writing in Greek, 
provides allusions to some of these works (e.g. to Moses at II Macc. VII.7; Jeremiah at II Macc. XV.14; 
etc). Our author also identifies the Jews as 'Hebrews' in three places in Second Maccabees: II Macc. 
VII.31, XI.l3, XV.37. Unfortunately none of these references relate in any way to the language. Be that as 
it may, we can not dismiss Aramaic, which was used for some religious texts (e.g. parts of Ezra [IV.8-
VI.l8, VII.12-26] and at least the additions to Daniel), and had been an important language in the region 
for many centuries (it was the 'official'/administrative language of the Persian Empire). See Neusner et al. 
(1996) I. 52-4, 280; Pfeiffer (1948) 687, 76lf, 812, 829, 832f; Schiirer (1979) II.22-28. At any rate, both 
languages provide a link to the past (pre-SeleucidlHellenic) and have ancestral associations. If this is not 
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that members of this family speak in their ancestrallanguage.!O Moreover we also find 
references to the use of the Jews' own language at other places in Second Maccabees, 
such as when Judas encourages his soldiers before they confront Gorgias. On each 
occasion the introduction of the Jews' ancestral tongue appears to be in order to 
emphasise Jewishness and to draw a distinction against the (Hellenic) policies, armies, or 
individuals described. ll 
This must lead to the conclusion that the Jews' 'ancestral language' is an 
important characteristic of Jewishness. Yet we have already demonstrated that the Greek 
language was, at the very least, not unacceptable to the Jews. To some extent this does 
present us with a dilemma, especially in the context of our previous discussions regarding 
the rejection of Greek culture. The content of our text, however, is clear: while the 
ancestral language of Judas, his followers, and the martyr woman and her sons is very 
clearly a marker of Jewish identity, Greek was an acceptable alternative at the time - at 
least in the educated circles to which we must assume our author and his audience 
belonged. In other words, while the use of Greek did not detract from one's Jewishness, 
the use of a language of historical, ancestral and traditional significance (i.e. probably 
Hebrew) emphasised it (at least in a literary context).12 
the case then any objection or counter argument must explain why the actors in the story are described as 
employing another language. 
JO II Macc. VII.S, 21, 27; at II Macc. VIL21 the mother exalted each of her sons in her own language. 
11 See, for example, II Macc. XII.37, where Judas sings hymns in his ancestral language on his way into 
battle and victory over Gorgias; or II Macc. XV.29 where the Jews discover Nicanor dead and sing praises 
to the Lord in their own language. 
12 And, perhaps in a very real way as well: consider how the Hasmonaeans used Hebrew script on coins and 
seals. This would have been done to provide legitimacy to their ancestral past. See, e.g. Meyers E.M. 
'Jewish Culture in Greco-Roman Palestine'. In Biale D. [Bd.] Cultures of the Jews: A New History 
(Shocken Books: New York, 2002)135-179 esp. 145. Note also that Josephus indicates that Hebrew 
remained his primary language; Antiquities XX.263; Feldman (1996) 500. 
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Other tensions (contradictions) are also evident in the text. One of the central 
themes of Second Maccabees, for example, is the unabashed promotion of ancestral laws 
and the need for strict adherence to them. On several occasions we receive examples of 
devout individuals who would rather die than violate their beliefs, or even be seen to 
violate their beliefs. Eleazar, for example, refused to comply with or even pretend to 
follow the king's directive to eat sacrificial meat. Our author then places a speech in the 
old man's mouth outlining the reasons for his defiance: a brave death will teach the 
young how to die a noble death for the Jews' revered and holy laws [ll Macc. VI.23-29, 
esp. 27-28]. The defence of these traditional values (through e.g. Eleazar's speech) and 
the presence of divine intervention (e.g. the defence of the Temple against Heliodorus) 
demonstrate that Second Maccabees has a strong religious theme. 13 This also indicates 
that for the Jews religion is an important factor in identity - being a Jew requires 
adherence to the laws and traditions of the past and following religious tenets. Our author 
is clearly concerned that some of these tenets are being eroded, a point evident by the 
special mention made of them. 
To demonstrate this consider the four references our author makes to the 
Sabbath.14 On each occasion particular emphasis is placed on the Jewish desire to 
maintain the seventh day as holy in the face of the gentiles' efforts to eradicate it. This is 
perhaps best illustrated in Chapter Fifteen when Nicanor planned to attack the Jews on 
the Sabbath, but even the Jews that accompanied his army lobbied against such an action. 
The Jews assert that the Lord made the seventh day holy, while Nicanor argues that he is 
13 11 Mace. III.22ff. Heliodorus' assault on the Temple is the first attested miracle of the Second Temple, 
which in itself demonstrates the prominence of religion; see Goldstein (1983) 7. 
14 The term La~~a'tov (in its various forms) is found seven times in Second Maccabees [11 Mace. V.2S; 
VI.6; VIII.26, 27, 28; XII.38; XV.3]. The three references in Chapter Eight relate to the same episode. 
Other terms are used to refer to the Sabbath in the text such as 'Seventh [E~06lla'to~] Day', e.g. 11 Mace. 
XVA. 
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the one who wields the power on earth, not the Lord. There can be little doubt that 
Nicanor's words are designed to mark him as an arrogant sinner who deserves death 
(thereby foreshadowing events later in the chapter).15 Yet somehow (and we receive no 
indication why) Nicanor is unsuccessful in his bid to engage Judas on the Sabbath. While 
we can speculate ad nauseam as to what mayor may not have happened, and contemplate 
various literary allusions and perhaps even symbolic inferences of who was really in 
control of events (and the world in general), there is one fact that is certain: the sanctity 
of the Sabbath is upheld. 
In the context of our discussion of 'Iouoct.tm our author's reinforcement of the 
Jews adherence to the Sabbath suggests that this is a ritual practice that marked a 
boundary. The Sabbath helps define 'Jewishness', so any erosion of the significance of 
that practice breaks down that boundary. 16 Therefore religion is again demonstrated to be 
important to identity. This notwithstanding, there is another dimension to this discussion. 
First Maccabees makes it clear that this tradition (adherence to the Sabbath) had been 
discarded by some Jews: Mattathias (Judas' father) himself is presented as arguing that 
the Jews were justified in fighting on the Sabbath.17 The theological arguments aside, 
what this indicates is that in the Second Century B.C.E. there were some Jews who felt 
15 See II Mace. XV.28ff: Nicanor is found dead by the victorious Jews. 
16 Other such practices include circumcision, food laws (restrictions, etc.). For more insight see parts of 
Hendel's discussion: Hendel R.S. 'Israel Among The Nations: Biblical Culture in the Ancient Near East'. 
In Biale (2002) 43-75; esp. 58ff. That the Lord commanded that the seventh day be holy see, e.g. Leviticus 
XXIII.2-3. For more on the theological doctrines emphasised in Second Maccabees see Hengel (1974) 1.96-
97 and notes to the points raised (11. 49-50). 
17 See I Mace. 11.39-41 [Mattathias]; IX. 43-49 [Jonathan]. For more on Jewish laws concerning warfare on 
the Sabbath see Goldstein (1976) 237 and references cited therein. The differing accounts in First and 
Second Maccabees represent a discussion that was occurring between different Jewish factions at this time. 
It is a discussion that continues in the New Testament: see Mark 11.23-27; Luke VI. 6-10; John V.5-18. 
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that they need not always observe the Sabbath (or more pointedly God's Law). The 
author of First Maccabees was probably providing a reason (albeit most likely 
retrospective) as to why this erosion of Jewish law had begun. In this context our author 
can be understood as providing an insight into a real concern and a societal debate. 
Moreover, our extensive discussion on our author's perception of Hellenism indicates 
who he thinks is responsible: The Greek presence is causing real change. 
The relationship between Jewish religion and Hellenism is, however, more 
complex than the simple cause and effect scenario we have outlined. Consider once again 
our author's description of how the king sends Gentiles to compel the Jews to give up 
their ancestral laws [11 Macc. VI.lff]. After being told how the Temple was polluted and 
how the Jews had to give up their traditional festivals [ll Macc. VI.3-6], we receive an 
interesting albeit derogatory description of how the Jews were forced to celebrate the 
feast of Dionysus and to wear ivy wreaths [11 Macc. VI.7]. While there are several 
different Dionysiac festivals and Dionysus himself is a complex god, the sort of generic 
scene which our author probably intended to describe can be easily imagined. The usual 
Dionysiac festivals involved ivy wreaths (hence their specification in the text), the 
carrying and waving of a 9u pcro<;, not to mention copious amounts of wine and 
intoxicated ecstasy.18 
While drunkenness and revelry may be connected to any celebration (albeit their 
association with Dionysus and his festivals are more pertinent), the 9upcro<; and ivy are 
objects that are more distinctive. The direct association between ivy and the god is 
probably best demonstrated by Arrian's account of Alexander's visit to Nysa, a city 
which, its inhabitants argue, was founded by Dionysus [Arrian Anabasis V.1.5]. The 
Nysaeans' claim is accepted by the Macedonians in part because Mount Merus was 
18 See, e.g. Burkert W. Greek Religion (Harvard University Press, 1985) esp. Pp. 161-7 and, e.g. Euripides 
Bacchae. 
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covered in ivy (this was proof enough that Dionysus had passed this way). In the 
subsequent celebrations the Macedonians sang hymns to Dionysus, made wreaths from 
the ivy, and crowning themselves with the vine celebrated with the usual Bacchic frenzy! 
Alexander even sacrificed to the god there. 19 There can be little doubt that an association 
between ivy and Dionysus is implicit to the story. In addition to (and associated with) the 
ivy we also have to consider the eupcro~ - an ivy-wreathed wand carried and waved by 
the worshippers of Dionysus. This eupcro~ or wand is of particular interest to us. It is 
present in many different types of Dionysiac celebrations and can be considered a symbol 
of the god in the same way as, for example, Tyche has a wheel of Fortune. In fact the 
relationship is such that in art the eupcro~ is used to identify Dionysus and his festivals. 20 
That clarified, consider the description our author provides of Jewish participation 
in a Dionysiac festival. The context of this account is clear: it is part of a negative 
description whereby Jews were being compelled to reject their ancestral ways. Judaism 
was after all a strictly monotheistic religion so the rationale for Jewish objection is 
19 Arrian Anabasis V.2.5-7. See Bosworth's comments supporting the ivy - Dionysus link: Bosworth A.B. 
A Historical Commentary on Arrian's History Of Alexander Volume Two: Commentary on Books IV-V 
(Oxford, 1995) 205ff esp. 206. Curtius also presents a similar story at Nysa - linking Father Liber 
(Dionysus), Ivy, and Bacchic celebrations [Curtius VIII.1O.11-18]. Arrian is even more direct in the Indica 
where he leaves us in no doubt that the presence of ivy at Nysa is one of five or six observations that proves 
that Dionysus indeed passed that way [Indica V.9]. 
20 See, e.g., Kerenyi C.K. Dionysos: Archetypal Image of Indestructible Life. Translated by R. Manheim 
(London, 1976) who describes the 8upcro~ as a long staff carried by the worshippers of Dionysos [Pp. 180]; 
for the 8upcro~ associated with Dionysus usually through the interpretation of artwork see Pp. 200, 201, 
218,280,313,359,369,370,375,379,380,387; on Pp. 280 Dionysus is identified by the 8upcro~. Burkert 
notes the association between Dionysus and the 8upcro~ as well; cf. (1985) 163, 166: 'The presence of 
Dionysus is announced by vine and ivy tendrils and by the thrysos, a springy wand (narthex) with a bundle 
of ivy leaves fastened to the top' [Pp. 166]. See also Euripides Bacchae 25, 80, 188, 240, 704, etc.; Dodds 
E.R. Euripides Bacchae: Edited with Introduction and Commentary by E.R. Dodds (Oxford, 1944) 78ff 
esp. note on Bacchae line 113 and references cited therein; and Leinieks V. The City of Dionysos: A Study 
of Eu rip ides , Bakchai (Teubner: Stuttgart, 1996) 75-77,83-84, 187-188. 
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obvious and does not need to be developed here. Be that as it may, let us consider the 
following description of a parade provided by our author a few chapters later: 
Kat flE"C' EUCPpOcrUVTJ~ ~yov ~flEpa~ OK"CcO crKTJVCOfla"Ccov "Cponov, flVTJfloVEUOV"CE~ 
cO~ npo fltKPOU Xpovo'O "C~v "Ccov crKTJVCOV EOp"C~V EV "COt~ OPEcrtV Kat EV "COt~ 
crnTJAaiot~ 9TJpicov "Cponov ~crav VEfloflEVot. (Ho 9upcro'O~ Kat KAaoo'O~ cOpaio'O~, 
E'tt OE Kat cpo{VtKa~ EXOV"CE~, UflVo'O~ cXVECPEPOV "Cip Euoorocrav'tt Ka9apicrat "COV 
Ea'O"COu "Conov. 
'And with joy they held celebrations for eight days in the manner of the Feast of 
Tabernacles, remembering that only a short time previous the festival of 
Tabernacles had been spent dwelling like wild animals in the mountains and in 
caves. Therefore, carrying ivy-wreathed wands [9upcrot] and flowering branches 
and also palm fronds, they sang hymns for the successful cleansing of His 
Temple. ,21 
In simple terms this is nothing more than a description of a Jewish celebration 
dedicating and purifying the Temple. However, the language that our author chooses to 
use and the actions he ascribes to the participants of this celebration is puzzling. Our 
author categorically states that the Jews waved 9upcrot. In part the description of plants 
and branches does provide a link to the time spent dwelling in the wild (through oio), but 
it still does not explain the choice of words. Given the familiarity that we have 
demonstrated our author has with Hellenic concepts, he cannot have been ignorant of the 
association the 9upcrot has to Dionysus, yet he still chose to use the term. The possible 
implications of this are wide ranging, but before reaching any conclusions let us see what 
else we can extract from the passage. 
First, there can be no doubt that this is a Jewish festival. Its purpose is to celebrate 
the dedication and purification of the Temple, and it was similar to or at least comparable 
21 II Macc. X.6-7. This passage has some difficulties and alternative readings (especially llUXapt(J'toUV [i.e. 
praised/glorified] for UIlV01l<; UVE<pEPOV). See Abel (1949) 408-9; Goldstein (1983) 380-81. 
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with the Feast of Tabernacles in some way.22 This parallel is interesting, not least because 
at the Feast of Tabernacles participants carried a lulab, which is a palm branch bound 
with myrtle and WillOW.23 Greek observers would call this palm branch a Supcroc;, but our 
author is not Greek or writing (primarily) for the Greeks - he knew the difference and we 
would expect him to make a distinction for his (Jewish) audience, which is exactly what 
we get. We are clearly informed that both palm fronds and SupcrOt are present.24 
So are we to ascertain a link between this very Jewish religious festival and 
Dionysus? This would be an extreme interpretation and most unlikely considering our 
author's demonstrable anti-Hellenic views (especially in relation to religion).25 It seems 
more probable that the Jews, be it deliberately or subconsciously, have simply 
incorporated elements into their celebration that we associate with Dionysus. Our author 
finds nothing unusual in the practise because the rituals adopted and undertaken are done 
so voluntarily by the Jews and incorporated into a Jewish context. Whether or not the 
Dionysiac practices were actually adopted or just described in this way is not of concern; 
both are possible (and are not mutually exclusive), while either demonstrates a Hellenic 
22 11 Mace. X.5-8. The comparison to the Feast of Tabernacles is made directly by our author, but see also 
Goldstein (1983) 380. 
23 See Neusner et al. (1996) 391. The Jews are commanded to carry the lulah at Leviticus XXIII.40. 
24 II Mace. X.7: 'Therefore, carrying ivy-wreathed wands [Bupa-m] and flowering branches and also palm 
fronds ... [010 Bupa-ous Kat KAaoous ropaious, £'tt 010 Kat !poiVtKas EXOV'tES ... ] - emphasis added. Note 
that Plutarch has the Jews carrying Bupa-at during the Feast of Tabernacles and he makes a distinction 
between a Bupa-os and other tree/palm branches [Quaestiones Conviviales IV.62 671e). Admitably, 
Josephus also refers to the wands carried by the Jews at the Feast of Tabernacles as BUpa-at [Antiquities 
XIII.5 (372), but note description at Antiquities III (325)]. Consider also Josephus' intended audience, 
considering everything we have discussed so far it seems unlikely that our author was targeting a Greek 
'readership'. See also Goldstein (1983) 381. 
25 For a connection between Dionysus and Judaism note Plutarch Quaestiones Conviviales IV.6 671C -
672C. Contra Tac. Hist. V.5, although Tacitus does associate ivy and vines with the Jewish Temple and we 
must consider that he is just simply hostile to anything and everything Jewish. Note also Neusner et al. 
(1996) 168; and Goldstein (1976) 129 esp. n. 154. 
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component (from an outside perspective) to Jewish religion,z6 This can, therefore be 
understood as an example of Tessa Rajak's 'Hellenisation process': The unconscious 
acculturalisation of Hellenic ideas as opposed to the hostility directed against symbolic 
Hellenism.27 It also demonstrates how extensive this Hellenisation process was, it appears 
to have penetrated aspects of Jewish religion which to date has been central to the 
resistance of things Hellenic.28 The inherent contradiction here seems to be governed by 
choice: The later celebration was developed by the Jews for themselves, while that 
described in the opening lines of Chapter Six [H Macc. Vr.7] was imposed, almost 
certainly for political purposes. 
Recognising Some Institutions of an Hellenic City 
The points we have raised could be explained, to some extent, as literary 
constructs (i.e. not necessarily demonstrative of actual practices). To that end, we will 
now examine some of the Hellenic institutions and structures that may have been adopted 
by the Jews. Our objective is not to determine if Jerusalem was a n6Atc; at this time 
(although our in sights may add something to that debate), but rather once again to try to 
26 In fact, it can be (and has been) argued that by creating a new festival commemorating the 'restoration of 
traditional Judaism the Maccabees departed from traditional Jewish practice and imitated their Hellenic 
enemies' [Meyers (2002) 145]. Despite the weakness of this view, our parallel to Dionysus provides some 
basis for the belief underpinning Meyers' assertion. Furthermore, recognising the infusion of Hellenic 
practices in Judaism goes some way toward countering Feldman's assertion that Jews did not 'develop 
syncretistic cults incorporating Greek elements' [(1996) 500). 
27 Rajak (1990) 261-280. 
28 This is an acceptance that must be emphasised. Hellenism in religion is what most commentators 
normally subscribe to as the explanation of Judas' rebellion and the line which Hellenic influence could not 
be allowed to cross: See e.g. Schtirer 'Hellenism in its religious aspect was driven out of the Jewish region 
proper by the Maccabaean uprising ... ' [(1979) II 52]. The 'purity' of religion could, otherwise be used to 
explain the tension - Hellenic influence and change was fine except when it influenced Jewish religion. 
Our discussion, however, demonstrates that Greek concepts were accepted in religion - as one should 
actually expect: the segregation of aspects of one's identity is artificial. 
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understand the extent of Hellenisation that existed amongst the Jewish people.z9 Let us 
begin by considering a much discussed passage in Chapter Four where our author 
inveighs against the introduction of Hellenic Institutions. In short, what happens is that 
Jason outbids his brother (Onias) for the office of High Priest. Jason then seeks and gains 
permission from Antiochus Epiphanes to establish a gymnasium and a distinct civic class 
known as the Antiochenes [II Macc. IV.7-10]. Of course, our author fulminates against 
these changes suggesting that they represent the pinnacle of Hellenic influence. It should 
not surprise, therefore, that they also provide plenty of material for our author to use in 
his defence of (his) 'traditional Jewish society' [II Macc. IV.1l-17]. 
Be that as it may, for us what is important is not our author's negative reaction to 
the perceived dramatic changes to Iudaism (which is something that we have discussed 
extensively elsewhere), but rather the Hellenic institutions and citizen groups that are 
described. To focus on the rhetoric of our author alone would mean that we would miss 
some valuable in sights into Jewish society at this time.30 Consider the relevant passage: 
IIpo<; of. 't01>'tOt<; 1)1ttcrXV£t'to KCXt £'t£pcx Otcxypaq>£tV 1t£V'tnKOV'tCX 1tpo<; 'to\<; 
EKCX'tOV, £cJ.V E1ttXroPT\8U Ota 't11<; E~o'l)cricx<; cxu'tou y'l)/-1VacrtQv KCXt Eq>ll~icxv cxu't<$ 
cr'l)cr'tncrcxcr8at, KCXt 'to'u~ EV 'IEpocroA:6~ot~ 'Av'ttoXci~ avuypa\jfCtt. 
In addition to these amounts he [Jason] promised to raise another 150 [talents] if 
provision could be made so that through his own office he [Jason] could establish 
a gymnasium and an 'ephebia' and that he [Jason] could register those who were 
Antiochenes in Jerusalem,?l 
29 On the question of whether Jerusalem was a Greek n6A.tc,; at this time see, in particular: Hengel (1974) 
1.74-75; Levine (1998) 39; Tcherikover (1959) 161-169; TcherikoverV. A 'Was Jerusalem A "Polis"?,. In 
IEF 14 (1964) 61-78; Bickerman (1976) L 239-40, (1979) 32-60 esp. 48; Grabbe (1992) 248-50; Schlifer 
(2003) 37; Schurer (1973) U48-9, (1979) II.183, 197-198. 
30 See Gruen (1998) 29ff, who emphasises the need to look past the 'rhetorical smokescreen' [pp. 30]. 
31 II Mace. IV.9. That we are talking about talents ['taA.c£v'tc£) is made clear in the preceding lines [II Mace. 
IV .8]. This passage is also cited as a part of a much larger quotation earlier in this thesis and discussed 
there in a different context. 
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With these comments our author introduces us to several changes in Jewish 
society which require some comment. Let us begin with the obscure group our author 
calls the Antiochenes. Trying to identify just who these people were and the related issue 
of understanding correctly the phrase that introduces them to us has spawned a lively 
discussion amongst scholars in the later half of the twentieth century. The phrase that is at 
the centre of this debate is: 1'0-0<; EV 'IEpocroA.U/lot<; 'AV1'toXEt<; ava:ypa\jfut, which we 
have translated above, as 'he [Jason] registered those who were Antiochenes in 
Jerusalem'. The alternative view is that all those in Jerusalem were registered as 
Antiochenes ('those in Jerusalem he [Jason] registered as Antiochenes,)?2 Through the 
translation we have presented we have made our preference clea23, albeit we can 
accommodate both interpretations: First, the use of avuypacpO) makes it clear that some 
sort of list was drawn up, which registered those who were to be classed as Antiochenes. 
It does not matter if the list incorporated just some or all the residents of Jerusalem. 
Second, as a consequence of the registration process a new social (perhaps even 
32 See Bickerman who argues that Jason received permission to draw up a register of those who were 
Antiochenes in Jerusalem [(1937) 59ff], see also n. 33 below. The alternative translation is best presented 
by Tcherikover who argues that Jason received permission to enrol the citizens of Jerusalem as Antiochenes 
- whether that be understood as granting the same citizenship rights to the people of Jerusalem as those in 
Antioch; or the establishment of a new city of Antioch on the site (or near to) Jerusalem [(1959) 159, 404ff; 
see also Schurer (1973) 1.148]. Most recently it is Bickerman's arguments that have gained ascendancy 
(and it is his arguments which we have followed). Note also comments by Goldstein (1976) 111ff; Hengel 
(1974) 1.73, II.184. These authors notwithstanding, there are still some who suggest that Jerusalem was 
simply renamed as Antioch: see e.g. Spek van der R.J. 'The Babylonian City'. In A. Kuhrt et al. (1987) 73; 
Price S. 'The Limits of Hellenisation'. In The Oxford History of the Classical World (Oxford, 1994) 315-
337 (324). Some still interpret the passage in a vague way; Schafer, for example, suggests that it was a 
registration of 'the inhabitants of Jerusalem as citizens of Antioch' [(2003) 36J - an interpretation that can 
only be acceptable if 'the inhabitants of Jerusalem' are defined. 
33 In short, we have decided that the verb cXvuypa<pm goes with the accusative 'tou~ .. , 'Av't\oX£\~, so 
therefore the geographic location [ev 'I£poO"oA:61.w\~] must be a relative clause that is connected to the 
noun. As indicated this follows Bickerman and more recently Goldstein, q.v. This is the most 
straightforward interpretation of the Greek, and I fail to see why it should be understood any other way. 
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'citizenship') class was established that separated some Jews from others (regardless of 
whether the distinction is drawn amongst the people in Jerusalem itself (most likely) or 
between the citizens of Jerusalem/ Antioch and the rest of Judaea). The label Antiochenes 
may have been given to an existing social class/group, or a new class may have been 
established. 34 
Now, based on the name alone we can conclude that the Antiochenes are an 
Hellenic based group or, at least, very receptive to Greek based ideas. Moreover, they are 
not unique to Jerusalem. We have several inscriptions that indicate other cities in the 
Seleucid Empire were either renamed as Antioch or at least some of their inhabitants 
became known as Antiochenes.35 It seems possible that Antiochus was attempting to unite 
34 Renaming an existing social class or group, or replacing current social labels would have created division 
in society (through the redefinition and obvious new balance of political power). 
35 Consider, for example, Antiocheia in Pisidia: see Schiirer (1986) III.32; or Antiocheia on Callirhoe 
(Edessa): see Polybius V.21, Tcherikover (1959) 444. Note also Antiocheia of the Chrysaorians (Alabanda) 
which is generally taken as another Antioch. It is interesting in this later example that although the relevant 
decree refers to 'the city of the Antiochenes of the Chrysaorian nation' [ ... a 1tOA.t<; a 'tIDV 'AV'ttoXEffiV'tIDV 
El( 'tou XPUO(f.0pEffiV EevEO<;], it also describes Antiochus as the benefactor of the Antiochenes and seems to 
address the Antiochenes as a distinct group within the wider community. Certainly they refer to themselves 
as a 1tOA.t<;, but this is understandable in the context that their (i.e. the Antiochenes ') ambassador was 
representing them (the Antiochenes) in Greece, i.e. the 1tOAt<; could have been 'renamed' or identified as an 
Antioch on the strength of its dominant citizen class - the Antiochenes. Or, a city would seek to establish 
Hellenic institutions (gymnasium, etc.), draw up a citizenship list and so establish a 1tOAt<; constitution, 
which could result in a name change for the city when the new 'citizens' had consolidated their control of a 
city or merged sufficiently with the indigenous population (or perhaps more correctly the section of the 
population still following traditional customs). This process is perhaps seen in an inscription from Phrygia 
[Jonnes L. and Rici M. "A New Royal Inscription from Phrygia Paroreios: Eumenes II Grants Tyriaion the 
Status of a Po lis , . In Epigraphica Anatolica 29 (1997) 1-29, note comments Pp. 11] and could be what we 
see starting to happen in Jerusalem [I owe the reference to Jonnes et al. and the possible link to Jerusalem 
as a 1tOA.t<; to Prof. Fergus Millar who was kind enough to discuss some of these issues with me in 
September 2002. Of course the theory I have outlined here and, in particular, any inconsistencies with it are 
entirely my own fault]. For more on this decree on the Antiocheia of the Chrysaorians, including copy, 
translation and comments see Ma J. Antiochus III and the Cities of Western Asia Minor (Oxford, 2000) 
212-213, 305-308. On Antiocheia of the Chrysaorians just being the new name given to Alabanda by 
Antiochus III see, e.g. Jones (1940) 15. There are other indications of the idea of Antiochenes being a class 
in or a part of a particular city, consider for example coins of Ptolemais struck under Antiochus IV bearing 
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his vast geographic and diverse empire with a very identifiable and prominent citizenship 
class. The Antiochenes was to be the name for those who had Seleucid citizenship, a 
group in itself that is perhaps best understood in comparison to Roman citizens.36 The 
interest for us, however, is that analogous to the establishment of this citizen class is the 
introduction of some very Greek institutions, such as the gymnasium and the ephebic 
education system. Certainly the 'Greekness' of the institutions are emphasised, but 
should we take this as indicating that each operated exactly as if they were in Athens?37 
At the gymnasium, for example, did all attendees follow the Greek custom and exercise 
naked?38 Certainly the author of First Maccabees and also Josephus both assert that they 
the Greek legend 'Antiochenes in Ptolemais': see Goldstein (1976) 113, 115; Tcherikover (1959) 92: 
although note Tcherikover's objections to the citizenship theory on Pp. 443-444 (n. 12). Regardless of how 
we choose to interpret the Antiochenes of Second Maccabees it is clear that they are a sector of Jewish 
society connected with Hellenism (a point obvious just by the name). 
36 For more on this possibility see Goldstein [(1976) 104-60 esp. 110-122, (1983) 227] who writes strongly 
in support of understanding the Antiochenes in this way. See comments in previous footnote as well. The 
possibility that the Antiochenes were intended to be a citizenship class for the Seleucid Empire is perhaps 
made even more plausible if we recall that Antiochus IV spent sometime as a hostage in Rome [Appian 
XI.7.38-39; Polybius XXI.17.8-11; Goldstein (1976) 197] and seems to have adopted some very Roman 
practices [Polybius XXVI.1, XXX 25.3,6 and 26.1; Livy XLI.20.1-4, 9-13; Goldstein (1976) 104ft]. The 
suggestions we have made open up plenty of further questions that simply cannot be addressed here, such 
as: How would this Seleucid Citizenship work in practice? Would Antiochenes have political rights in 
Antioch? Paul's Roman citizenship (which he uses to his advantage) does not affect his legal rights in 
Judaea, would Seleucid citizenship operate in the same way? 
37 Consider the description of the wearing of the petasos: [II Mace. 1V.12]; and a more direct indication of 
the establishment of an ephebic institution [II Mace. IV.9]. Harris in his study argues that the wearing of 
the petasos in this account is a metaphor for 'coming under Greek influence' [Harris Greek Athletics and 
the Jews (Cardiff, 1976) 3l]. There is also reference to a gong that signalled the opening of the gymnasium 
[II Mace. 1V.14]. The use of an audible signal to open a gymnasium is mentioned by Cicero [De Oratore 
11.5.21]; note also comments and references in Goldstein (1983) 231. However, we should note that if we 
translate this passage literally the attraction seems to be the discus, yet as Harris points out the throwing of 
the discus did not take place in the palaestra - there was simply not enough space [(1976) 31]. A possible 
solution is that the discus was perceived as very Greek. That Antiochus thought Athens was the pinnacle of 
Hellenism is made clear at II Mace. IX.15 and through the use of an Athenian at II Mace. VI.lff. We 
should also not forget that Antiochus spent some time in the city. 
38 On the Greek gymnasium see, e.g. Jones (1940) 221-6; see also Thucydides 1.6 (below). 
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not only did, but they even attempted to hide their circumcisions?9 If this is so then what 
we are presented with is evidence of a major rejection of traditional Jewish values and the 
adoption of Greek ones.40 
While these passages are compelling they also present us with a dilemma. The 
possibility of naked Jewish priests and young men running around in the gymnasium 
would provide a spectacular opportunity for our author to criticise the influence of those 
he perceives as 'Hellenisers' even more, yet he is silent on the issue.41 This suggests that 
the Jews were not in fact exercising naked, a view that (in turn) is consistent with what 
we know about Eastern cultures at this time42, and the Jews in particular. Adam and Eve, 
for example, are naked without shame only in the pristine Garden of Eden. Later, after 
they had sinned, they were aware of their nakedness and from that time had to be 
clothed.43 Thucydides notes that the Greeks only began exercising naked in recent times 
39 I Mace. I.14-15: E7tOtll(HY-V EamOtC; (b(po~uO''ttac;. Supported by Josephus Antiquities XII 5.1 (241), 
albeit Josephus used First Maccabees as a source. Note also Schiirer (1973) I.148-9, esp. n. 28. 
40 The importance of circumcision is made clear by, e.g. Genesis XVII.9-14; XXI.4, etc. 
41 In fact, we would not only expect our author to mention naked Jews, but to also exaggerate their presence 
and immoral practices (in the context that they are violating the law as laid down by the Torah). This point 
is also noted by Gruen (1998) 38; Goldstein (1983) 229-30. 
42 Consider, for example, Herodotus' comment in the Gyges story: 'For among the Lydians, and nearly all 
other Barbarian races also, it is held as a great shame even for a man to be seen naked [7tapa yap 'totO'l 
Au8otO'l O'XE8ov 8£ Kat 7tapa 'tOtO'tv aAAolO'l ~ap~apotO'l, Kat av8pa o<p8ftval YU).LVQV EC; aic;xuvT\v 
).LEyaATlv <pEPEl] [Herodotus I.10]. Compare also the story of how Agesilaus strips Persian prisoners to sell 
as slaves and reveals that they were soft and white because they always wore clothes: Cf. Xenophon 
Hellenica III.4.18; P1utarch Agesilaus IX. 5 . 
43 See Genesis II.25 and IlL7 respectively. The author of Jubilees interprets the Biblical account of God 
clothing Adam to mean that nudity is prohibited [cf. Jubilees m.26ff]. Furthermore, direct negative 
comparison is also made with the practices of the gentiles [Jubilees IIl.31]. See Wintermute O.S. 'Jubilees: 
A New Translation and Introduction'. In lH. Charlesworth [Ed.] The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha Vol. 
Two (Doubleday: New York, 1985) 35-142. 
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and that Barbarians - especially those in Asia - still wore loin cloths.44 Plato expresses a 
very similar idea to Thucydides' in the Republic.45 
Combined this evidence is compelling and militates against the accounts in First 
Maccabees and Josephus. However, despite initial appearances both representations are 
not necessarily mutually exclusive. To begin, the silence of Second Maccabees probably 
does mean that the Jews who used the gymnasium did so c1othed.46 The problem of 
nudity can be understood as something that happened later and was projected back by the 
author of First Maccabees - a scenario that incidentally confirms the relative chronology 
of the Maccabaean Books that we proposed earlier.47 
44 See Thucydides I.5-6: 'In earlier times even at the Olympic games, the athletes wore a girdle (loincloth) 
over their genitals when competing, and it is not many years since they stopped doing this. Indeed even 
now there are some among the Barbarians, especially among those in Asia, when prizes in wrestling and 
boxing are contested the participants wear loincloths' [to oE 1taAcn Kat EV tip OAU~1ttKip &Y&Vt oHX~ffi)lata 
exoVtE<; 1tEpt ta aioota 0\ &8ATjtat l\YffiV{~OVtO, Kat ou 1tOAAa etll E1tnoli 1t£1tauvtcn' ett OE Kat EV to\:<; 
~ap~apo\<; eO't\v ot<; VUV, Kat )laAtO'ta tot<; 'AO'tavot<;, 1tU'Y)l1l<; Kat 1taAll<; ct9Aa 't{9E'tcn, Kat OtE~ffi~£VOt 
'tOU'to Op&O'W]. Gomme comments on when the transition to exercising naked may have occurred, after all 
'in earlier times' is very vague [Gomme (1945) I.103-6]. We must acknowledge, of course, that Thucydides 
was writing some 150 years before the Maccabaean conflict (and Herodotus was even earlier), but Jubilees 
(and even First Maccabees and Josephus) confirm that the social pressure opposing nudity was still 
important. See also comments by Golden M. Sport and Society in Ancient Greece (Cambridge, 1998) who 
advocates for the Greeks exercising naked from the early Fifth Century B.C.E. [Pp. 66]; and Crowther N.B. 
'Athletic Dress and Nudity in Greek Athletics' In Eranos 80 (1982) 163-168. 
45 Plato Republic V.452 C-D. Note also Jubilees IIL30-31 which condemns the idea of Jews going naked as 
the gentiles do; although to be fair for such a comment to be made we must accept the possibility that it was 
in response to some instances of Jewish nakedness. Of course it could also be pre-emptive, to remind Jews 
of what God's Law specifies in order to prevent them from transgressing it. This is how Goldstein 
understands the passage: cf. (1981) 77-78, (1983) 230. 
46 This is the belief that seems to have gained ascendancy amongst most modern commentators. See, e.g. 
Goldstein (1981) 77-78, (1983) 229-30; Gruen (1993) 259, (1998) 30; Hams (1976) 29-31. 
47 Jewish society demonstrably became more 'Hellenised' under the Hasmonaeans and the account in First 
Maccabees may represent the Hellenisers attempting to push the boundaries even further, albeit at a date 
much later than the events that we are concerned with. Gruen's assertion that 'the hiding of circumcisions' 
as described in First Maccabees actually refers to Antiochus IV's later persecutions is unconvincing: it stiB 
does not account for our author's silence who would surely have commented on it in his account of that 
episode. See Gruen (1998) 30, 259. 
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Be that as it may, there is another related dimension to this interpretation. While 
our author is scathing with regard to the use of the gymnasium (or the extent of use, when 
and by whom), he is not concerned with the gymnasium itself. Nowhere do we hear about 
its destruction, yet if it had been such a significant symbol of Hellenistic excess that lured 
priests from their holy duties, surely our author would take great delight in detailing its 
demise, stone by stone.48 This recognition, especially when combined with our nudity 
discussion, demonstrates (again) the adoption and adaptation of aspects of Hellenic 
culture. The gymnasium itself was accepted by the Jews (it was not destroyed), its use 
was initially adapted as the locals wore loin cloths (although later this may have 
changed). Certainly aspects of this institution earned criticism (when it interfered with the 
duties of priests), but so long as it remained within the boundaries of the Jewish belief 
system the silence of our author seems to indicate that even Hellenic concepts could be 
adopted. 
Moreover, this is not an isolated example. Consider the delegation that J ason 
sends to Tyre with three hundred silver drachmas as a sacrifice for Herakles [II Macc. 
IV.18-20]. The opening phrase makes it clear that all had gathered to attend the 
quinquennial games - a very Greek event.49 Our author makes no comment about this fact 
or the Jewish attendance: this part of the narrative is presented as though it was a normal 
acceptable occurrence. In the same way the use of Greek coin [8paX).lT]] is passed over in 
silence: our author is not even slightly perturbed. On both matters this is hardly what we 
would expect from an author raging against Hellenisation, unless the Jews themselves 
48 A point also noted by Oruen, who uses it to emphasise that Hellenism and Iudaism were not in conflict at 
this time. See Oruen (1998) 29-31. 
49 II Mace. IV.I8: 'When everyone gathered together for the quinquennial games in Tyre' ['Ayo).t£vou 8E 
1t£V'tct£'tTlPtKOU ayrovor; £V Tupcp]. 
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accepted this festival as part of their cultural celebrations and had adopted the ()paXIlTt 
because it benefited them.50 
Towards An Explanation Of The 
Hellenism vs ludaism Contradiction 
From this study we can be left in no doubt that not everything 'Hellenic' was 
shunned or criticised by the Jews, a contradiction that perhaps goes some way towards 
qualifying the various viewpoints and interpretations that modern scholars have 
expressed in regard to Second Maccabees. We are still left, however, with the unenviable 
task of trying to address and to interpret the opposing views. Again we must reiterate that 
any solutions are speculative, but as we shall see the tension between these interpretations 
can be explained through the differences between perceptions, reality, self-identity and 
individual control of one's destiny - distinctions we have already recognised. 
Let us begin with one issue that the text makes very clear. In short, when we 
discuss Jews, Judaism (or for that matter try to define 'Iou()atot) we are not talking about 
one homogenous group. There were clearly different factions within Jewish society at 
this time. We have, for example, the Antiochenes which were obviously a Greek or 
Hellenised group of Jews involved in the introduction of Greek institutions such as the 
ephebes and the gymnasium [ll Macc. IV. 7-17]. There is also the large army that Judas 
raised to defend Judaism, which in itself was comprised of several groups such as the 
Hasidim.51 There are the different families such as the Tobiads [H Macc. IH.U]; pro-
Ptolemaic and pro-Seleucid factions hinted at [n Macc. X.12-13]; not to mention the 
50 These are additional examples of Rajak's 'Hellenisation process' as opposed to the symbolic imposition 
of Hellenism [(1990) 261-280). What our author does take exception to in this passage is the attempt to 
give the drachmas as a sacrifice to Herakles [H Macc. IV.18-20]. 
51 II Macc. XIV.6; see also I Macc. VII. 7-12 and comments by Gruen (1998) 8-9; Efron (1987) 22-27; 
Tcherikover (1959) 196-98. 
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word choices and usage we have identified that demonstrates that this factionalisation is 
fundamental in understanding the text. 52 The point is that all of these factions are of a 
significant size and influence in Jewish society at this time. Amongst the hostile rhetoric 
that our author directs against the 'Hellenists', for example, we also learn that the 
'Hellenic' changes were implemented by the High Priest. This demonstrates that a 
significant faction in the priestly class saw no conflict in the changes that were occurring 
or at least a way to adapt traditional Jewish life to the new Hellenic ideas and activities. 
This is a situation that, upon reflection, should not surprise. Adjusting to a new political 
environment and 'a reaching out to gentiles in the vicinity' are understandable societal 
reactions. This does not necessitate an outright abandonment of traditional laws and the 
holy covenant. Rather, it just confirms that some Jews considered the Hellenic 
institutions perfectly acceptable or adaptable to their own purposes in a Jewish context.S3 
52 Examples supporting both these assertions can be found throughout this thesis and should require no 
further evidence to be cited here. It is also widely acknowledged, either directly or indirectly, by modern 
scholars that Jewish society was factionalised at this time. It is the politics of the different factions that can 
go some way to explaining the events in the Maccabaean Books. See, e.g. Harris (1976) 31-2; Schiirer 
refers to a 'pro-Greek' faction and the 'rest' see e.g. (1973) l,148; Gruen notes several Jewish groups, see 
e.g. (1998) 28; Schubert K. 'A Divided Faith: Jewish Religious Parties and Sects'. In AJ. Toynbee [Ed.] 
The Crucible of Christianity: Judaism, Hellenism and the Historical Background to the Christian Faith 
(Thames and Hudson: London, 1969) 77-98. Schlifer segregates Jewish society in terms of Pro-Seleucid 
and Pro-Ptolemaic factions [(2003) esp. 13-63J. It is possible that the Antiochenes were comprised of 
Jewish families who had gained prominence, wealth and power from the time that Judaea was considered 
Ptolemaic territory. Some may have benefited from the change of overlordship from the Ptolemies to 
Seleucids or just the Hellenistic environment itself, such as the Tobiads; see II Macc. m.ll (notice how he 
is still held in high regard, although it is interesting that Josephus has the 'sons of Tobias' among those who 
seek permission to build the gymnasium: Josephus Antiquities XIL5.1 (237-241); Hards (1976) 30); 
Goldstein (1975) 85-123, (1983) 207-209; Schiifer (2003) 18-21, 32-41 esp. 35ff; Tcherikover (1959) 159-
60. What the example of this Jewish family should make clear is all that some Jews were probably trying to 
do was to make the most of the world they found themselves in and, where possible, to manipulate events -
all for their own benefit and within the boundaries (as they perceived them) of their own society. Even 
Judas Maccabaeus made agreements with Seleucid officials when it suited his cause [see II Macc. Chapter 
X1.15 (and the letters) and Gruen (1998) 28J; as did the Hasmonaeans, consider e.g. the political 
manoeuvring between Jonathan, Alexander and Demetrius: cf. I Macc. 1O.1ff; and Ionathan's approaches 
to Rome and the Spartans: cf. I Macc. XII.lff. 
53 Gruen (1998) 29-31; Meyers (2002) 144. 
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On the other hand, of course, there were those that objected to the changes, 
although some scholars have tried to minimise the validity of this faction by criticising 
the text as propaganda or dismissing the opposition as an insignificant group of hard-
liners. 54 This, however, is not a reasonable deduction, our text suggests that there were a 
significant number of Jews that had adopted an anti-Hellenism stand. The first 
observation must be the widespread acceptance of Second Maccabees itself and (notably) 
that it is an extant text. We would expect that if it was the ranting of an extreme group of 
conservatives it would not have been preserved; or, if by some quirk of fate it did survive, 
it would not have been mentioned by early mainstream Christian writers.55 Second, Judas 
gathered enough support not only to face Seleucid military power, but to defeat it. While 
the exact size of Judas' army is disputed (the numbers our author gives are clearly and 
54 Consider, for example, the title of Doran's book: Temple Propaganda: The Purpose and Character of 
Second Maccabees. Goldstein argues that Jason (and our author) set out to 'prove' the holiness of the 
Second Temple [(1983) 16] and discredit the author of First Maccabees whom he labels as the Hasmonaean 
propagandist [(1983) 17ft} While Gruen advocates: 'The rhetoric of II Maccabees should not lead us 
astray. Its author has vastly overrated a crisis that few at the time seem to have found particularly alarming.' 
And a little latter: 'The installation of a gymnasium at Jerusalem certainly meant introducing Greek ways, 
but the idea that this entailed abandonment of the holy covenant (even though some hard-liners may have 
propounded it) is wild exaggeration'. Emphasis added in both quotes, and both can be found at Gruert 
(1998) 29. Some scholars do acknowledge that the resistance must have been sizeable, but only in passing 
and with no elaboration. See, e.g. Bright (1981) 423: 'Not a few, however, refused compliance and 
stiffened their backs to passive resistance' [emphasis addedJ. 
55 Clement of Alexandria refers to Second Maccabees as the 'abridgement of the Maccabaean Histories' 
[Stromateis V. 14.97], note also 1. 21.123]; Origen also refers to The Maccabaean Histories [Contra 
Celsum VIII.46J; see Goldstein (1976) 3-4, (1983) 3-4; Abel (1949) viii-x. Christianity was, after all greatly 
influenced by Hellenism - or perhaps more correctly arose out of an era, area and belief system dominated 
by Judaism and Hellenism. This is a debate'that we do not need to get into here, but see by way of 
introduction to the topic: Toynbee A. 'The Mediterranean World's Age of Agony: The Historical 
Antecedents'. In A.J. Toynbee [Bd.] The Crucible of Christianity: Judaism, Hellenism and the Historical 
Background to the Christian Faith (Thames and Hudson: London, 1969) 19-46 - note: 'Twin roots 
determined the character and moulded the history of Christianity - the Jewish and the Graeco-Roman. Both 
formed an essential part of the synthesis of the new religion ... ' [Pp. 20J; Hengel M. Between Jesus and 
Paul: Studies in the Earliest History of Christianity Translated by J. Bowden (London, 1983); Harris E. The 
Influence of Greek Ideas on Christianity (New York, 1957). 
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deliberately low), we must remember that these figures will not in themselves represent 
the totality of Judas' support. Farmers in heartland Judaea, for example, must have aided 
Judas, not to mention the nameless women who must have supported their husbands, 
brothers and sons.56 Third, there are several texts that appear at this time that take a 
similar position to our author over the role of gentiles in destroying Jewish society. First 
Maccabees is an obvious example, but consider also the Book of Daniel (early to mid 
second century B.C.E) and the writings of Ben Sira (late third century to early second 
century B.C.E.).57 Combined these points demonstrate that this was a group of significant 
size and with a diverse support base. 
56 The numerical strength of armies provided by our ancient sources is consistently inaccurate. In short, the 
figures are a way to indicate power relationships, tactics and topographical matters - all of which affect 
military encounters but are harder to quantify. The respective size of each army can also exaggerate the 
importance of a victory and help minimise or explain the reason for a defeat. There seems little doubt that 
the authors of First and Second Maccabees could and did magnify the glory of the Jewish victory over the 
Seleucids by minimising the numbers in Judas' army and exaggerating the strength of his foe. The numbers 
given in the Maccabaean texts range from 6000 at the start of the revolt [11 Mace. VIILl, 16,21-22] to 10 
000 at the battle of Beth Zur [1 Mace. IV.29J. More informative are the reports in First Maccabees that 
Judas led 8000 men to Gilead while 3000 followed Simon [I Mace. V.20], while the remainder of the army 
was left under the commander of Joseph and Azaria in order to defend Judaea. It has been estimated that 
the size of this later force must have been at least equal in number to the totals that had departed under 
Judas and Simon, Le. 11 000; giving a total Jewish military strength of 22 000. Some support is provided 
by the Temple Scroll which stipulates that a tenth, a fifth, a third, or in great emergencies a half of the army 
can be sent out, but to avert the possibility of any invasion at least half the military must remain in Judaea 
[see "The Temple Scroll" (IIQT=IIQI9, 20, 4Q365a) LVIII; Vermes (1998) 190-219]. The "War Scroll" 
also provides some indication on Jewish force numbers, which support the sort of military figures we have 
suggested above. According to this scroll somewhere between 10600 and 11600 would advanee into battle 
[IQM, I Q33, 4Q491-7, 4Q471; Section V-VI: see Vermes (1998) 161-183, esp. 168-169]. For more on the 
numerical strength of Judas' army, including further references and other theories supporting the number of 
22 000 see especially Bar-Kochva (1989) 29-67, especially 47-63 (Jewish numbers) and 63-67 (reasons for 
distorting numbers). Further references and some additional, related comments can be found in Kasher A. 
Changes in Manpower and Ethnic Composition of the Hasmonaean Army'. In Jewish Quarterly Review 
VoL 81 (1991a) 325-352, esp. 334-337. Non-military residents of Judaea could have provided support 
through the provision of food and shelter, andlor more abstract in the form of boosts to morale, etc. Bar-
Kochva, for one, also agrees that Judas' army probably had the support of local farmers [(1989) 58]. 
57 To name two as indicative examples only, not an exhaustive list. Consider also that we are only dealing 
with extant texts and it is probable that many more that support our interpretation existed in antiquity. 
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The recognition of different factions in Jewish society and the conflict that was 
occurring among them can explain the divergent views towards Hellenism that we have 
identified in the text of Second Maccabees. The book can be seen as a microcosm of the 
tension and debate concerning the change that was occurring in Jewish society at this 
time. More interesting though is the possibility that these different factions would hold 
different ideas about how to adapt to the emerging socio-economic and political climate. 
This difference of opinion created friction both between Jewish groups (factions) and 
between the Jews and other peoples (gentiles, but particularly Hellenes). 'The most visible 
sign of the changes are the symbols of the Hellenised ruling power (albeit in conjunction 
with some Jews) such as the gymnasium. It must have seemed most disconcerting for 
some Jews to have priests hurrying away from the Temple to partake in foreign 
(Hellenic) practices. The result would have been a feeling amongst the Jews that a new 
identity was being imposed. This can provide a reason why our author blamed Hellenism 
for eroding traditional Jewish beliefs: it was symbolic of the 'new order' and the direction 
in which Jewish society was evolving. 
Furthermore, it is interesting to note that in many ways these policies mirror those 
of the colonial powers in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries C.E: difference is feared 
and conformity demanded, among other things, in order to maintain control for the new 
ruling elite.58 For the minority groups involved (or, to remain focussed on our era and 
58 This is not the place to embark on a detailed comparison, but it is worthwhile noting that (if treated with 
care) we could gain some insights into the events in Jerusalem in the second century B.C.E. by examining 
the actions and rationale of colonising powers in more modern eras. See, e.g. Townsend M.B. European 
Colonial Expansion Since 1871 (Chicago, Philadelphia, New York; 1941) esp. 'Results of European 
Expansion upon the Native' Pp. 183-210 which describes the policies of the colonial powers towards 
indigenous peoples in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries - all cases demonstrate a power imbalance, 
although this is not always apparent to Townsend herself; Stoler A.L. Carnal Knowledge and Imperial 
Power: Race and the 1ntimate in Colonial Rule (University of California Press: Berkeley, Los Angeles, 
London; 2001) - which, although focus sing on issues of intimacy and sex, does discuss and evaluate 
colonial studies and cultural anthropology especially at the start of Chapter Two: Cf. Pp. 22-26, 224-229. 
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topic, 'for the Jews'), such cultural and societal changes result in alienation and 
powerlessness. This, in turn, means that to maintain some influence over one's identity 
there was a reaction against the perceived threat. So for our author's Jewish faction 
everything Greek was demonised in order to make the point that we (as Jews) are 
different and want to protect who we are: it was easier and more effective to do this 
before the fa<;;ade of an all consuming, hostile other. 59 
Therefore, in relation to our discussion on Second Maccabees, it seems reasonable 
to suggest that Hellenism was the chosen way to categorise the other. As anecdotal and 
undoubtedly factual stories came to light of what the Seleucids had done and were doing, 
Greek practices were further demonised and an idealistic traditional life without or before 
Hellenism created. A cycle of cause and effect was therefore established, and blame 
meted out based on these beliefs. Perception becomes integral in explaining daily reality, 
so foreign imposed changes to Judaism were perceived to be the fault of the Greeks, 
while Hellenic practices adopted by the Jews through choice were, or could become, part 
The issues Stoler raises with regard to sex between coloniser and colonised are in themselves interesting 
and relevant to the Jewish society we are discussing with its restrictions on marrying foreigners - but that is 
another study again. See also references raised in the Introduction to this thesis. 
Other aspects of cultural anthropology can also be informative. We can gain the same insights into 
power imbalance by studying the conflict in terms of a relationship between an ethnic group (in our case 
the Jews) and a political power elite. See e.g. Enloe (1973) passim; Ronen (1986) 1-10. See also recent 
investigations into post-colonialism which tend to draw attention to the need for recognition and respect 
between groups - not to mention self-awareness. Such recognition in itself requires the existence of 
previous power imbalances. See, e.g. Ashcroft B. Postcolonial Transformation (Routledge: London and 
New York; 2001); Loomba A. Colonialism/Post-Colonialism (Routledge: London and New York; 1998); 
Seshadri-Croots K. 'At the Margins of Post-Colonial Studies Part l' and Afzal-Khan F. 'Part II'. In F. 
Afzal-Khan and K. Seshadri-Croots The Pre Occupation with Postcolonial Studies (Duke University Press: 
Durham, London; 2000) 3-34. Such policies are also evident (to some extent) in the Ancient World through 
the recognition by the ruling power of traditional laws of different groups (see IT Macc. XI. 16-38 - a series 
of letters granting the Jews the right to follow their own laws, although there is still a power imbalance to 
suggest that this indicates a degree of autonomy and ability to define one's self). 
59 Therefore, as we mentioned in the 'Introduction' to this thesis, as this text is part of the literature of that 
group of Jews rebelling against change (i.e. the 'other') it provides good material for identifying and 
defining Jewishness ('us') - definite values will be emphasised to draw a distinction. 
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of their (traditional) identity. The line between the acceptance and rejection of Hellenic 
concepts was placed in a different place by the different factions in Jewish society. 
In addition there is an underlying point: power and control. For our author 
Hellenic culture was cultivated as the villain responsible for social change, so it became a 
convenient catch cry in order to rally support. That this message may have been passed to 
supporters in Greek did not seem hypocritical because the Jews had chosen to use this 
language. In other words, choice and the power explicit in making that choice meant that 
the Greek language had become an acceptable part of traditional Jewish society (to some 
extent and/or in some circumstances) from the perspective of the Jews. Try as they might 
the High priests Jason and Menelaus could not garner the same degree of support for their 
agenda. 
We may make bold to venture a moral: Societies will change and evolve, but it 
must be from within that group even if the stimulus is external. Imposition of change will 
meet resistance. When a combination of these two circumstances exist an outsider 
looking in can identify what appear to be contradictory messages when in reality they are 
nothing more than one group of people making choices. In the case of the period that we 
are here concerned with, this can most graphically be illustrated by the events following 
Judas' success. The conflict against the Seleucids built on the need to defend Judaism 
from Hellenism, yet the subsequent Hasmonaean dynasty is the most responsible for 
Hellenising Jewish sOciety.60 It can be argued, however, that the difference is choice. 
Under the Hasmonaeans the Jews controlled the introduction of Hellenism. In this way, 
cultural change could be moulded into terms acceptable to the majority and not be 
symbolic of the other or imposed by foreigners. 
60 A topic that has received extensive attention in its own right. See, as an introduction to this subject: 
Bickerman (1962) esp. 148-165; Schiirer (1979) 11.52. 
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* * * 
We can conclude, therefore, that the adoption of Hellenic practices and the 
maintenance of traditional Jewish values are not necessarily mutually exclusive concepts 
andlor actions.61 The use of the Greek language to promote a Jewish message 
demonstrates this quite clearly. It seems reasonable to conclude, therefore, that there was 
some form of Jewish acceptance, perhaps even adoption of the Greek language as an 
appropriate part of Jewish tradition. Certainly, there may have been a practical purpose as 
well. The Jews were, by the Second Century B.C.E., spread over many parts of the 
Mediterranean: from Alexandria to Babylon, to Sardis and many places in between. 
Greek was a language that could reach all of them and enable (even empower) all Jews to 
understand and to contemplate traditional Judaism. Of course in the ideal world this 
would be done through Hebrew, but the reality required the use of Greek.62 Moreover, 
albeit probably as an unintended by-product, it was a way to teach - or perhaps to 
enlighten - gentiles not only as to the existence of Jews, but also to introduce concepts of 
Judaism to them. This would have the added benefit of validating the Jews' own, unique 
identity. 
The underlying principle of self-interest and control is perhaps the most important 
point to take out of this discussion. The 'traditional Jews' could use the Greek language 
for their benefit to enhance their position. On this basis other aspects of Hellenistic life 
could also be adopted without compromising identity. In short we cannot escape the 
simple fact that the Jews themselves (or at least a significant segment of their society) 
6l Also recognised by Rajak (1990) 261-280. 
62 This is the reason now advocated by most scholars for the translation of Jewish Law (Le. Pentateuch) into 
Greek. See, e.g. Bickerman (1962) 74; Schtirer (1986) II1.475; Tcherikover (1959)348. 
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found aspects of Hellenism acceptable. We are hardly in the position to tell them that 
they are wrong or that their reality does not fit some neat modern model! 
This observation leads us directly to our final point. We must consider the 
perspective through which we have made these assessments. As outsiders trying to 
present an image of Jewish society as it is depicted by the text of Second Maccabees we 
can label different attributes as Hellenic through the criteria we established earlier in this 
thesis. The reality for a Jew living in this world could be (and would have been) 
something completely different. Aspects of Jewish identity that we label Hellenic would 
have been incorporated into Jewish identity as an acceptable attribute and not perceived 
as alien by the Jews. The use of Greek is an obvious example. We can perhaps label it as 
an indicator of Hellenic influence, but for a Jew at that time it was just a part of normal, 
everyday life. In the same way, the existence of the gymnasium and an ephebic class do 
not mean that Jerusalem was a (Greek) 1t6At~.63 The institutions can be adopted and 
adapted to fit Jewish requirements. It is in this way that we can state that Judaism and 
Hellenism were not mutually exclusive. In fact, in an interesting twist, it seems that it was 
the perception of the latter's role in challenging Jewish society that helped ensure the 
survival of a distinct Jewish identity. 
63 In the sense that the presence of these institutions in themselves do not necessarily make it a Greek 
n:OA1C;, it is of course still a 'city' in the more generic understanding of the term. 
Conclusion 
There can be no doubt that in the middle of the Second Century B.C.E. a sector of 
Jewish society, as represented by our author, was in a political and cultural struggle for 
the control of Judaea (in particular Jerusalem). Its initial opposition came from among its 
own countrymen, a significant faction who believed that the future of Jewish society was 
best served by a strict alliance with the ruling Seleucids. To achieve this alliance and 
their own political ambitions - they took a very liberal view of the traditional laws as 
prescribed by the Torah and lobbied strongly for Jewish acceptance of foreign customs. 
These actions bring the cultural aspects of the political struggle to the fore. This is what 
the author of Second Maccabees focuses on. He alleges that foreign influences were 
threatening 'Jewishness' itself, they were challenging the unique attributes that defined 
Jewish identity. In making this stand and advocating traditional Jewish customs our 
author makes two points abundantly clear. First, the primary, albeit not exclusive, 
concern for him is religion. Second, the threat to Judaism (which we can understand as 
Jewish identity/Jewishness) is specified: he calls it 'Hellenism'. 
It is the second of these conclusions that will be the most controversial. As we 
made clear at the beginning of this analysis (and at several places during it) most modern 
commentators have begun to minimise, to the point of denying, any conflict between 
Judaism and Hellenism, Greek and Jew. 1 Nevertheless, we have consistently 
demonstrated that our author, while advocating Judaism, is defining the traditional Jewish 
way of life against the Hellene and the customs he perceives are associated with the 
Greeks (Le. Hellenism). In places our author explicitly makes this contrast. He, for 
1 As indicative authors see Goldstein's various works, and Gruen especially his Heritage and Hellenism. 
More references are cited in the Introduction. The traditional interpretation of the Maccabaean Books 
recognises the Greek versus Jew, Judaism versus Hellenism dimension. 
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example, expresses direct concern with the effect the gymnasium, ephebia and Hellenism 
(a term he specifically uses) were having on Jewish traditions in particular the priests' 
activities [II Macc. IV.9-17]. Consider also that at the start of Chapter Six it is the 
Hellenes (under an Athenian) that are perceived as denigrating the Temple, implementing 
Antiochus IV's edict, and persecuting the Jews [II Macc. VI.lff]. Certainly there is a 
political aspect to these accounts.2 However, it is the socio-religious/cultural aspects of 
the descriptions that interest us the most. To that end, our analysis has demonstrated that 
our author not only expresses concern with regard to that which he labels Hellenic, he 
also tends to focus on how Hellenism and the actions of the Hellenes are threatening 
Judaism. 
Our interpretation is further supported by our analysis of the more subjective 
elements identifiable in Second Maccabees, specifically our author's perceptions as we 
have been able to identify them in the text (or subtext). It is clear that for the Jews the 
Seleucids are representative of (or perhaps even perceived 'as') the Hellenes and are 
symbolic of Hellenism.3 Understanding that, we can see that the surrounding nations can 
be (to some extent) linked to the Greeks and Hellenism through their Seleucid 
commanders, as can the role(s) and choices of the various neighbouring cities in 
supporting Seleucid decrees. While simple geography can explain the prominence with 
which local cities or nations have in Judas' campaigns, it is not the surrounding nations 
themselves that are of principal concern to our author. Rather it is their association with 
2 We have commented how Second Maccabees could provide political insights or how it could enhance our 
understanding of the various Jewish factions clearly competing for control of Jerusalem. The text also 
incorporates valuable glimpses into the role(s) of the Seleucids and Ptolemies. 
3 To make use of Tessa Rajak's definition of Hellenism [(1990) 261-280]. 
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the imposition of Hellenic based customs, even if this association is indirect.4 This is a (if 
not the) primary reason, as emphasised by our author, for Judas' actions. Be that as it 
may it is also possible that Judas was in fact the aggressor. We can interpret our author's 
version of events as indicating that Judas may have used the perceived threat of 
Hellenism to mask his own political and expansionist ambitions. 
The way we approached the text (or to use the jargon we have introduced, our 
more 'subjective' analysis of it) revealed other indications of our author's anti-Hellenic 
perspective. Our study on the names of the actors in Second Maccabees [Chapter Seven] 
identified a strong correlation between Greek-named individuals and acts that are 
considered hostile to the Jews. Characters with Hebrew names, on the other hand, were 
generally portrayed in a positive way. Since it is doubtful that the book was deliberately 
constructed in this way, what we seem to have identified is an indication of our author's 
perceptions and beliefs: In other words, a reflection of the way he saw the world around 
him. It seems that, rightly or wrongly, he blamed Hellenism and the Hellenes for the 
dilemmas Judaism and the Jews were facing at this time. 
This underlying perception was evident in all our studies, and it is this repetition 
that is significant. To put it simply, the combined recognition of the same basic theme 
makes it more convincing and presents us with a basic context or environment that should 
be considered fundamental in any analysis of the text. This notwithstanding, we also took 
our discussion one stage further. We demonstrated that in Second Maccabees the Greeks 
and what they represent are constructed as the 'other', outside Jewish society and 
different. Now, what is interesting (and something that is, perhaps, a qualification to our 
4 This interpretation is in no way is intended to minimise the importance of these nations' traditional enmity 
to the Jews. Tradition is important to our author, and he is presenting the threat in terms that he and his 
fellow citizens can understand and relate to. While reference to traditional enemies is undoubtedly one such 
method, we have shown that the invasive, destructive Greek presence is another. 
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observations), is that it is the 'differences' that our author seems to focus on - both when 
we have made a direct or objective interpretation of the text, and when we have made a 
subjective one. Let us be a little more specific. These differences are, for the most part, 
cultural practices that are not accepted by our author as being a part of Jewish society. 
Most importantly when our author recognises a difference, which he regularly constructs 
as a threat, he tends to label it 'Hellenism'. In doing this, what he is actually creating is a 
rallying cry or an all inclusive catch-phrase that encompasses all of the threats facing the 
Jews. The Hellenes and all things Hellenic, become perceived as the source of all 
problems for the Jews. In this way Hellenism represents hostility and negativity, with 
nothing constructive to offer - or such is the belief, regardless of the reality. 
The implications of this last observation are interesting. It provides the rationale 
to explain why Hellenism can be condemned, while on the other hand various Hellenic 
customs can be and are willingly adopted by the Jews into their own environment. In our 
analysis we described this apparent contradiction as a 'tension', and explained it through 
the interaction of a variety of factors such as perception and reality; power, choice and 
control [Chapter Eight]. Further insights can be gained by examining more recent 
episodes of colonisation - while the circumstances are clearly different, some of the 
underlying principles are similar. The key issue is identified as power: if one makes the 
choice to adopt a practice it is not being imposed nor is it a threat. In this way, practices 
or customs that we may label as Hellenic can be accepted by the Jews. Furthermore, by 
being incorporated into their daily lives these customs or practices become, in a sense, a 
part of Jewishness.5 As a result, regardless of the attempts that have been made to 
rationalise what we are interpreting as a contradiction, our study has identified that the 
5 So the Greek language has a place or acceptable role in Jewish society (Second Maccabees itself was 
written in Greek!), and Dionysus' 8upao<; can be waved at Jewish religious festivals [II Mace. X. 6-7]; but 
Hellenism itself can be condemned on high: esp. IT Mace. IV.7-17; VI.1ff. 
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differing perspectives on Hellenism simply reflect the daily reality. Therefore, in any 
analysis of the Jews and the Greeks / Hellenism and Judaism, as represented in Second 
Maccabees, there will be examples of Hellenic customs being accepted, while others are 
loudly denounced. We cannot ignore this fact, rather we must undertake studies in a 
similar vein to this one, that attempt to find a way to account for apparent contradictions 
- or, to put it more simply, the complex realities inherent in any society. 
* * * 
We could end our discussion at this point, having summed up our assessment of 
one of the more complex issues raised by Second Maccabees. However, to do so would 
misrepresent both a fundamental purpose of our study and the value(s) of the insights that 
we have made. For a start, the description of events we have outlined (above) is taken 
from the various discussions and points that we have raised throughout our study. It is, I 
believe, a reasonable interpretation of our text and a probable scenario. Yet it is not 
intended to be, nor is it presented as, the definitive answer to the question whether the 
Jews opposed the Greeks or the alleged threat to Judaism by Hellenism. Rather, it is an 
interpretation based on a method. To that end, one does not have to agree with the outline 
of events provided to appreciate the way in which our results were gathered, analysed, 
and assessed. Furthermore, our conclusion does not have to be accepted in order to 
recognise the importance that texts, such as Second Maccabees, can have in enriching our 
understanding of particular eras and episodes in History. 
Let us be a little more specific. We introduced Second Maccabees as a text from 
the genre of tragic or pathetic history. Such labelling has been used to denigrate the 
book's content and it has resulted in scholars' tending to treat it as secondary to First 
Maccabees, except (of course!) where Second Maccabees could add more to a particular 
argument or to a point important to an author's own reconstruction of events. It appears 
that this assessment is based on the relative amount of objective, explicit facts: First 
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Maccabees provides details of events in a way that we find more acceptable. Yet it is the 
fact that Second Maccabees is an opinionated work with a specific purpose that makes it 
invaluable to us. It is a product of a time and place and the analysis of context, meanings, 
assumptions and the use of particular words can provide an insight into our author's 
perceptions and his (and his readers') version of reality. This recognition enabled us to 
analyse the (subjective) elements of the text and endeavour to interpret them in order to 
open up new insights.6 One focus was (as discussed) things 'Hellenic', another (albeit 
related) is identity - in particular Jewishness. We based our discussion on two principal 
components. First, the criteria arising from a debate on identity that was clearly occuning 
in the ancient world: consider, for example, the factors emphasised by Herodotus in his 
well known description of the Hellene.7 Second, we looked at the definitions derived 
from recent work in the social sciences. 8 From this starting point we developed our 
analysis by focussing on particular words, authorial insertions, omissions, group 
identification, and the reasons why events were included and how they were included. In 
short, we made assumptions about our author's audience's beliefs based on the 
hypothesis that they would have to be able both to understand and to relate to the text in 
some way (whether it be in a positive or negative way), This, in turn, also meant that we 
could make assumptions about the criteria that identified groups - or more specifically 
Jews. All of these points made it clear that identity was a social construct that was fluid: 
Jewishness, for our author, had became more reliant on cultural criteria (specifically, but 
not exclusively, religion) and could not be defined solely in ethnic and/or geographic 
6 A method advocated as the best way to progress our understanding of the Maccabaean books by at least 
one other scholar: See Rajak (2001) 3-10, esp. 6. 
7 See (in particular, but not exclusively) Herodotus Histories VIlI.144; and Chapter One. 
8 An extensive list of references and a definition of 'ethnicity' (in particular) are provided in the 
Introduction. 
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terms.9 We were also able to show that this evolution preceded our text, which in turn 
suggested that: First, our author's opinions were consistent with significant factions in 
Jewish society at the time (i.e. the ideas presented were part of an ongoing societal 
debate). Second, the evolution that saw culture dominating identity criteria developed 
earlier than some scholars have indicated. 10 
Furthermore, our study revealed plenty of other details concerning the Jews in the 
Second Century B.C.E. It became clear that in order to study Jewishness, and in 
particular the criteria relevant to Jewish identity, we invariably had to examine what our 
author perceived as not being Jewish or what was foreign. Our method was to establish 
some of the criteria that defined or at least categorised elements thereby enabling us to 
quantify identity. This was done through a study of the other. Modem social scientists 
have long acknowledged the importance of the other in defining one's self, while Hartog 
(for one) demonstrated the possibilities this concept presents (in relation to the ancient 
world at least) with his analysis of Hellenic identity based on the Histories of 
Herodotus. l1 We applied some of the same principles to our study of Second Maccabees 
and, in doing so, recognised that the 'other' against which the Jews define themselves is 
9 Of course, ethnicity and geography remained criteria considered in relation to identity - but our analysis 
indicated that they became less important and were 'manipulated' if problematic. In relation to the 
importance of religion, it seems equally likely that the emphasis on this criterion was enhanced for political 
purposes. For more see Friese [(2002) lOff], especially in relation to the studies in the fourth part of his 
volume ['Boundaries and Ethnicity']. Consider also the definition and relevance of the term ethnopolitics: 
see Bauman (2002) 189-200, esp. 197-98 n. 4. 
JO Cohen suggests that 'Io'Uoa\o\ can be first translated as Jews in a cultura1!religious sense in Second 
Maccabees [(1999) 92-3]. We have demonstrated that the transition process predates Second Maccabees. 
See Chapter Two. 
11 Hence the title of Hartog's book: The Mirror of Herodotus: The Representation of the Other in the 
Writing of History. Other scholars have adopted the concept as well: recall the comments made by Edith 
Hall in the preface to her book Inventing the Barbarian and cited in our 'Introduction' [(1989) ix]. 
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clearly the Hellenes - or (to be more specific) the 'other' is perceived as, and on occasion 
labelled as, the Hellene. 
While the Jewish-Hellenic dichotomy was a consistent theme throughout our 
analysis of Second Maccabees, we can also reflect on some of the results arising from 
each of the distinctive case-studies that we have undertaken.12 After all, the investigations 
we have made into specific aspects of Second Maccabees are done in a way that has not 
previously been attempted. If the points we discuss are raised by other scholars - such as 
the names of characters - they are done so in general terms that seem to reflect (support) 
a particular argument as opposed to assessing what is actually portrayed in the text itself. 
As we noted a little earlier, we demonstrated in Chapter Seven that names are a reflection 
of identity and do tend to indicate whether an actor is pro- or anti- Hellenism or at least to 
represent something of our author's attitude towards Hellenism. There are, of course, 
complicating factors and exceptions. But with Hebrew-named characters undertaking 
pro-Jewish actions and Greek-named individuals (regardless of ethnicity) at some point 
acting against the Jews (e.g. Jason, Menelaus) or failing in a task (e.g. Dositheus and 
Sosipater), there is quite clearly more to one's name (for our author at least) than has 
been recognised to date.13 
In the same way Chapters Three, Four, and Six are examinations of specific terms 
- i.e. '1o'\)oo,10t and Ao,6s , "EAAnVEs, and E8voS respectively - and how our author 
utilises them in Second Maccabees. Each study demonstrates how we should interpret the 
term when we read Second Maccabees, and indicates possible insinuations that our 
author could be making when he uses a particular word: Aaos, for example, referred 
12 In general terms each Chapter represents a separate study, although Chapters One and Two are more 
introductory; Chapter Three has two related studies ('lo'\)o«to1. and ;\«6c;); while Chapters Five and Six are 
also related. 
13 Contrast, for example, our discussion on names with that by Gruen (1998) 31ft. 
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exclusively to the Jews and was usually used in a religious context; while 'Io'Doa'iot and 
"E)J.:IlVEC; are demonstrably defined in terms of customs (culture) and tend to be 
contrasted. We used this information in relation to deciphering 'Jewishness' and societal 
beliefs, but it is also important for studies into Greek versions of Hebrew (Biblical) texts. 
The way our author uses Aa6c; and E8voc;, for example, tends to parallel the Hebrew use 
of 'am and goy. 
Our analysis of the other nations (and to an extent ESvOC;) also presents us with 
another way of understanding the text. 14 Instead of making generalisations on how some 
of the nations are the traditional enemies of the Jews, or that Judas fought against the 
surrounding nations and not Hellenism, we identified the actual nations or peoples that 
our author refers to in the course of Second Maccabees. We ascertained our author's 
attitude to each group of people by looking at details of each account and placing it in the 
context of the work as a whole. These observations provided extensive detail, analysis of 
which suggested that we should be more cautious in accepting some of the more recent 
interpretations of the text. It became clear, for example, that there were more distant 
nations than surrounding nations mentioned in the text; and that, of the peoples we 
categorised as negative, fewer were to 'surrounding nations' than to Hellenic groups!lS 
Furthermore, mention of 'other nations', in particular the 'surrounding nations', are 
predominantly clustered in two Chapters in Second Maccabees and not spread throughout 
the text. 16 
There can be little doubt that both these factors strongly militate against the 
hypothesis that Judas' principal concern was the surrounding nations. Further verification 
14 See Chapters Five and Six, respectively. 
15 See Chapter Five and Appendix Two. 
16 Specifically II Mace. IV and XII. See Chapter Four. 
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was provided by our author's use of eevo<;. This analysis recognised that eevo<; was best 
understood in a broader conceptual way, specifically in relation to 'us and them'. It was 
not a term that was used exclusively to represent anyone group (be it the 'surrounding 
nations', the Jews, or the Hellenes, etc.), but its use did tend to be associated with 
identity. We found that in relation to foreign ('other') eeVf\ there was a strong association 
to Hellenism. In hindsight though I wonder if this should really cause surprise. After all, 
the basic story of Second Maccabees is of a rebellion: the Jews rejected the poHcies and 
customs of their Seleucid (= Hellenic) ruler. In relation to the Jews no one specific 
pattern was identifiable, although there was some indication that eevo<; was an all 
inclusive term that transcended social and political factions. 17 There was also the 
possibility that our author's use of eev 0<; could provide some insight into his 
methodology (or how the text was later edited): several uses of eevo<; are in letters or 
stories that lend themselves to direct copying. IS 
All these various observations notwithstanding, perhaps the most important point 
we can take from this entire study is the process that we used. Certainly there was more 
than an element of speCUlation in several of our assessments. However, the repeated 
patterns - such as the hostility to concepts labelled and identifiable as Hellenic 19 -'-
minimise any in'egularities (exceptions) that may have occurred in regard to individual 
cases. These repeated patterns also make it more probable that we have identified a belief 
or perception of at least our author, but more probably a section of society. After all 
17 Also supported by how our author used related terms such as 01l0E8v£(O [e.g. II Mace. XV.3Q, and 
ollo,,(UA.o<; [e.g. II Mace. IV.IQ]; and phrases such as 'all the people of Judaea' [,'(0 1taV 1:11<; 'Iou3a,1a,<; ... 
"(£vo<;] [II Mace. VII.9]. 
18 E.g. the account of Eleazar [II Mace. VL18-31]. 
19 Consider our study on the "EA.A.T\ve<; in Second Maccabees [Chapter Four], the other nations in Second 
Maccabees [Chapter Five], iffivo<; in Second Maccabees [Chapter Six], and our analysis of names and 
actions [Chapter Seven]. 
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without some degree of acceptance this work would not be extant - it had to appeal in 
order to be read, copied and passed on. This suggests that our analysis can cut across the 
artificial constructs that we traditionally impose in order to understand events. This does 
not mean that we should not continue to undertake our usual investigations and 
assessments. Rather, it simply provides a word of caution: daily realities are complex and 
many of the issues that we discuss will not be simple extremes, but will consist of multi-
dimensional, interrelated elements. 
There can be little doubt that this way of analysing texts makes assessment and 
interpretation more difficult. Yet, if nothing else, we have shown that to understand 
events and societies we have to look beyond the objective, explicit accounts in the text to 
more subjective ideas. The resultant complexity offers compensation through a more in-
depth and far richer understanding not only of the text, but of the society which produced 
it. Our acknowledgement, for example, of the Hellene as the other while demonstrating 
that the Jews adopted Hellenic customs - i.e. the 'tension' we analysed at Chapter Eight-
is precisely the sort of complexity meant. Finally, accepting that Jewish society could and 
did both accept and reject elements of Hellenic culture advances our understanding of 
that society. 
This last point is an observation that encapsulates much of what we have 
endeavoured to establish in the course of our study and, for that reason alone, is worth 
emphasising as we bring our discussion to a close. In short, if we look around at the 
divergent views and contradictions that are a part of the communities in which we live 
today we can see that society is complex. This is the nature of societies and peoples, 
regardless of the time and space within which they exist. Our study has attempted to 
recognise and account for that fact. To reiterate, the correct context is the best way to 
approach divergent accounts or representations in this (or any) text. It is hoped that by 
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using the type of method we have presented and asking the sort of questions that we 
have, there is the possibility that we will be able to present a more accurate reflection of 
daily reality, of societies, and of life in the ancient world. Be that as it may, in the end all 
we have actually suggested is a way in which addressing these sorts of issues may be 
done. Hopefully in the process we have added to the understanding of Second Maccabees 
and its representation of Jewish society. 
Appendix One: 
'Io'Uoa.l01 
In Second Maccabees1 
Number Reference Word Comment 
1 1.1 'Ioubatotc; 
2 1.1 'Ioubaiot 
3 1.1 'Ioubatac; Refers to the geographic area of Judaea, not the~e~e. 
4 1.7 'Iouba'iot 
5 1.10 'Ioubai~ Refers to the geographic area of Judaea, not the people. 
6 1.10 'Ioubatotc; 
7 n.21 'Ioubal()~ou Judaism 
8 1II.32 ' Ioubatwv 
9 IV.11 ' IoubatotC; 
10 IV.35 ' Iouba'iot 
11 IV.36 ' Iouba'iot 
12 V.11 'Ioubaiav Refers to the geogniphic area of Judaea, not the~e~e. 
13 V.23 ' Ioubatouc; 
14 V.25 ' Ioubatouc; 
15 VU ' Ioubaiouc; 
16 VI. 6 ' Iouba'iov 
17 VI. 8 ' Ioubalwv 
18 VIlLI ' Iouba'i()~0 Judaism 
19 VIII.9 ' Ioubatac; Refers to the~e~r~hic area of Judaea, not the~e~le. 
20 VIII.10 ' Ioubalwv 
21 VIII.11 ' Ioubatwv 
22 VIII.32 ' Ioubaiouc; 
23 VIII.34 ' Ioubatwv 
24 VIII.36 ' Ioubalouc; 
1 Some variation of how many times 'Iouba'iot appears could arise depending on which text is used (we 
noted differences, for example, in our manuscripts at 11 Macc. X.14, see Chapter Three n. 14). For 
searching we have used the CD Rom: Thesaurus Linguae Graecae (University of California, 1999) and 
Rahlfs' edition of the text. The two pre fixed letters are included in this study. 
The column headings are self explanatory: Number - keeps a running total of the number of 
entries; Reference - the relevant entries; Word - the form of 'Iouba'iot found at each reference; Comments 
- any notes, in particular if the form of 'Iouba'iot refers to the geographic area of Judaea or if we have a 
form translated as Judaism. 
Related References to 'Hebrews' [VII.31; X1.13, XV.37]; 'Israel' [1.25,26; IX.5; X.38; XI.6]; and 
'Jerusalem' [1.1, 10; III.6, 9, 37; IV.9; V.25; V1.2; VIII.31, 36; IX.4; X.15; XI. 5 , 8; XII.9, 29, 31,43; 
XIV.23, 27; XV.30] are not included. 
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25 VIII. 36 ' Iouoaious I 
26 IX.4 ' Iouoatous 
27 IX.4 ' Iouoairov 
28 IX.7 ' louoatous 
29 IX.15 • Iouoatous 
30 IX.17 ' Iouoa'iov 
31 IX.18 ' Iouoaious 
32 IX.19 ' IouoaiolS 
33 X.8 ' Iouoairov 
34 X.12 'louoaious 
35 X.14 ' Iouoalous 
36 X.15 'Iouoaious 
37 X.24 ' Iouoairov 
• 
38 X.24 ' Iouoaiav Refers to the geographic area of Judaea, not the people. 
39 X.29 ' Iouoairov 
40 XI.2 ' Iouoaious 
41 XL5 ' louoaiav Refers to the geographic area of Judaea, not the people. 
42 X1.l5 ' louoairov 
43 XLl6 I 'IouoaiOlS 
44 Xl.16 ! 'Iouoa{rov 
45 XI.24 I 'Iouoaious 
46 Xl.27 I 'Iouoairov 
47 Xl.27 ' IouoalolS 
48 XL31 'louoaious 
49 XI.34 ' louoairov 
50 XII. 1 ' louoaiol 
51 XlI.3 'Iouoaious 
52 XII. 8 ' IouoaiolS 
53 XlI. 17 ' Iouoaious 
54 XII.30 ' Iouoatrov 
55 XII. 34 'Iouoairov 
56 XIIAO 'Iouoaious 
57 XIII. 1 ' Iouoaiav Refers to the geographic area of Judaea, not the~eClQle. 
58 XIII. 9 'IouoalolS 
59 XIII.13 ' Iouoaiav ~efers to the ~~graphic area of Judaea, not the people. 
60 XIII.18 ' I01loairov 
61 XlII.19 ' Iouoairov 
62 XlII.21 ' IouoatKllS 
63 XIII. 23 'Io1loa{ous 
64 XlV.5 ' I01loaiol 
65 XIV. 6 ' louoatrov Hasidaean Jews led by Judas. 
66 XIV. 12 ' I01loatas Refers to the geographic area of Judaea, not the people. 
67 XIV. 14 ' I01loaias ! Refers to the geographic area of Judaea, not the ~eClQle. 
68 XIV. 14 ' I01loa{rov 
69 XIV.37 ' I01loatrov 
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70 XIV.38 'Io'U()alcrflou Iudaism 
71 XIV.38 'Io'U()alcrflou Iudaism 
72 XIV.39 ' Io'U()ato'Uc; 
73 XV.2 ' Io'U()atrov 
74 XV.12 ' Io'U()atrov 
75 XV.22 ' Io'U()atac; Refers to thezeogn.tphic area of Iudaea, not the~e()Qle. 
Entry No Reference 
1 I.1 
2 I.10 
3 I.13 
4 I.l9 
5 1.20 
6 1.33 
7 n.23 
8 nI.3 
9 III.5 
10 IVA 
11 IV.9 
12 IV.10 
13 IV. 11 
14 IV. 13 
15 IV.15 
16 IV.18 
17 IV.19 
Appendix Two 
The Surrounding Nations 
Table One: 
A Complete Listing of All References 
To Peoples and Places 
In Second Maccabees1 
People/Place Pos Neg Desc Comments 
Egypt D Jews in Egypt, recipients of letter. 
Egypt D Jews in Egypt, recipiants ofletter. 
Persia D King Antiochus entered Persia with a force 
that seemed invincible. 
Persia D Jewish forefathers carried off into Persia. 
Persia D King of Persia. 
Persia D King of Persia. 
Cyrene D J as on of Cyrene. 
Asia D Seleucus, King of Asia. 
Coele-Syria D 
Phoenicia 
Coele-Syria D 
Phoenicia 
Antiochenes N Whomever this term actually refers to, it is 
clear our author associates them with 
Hellenism and views them as part of the threat 
to Judaism. 
Hellenic/ N 
Greek 
Romans P Treaty of friendship and an alliance 
established. 
Hellenism N Not really a 'people', but strongly associated 
to the 'Greeks' (a term for 'Greek customs'?) 
and a concept central to our thesis, so we have 
included it. 
Hellenic / N 
Greek 
Tyre D Games held at Tyre. 
Antiochenes N Delegation from Jerusalem to Tyre were 
Antiochenes. 
1 Column headings are described at the end of this table. 
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18 IV.21 Egypt TDl 
19 IV.21 Joppa li=i 20 IV.22 Phoenicia 
21 IV.26 Ammonite N Jason sought refuge here, so the Ammonites 
support an enemy of Judaism. 
22 IV.29 Cypriots D 
23 IV.30 Tarsus P Inhabitants of this city rose in revolt against 
Antiochus. 
24 IV.30 Mallus P Inhabitants of this city rose in revolt against 
Antiochus. 
25 IV.32 Tyre D Menelaus sold gold plate from the Temple to 
the inhabitants of Tyre and other surrounding 
cities. I 
26 IV.33 Daphne D Onias withdrew to the Sanctuary at Daphne 
near Antioch. 
27 IV.33 Antioch D 
28 IV.36 Cilicia D 
29 IV.36 Greeks N See discussion in Chapter Four and, 
especially, Chapter Six from n. 49ff and text, 
this thesis. 
30 IV.44 Tyre D 
31 IV.47 Scythians D The Scythians are understood to be 
'uncivilised', in this context they are used to 
denigrate Antiochus and Menelaus further. 
32 IV.49 Tyre P People from Tyre support Jewish outrage 
against Antiochus' actions, but note the use of 
Kat [even], which could indicate we have the 
same situation as IV.36 and the apparent 
Greek support. 
33 V.l Egypt D 
34 V.7 Ammonite D Jason seeks asylum in Ammonite territory. 
35 V.8 Arabs P Imprisoned Jason, enemy of the Jewish 
people. 
36 V.8 Egypt D 
37 V.9 Spartans N Generally seen as positive owing to a mention 
of kinship with the Jews. However, the 
context is of Jason fleeing the Jews and 
finding a place of refuge here: so despite their 
'kinship' the Spartans support an enemy of 
Judaism! 
38 V.11 Egypt D 
39 F Antioch D 40 Phrygia (N) D Philip is described as a Phrygian and as Barbarous! 
41 V.23 D 
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42 V.24 Mysian N Mysian Mercenaries slaughter Jews on the 
Sabbath. 
43 VU Athenian N Sent by Antiochus to instruct Jews to give up 
ancestral customs. 
44 VI.2 MtGerizim D 
45 VI. 8 Neighbouring .N • Hellenic I Greek residents of these cities to 
Greek cities compel the Jews to reject ancestral customs. 
46 VI.9 Hellenic I N Jews must conform to Greek ways. 
Greeks 
47 VIII. 8 Coe1e-Syria D 
Phoenicia 
148 VIILlO Romans D 
49 Vrn.20 Babylon D Battle in Babylon under Semacherib against 
the Galatians. 
50 VIII. 20 Galatians D The opponents in the Battle (above; VIII.20) 
51 Vrn.20 Macedonians N The Macedonians were on the same side as 
the Jews in a battle in Babylonia against the 
Galatians but were fewer in number and not as 
effective. Part of an historical account. 
52 VIII. 20 Macedonians N The Macedonians were on the same side as 
the Jews in a battle (above; VIII.20) but did 
not fight effectively because they were 
'perplexed'! Second mention in same passage. 
53 VIII.35 Antioch D 
54 vrn.36 Romans D 
55 IX.1ff • Persians P Defeated Antiochus in battle. 
56 IX.2 Persepolis D 
I 57 IX.3 Ecbatana D 
I 58 IX.15 Athens D Antiochus would give the Jews rights equal to 
the citizens of Athens. 
59 IX.21 Persia D 
60 IX.29 Egypt ID 
61 
• X.l1 Coele-Syria I D Phoenicia 
62 I X.13 Cyprus ! D . 
63 . X.15 Idumeans N Attacked Jews. 
.64 X.16 Idumeans N Attacked by Judas. 
65 X.24 Asia N Timotheus gathered a multitude of Foreign 
Forces out of Asia. 
66 X.32 Gazara N Harboured Timotheus, described as 
Blasphemers. 
67 XI.2 I HeUenes N Jerusalem was to become a settlement for the 
i Greeks I Gentiles! 
68 XI.5 • Bethrusa P City in Judaea that resisted Lysias' assault. 
69 XI.24 Greek Ways N Adopting Greek customs was problematic for 
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• 
I the Jews as it would mean violating aspects of 
Jewish law. 
70 XI.34 Romans D • Senders of Letter to the Jews. 
71 I XI.34 Romans !p Acting on behalf of Jews. 
72 XII.2 Cypriots (N) D Nicanor, chief of the Cypriot mercenaries. 
Prevented the Jews from leading a 
tranquil/peacefullife. 
73 XII. 3 Joppa N Residents of this town drowned at least 200 
Jews. 
74 XII. 8 Jamnia N Residents of Jamnia planned similar atrocities 
against their local population of Jews as were 
committed by the people of Joppa (XII.3). 
75 XII.9 Jamnia D Judas attacks Jamnia, based on the above 
[XII. 8] an~ations. 
.76 XILlO Arabs N Arabs attack the Jews. 
77 XII.11 Arabs P Arabs seek a peace treaty after being defeated 
by Judas. Referred to in text as V0tLUOcS; 
[Numidians/Nomads]. This is the only time in 
Second Maccabees that this term is used and 
the Arabs are clearly meant, so we have 
included the reference. 
78 XII.l3 Caspin (N) D Judas attacks the town of Caspin that has a 
mixed population of Gentiles. The Caspians 
are rude to Judas, but this seems to be after he 
is committed to the attack! 
79 XII.15 Jericho ID Analogy to great deeds in the past. 
80 XII.17ff Charax (N) D Judas comes to Charax and attacks, forces are 
left here by Timotheus. It is a stronghold of 
the "Tubian Jews". Town destroyed by Judas' 
generals. Later, a Turbian Jew is on the side of 
Judas (XIL35) - although he fails at his task. 
81 XII.21 Carnaim (N) D City where Timotheus sends women and 
children and supplies. 
82 XII.26 Carnaim (N) D Judas slaughters twenty-five thousand people 
when he takes the city' 
83 XII.27 Ephron (N) D Town with a mixture of nationalities defend 
themselves from Judas' attack Judas 
suceeds, however, as the Lord is on his side 
and again kills twenty-five thousand of the 
defenders. 
84 XII.29 Scythopolis (N) D Judas marches against this town (see below, 
XII,30). 
85 XII.30 Scythopolis (P) D The Jews living here testify to the goodwill of 
the local inhabitants. So they are spared so 
long as they continue their good wilL 
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86 XlI.32 IIdumean D Judas marched against Gorgias the General of 
the Idumean territory. 
87 XlI.35 Thracian N A Thracian horseman struck Dositheus, who 
at the time had hold of Gorgias. 
88 XII. 35 Marisa D 
89 XlI.38 Adullam P Town Judas rested in on the Sabbath. 
90 XlI.40 Jaminites N The Jews that were slain had idols of the 
Jaminites under their cloaks. 
91 XlII.2 Hellenic / N Antiochus Eupator marched against Judas 
Greek with a large Greek force. 
92 XIIlA Beroea D 
93 XIII. 14 Modin D Where Judas pitched camp. 
94 XIII. 19 Bethrusa P A Jewish fort which the king attacks and is 
defeated. 
95 XlII.22 ~ 
96 Xm.23 Antioch 
== 
D 
97 XIII. 24 Ptolemais to D Hegemonides left as Governor of this 
Gera territory. 
98 XIII. 25 Ptolemais ID 
.. 
99 XlII.26 Antioch .D 
100 XlV.l Tripolis ID 
101 XlV.l6 Adasa ID 
102 XlV.27 Antioch D 
103 XV. 1 Samaria D 
104 XV.36 Syrian D 
The column headings are self explanatory: 
Entry No. 
Reference 
PeoplelPlace 
Pos, Neg, Desc 
Comments 
Keeps a running total of the number of entries; 
The relevant passage from the text; 
Every group of people or place name mentioned in the text; 
Each entry is classified as Positive, Negative, or Descriptive from the 
perspective of our author and based on the context of the account in Second 
Maccabees. Descriptive entries can also have a bracketed P or N i.e. [P] / [N] 
indicating tending toward positive or negative respectively; 
Any additional notes or information that could be beneficial. 
Entry No People / Place 
1 Egypt 
2 Persia 
3 Cyrene 
4 Asia 
5 Coele-Syria and 
Phoenicia 
6 Antiochenes 
7 Greek / Hellenic 
8 Romans 
9 Tyre 
10 Joppa 
11 Phoenicia 
12 Ammonites 
13 Cypriots 
14 Tarsus 
15 Mallus 
16 Daphne 
17 Antioch 
18 Cilicia 
19 Scythians 
20 Arabs 
21 Spartans 
22 Phrygia 
23 MtGerzim 
24 Mysian 
25 Athenian 
26 Babylon 
27 Galatians 
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Table Two 
Individual Nations and Places2 
Location References 
D Ll, 10; IV.21; V.l, 8,11; IX.29 
D I.13, 19,20,33; IX.1ff, 21 
,D 11.23 
D nI.3; X.24 
D 1II.5; IV.4; VIII.8; X.11 
S IV.9,19 
S (D) IV.I0, 13, 15, 36; VI.8, 9; XI.2, 24; 
XIII.2 
, 
D ~O, 36; XI.34, 34 
C ,49 
C IV.21; Xn.3 
C IV.22 
C IV.26; V.7 
D IV.29; XII.2 
D IV.30 
D IV.30 
D IV.33 
D IV.33; V.21; VIII.35; XIII.23, 26; 
XIV.27 
D IV.36 
D IV.47 
C .u, ,<","1.10, 11 
D V.9 
D V.22 
D V.23; VI.2 
D V.24 
D VU 
D VIII. 20 
D VIII.20 
2 Colunm headings are described at the end of this table. 
Comments 
See Table in Chapter Four: 
"E A A11 v £ C; In Second. 
Maccabees. Categorised as 
'Special' because of the 
cultural focus of some 
references - otherwise, of 
course, they would be labelled 
'Distant' . 
• 
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28 i Macedonians D ! VIII.20, 20 
29 Persepolis D ! IX.2 
30 Ecbatana D • rX3 
31 Athens D IX.15 
32 Cyprus D X13 
33 Idumaeans C X.15, 16; XII.32 
34 Gazara C X.32 
35 Bethrusa C X1.5; XIl1.19, 22 
36 Jamnia C XlI.8,9 
37 Caspin C XII. 13 
38 Jericho C XII.15 
39 Charax C XII.l7ff 
40 Carnaim C XlI.2l,26 
41 I~ C XlI.27 
42 Scythopolis C XII.29,30 
43 Thracian D XlI.35 
44 Marisa C XlI.35 
45 Adullam C XlI. 38 
46 Jaminities C XlI.40 
47 Beroea D XlII.4 
48 Modin C I Xlll.14 
49 Ptolemais to Gera D Xlll.24 
50 Ptolemais C XlII.25 
I 51 Tripolis D XlV.l 
52 Adasa C XlV.16 
53 Samaria C XV.1 
54 Syrian D XV.36 
The column Headings are reasonably self explanatory. For the most part, they provide a variation on the 
information provided in Table One above: 
Entry No. 
People I Place 
Location 
References 
Comment 
Keeps a running total of the number of entries; 
Ordered by first reference in Second Maccabees. Where both place and people 
are in the text first reference to each is included, e.g. 'Athenian' (Entry No. 26) 
and 'Athens' (Entry No. 32) are both in the Table; 
Classification of location of each place or people in relation to the Jews: either 
Close (C), Distant (D), or Special (S); 
The references in the text where that group of people or place can be found. 
Correlates with Table One; 
Any additional notes or information that could be beneficial. 
Appendix Three 
Second Maccabees: 
Character Identification and Description! 
No. Ref. Name Name Ethnicity Positive! Comments 
(GklHbrw) (Gk/Jew) Negative 
1 11.19 Judas Hbrw Jew P Judas Maccabaeus. 
2 11.20 Antiochus Gk Gk N Antiochus IV; instigator of the 
persecutions. 
3 11.20 Eupator Gk Gk N Antiochus V; son of Antiochus IV. 
4 11.23 Jason Gk Gk# Desc Original author. 
5 111.1 Onias Hbrw Jew P Probably Onias Ill. Described as 
'pious' and 'hater of wickedness'. 
Note also XV.12-16. 
6 IlI.3 Seleucus Gk Gk N Seleucus IV, although portrayed 
positively here for the purposes of 
propaganda is later the king who sent 
Heliodorus to raid the Temple 
[Ill. 7ff]. 
7 III.4 Simon Gk or Jew N This is a well attested Greek name 
Hbrw from at least the Sixth Century B.C. 
Cf. Fraser et al. Vols. I,ll, III A & B. 
Also a Jewish name. Simon quarrels 
with Onias III [Ill. 1], described as 
'Godless' [111.11]. 
8 III.5 Apollonius Gk Gk# N Son of Thrasaeus, governor of Coele-
Syria and Phoenicia. Informs king of 
Temple's riches. 
9 III.5 Thraseus Gk Gk# Desc Father of Apollonius. 
10 III.7 Heliodorus Gk Gk# N Chief minister of king who attempts 
to confiscate the Temple's wealth for 
his king. 
11 Ill. 11 Hyrcanus Possibly Jew N Name is attested in Attica, cf. Fraser 
Gk or et al. Vol 11 (1994) 438 = IG I12 4700 
Iranian + SEG (1965) XXI 799. Name could 
be connected to the territory of ' 
YpKuviu. It is not Hebrew, although 
1 This Table excludes any names in the two letters at the beginning of Second Maccabees. See the 
Introduction and Chapter Eight this thesis, also Goldstein (1983) 25. Column Headings are described at the 
end of this table. 
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all references in Pape et al. are 
associated with Judaea, albeit starting 
with this one. 
Hyrcanus was the son of Tobias, a 
man of high standing - but not liked. 
The abridger's audience would know 
Hycarnus was a tax collector and had 
killed two of his brothers. This 
statement helps provide an insight 
into Jewish clan politics; see 
Goldstein (1983) 208. 
12 111.11 Tobias Hbrw Jew Desc Father of Hycarnus. Supporter of 
Ptolemies: see Goldstein (1975) 85-
123. 
13 IV.4 Apollonius Gk Gk# N Son of Menestheus, governor of· 
Coele-Syria and Phoenicia. 
Encourages Simon in his evil ways. 
Probably not the same Apollonius as 
in Ill.5; see Goldstein (1983) 204. 
14 IV.4 Menestheus Gk Gk# Desc Father of Apollonius. 
15 IV.7 Jason Gk Jew N Brother of Onias [III.l], gains high 
priesthood through bribery. Note 
description at IV.13, attacks 
Jerusalem V.5ff. First Jew in 11 Mace. 
With a Greek name. 
16 IV.11 John Hbrw Jew P Had established royal privileges for 
the Jews. 
17 IV.11 Eupolemus Gk Jew P Son of John [IV.ll]. Negotiated 
friendship with the Romans. A Greek 
name for a Hellenised Jew would 
have its advantages with sueh a 
diplomatie role. 
18 IV.21 Philometor Gk Gk Dese Deseriptive referenee to King 
Ptolemy Philometor of Egypt (see 
also IX.29). No way to assess if 
referenees are positive or negative. 
19 IV.23 Menelaus Gk Jew N Supported Jason [IV.7], then outbid 
him to gain high priesthood. Is killed 
at XII1.3ff. 
IV.28 tus Gk Gk# N Commander of Jerusalem's guard and 
the collector of revenue. 
IV.29 Lysimaehus Gk Jew N Menelaus' [IV.23] brother and 
supporter: evil, cf. IV.39. 
IV.29 Crates Gk Gk# N Sostratus' [IV.27] second in 
command, commander of the Cypriot 
mercenaries. 
23 IV.30 
IV.31 
25 IVAO 
26 IVA5 
27 IVA5 
28 V.8 
29 V.22 
30 V.23 
Antiochis 
Andronicus 
Auranus 
Ptolemaeus 
Dorymenes 
Aretas 
Philip 
Andronicus 
Gk 
Gk 
Arabic 
(Possibly 
Hbrw) 
Gk 
Gk 
Arabic 
Gk 
Gk 
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Gk# N 
Gk# N 
Jew# N 
Gk# N 
Gk# 
Arab P 
Phrygian N 
(Gk#) 
Gk# N 
King's Concubine: Tarus and Mallus 
(Two cities) given to her as a gift. 
Negative by direct association with 
king and indirect cause of Tarus and 
Mallus to rebel. 
King's regent. Murdered Onias [IlU] 
through Menelaus' [IV.23] 
prom~tin~ 
Difficult name; Pape et al. has 
Aupava as a name found in Arab 
deserts, and suggests that AuapTlvo,; 
derives from Aupa and that this name 
could equate to Au8a which is, again, 
Arabian. Goldstein notes that 
Auranus is a name carried by the 
Hasmonaean family, so even if it is 
not Hebrew it may have a Jewish 
association [(1983) 242]. 
Auranus is the leader of the force that 
attacked Jewish crowds on orders 
from Lysimachus [IV.29]. Described 
as an old fool. 
Son of Dorymenes. Accepted bribe 
from Menelaus [IV.23]. See also 
VIII.8. At X.11ff he acts 
sympathetically towards the Jews -
althollgh this leads to his downfall. 
Father of Ptolemaeus. 
Name well attested in line of 
Nabataean Arabs, see Goldstein 
(1983) 255; Pape et al. also list it as 
Arabic. 
Arabic king recognises the 
inappropriateness of the actions of 
Jason [IV.7]. But note that at XIl.1O 
Arabs (no reference to Aretas) attack 
Jews. 
Commissioner to Jerusalem, 
appointed by Antiochus. Described as 
more barbarous than his king. 
Commissioner to Mt Gerizim, 
appointed by Antiochus. 
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31 V.24 Apollonius Gk Gk# N Commanded Mysian mercenaries 
sent to kill Jewish males and sell the 
women and children into slavery. 
32 VI.I8 Eleazar Hbrw Jew P Teacher of law, distinguished elder. 
Suffered torture and death rather than 
eat pork (Martyrdom). 
33 VII.6 Moses Hbrw Jew Desc Biblical/Historical reference. 
34 VIII.9 Nicanor Gk Gk# N Member of the highest order of the 
king's friends. Sent by Ptolemaeus to 
support Philip against Judas. 
35 VIII. 9 Patroculus Gk Gk# Desc Father of Nicanor. 
36 VIII. 9 Gorgias Gk Gk# N General that went with Nicanor. This 
is possibly the same Gorgias as at 
X.14 and XII.32-37 - see Goldstein 
(1983) 328 I am not so sure, see 
comments below at X.IA. 
37 VIII. 19 Sennacherib ? Babylon Desc BiblicallHistorical reference. 
38 VIII.22 Simon Gk or Jew N Judas' brother; see failure at X19ff 
I Hbrw and XIV.17. 
39 VIII. 22 Josephus I Hbrw w P Judas' brother, otherwise unknown. 
See Goldstein (1983) 334. 
40 VIII.22 Jonathan Hbrw Jew P Judas' brother. 
41 VIII.23 Eleazar Hbrw Jew P Reads aloud from the Holy book for 
Judas' men. Name was possibly 
'Ezra' not Eleazer, see Goldstein 
(1983) 334-5. 
42 VIII.30 Timotheus Gk Gk# N Commander of forces that oppose 
Judas. Same Timotheus as at Xn.2, 
10-31. 
43 VIII.30 Bacchides Gk Gk# N Commander of forces that oppose 
44 VIII.33 Callisthenes Gk Gk# N 
Judas. 
~ as impious. 
45 IX.29 Philip Gk Gk# N Close friend of Antiochus IV. 
46 XII Lysias Gk Gk N Supporter and kinsman (see XI.l) of 
king. 
47 X12 Ptolemaeus Gk Gk# P Fails in support of the Jews, is a 
Macron Greek outcast. Exception that proves 
the rule. 
48 X14 Gorgias Gk Gk# N Possibly the same Gorgias as at 
VIII.9, although it is difficult to 
understand how a failed military 
commander would become Governor 
of Coele-Syria and Phoenicia. This is 
probably the same Gorgias as at 
i i XII.32-37, see Goldstein (1983) 389. 
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49 X,19 Josephus Hbrw Jew P Commander under Judas. 
50 X,19 Zacchaeus Hbrw Jew P Commander under Judas. 
51 X,24 Timotheus Gk Gk# N Timotheus the phylarch from the 
Ammonite territory as opposed to the 
Seleucid commander. See Goldstein 
(1976) 296ff; (1983) 339, 395, 399, 
433. This Timotheus is killed at X.37. 
Despite Goldstein's assertions 
[(1976) 296ff] this is probably the 
same Timotheus as at XII.2 - the 
historical descriptions are not in 
chronological order. 
52 X,32 Chaereas Gk Gk# N Garrison commander that sheltered 
Timotheus [X.24]. 
53 X,37 Apollophanes Gk Gk# N Supporter and brother of Timotheus 
[X.24J. 
54 XI. 17 John Hbrw Jew P Jewish ambassador. 
55 XI.17 Absalom Hbrw Jew P Jewish ambassador. 
56 XI.34 Quintus Roman Roman P Roman who sent Jews a letter. 
Memrnius 
57 XI.34 Titus Manilius Roman Roman P Roman who sent Jews a letter. There 
are difficulties with this name: see 
Goldstein (1983) 422-425. 
58 XII. 2 Appollonius Gk Gk# N Son of Gennaeus, distinguishes him 
from Apollonius at V.24. See 
Goldstein (1983) 433. Governor of 
territory near Judaea who prevents 
the Jews from living in peace. 
59 XII.2 Gennaeus ? [GkJ Gk# Desc Father of Apollonius. Name means 
'noble' and is attested in parts of 
Greece. See Goldstein (1983) 433. 
60 XII.2 Hieronymus Gk Gk# N Governor of territory near Judaea 
who prevents the Jews from living in 
peace. 
61 XII.2 Demophon Gk Gk# N Governor of territory near Judaea 
who prevents the Jews from living in 
peace. 
62 XII.2 Nicanor Gk Gk# N Described as the Chief of the Cypriot 
forces to distinguish him from the 
other Nicanor [VIII.9]. 
63 XII.l9 Dositheus Gk Jew N One of Judas' generals who captures 
Timotheus but then fails to hold him 
and lets him go. 
64 XII.l9 Sosipater Gk Jew N One of Judas' generals who captures 
Timotheus but then fails to hold him 
and lets him go. 
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65 XII. 35 Dositheus Gk Jew N Grabbed hold of Gorgias but failed to 
hold him. Dositheus is one of the 
'Tubian Jews' who are associated 
with Timotheus at XII. 17 . 
66 XIL36 Esdrias Hbrw Jew P One of Judas' commanders. 
67 XIII.21 Rhodocus Iranian (?) Jew# N Name could be Iranian, see Goldstein 
(1983) 466. Not in Pape et aL; or 
Fraser et aL 
Passes secret information of Jewish 
situation to the enemy. 
68 XIII.23 Philip Gk Gk# N Left in charge in Antioch. Different 
Philip from that at IX.29 who goes to 
Ptolemy. Could be the same as that at 
V.22, but verLuncertain. 
69 XIIL24 Hegemonides Gk Gk# N Left as governor of territory from 
Ptolemais to Gerra by Antiochus V. 
70 XIV. 1 Demetrius Gk Gk N Son of Seleucus IV, orders Nicanor 
to destroy Judas. 
71 XIV.3 Alcimus Gk Jew N Formerly a high priest, degrades Jews 
(Judas and the Hasidaeans) to 
Demetrius to get his old position 
back. 
72 XIV. 12 Nicanor Gk Gk# N Attacks Judas, threatens to destroy 
Temple. Difficult to ascertain if this 
is the same or different N icanor from 
that at VIII.9. See Goldstein (1983) 
486. 
73 XIV.19 Posidonius Gk Jew# N On side of Nicanor and Demetrius, 
negotiated settlement with Judas on 
their behalf. Treaty falls a part in long 
run. 
74 XIV. 19 Theodotus Gk Jew# N On side of Nicanor and Demetrius, 
negotiated settlement with Judas on 
their behalf. Theodotus is a Greek 
name widely used by Jews, see 
Goldstein (1983) 489. Treaty falls 
apart in the long run. 
75 XIV. 19 Mattathias Hbrw Jew# N On side of Nicanor and Demetrius, 
negotiated settlement with Judas on • 
their behalf. Treaty falls a part in long • 
run. 
76 XIV.37 Razis Hbrw Jew P Described as pious, commits suicide 
rather than submit to gross 
humiliation 
77 XV.14 Jeremiah Hbrw Jew Desc BiblicallHistorical reference. 
78 XV.22 Hezekiah Hbrw Jew Desc BiblicallHistorical reference. 
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Column Headings are self explanatory: 
No. 
Ref. 
Name 
Name (Gk/ Hbrw) 
Ethnicity (Gk/Jew) 
PositivelN e gati ve 
Comments 
Number: A running total of entries. 
Reference: The listed reference is to the first entry to that name, subsequent 
entries are not necessarily referred too. Therefore, for example, we only have 
one reference to Judas Maccabaeus (the first time he is mentioned), although he 
is cited extensively in the text. 
Name of person. Every name in Second Maccabees is included. 
Whether the name in the previous column is a Greek or Hebrew name. A 
question mark indicates uncertainty. 
If the ethnicity of the person can be determined it is listed. Probable ethnic 
origins are also listed and denoted by an # mark. Gk# can also indicate a person 
on the Seleucid side (governor or military commander etc.) - so that the 
association is to the Greeks - even if the exact ethnicity of the person cannot be 
determined, Le. the person might not necessarily be Greek: consider, for 
example, the entry at X.24 [Timotheus the phylarch from the Ammonite 
territory]. 
For the purposes of this study Macedonians and Seleucids are counted as Greek. 
An attempt is made to define the person as good, pious, successful := positive 
(Le. Judas Maccabaeus) or bad, evil, failure := negative (i.e. Antiochus IV). The 
assessment is made from the perspective of the author and based on all actions 
the person carries out in the book (evil acts out weigh good: that is, for example 
Nicanor at XIV .12 is judged 'negative' [see XIV.12-18; 28-30; 31-36; XV.l-
37] even though at times he was 'positive' [XIV.20-27]). 
Any extra details, observations. 
Appendix Four 
Flowchart of Characters Ethnicity, Actions, And Names 
66 Characters* 
34 Greek 29 Jewish 1 Arab 
& 2 Romans 
33 Hostile Ptolemaeus 15 Hostile 14 Positive 3 Positive 
Macron 
48 Negative Characters 
[Ethnicity of Names] 
33 Greeks - 33 Greek Names 
15 Jews - 1 Hebrew name 
1 Arabic Name 
2 Iranian Names 
11 Greek Names 
[= 14 with foreign names] 
18 Positive Characters 
[Ethnicity of Names] 
1 Arab-
14 Jews-
Arabic Name 
1 Greek Name 
13 Hebrew Names 
2 Romans - Roman Names 
[Ptolemaeus Macron] 
* The sixty-six characters (from the above table of seventy-eight entries) whose actions can be assessed as 
negative or positive/ hostile or friendly from the perspective of our pro-Jewish author. 
AJPh 
ANET 
Antiquities 
Arethusa 
Aristeas 
ASNP 
Ath. Pol. 
BASOR 
B.l. 
BMCR 
cn 
ClL 
CPh 
CPJ 
Ed. 
EJ 
Eranos 
FGrHist 
G&R 
Hdt. 
Hennes 
HTR 
IEF 
JA 
JAOS 
JBL 
JJS 
JR 
JTS 
LXX 
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